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Disclaimer
All quoted comments throughout the Report are reproduced as in the original, without any correction of spelling or grammar. In addition, the name of the author of each post has been reproduced as it appears online and we do not make any representation that the name shown is authentic or accurate. We do not make any representation that people or organisations named in this Report are or are not antisemitic.
1. INTRODUCTION

Executive Summary

During the period in review, antisemitic incidents overall increased by 9.5% over the previous twelve month period. Comparatively, this was almost the same percentage increase as in the 2016 reporting period, although with some stark variations between categories of incidents. Overall, the number of ‘attacks’ remain relatively unchanged, while ‘threats’ increased by 39%, between 2016 and 2017.

The most prominent change over the last twelve months in Australia has been the rise in extreme right-wing activity. This new development has predominantly been through the formation of Antipodean Resistance, a neo-Nazi group. The group formed in October 2016, originally in Melbourne but now with chapters in most other states. So far, their activities have involved putting up thousands of Nazi stickers and thousands of anti-Jewish, anti-homosexual and pro-Nazi posters, especially at universities and other places visible to the public. This has caused great concern especially within the Jewish and gay communities. Some of the Antipodean Resistance posters express support for violence and murder, calling for the “execution” of Jews to be “legalised” and for the killing of homosexuals, by shooting them in the head. The group has also been involved in camping trips into mountain areas for bonding, training, and planning. At this stage, Antipodean Resistance is a serious concern rather than a solid threat to the safety and security of Jews, homosexuals, and non-white immigrants. However, it remains to be seen what direction Antipodean Resistance will take in their future activities.

Also of particular interest during the period in review are the following issues.

There was a 9.5 % increase in reported antisemitic incidents. This increase was mainly due to an increase in graffiti and posters. There were large decreases in assaults and vandalism, and smaller decreases in harassment. For the first time in several years, there were no reports of Jews being pelted with eggs, a form of assault most commonly occurring around synagogues on the Jewish Sabbath. Abuse and harassment of Jews continues, but with slightly fewer reported incidents.

Within the mainstream media, the ABC, Australia’s national public broadcaster, continues to cause concern. This is mainly through its hosting of antisemitic comments on its Facebook pages, and its repeated denials that it has a problem in this regard. Although Facebook comments cannot be pre-moderated, comments can be deleted and account holders who consistently post antisemitic and other racist content can be blocked from posting. The ABC has been consistently lax in taking such measures, thus allowing and leaving antisemitic content on the ABC Facebook pages and allowing antisemites to continue to post. It is often only when an article is published exposing the antisemitism on the ABC, that the ABC acts to remove some antisemitic content. Even then, it does not address the systemic failures that have caused this to be a recurring problem.

Holocaust minimisation continues across all sections of society. It appears that comparing anything bad occurring in Australia to Nazi Germany and/or the Holocaust is seen by some people as acceptable, and that they are unable or unwilling to comprehend how grossly
inaccurate and offensive such comparisons are, or the effect they have on minimising the horror of Nazi Germany and the Holocaust.

Within religious communities, namely amongst Christians and Muslims, there has not been a great deal of open hostility towards Jews, at least not publicly, during the period in review. There have been some individuals, both Christian and Muslim, who have caused concern by their rhetoric, but it is unknown how widely held those views are amongst those communities.

The political far right remains divided between those individuals and groups who consider Jews to be the greatest problem and threat and those who consider Muslims, due to overseas terrorist attacks, to be the greatest problem and threat. The far right remains splintered, along ideological and personality lines, as it usually has been over the decades, and this severely limits its effectiveness. However, as there has been a growth in electoral support for right wing parties in western democratic countries, the far right has become a potentially serious threat to social cohesion and to the physical security of Jews and to other vulnerable minority groups, especially the LGTBI, non-white immigrant, and Muslim communities.

There has been a lessening of online anti-Israel activity and discourse within Australia, with a number of groups and Facebook pages no longer active. There has been a concomitant drop in online antisemitic content on the Facebook pages of anti-Israel groups over the period. However, anti-Israel groups remain active. While ever anti-Israel groups promote the BDS campaign, and the delegitimisation and demonisation of Israel, antisemitism within their own ranks and amongst others will continue to exist and even flourish. This is borne out by a study by AMCHA, which was released in 2017, that found that the more that BDS is promoted, especially within academia, the higher the levels and intensity of antisemitism become, especially against Jewish university students. While BDS has not been popular in Australia, there are some groups, including those composed of academics, who promote it. While ever seemingly respectable groups promote BDS and/or lobby politicians, media and others against Israel, antisemitism will continue to be manifested, expressed both openly and hidden behind a respectable veneer using coded language.

Social media remains a major platform and conveyor of antisemitic expression and propaganda. Many antisemitic organisations and individuals in Australia have an internet presence, including websites, Facebook, Twitter and video channels. While some platform providers are beginning to take measures against hate content, it predominantly falls to social media consumers, including Jewish organisations and groups, to try to counter online hatred, vilification, and incitement to violence. Given the nature of the internet, this problem is international rather than national.

In summary, although Australia remains a stable, vibrant and tolerant democracy, where Jews face no official discrimination, and are free to observe their faith and traditions, antisemitism persists. There are segments of Australian society which are not only hostile towards Jews, but actively and publicly express that hatred with words and threatened or actual violent acts. As a result, and by necessity, physical security remains a prime concern for the Jewish community (see under the following heading).
Current situation for Jews in Australia - Security

The Jewish community is the only community within Australia whose places of worship, schools, communal organisations and community centres need, for security reasons, to operate under the protection of high fences, armed guards, metal detectors, CCTV cameras and the like. The necessity is recognised by Australia’s law enforcement agencies and arises from the entrenched and protean nature of antisemitism in western and Muslim culture, resulting in a high incidence of physical attacks against Jews and Jewish communal buildings over the last three decades, and continuing threats.

Selection Criteria for Inclusion in the Report

All incidents and material in this report occurred between 1 October 2016 and 30 September 2017. All content was published in Australia or is freely accessible online from Australia.

Antisemitic content (Chapters 3 - 8) includes only that which is clearly and overtly antisemitic, according to the ‘IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism’ (see section headed “Working Definition of Antisemitism” below). If there is reasonable room for doubt about whether anti-Jewish feelings were a factor in the publication, the publication has not been included in this Report. Antisemitic content also includes anti-Israel content that uses clear antisemitic themes, including the denial of Jewish peoplehood and basic rights, within the meaning of the ‘Working Definition’.

The criteria used for inclusion of content in Chapter 2 ‘Incidents’ are more restrictive and are detailed in that chapter.

Antisemitism: Incidents and Discourse

Each year, since 1990, the Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ), the elected representative national body of the Australian Jewish community, publishes the Report on Antisemitism in Australia.

The ECAJ records antisemitism in two broad categories: incidents and discourse. In general, incidents are what ‘is done to’ Jews, while discourse is what ‘is said about’ Jews. Nevertheless, it is recognised that the latter has a considerable influence on the former.

Incidents comprise eight categories: physical assault; abuse, harassment and intimidation; vandalism; graffiti; hate communication via email; postal mail; telephone; leaflets, posters and stickers. Discourse refers to public discourse in the mainstream and other media, in print and online publications, discussions at public forums, and any other public discourse where the content is antisemitic. In the annual antisemitism reports published by the ECAJ both types of antisemitism are covered.

Two other forms of antisemitism are discrimination and casual racism. Discrimination, for example, in employment, workplace, educational institutions, clubs, and elsewhere, is not covered in this report unless there is abuse or similar behaviour associated with the discrimination. Casual racism is included in this report, citing some examples, in Chapter 3: Mainstream Media, Politics and Society.
The Term ‘Antisemitism’

Antisemitism (often misspelled as ‘anti-Semitism’), despite its name, is not directed at Semitic languages or Semitic peoples as a whole. It is directed solely at Jews. The word ‘antisemitismus’ (‘antisemitism’) was coined in 1879 by the German journalist, Wilhelm Marr, to replace the traditional word Judenhass (“hatred of Jews”) which denoted hatred of Jews for religious reasons.

Marr subscribed to the pseudo-scientific theory that humanity consists of a hierarchy of races, and believed that Jews were immutably inferior to other people for biological reasons. Thus, ‘antisemitism’ expressed hatred of Jews on the basis of so-called “race science”, which has long since been discredited, rather than on the basis of religion or theology. The reliance on racial pseudo-science rather than religion was deemed necessary by Jew-haters because Europe was seen to be becoming less religious and more secular, and the anti-Judaism of Christianity was becoming less relevant.

The original spelling of ‘antisemitism’ was the German ‘antisemitismus’. It translated as ‘antisémitisme’ in French, ‘antisemitismo’ in Spanish, ‘antishemiyut’ in Hebrew, and so on, with no hyphen and no capital letters. Only English for some reason changed the spelling to include hyphenation and a capital ‘s’ to form the word ‘anti-Semitism’.

Emil Fackenheim in his Post-Holocaust Anti-Jewishness, Jewish Identity and the Centrality of Israel, in ‘World Jewry and the State of Israel’ ed. Moshe David, p11, n2, stated: “…the spelling ought to be antisemitism without the hyphen, dispelling the notion that there is an entity ‘Semitism’ which 'anti-Semitism' opposes.”

What is Antisemitism?

Antisemitism is racism against Jews. It is a prejudice and hatred spanning 3000 years.

Racism and religious bigotry generally are the products not only of a fear of difference and aversion to “the other” but also of a reductionist mindset that craves simplification and cannot cope adequately with complexity. Rationality is cast aside for prejudice in the form of a series of generalisations about the presumed moral and other qualities of people based solely on their membership of an ethnic or religious group. The target of this prejudice is therefore not seen in all of his or her individual humanity, with a unique character and personal qualities, but rather as an anonymous “type”. Yet human experience tells us that there are good and bad people within every ethnic and religious community.

In fact racism and bigotry are rarely the product of any kind of purely cognitive process. People who propound racist or bigoted beliefs are almost always motivated by emotional or psychological factors born of their own failures, or by a supervening interest, and will therefore persist in such beliefs even when there is overwhelming evidence to the contrary. The so-called “reasons” proffered for racist and bigoted attitudes towards entire ethnic or religious groups are necessarily no more than rationalisations.

Antisemitism has both ethnic and religious dimensions and differs from other forms of racism and bigotry. Over time it has mutated in order to adapt to changing circumstances. In pre-Christian and pre-Islamic pagan societies, Jews were berated for nurturing, rather than killing,
those of their children who fell ill, and for mandating a day of rest each week. With the advent of rival forms of monotheism, Christianity and Islam, this cultural prejudice gave way to religiously based hatred. The Jews’ refusal to accept the theological claims of Jesus or Mohammed elicited indignation and demonization from their respective followers. Christian doctrine held Jews collectively to be eternally guilty of Deicide, a belief not officially abandoned until the second half of the twentieth century.

From the late 1800’s onwards, religious antisemitism was eclipsed by the anti-Jewish racial theories eventually embraced by the Nazis. These theories were put forward in the name of genetic “science”, but without the slightest evidentiary foundation. With the discrediting of Nazi racial doctrine, antisemitism went underground for several decades. It has now returned with a vengeance.

Contemporary antisemitism often takes the form of a denial of Jewish peoplehood and basic rights. To try to redefine the Jewish people as a non-people so as to suit the interests or convenience of others is not only dishonest but also an assault on the human dignity of every Jew. This is quintessential antisemitism. Given their relatively small numbers, the Jewish people have always been vulnerable, and for a long interval of 1800 years, were stateless, and could usually be victimised with impunity. Much of the rage directed against the modern State of Israel and the Jewish people arises from the fact that this is no longer possible. Antisemites see Jewish powerlessness and vulnerability as the natural order of things which they seek to restore. Thus, it is precisely when Jews defend themselves successfully that the rage against them is at its most intense.

It is therefore a mistake to equate antisemitism only with yellow badges, concentration camps and gas chambers, and to dismiss other forms of antisemitism as “lesser” manifestations or not as “genuine” antisemitism.

In summary, contemporary antisemitism is manifested through:

1. Religious anti-Jewish themes deriving from Christian and Islamic theological supersessionsim and supremacism
2. Racial antisemitism deriving from far Right ideologies, including Nazi and white supremacist ideologies
3. Political antisemitism disguised as anti-Zionism and the denial of Jewish peoplehood, history and rights, emanating from both the far Left and the far Right.

say ‘no way’ to ANTISEMITISM
A Brief History of Antisemitism

Pagan antisemitism in the Greek and Roman world objected to Jewish exclusiveness. The rise of Christianity added a dangerous new and false accusation of deicide: that collectively, the Jews were responsible for crucifying Jesus. The early Christian Church developed the notion that the Jews were therefore a people rejected by God: children of the devil. (See John 8:44.) With the political victory of Christianity in the Roman Empire, these theological views were translated into social reality. With few rights and unrelentingly portrayed as being without honour, the Jews were to be preserved as a people to witness the triumph and ‘truth’ of the Church.

Demonisation of Jews by the Church and their resulting inferior social and political status were carried over into medieval Europe. The conspicuous success of Jews as money-lenders (a vocation forbidden to Christians, and one of the few vocations Jews were permitted to undertake) became a further factor in the growth of popular antisemitism. During the Crusades this antisemitism broke out into mob violence (‘pogroms’), which entailed the massacre of Jews and looting of their property. New anti-Jewish myths were developed: the ritual slaughter of Christian children, the desecration of the sacred Host and the poisoning of wells. These were slanders which persisted powerfully, especially in Eastern Europe, and continue to be propagated in many parts of the Middle East.

Jews were forbidden to enter trades or professions or own land. Frequently they had to wear a badge or a distinguishing garment such as a distinctive hat. They had to live in ghettos, which were sections of a town or city where Jews were segregated from the general population, and which they were forbidden to leave on pain of death. They were subjected to inordinate taxation, denigrating legislation, inquisition, censorship, forced baptism, compulsory attendance at church, frequent property confiscation and even expulsion.

The French Revolution and the emancipation of French Jews in 1791 seemed to promise a fresh beginning. But the liberalism of capitalist society in the nineteenth century prompted a backlash against the Jews. Conservatives denounced them as the “grave diggers of Christian society”; peasants and artisans, threatened by the growth of industry, feared them as “capitalist exploiters and rapacious financiers”. The new, pseudo-scientific doctrine of racial antisemitism drew on all these stereotypes and formulated a view of history as the struggle for racial supremacy between Jews and “Aryans”.

From here it was a short step to the paranoid belief in a Jewish world conspiracy which aimed to undermine societies, overthrow governments and seize power throughout the world. This was the claim of a document fabricated by a Russian secret policeman at the end of the 19th century and published between 1903 and 1905 as The Protocols of the Elders of Zion. Hitler found the entirely fictional Protocols “enormously instructive”. They served both as a primer for Nazi politics and as (false) documentary ‘proof’ of a Jewish world conspiracy. Two years after the Nazis came to power the Protocols became required reading in German schools.

As historian Raul Hilberg explains, “From the earliest days, from the fourth century, the sixth century, the missionaries of Christianity had said in effect to the Jews: ‘You may not live among us as Jews.’ The secular rulers who followed them from the late Middle Ages then decided: ‘You may not live among us,’ and the Nazis finally decreed: ‘You may not live.’”

https://www.nswjbd.org/What-is-antisemitism/-default.aspx
**Working Definition of Antisemitism**

The most widely accepted definition of antisemitism is the ‘Working Definition of Antisemitism’ adopted by the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) on 26 May 2016.

The IHRA is an intergovernmental body with 31-member countries (Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States), one Liaison Country (Bulgaria), 10 observer countries (Albania, Australia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, El Salvador, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Moldova, Monaco, Portugal, Turkey, Uruguay), and 7 Permanent International Partners (United Nations, UNESCO, OSCE/ODIHR, International Tracing Service (ITS), European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), Council of Europe, and the Claims Conference).

In addition, the ‘IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism’ was endorsed and adopted by the European Parliament on 1 June 2017.

For the purposes of this Report, the ECAJ uses the IHRA definition of antisemitism.


The EUMC definition was also adopted by the following bodies:


- The US State Department - in 2010, but used slightly different wording in reference to antisemitic criticism of Israel: [http://www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/fs/2010/122352.htm](http://www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/fs/2010/122352.htm)

The IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism is as follows:
WORKING DEFINITION OF ANTISEMITISM

Working definition: “Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities.”

Manifestations might include the targeting of the state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish collectivity. However, criticism of Israel similar to that leveled against any other country cannot be regarded as antisemitic.

Antisemitism frequently charges Jews with conspiring to harm humanity, and it is often used to blame Jews for “why things go wrong.” It is expressed in speech, writing, visual forms and action, and employs sinister stereotypes and negative character traits.

Contemporary examples of antisemitism in public life, the media, schools, the workplace, and in the religious sphere could, taking into account the overall context, include, but are not limited to:

- Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion.
- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.
- Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.
- Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War II (the Holocaust).
- Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.
- Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations.
- Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor.
- Applying double standards by requiring of it a behavior not expected or demanded of any other democratic nation.
- Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
• Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

• Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.

**Antisemitic acts are criminal** when they are so defined by law (for example, denial of the Holocaust or distribution of antisemitic materials in some countries).

**Criminal acts are antisemitic** when the targets of attacks, whether they are people or property – such as buildings, schools, places of worship and cemeteries – are selected because they are, or are perceived to be, Jewish or linked to Jews.

**Antisemitic discrimination** is the denial to Jews of opportunities or services available to others and is illegal in many countries.


---

**CST Definition of Antisemitic Incidents**

The Community Security Trust (CST) of the UK - Definition of Antisemitic Incidents.

(As already noted, the concept of antisemitic ‘Incidents’ is more restrictive than the general concept of antisemitism.)

CST classifies as an antisemitic incident any malicious act aimed at Jewish people, organisations or property, where there is evidence that the incident has antisemitic motivation or content, or that the victim was targeted because they are (or are believed to be) Jewish.

Incidents can take several forms, including physical attacks on people or property, verbal or written abuse, threats against Jews or antisemitic leaflets and posters.

CST does not include the general activities of antisemitic organisations in its statistics; nor does it include antisemitic material that is permanently hosted on internet websites.

[https://cst.org.uk/public/data/file/6/e/Definitions%20of%20Antisemitic%20Incidents.pdf](https://cst.org.uk/public/data/file/6/e/Definitions%20of%20Antisemitic%20Incidents.pdf)

---

**Contemporary Forms of Antisemitic Discourse**

Some expressions are easily identified as being antisemitic, for example, “God damned you Jews to hell”, “Yes it is true Jews run the world”, the "evil greedy money-loving nature of Jews", or “Hitler should have finished them off.”

Other comments are not as easily recognised as antisemitic. This can be because they are seen as ambiguous, or borderline, or coded, or disguised as mere political criticism of Israel, or because the connection to classical forms of antisemitism is not recognised. Not all people who
harbour hostility towards Jews are open about their views. Often, antisemitic rhetoric is more subtle and less overt than that expressed by those who openly admit to being Jew-haters. Many will dog-whistle or speak or write ‘between the lines.’

The word ‘Zionist’ in the hands of antisemites is also typically a substitute for the pejorative use of the word ‘Jew’. A variation of that technique is the use of classical anti-Jewish motifs and themes in the expression of what, on the surface, may appear to be merely political opinions about Israel. For example, where once it was said that the Jews seek to control the world, now it is said that Israel seeks to control the world; where once it was said that Jews lusted after Christian/gentile blood, now it is said that Israel lusts after Palestinian/gentile blood; where once it was said that Jews/Judaism were Satanic, now it is said that Israelis/Zionists are Satanic.

**Themes in anti-Jewish rhetoric**

Themes commonly found and expressed in anti-Jewish rhetoric in the period of review include:

- Jews as Christ-killers; Jews and Judaism as anti-Christian and Satanic; Christianity as a Jewish plot to destroy the white race; killers of prophets; cursed by G-d; a cursed and damned people; the Chosen People concept mischaracterised, mocked and denied; the Talmud portrayed as evil; Jews as bloodthirsty for gentile blood; Jews as the enemy of humanity.

- Jews characterised as barbaric, bloodthirsty, cruel, dirty, evil, greedy, hateful, malevolent, money-hungry, murderous, nefarious, racist, selfish, and stingy.

- Jews as powerful, influential, and wealthy; Jews as having and exercising undue and disproportionate power and influence, usually against the interests of non-Jews, especially through the “Jewish Lobby” (aka Zionist or Israel lobby).

- Jews controlling banking, the economy, the media, politicians, governments; manipulating events and public opinion.

- Jews portrayed as plotting and conspiring to control the world through an international Jewish conspiracy, with Jewish control of international finance, media, and politics; manipulating terrorism and wars; aimed at subjugating the non-Jewish population of the world; an existential threat to non-Jews, with enormous power and drive aimed at world domination

- Jews as ‘the other’, not really Australian, are foreigners, have dual loyalty.

- Making false accusations of antisemitism for various reasons eg to stifle criticism of Israel.

- Holocaust denial, minimisation, and denigration; Jews deserve to be killed; Hitler was right to kill Jews; the Jews must be killed.

- Israel as a racist and apartheid state; Jewish/Nazi analogy; Israel as a Nazi state; Jewish Star of David = Nazi swastika; Israeli Jews as terrorists; committing genocide against Palestinians, Arabs, Muslims, and other non-Jews.
Distinction between antisemites and antisemitism

The Community Security Trust (CST) and the Institute for Jewish Policy Research (JPR) produced a major new study of antisemitism that gives new insight and analysis about the extent of antisemitism in Great Britain. Of interest here, is the distinction the study makes between antisemites and antisemitism.

Antisemitism in contemporary Great Britain
L. Daniel Staetsky / September 2017

This report is based on the largest and most detailed survey of attitudes towards Jews and Israel ever conducted in Great Britain. […]

The ‘elastic view’
This report introduces a new way to think about the level of antisemitism in a society: the elastic view. Antisemitism is an attitude, and like all attitudes, it exists in society at different levels of intensity, and with different shades to it. The elastic view explicitly takes this into account: some people may be strongly antisemitic, others less so; and while still others may not fit into either of these categories, they may still hold certain attitudes – even if these are small in number and weak in intensity – that have the potential to make Jews feel offended or uncomfortable. Thus, no single figure can capture the level of antisemitism in a given society.

Determining what is, and what is not an antisemitic attitude is not always clear. In keeping with the elastic view, we draw a critical distinction between counting antisemites – i.e. people who are clearly antisemitic – and measuring antisemitism – i.e. ideas that are commonly perceived by Jews to be antisemitic. […]

Counting antisemites versus measuring antisemitism
The existence of strong, sophisticated, perhaps internally coherent and at times even ‘learned’ antisemitism, where open dislike of Jews is combined with developed negative ideas about Jews, does not exceed 2.4% of British adults, irrespective of the method of measurement used in this analysis. These are people who express multiple antisemitic attitudes readily and confidently. An additional 3% of the population of Great Britain can be termed ‘softer’ antisemites, expressing fewer, but nonetheless multiple antisemitic attitudes, often couched in less certain terms. This relatively small group of about 5% of the general population can justifiably be described as antisemites: people who hold a wide range of negative attitudes towards Jews. However, because antisemitic ideas circulate in society well beyond this group, there is a much larger number of people who believe a small number of negative ideas about Jews, but who may not be consciously hostile or prejudiced towards them. […]

While 30% of British society hold at least one antisemitic attitude, to varying degrees, this emphatically does not mean that 30% of the population of Great Britain is antisemitic. A majority of people who agreed with just one negative statement about Jews in this survey also agreed with one or more positive statements about Jews, suggesting that the existence of one antisemitic or stereotypical belief in a person’s thinking need not indicate a broader, deeper prejudice towards Jews. Rather, the 30% figure captures the current level of the diffusion of antisemitic ideas in British society, and offers an indication of the likelihood of British Jews encountering such ideas. Whilst most people included in this 30% are in no way committed political antisemites, they still have an important bearing on how Jews perceive antisemitism, albeit in a very specific way. Most Jews do not come into regular
contact with strongly antisemitic individuals. Such people are few in number to start with – the small scope of strong antisemitism in itself limits how frequently these views are encountered. However, what Jews are exposed to far more frequently are people who are not strongly antisemitic, yet who hold, and from time to time may vocalise, views that may make them feel uncomfortable or offended.

The shift in focus from ‘counting antisemites’ (as implied by identifying the 2%-5% share of ‘hard-core’ or ‘softer’ antisemitic people, and labelling them as such) to ‘quantifying antisemitism’ (as implied by the emphasis on the diffusion of views and ideas) may appear to be subtle, but it is extremely important. Antisemitic ideas are not as marginal in Great Britain as some measures of antisemitism suggest, and they can be held with and without open dislike of Jews. The motivations of those expressing such views may well be benign, and in many instances, they may not even realise that a particular comment or remark might be experienced by Jews as offensive, upsetting or simply uncomfortable, but they can impact significantly on the perceptions, sense of comfort and safety, and, ultimately, the quality of life for Jews in Great Britain. The probability of encountering such a potentially offensive or, at the very least, uncomfortable view for a British Jewish person, is not one in twenty (as it is when only strongly antisemitic individuals are accounted for) but rather, about one in three. Thus, the implementation of the elastic view makes anxieties among Jews about widespread antisemitism instantly more understandable.


University of Oslo study on Antisemitic Violence in Europe
This study provides information on antisemitism in Europe and on the perpetrators of antisemitic violence.

Antisemitic Violence in Europe, 2005-2015: Exposure and Perpetrators in France, UK, Germany, Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Russia
Johannes Due Enstad / University of Oslo / Oslo, June 2017

Jointly published by the Center for Studies of the Holocaust and Religious Minorities and Center for Research on Extremism (C-REX), University of Oslo

[…] Available data on perpetrators suggest that individuals of Muslim background stand out among perpetrators of antisemitic violence in Western Europe, but not in Russia, where right-wing extremist offenders dominate. Attitude surveys corroborate this picture in so far as antisemitic attitudes are far more widespread among Muslims than among the general population in Western Europe. The findings presented here are tentative. More and better data as well as more research are needed in order to form a more accurate picture of the nature and causes of antisemitic violence, a prerequisite for determining relevant countermeasures. […]

Actions, however, speak louder than attitudes, and countries with low levels of antisemitic attitudes, like France, can still have high levels of antisemitic incidents. […] Antisemitic incidents are most often manifested in speech or acts of vandalism, but there is also a violent dimension. […]
The sample consists of seven European countries: France, UK, Germany, Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Russia. France, United Kingdom, Germany and Russia were included because these countries have the largest Jewish minorities in Europe. Moreover, these countries have institutions that have collected and published data on antisemitic incidents over the past 10 years. [...] For the purpose of this report, only the categories extreme violence and assault were included. [...] 

As shown in Table 1, France and the UK have the largest total number of violent incidents when we adjust for different reporting levels, estimated at 4,092 and 3,844 incidents during the period 2005–2015. [...] 

Perpetrators 
France, UK, Germany and Sweden What do we know about the individuals who commit acts of antisemitic violence? In the FRA survey, respondents in France, the UK, Germany and Sweden who reported having been exposed to violence and serious threats were asked about the perpetrators. The results (Figure 11) indicate that right-wing extremists, who are often associated with antisemitism, in fact constitute a clear minority of perpetrators.

Respondents in all four countries most often perceived the perpetrator(s) to be “someone with a Muslim extremist view”. It is also worth noting that in France, Sweden and the UK (but not in Germany) the perpetrator was perceived to be left-wing more often than right-wing. [...] Unlike the countries in Western Europe, perpetrators in Russia are described exclusively as right-wing extremists (neo-Nazis and skinheads). [...] 

According to Swedish researchers Lars Dencik and Karl Marosi, three different types of antisemitism are at work in contemporary Europe: classic antisemitism, characterised by racial and conspiracy thinking; Enlightenment-based antisemitism, based on opposition to Jewish practices such as circumcision and ritual slaughter; and Israel-derived antisemitism, where hostility towards Israel conflates with or motivates antisemitism. [...] 

Quotes on Antisemitism

- **António Guterres**, Secretary-General of the United Nations, (27 January 2017): “It would be a dangerous error to think of the Holocaust as simply the result of the insanity of a group of criminal Nazis. On the contrary, the Holocaust was the culmination of millennia of hatred and discrimination targeting the Jews – what we now call anti-Semitism. Imperial Rome not only destroyed the temple in Jerusalem, but also made Jews pariahs in many ways. The attacks and abuse grew worse through the triumph of Christianity and the propagation of the idea that the Jewish community should be punished for the death of Jesus – an absurdity that helped to trigger massacres and other tremendous crimes against Jews around the world for centuries to come.”

- **Ronald S. Lauder**, President of the World Jewish Congress, (24 April 2017): “The number one concern for Jews today was the increase in anti-Semitism… and the rise of radical Islam. Today, there is a new form if anti-Semitism. Now, anti-Semites focus their hatred of Jews on the world’s only Jewish state. You can disagree with Israel’s policies, but when you
talk about and seek the elimination of Israel, then you are an anti-Semite. So, when you hear someone say that they are not anti-Semitic, only anti-Israel, stand up and tell them that is a lie. It’s a lie because when you lie about Israel’s present and past, and when you actively seek its destruction, guess what? That doesn’t make you an anti-Zionist, it makes you an anti-Semite.”

- **Alan M. Dershowitz**, lawyer and author, (23 September 2017):
  “There is a growing tolerance for anti-Semitism. Even when some people themselves do not harbor these feelings, they are willing to support those who do, as long as the anti-Semites are on their side of the political spectrum. This is an unacceptable approach, especially in the post-Holocaust era. […] The problem exists both on the hard right and the hard left. Both extremist groups see the world in racial, ethnic and religious terms. Both engage in identity politics: the hard left gives more weight to the views of certain minorities; while the hard right gives less weight to the views of these same minorities. Both are equally guilty of reductionism and stereotyping. Neither group is prepared to judge individuals on their individual merits and demerits. Both insist on judging entire groups and of stereotyping. […] To generalize about “Jews” is both factually and morally wrong. What the hard right and hard left share in common is special bigotry toward Jews: the neo-Nazi right hates the Jewish people; and the hard left hates the nation-state of the Jewish people and those Jews who support it. Both views are bigoted and must not become acceptable among centrist liberals and conservatives.

- **Alana Newhouse**, editor-in-chief of Tablet Magazine, (23 November 2016):
  “Anti-Semitism is not a social prejudice against Jews; it’s a conspiracy theory. In fact, it’s the oldest and most powerful conspiracy theory in the West. You can be an anti-Semite without being particularly prejudiced against Jews in your personal interactions with them; and you can hold prejudiced views about Jews without being an anti-Semite. […] Conspiracy theories about powerful Jewish cabals that use their money and control over the media to control the U.S. government and torque foreign policy contrary to U.S. interests are pure anti-Semitism, whether they are being spread by Stephen Walt or Steve Bannon.

- **J.J. Goldberg**, editor-at-large at the Forward, (8 December 2016):
  Anti-Semitism exists today in two primary strains, each with its own distinct roots and character. One strain is the old, familiar racial and religious Jew hatred that stalked the Christian West for centuries. Over the past few generations it was banished to the fringes of the far right. Now it’s re-emerging. The other strain is the hatred, partly religion-based but mostly political, faced by Israel and its closest allies, beginning with Diaspora Jewish advocacy groups. This hostility traces its roots to the Arab and Muslim world, which almost unanimously objected to the Zionist enterprise from its beginning a century ago. Much of the driving energy for the hostility today comes from elements that identify as Muslim. But it’s rapidly spreading through the Western left. Both strains — far-right Jew-hatred and Muslim/leftist Israel bashing — are real. Both are dangerous. Both are on the upsurge.

- **Greg Barton**, counter-terrorism expert at Deakin University, (28 January 2017):
  "One of the things you want Australians to pay attention to is recognising that hateful speech and incitement to hatred in the political field is not just something that remains a political play. It has the potential to give people a sense of a green light to be more outrageous in their opinions and eventually those individuals have some sort of social license to try some sort of attack."

- **Senator Pat Dodson**, (24 November 2016):
  “racism isn’t something growing wild in the fields, it’s being tended in flower boxes in flats and houses, and that is something that we as all Australians should be working to get rid of.”
Tim Soutphommasane, Race Discrimination Commissioner, (23 August 2017): “Some say we mustn't equate racially offensive speech with the more serious category of racial physical violence. There is a distinction to be drawn between speech and action. Such a view, however, ignores how speech is itself an act, with real consequences. And it ignores how racially charged speech can quickly escalate. Extreme racism doesn't always begin as extreme racism. Sometimes it evolves from something more seemingly benign. The cumulative effect of low-level racism, when left unchallenged, is it makes more serious forms of it possible. Violent speech and violent action are connected. It was racist hate speech that was the prelude to the Rwandan genocide of the 1990s, just as anti-Semitic propaganda paved the way for Nazis to carry out the Holocaust.”

Rabbi Jonathan Sacks: The Mutation of Antisemitism (19 April 2017):

Watch: The mutation of anti-Semitism
Arutz Sheva Staff, 19/04/17 [Transcript]
‘Rabbi Sacks on The Mutation of Antisemitism’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UAcYn4uUbs

Within living memory of the Holocaust, after which the world said it would never happen again, antisemitism has returned.

But what is antisemitism and why should its return be cause for grave concern, not only for Jews but for all of us?

Historically, antisemitism has been hard to define, because it expresses itself in such contradictory ways. Before the Holocaust, Jews were hated because they were poor and because they were rich; because they were communists and because they were capitalists; because they kept to themselves and because they infiltrated everywhere; because they clung to ancient religious beliefs and because they were rootless cosmopolitans who believed nothing.
So what is antisemitism? Let’s be clear – not liking people because they’re different isn’t antisemitism. It’s xenophobia. Criticizing Israel isn’t antisemitism: it’s part of the democratic process, and Israel is a democracy.

Antisemitism is something much more dangerous – it means persecuting Jews and denying them the right to exist collectively as Jews with the same rights as everyone else.

It’s a prejudice that like a virus, has survived over time by mutating. So in the Middle Ages, Jews were persecuted because of their religion. In the 19th and 20th centuries they were reviled because of their race. Today, Jews are attacked because of the existence of their nation state, Israel. Denying Israel’s right to exist is the new antisemitism.

And just as antisemitism has mutated, so has its legitimization. Each time, as the persecution descended into barbarity, the persecutors reached for the highest form of justification available.

In the Middle Ages, it was religion. In post-Enlightenment Europe it was science: the so called scientific study of race. Today it is human rights. Whenever you hear human rights invoked to deny Israel’s right to exist, you are hearing the new antisemitism.

So, why has it returned? There are many reasons but one root cause is the cognitive failure called scapegoating. When bad things happen to a group, its members can ask one of two questions: “What did we do wrong?” or “Who did this to us?” The entire fate of the group will depend on which it chooses.

If it asks, “What did we do wrong?” it has begun the process of healing the harm. If instead it asks, “Who did this to us?” it has defined itself as a victim. It will then seek a scapegoat to blame for all its problems.

Classically this has been the Jews, because for a thousand years they were the most conspicuous non-Christian minority in Europe and today because Israel is the most conspicuous non-Muslim country in the Middle East.

The argument is always the same. We are innocent; therefore they are guilty. Therefore if we are to be free, they – the Jews or the state of Israel – must be destroyed. That is how the great evils begin.

Why then should we all care about this? After all, if we’re not Jewish, what has it got to do with us? The answer is that anti-Semitism is about the inability of a group to make space for difference.

And because we are all different, the hate that begins with Jews never ends with Jews. It wasn’t Jews alone who suffered under Hitler. It wasn’t Jews alone who suffered under Stalin. It isn’t Jews alone who suffer under the radical Islamists and others who deny Israel’s right to exist.

Antisemitism is the world’s most reliable early warning sign of a major threat to freedom, humanity and the dignity of difference. It matters to all of us. Which is why we must fight it together.

Antisemitism is the longest and deepest hatred of humanity. [...] What other hatred has endured some twenty-three centuries and survived a genocide of 6,000,000 of its victims in its twenty-third century of existence only to find itself intact and rich in potential for many more years of life? [...] How did this amalgam of undying hatred and oppression come to be? [...] 

To reduce the antisemitic colossus to simple group-prejudice fails to account for the unique persistence and intensity that has set off antisemitism from all other particular manifestations of group-prejudice and, moreover, completely de-Judaizes antisemitism. Antisemitism may include some or all of the usual attributes of common group-prejudice, but it also includes a certain substratum and other ingredients which inform it with a unique vitality and tenacity. [...] The study of antisemitism must remain what it essentially is: a study in human perversity. [...] 

The first root of antisemitism, then, takes the shape of the unique moral and religious difference and challenge that Judaism issued to the conscience of the non-Jewish world. But it is obvious that of itself this positive base is only a potential cause of antisemitism. In the absence of Gentile reaction no antisemitism exists. The reaction can of course be positive or negative. 

After the Holocaust, openly professed antisemitism lost whatever “respectability” it had mustered in the public forum and had thenceforth to look for “respectable” disguises behind which to find expression. Anti-Zionism was the perfect answer. High-minded citizens, politicians, intellectuals, clergymen, could now vent their hatred or distaste for Jews under the cover of sympathy for Arab refugees, Arab national aspirations, Third World ideologies, and other laudable causes again. And all could proclaim they were not antisemitic, but merely anti-Zionist. Thus does antisemitism seem to disappear, as anti-Zionism thrives. In the mid-1980s, anti-Zionism stands out as the foremost front upon which the anti-Semitic attack is pressed – with surprising success. It has proved, moreover, to be an incredible unifier, often bringing Arabs, Communists, Protestants and Catholics, Leftists and Rightists, Blacks and Whites under the same banner, thus demonstrating the same virtuosity that the age-old antisemitism it disclaims enjoyed. 

At the core of the anti-Zionist rationale is a fallacy and a refusal. The fallacy consists in defining Jewishness as only a religion, not a peoplehood or a nation, whereas it is essentially all of these; the refusal, in not allowing Jews to define themselves. Throughout their long history Jews have identified themselves as people wedded to a law, a homeland (Israel), and a nationhood. Zionism originated in the Torah, Judaism’s most sacred book, not, as some think, in the political movement launched by Theodore Herzl and his collaborators in the twentieth century. For the committed Jew, an attack on Zionism, on Israel, is an attack of his Jewishness and his Judaism. [...]
2. ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS

Incidents Recorded

Antisemitic incidents are manifested through many different kinds of acts. As in the ECAJ’s previous annual Antisemitism Reports, incidents have been categorized as set out in Table 1 below. Incidents are divided into eight categories. Four categories relate to physical attacks against persons or property, and four categories relate to threats of physical harm to persons or property. The manner of collection of the data, and the criteria for inclusion in or exclusion from the tally, are set out in the sections of this chapter following the tables and charts.

During the twelve month period, from 1 October 2016 to 30 September 2017, there were 230 antisemitic incidents logged by volunteer Community Security Groups (CSGs), official Jewish state roof bodies, and the ECAJ.

In the previous 12 month period, ending 30 September 2016, these same bodies logged 210 incidents. There was thus a 9.5% increase in the overall number of antisemitic incidents over the previous year. Of note, from 2016 to 2017, assault, harassment, and vandalism decreased, but there were large increases in the number of incidents of graffiti and of posters and stickers.

Table 1: Antisemitic Incidents Tally

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident Type</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>% change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attacks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>physical assault</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>- 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abuse, harassment or intimidation</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>- 9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>property damage and vandalism</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>- 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graffiti</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>+ 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threats</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>- 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postal mail</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>+ 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>telephone</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>- 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaflets, posters, stickers, other</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>+ 392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>+ 9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Antisemitic Incidents Tally - state by state for the period 1 October 2016 to 30 September 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident</th>
<th>ACT</th>
<th>Tas.</th>
<th>Qld</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>NSW</th>
<th>Vic</th>
<th>Tally</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>physical assault</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abuse, harassment, intimidation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>property damage and vandalism</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graffiti</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email threat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postal mail threat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>telephone, text, fax threat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaflets, posters, stickers, other threat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart 1: Antisemitic Incidents – by category, 1 October 2016 to 30 September 2017
Chart 2: Antisemitic Incidents – comparing years 2013-2017 by category

Chart 3: Antisemitic Incidents – comparing years 2013-2017 by attacks and threats

Attacks = physical assault, abuse/harassment, property damage/vandalism, graffiti
Threats = email, postal mail, telephone, leaflets/posters.
Collection of Data

Data collected is restricted exclusively to incidents which were reported to, and authenticated and logged by, any one or more of the following:

- Jewish community roof bodies in each State;
- their respective Community Security Groups (if any);
- the ECAJ itself.

These are incidents involving physical attacks, intimidation, harassment or threats against Jews or Jewish institutions.

It is known anecdotally that many antisemitic incidents occur but are not formally reported. Unreported antisemitic incidents or incidents which might have been reported to other Jewish organisations and individuals, or to the police, but not passed on to the relevant State roof body or Community Security Group (CSG) or ECAJ, are not included in the Incidents statistics in this report. Thus, official statistics in this Report of incidents is only a proportion of incidents actually occurring in Australia.

Criteria for Inclusion in the Incidents Tally


- there must be evidence that antisemitism was a factor in the act of violence, harassment or intimidation or that the attack or threatening action targeted a person or property because the person or property was identified as Jewish.
- anti-Israel incidents eg graffiti which targets a synagogue or Jewish school etc, are included as they indicate hostility directed at Jews generally.
- abusive, harassing or intimidatory antisemitic messages directed specifically to an individual person or organisation via the Facebook Message function are included, as they operate similarly to email.

Criteria for Exclusion from the Incidents Tally

Only Incidents involving violence or the threat of violence are included. Accordingly, other incidents are excluded for the following reasons, even though they may be motivated by antisemitism:
• An incident against a person who happens to be Jewish is excluded unless the person is identifiably Jewish (e.g., a male wearing a Jewish head-covering) and the attacker makes reference to Jews in the course of the attack.

• Incidents of suspicious behaviour around Jewish institutions, which do not directly relate to a physical manifestation of violence, harassment, vandalism or threats.

• Incidents in which both Jews and people who are not Jewish are targeted.

• Discrimination on the basis of the actual or perceived Jewishness of the victim, whether in the workplace, educational institutions, or elsewhere, is excluded unless the incident includes violence, threats, abuse, harassment or intimidation against the victim. Incidents solely involving discrimination are recorded separately from attacks or threats.

• Negative or derogatory comments made about Jews, either to Jews or to others, in the workplace, educational settings, socially, or elsewhere, but which do not constitute violence, threats, abuse, harassment or intimidation are excluded, and are recorded separately.

• Publications with antisemitic content in the mainstream, online or social media are excluded if they do not rise to the level of physical attacks, intimidation, harassment or threats against Jews or Jewish institutions. Such content is recorded separately in the section of this report covering Antisemitic Discourse.

• Facebook comments which are antisemitic, including those posted on the pages of Jewish organisations and individuals, are excluded unless the comments include, threats, abuse, harassment or intimidation directed against a specific individual or individuals.

• Telephone calls, letters, email or graffiti which consist of criticisms of Israel or of political stances of the Jewish community which do not include specifically antisemitic comments are excluded (even though there is a realistic prospect that a proportion of these are motivated by antisemitism).

• Activities associated with the movement to boycott Israel, Israelis or supporters of Israel which have taken place and are arguably in and of themselves antisemitic are excluded unless they include, threats, abuse, harassment or intimidation directed against a specific individual or individuals.

• Antisemitic emails which are sent to Jewish individuals and/or organisations which are a ‘form’ type of email (often an antisemitic rant of several pages in length which is forwarded to multiple Jewish recipients) rather than an email directly addressing the recipient are excluded and recorded separately.

Overall, the bias is in favour of exclusion rather than inclusion, which limits the ability for distortions to appear in the Incidents statistics over time and also protects the integrity of the data base.
Under-Reporting of Antisemitic Incidents

It is known anecdotally that many incidents of antisemitism in Australia occur but are not formally reported either to appropriate Jewish authorities or to the police. Thus, official statistics in this Report of incidents is only a proportion of incidents actually occurring in Australia. It is not known how many incidents are not reported. However, a survey in Britain in 2013 provides some information on the issue of under-reporting.

“A 2013 survey of Jewish experiences and perceptions of antisemitism in the EU found that 72 per cent of British Jews who had experienced antisemitic harassment over the previous five years had not reported it to the Police or to any other organisation; 57 per cent of British Jews who had experienced antisemitic violence or the threat of violence had not reported it; and 46 per cent of those who had suffered antisemitic vandalism to their home or car had not reported it. It is likely, therefore, that most antisemitic incidents go unreported either to CST or to the Police, and that the true figures will be higher than those recorded in this report. No adjustments have been made to the figures to account for this.”


Trends in Incidents

As has been the pattern in previous years, intimidation and harassment of Jews occurs regularly around synagogues on the Jewish Sabbath on Friday evenings and on Saturday mornings when Jews are walking to and from synagogue, and attending religious services.

There is often a correlation between spikes in violence in any of the various conflicts in the Middle East (and a concomitant increase in media coverage), whether or not the conflict involves Israel, and an upturn in antisemitic incidents. In addition, when issues involving Jews or Israel receive prominent coverage in the mainstream media, this often leads to a rise in antisemitic commentary and incidents.

Effect of Antisemitic Incidents

As stated in previous reports: “The effect of incidents of antisemitism on the quality of life of individual members of the Australian Jewish community should never be minimised. The psychological impact on members of communities affected directly by harassment and intimidation can be serious, particularly as many of the threats have been directed against individual Jewish Australians in their homes, including survivors of the Nazi Holocaust.”

There is an established body of research that highlights the serious health effects exposure to racism can have on individuals, similar to other stress-induced disorders. Repeated exposure to it contributes to conditions such as hypertension, nightmares, post-traumatic stress disorder,

On the link between inflammatory racist words and violent behaviour causing physical harm, see the Report of National Inquiry into Racist Violence by the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (as it then was) in 1991, which concluded (at p. 144) that “the evidence presented to the Inquiry also supports the observation that there is a connection between inflammatory words and violent action”: http://www.humanrights.gov.au/publications/racist-violence-1991.

**LIST of ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS**

Some of the incidents during the period in review are listed below, in chronological order for each category. The expression “identifiably Jewish” refers to a person wearing traditional Jewish garb, such as a kippah (skull-cap) in the case of a male, the Jewish Star of David pendant, and the like. Images for some incidents, such as graffiti and posters, are in Chapter 8.

**Assault**

- A Jewish man in a shopping centre carpark was verbally abused with “Fucking Jew!” by two males who then then punched him and threw him to the ground, in Melbourne (10 March 2017).

- On a public bus, a school student asked a Jewish school student, “Where are your striped pyjamas?”, then spat on the Jewish student, grabbed onto the handrails of the bus and swung forward, kicking and punching the Jewish student in the chest, in Sydney (21 March 2017).

- A Jewish man was walking along the footpath in a Jewish area in Melbourne when another man walked past him, glanced at him, and said something under his breath. The Jew did not hear what he said so he asked the man, who replied “That's how Hitler greeted people in the morning” and added “I'll kill you all”. The Jewish man then followed him, and took a photo of him. The man responded “Fuck you or I will rip your eyes out” and “I am going to kill you all”. The male tried to kick the Jewish man but missed, he tried again and kicked him in the thigh (12 September 2017).

**Abuse, Harassment or Intimidation**

- The occupants of a passing vehicle yelled antisemitic abuse towards people outside a synagogue in Sydney (Saturday 1 October 2016).
• The occupants of a passing vehicle yelled antisemitic abuse towards people at another synagogue in Sydney (Saturday 1 October 2016).

• The occupant of a passing vehicle stopped at an intersection and spat in the direction of several ultra-Orthodox Jews at a synagogue, in Sydney (Sunday 2 October 2016, Erev Rosh Hashanah - eve of the Jewish New Year).

• The occupant of a passing vehicle yelled “Jews!” at Jews outside a synagogue in Sydney (Sunday 2 October 2016, Erev Rosh Hashanah).

• A man in a car made an obscene hand gesture towards Jews at a Jewish venue in Perth (2 October 2016).

• Two occupants of a vehicle stopped at traffic lights and yelled antisemitic abuse at Jews on their way to synagogue, in Sydney (4 October 2016, Rosh Hashanah Day 2).

• A man shouted antisemitic and anti-Israel abuse towards Jews at a synagogue, in Sydney (12 October 2016, Yom Kippur).

• A man yelled “Fucking Jews” at Jews at a synagogue in Sydney (12 October 2016, Yom Kippur).

• A man yelled “Fuck you Jews” at Jews at a synagogue in Sydney (12 October 2016, Yom Kippur).

• Prolonged racial verbal abuse of Jewish children and parent at a supermarket, in Canberra (c. 15 October 2016).

• An occupant of a passing vehicle shouted “Mother-fucking Jew” towards a Jew at a synagogue in Sydney (18 October 2016, Succot Day 2).

• Five occupants of a passing vehicle shouted “Fucking Jew” and “Cunt” to Jews near a synagogue and threatened to cut the beard of a Jewish man, in Sydney (Friday 4 November 2016).

• The driver of a passing vehicle extended his hand from the vehicle’s window and directed a Nazi salute towards people at a Jewish school in Sydney (7 November 2016).

• A passenger on a tram in Melbourne screamed antisemitic and anti-Israel abuse (8 November 2016).

• A 20 year old Jewish university student wearing a Jewish head covering was walking in the grounds of Sydney University when a cyclist yelled “Heil Hitler” at him (15 November 2016).

• A woman outside a synagogue stated that “Jews are weak” and other indecipherable abuse, in Sydney (4 December 2016).
• Occupants of a vehicle hurled abuse at Jews along St Kilda Road, Melbourne (Saturday 10 December 2016).

• A packet of pork chops was deliberately placed in the kosher meat section of a supermarket in Sydney - it was not at the front as if someone replaced an unwanted item, but was further back in the rows of meat (14 December 2016).

• A man walked past the front door of a synagogue and stated that Jewish people were “sinners”, in Sydney (16 December 2016).

• The passenger of a vehicle shouted through a megaphone “Jewish cunt” towards an identifiably Jewish man in eastern Sydney (15 January 2017).

• A Jewish journalist writing a story about a NSW prison was taunted with “Death to Jews!” (reported in media on 15 January 2017)

• A Jewish family were crossing the road at a synagogue in Melbourne when a young female driver wearing a black hijab accelerated and veered towards them as she passed (31 January 2017).

• A Jewish man wearing a kippah and driving his vehicle, was pursued by a very aggressive driver who drove very closely and attempted to run him off the road; at the next traffic light, the cars were stopped side by side and the driver hurled antisemitic abuse at the Jewish driver including "bloody Jews ... occupied territories", in a Jewish area of Melbourne (3 February 2017).

• An occupant of a passing vehicle shouted “Jew” towards people at a synagogue, in Sydney (10 February 2017).

• An occupant of a passing vehicle repeatedly shouted “Jew” towards people at a synagogue, in Sydney (10 February 2017).

• The passenger of a passing vehicle yelled “a-Jew, a-Jew” in imitation of a sneeze towards people at a synagogue, in Sydney (17 February 2017).

• The passenger of a passing vehicle directed a Nazi salute towards people at a synagogue, in Sydney (24 February 2017).

• Passengers in a vehicle shouted “Allahu Akbar” [Arabic for ‘Allah is great’] to people outside a synagogue, in Melbourne (3 March 2017).

• A group of school students directed antisemitic verbal abuse at a group of Jewish school students and spat in the direction of the Jewish children; one of the school students picked up a traffic cone (“witch’s hat”) and threw it at the Jewish students, in Sydney (4 March 2017).

• A man became aggressive and racially abusive towards a man outside a synagogue, in Melbourne (10 March 2017).
• A Jew dressed in traditional orthodox manner was verbally abused by a passing driver who leaned out of his window and shouted "Hey You Jew", in Melbourne (Saturday 1 April 2017).

• The passengers of a passing vehicle yelled “Hook nose cunt” towards Jews at a synagogue, in Sydney (Saturday 1 April 2017).

• The driver of a passing vehicle shouted, “Filthy kike! Heil Hitler!” to two Jews, in Sydney (Saturday 1 April 2017).

• Verbal abuse against a Jewish man by a man in a two-person protest against cruelty to race horses, outside Randwick race course in Sydney; one of the protesters said to the Jewish man: "If you want to do something for Australia, kill all the Jews but pull out their teeth first.” (1 April 2017).

• A man was verbally abusive to Jewish parents outside a Jewish school at pick up time, in Melbourne; the man left while shouting further abuse and returned later, beeping his horn and yelling more abuse (4 April 2017).

• A man driving his vehicle, revved his engine loudly and shouted "Fucking Jews!” and other profanities outside a Jewish owned shop in Melbourne (7 April 2017).

• A couple in a car shouted abuse at Jews outside a synagogue in Perth (14 April 2017).

• A male passenger of a passing vehicle yelled “Are you Jewish!” towards people outside a synagogue, in Sydney (Saturday 29 April 2017).

• Prolonged racial abuse of Hebrew speaking staff at a stall in a shopping mall, in Canberra (April 2017).

• A male riding a bicycle yelled “You fucking Jew!” at a person outside a Jewish school in Perth (11 May 2017).

• A person in a vehicle shouted racial abuse at synagogue congregants, in Melbourne (Friday 12 May 2017).

• A man on a bicycle shouted “Move out of the road, you Jewish cunts” and continued shouting further antisemitic profanities, outside a Jewish school in Perth (16 May 2017).

• The driver of a passing vehicle shouted “Free Palestine” towards people at a Jewish school, in Sydney (19 May 2017).

• A man entered a Jewish shop and shouted, “This place is disgusting, the Arabs should blow it up”, and repeated it outside, in Sydney (19 May 2017).

• A rabbi was walking with his son to the synagogue when a car swerved towards them as if it were trying to run them down, in Melbourne (Saturday 20 May 2017).
• Two males in a car shouted abuse at people at a Jewish school in Perth (24th May 2017).

• The driver of a passing vehicle yelled “Jew!” towards people at a synagogue, in Sydney (27 May 2017).

• Four male occupants of a vehicle drove past a synagogue and made rude gestures at people outside, in Melbourne (Saturday 10 June 2017).

• The occupants of a vehicle drove past a synagogue screaming antisemitic abuse at people, in Melbourne (Friday 16 June 2017).

• Two males got out of their car outside a synagogue and verbally abused a Jew and threatened to assault him, in Perth (4 July 2017).

• A teenage Jewish boy standing outside a synagogue was abused by a man in a nearby car who yelled "Fucking Jew!" at him and gestured with his middle finger, in Melbourne (6 July 2017).

• A man in a vehicle drove past a synagogue and looked aggressively at people outside and extended his middle finger in a rude gesture, in Melbourne (Saturday 22 July 2017).

• A six year old Jewish girl, accompanied by her father, a rabbi, was called “Yahudia sharmuta” (Arabic for ‘Jewish whore’) by a man of Middle Eastern background, in a shopping centre in Canberra (July 2017).

• The occupants of a passing vehicle shouted “Jewish faggot” at a student at a Jewish school, in Sydney (3 August 2017).

• An occupant of a passing vehicle yelled “Shalom motherfuckers” towards people at a synagogue, in Sydney (Saturday 5 August 2017).

• A rabbi, walking with his children, in Sydney was abused by a woman who called them "Christ Killers" and claimed that Jews did a deal with the devil to gang up against Jesus (13 August 2017).

• A rabbi was called a “Christ-killing Jew” by a male customer in a pharmacy in Canberra (14 August 2017). The customer added that because Jews were responsible for Jesus’ death and did not accept him, therefore Jews today still bear the responsibility for killing Jesus.

• The driver of a vehicle shouted, “Hey Jew boy” at a Jew at a Jewish school, in Sydney (17 August 2017).

• A Jewish man at a railway station was verbally abused by a man who said that “Ashkenazies are fake Jews” and yelling that he was a fake and a fraud and he would get what is coming to him, in Melbourne (17 August 2017).

• At an anti-Israel protest outside a Jewish school in Perth, which was the venue for a forum with an Israeli and an Australian MP, protesters called out to the rabbi “Shame
on you, child murderers!” several times, and blamed Jews for the security that Jewish schools need to have, by saying that “You brought it on yourselves”, and said that the lives of Jewish children are worth less than Arab children (20 August 2017).

- A man shouting that “Jews belong in the ovens” and that he is a good Christian because he had his messiah, in the Botanic Gardens in Melbourne (27 August 2017).

- Two teenagers were accosted on a train in the Southern Highlands, NSW, by three teenage boys who made jokes about “killing Jewish people and babies.” (4 Sept 2017)

- A Jewish man leaving a synagogue was targeted by a driver of a vehicle, who slowed down, while staring at the Jew, then parked his car, exited his vehicle and walked with menace towards the Jew, forcing the Jew to return to the synagogue while the man screamed abuse at him, in Melbourne (Saturday 9 September 2017).

- A man approached a Jew and stated, “You fucking Jewish cunt, you’ll be thanking me when I put my fist through your face”, in Sydney (21 September 2017, Rosh Hashanah Day 1).

- A woman approached a Jewish-owned building and asked what was happening inside the building. When told there was a Jewish function inside, the woman stated, “This is another example of more fucking Jewish bullshit”, in Sydney (21 September 2017, Rosh Hashanah Day 1).

- A man stated, “Hitler didn’t get enough of you” towards Jews at a synagogue, in Sydney (22 September 2017, Rosh Hashanah Day 2).

- The occupants of a passing vehicle shouted “Jew!” towards a Jewish male and laughed as they drove away, at a synagogue, in Sydney (Saturday 23 September 2017).

- Four occupants of a vehicle drove past a synagogue and yelled antisemitic comments at congregants, in Melbourne (29 September 2017, Yom Kippur).

- A man walked past a synagogue, when asked how his night was, the man responded, “Fucking good, fucking Jews”, in Sydney (Friday 29 September 2017, Yom Kippur).

- A man yelled “Fuck Jews” at a Jew at a synagogue, in Sydney (Saturday 30 September 2017, Yom Kippur).

- The male driver of a passing vehicle shouted, “Jewish dogs!” towards people at a synagogue, in Sydney (Saturday 30 September 2017, Yom Kippur).

- The driver of a passing vehicle shouted “Fucking Jew” towards people at a synagogue, in Sydney (Saturday 30 September 2017, Yom Kippur).

- Driver of a vehicle drove past a synagogue and shouted abuse at people outside, in Melbourne (Saturday 30 September 2017, Yom Kippur).
• Driver of a vehicle drove past a synagogue and yelled "dirty fucking Jews", in Melbourne (Saturday 30 September 2017, Yom Kippur).

• A man in a vehicle drove past a synagogue and swore at a person outside, in Melbourne (Saturday 30 September 2017, Yom Kippur).

**Vandalism**

• The mezuzah (Jewish religious item) was smashed on the front door of a private home in a mainly Jewish area of Melbourne (24 October 2016).

• Vandalism of the eruv in St Ives in Sydney with a conduit being completely removed from the brackets (7 December 2016).

• Rocks were thrown through the closed window, breaking the window, of the home of a Jewish family, in Canberra (January 2017). The ultra-Orthodox Jewish family had previously been targeted with racist abuse, and continues to be subjected to racist abuse at their home.

• Hacking of the computer system in the office of a leading Jewish organisation, which destroyed a proportion of the data, the hacker used the name “Dr Mengele” (11 February 2017).

• A menorah hanging from a synagogue’s fence was torn down; the cable ties used to mount the menorah were found burned and melted on the ground, in Sydney (17 April 2017).

• A swastika was scratched into a car, in a mainly Jewish area of Melbourne (12 May 2017).

• At least four vehicles in a mainly Jewish area were vandalised with swastikas scratched into bonnets, and faeces left on the bonnet, in Sydney (5-6 August 2017).

**Graffiti**

• Graffiti of swastika on pathway in park at Mooloolaba, Qld, with the letters “F.T.P.” (2 October 2016)

• Graffiti of swastikas on the billboard of Jewish MP, Mark Dreyfus, at Mordialloc Football Club oval, in Melbourne (c. 19 October 2016).

• Poster in the window of a health food store was defaced with a swastika, in a mainly Jewish area of Melbourne (27 October 2016).

• Swastikas graffitied in a park in an area where many Jews live, in Perth (1 November 2016).

• Swastika graffiti on advertising at the bus stop across the road from Caulfield Railway Station, Melbourne (22 November 2016).

• A swastika was carved into the concrete footpath, in Sydney (30 November 2016).

• A swastika was sprayed on rocks near a mainly Jewish area of Sydney (18 December 2016).

• Graffiti of a swastika on a brick wall in Windsor, Melbourne (c. 6 January 2017).

• Antisemitic graffiti which included phrases “Zionist Jews”, “Mass-Murder Mossad” and “Israel Terrorist” was sprayed in an area which houses Jewish communal offices, in Sydney (17 January 2017).

• Antisemitic graffiti which read “Jews liars 9/11 Mossad” and “Larry Silverstein 9/11 his a murder 3000 Died” in Sydney (9 February 2017).

• Swastika drawn on a bus stop in eastern suburbs of Sydney, where many Jews live (10 February 2017).

• Swastika chalked on the pavement at a high school, in Jewish area in Melbourne (17 February 2017).

• A swastika and “SS” were spray painted on two plaques on the wall of a synagogue, in Sydney (20 February 2017).

• Graffiti of swastikas in a playground in a suburb with a high proportion of Jews, in Melbourne (13 March 2017)

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika and the words “sieg heil” (a Nazi German chant) in a toilet of the law building library at Monash University Clayton campus (20 March 2017). It took the university administration two weeks to remove the graffiti.

• Defacing of a library book at the University of Technology Sydney (UTS), “A Short History of the Jewish People” by Cecil Roth, by drawing in blue pen lines turning a Jewish Star of David in the Israeli flag into a swastika like image, and writing underneath the caption “The Flag of the State of Israel” the writing the words “NAZIONIST STATE RUN BY ASHKENAZIS” (30 March 2017).

• Antipodean Resistance mural with the text “Adolf Hitler 20-4-89 Antipodean Resistance”, in WA for Hitler’s birthday (20 April 2017).

• Graffiti of “Kill Jew”, “Rape”, “Shit” and other words painted on a school building in Canberra (26 April 2017).

• Swastika graffiti found adjacent to a synagogue in Melbourne (3 May 2017).
- Graffiti of swastika in Melbourne (7 May 2017).

- Antisemitic graffiti in the male lavatory in a park, directly opposite a Jewish school, in Sydney (12 May 2017), the graffiti was removed within 24 hours.

- Graffiti in the male lavatory in a park, directly opposite a Jewish school included “All Jews should be killed”, “All Jewish girls love to suck cock”, and “Jewish men fuck there (sic) boys”, in Sydney (13 May 2017).


- Graffiti of “To cool for Jew school” and a swastika were sprayed at various locations near a synagogue, in Sydney (Saturday 27 May 2017).


- Swastika graffiti at Nambour, Qld (2 June 2017).

- Graffiti of a swastika on a fence of a clubhouse in Brisbane (4 June 2017).

- Graffiti of “Kill Juwes” (sic) with a swastika and a Star of David under the text, in Melbourne (17 June 2017). By the next day, someone had crossed out the words and images and written “nazi free zone”.

- A swastika alongside a love heart was spray-painted on the water tower, in eastern suburbs of Sydney (18 June 2017).

- Swastikas daubed in a children’s playground next to a Jewish centre in Canberra (July 2017).


- Antipodean Resistance graffiti with the text “Antipodean - Resistance.info” plus swastika, in Sydney (1 July 2017).

- Graffiti of swastikas on the stone wall and on the path near to a Jewish centre, in Melbourne (4 July 2017).

- Graffiti of a black swastika within a red circle, near Windsor station, in Melbourne (10 July 2017).

- Graffiti of swastika on concrete wall outside apartment building in Melbourne (12 July 2017).
• The defacing of a $50 banknote, with the words “6 MILLION JEWISH LIES” written on it, which was withdrawn from a Westpac ATM in the eastern suburbs of Sydney by a Jewish customer (14 July 2017).

• Swastika graffiti in Jewish area of Melbourne (19 July 2017).

• Graffiti on a blackboard under a community noticeboard in a southern coastal town of NSW with the words “Israel =” swastika and “Bombs over Gaza” (24 July 2017).

• Swastika graffiti on the billboard of a Jewish school, in Melbourne (6 August 2017).

• Swastika graffiti on a garage billboard in a Jewish area, in Melbourne (7 August 2017).

• Swastika graffiti in a Jewish area, in Melbourne (9 August 2017).

• Graffiti of a swastika, inside a penis, in a Jewish area of Melbourne (19 August 2017).

• A swastika, 2-3 metres square, drawn in the sand of a park near a river, in Brisbane (19 August 2017).

• Antipodean Resistance mural with the text “AR Antipodean-Resistance.info” with large swastika, in Sydney (21 August 2017).

• A swastika was sprayed on a letterbox, in Sydney (29 August 2017).

• A swastika was drawn on the pillar of a garage wall of a private property, in Sydney (7 September 2017).

• A swastika was drawn on a sign in the same street as the previously graffitied property, in Sydney (11 September 2017).

• Graffiti of “Death” on the fence of a synagogue in Melbourne (20 September 2017).

• A swastika was scratched into the footpath directly opposite a synagogue in Melbourne (21 September 2017).

• Antipodean Resistance mural with the text “AR” and swastikas, in Sydney (25 September 2017).

• Antipodean Resistance graffiti with the text “WLP The Jews are our Misfortune”, in Sydney (25 September 2017).

• Antipodean Resistance graffiti with the text “Join your local Nazis!! Antipodean Resistance”, in Sydney (25 September 2017).
Email

- Email from Brendon O’Connell (who was convicted of harassing and threatening a Jewish student in Perth in 2011) to Julie Nathan: “You should here what counter-terrorism detectives told me :-) You really don’t get how utterly despised you are do you? Do you get out much? Do you really think you can sweep Rabbi Ovadia Yosef and others like Chabad Lubavitch under the rug? Do you think you can hide away the Talmud, Mushna, the Shulkan Aruk under the rug?” (19 October 2016).

- Email to Jewish organisation in Sydney: “any religious as we know is ridiculous, but Jews and Judaism aren’t the problem, the problem is the disgrace of Israel, what you are doing is inhuman and indefensible. You are using the same words and justifications for your actions just like the Nazis. You say you are the chosen people, but behave like the lowest animals so sad.” (19 October 2016).

- Email to a Jewish media outlet in Sydney from “ZOG slayer” to “Christ killers” the message “Another filthy Jew bastard fifth columnist appointment to a plumb position by our treasonous PM and Attorney General. “The Jew is the demon behind the corruption of mankind.” Richard Wagner. Who will rid us of this vile, destructive satanic race of born nation wreckers, for all time?” in reference to the appointment of the Hon. Justice James Edelman to the High Court of Australia (30 November 2016).

- An antisemitic email was received by a synagogue; the email stated that the Rabbi was guilty of “atrocities against Christian men, women and children in Aleppo, Syria” and that the Rabbi was a Devil worshipper, in Sydney (2 January 2017).

- Email to Jewish media outlet in Sydney stating: “Then Israel should open its borders, but it doesn’t because jews are pit vipers. I HOPE ISRAEL GETS A BIG WALL SURROUNDING IT LIKE IT WANTS AND THEN EVERY COUNTRY DROPS ITS SEPTIC INTO THAT GIANT TOILET. There’s your diversity jew.” and “Resist Jewterrorism” (17 February 2017). Email in response to article on neo-Nazi posters in Melbourne.

- Email with the words “Nazi thug and child killer” and “The child killer and lunatic Netanyahu is not welcome in Australia. If I could get close to him I would beat the shit out of him and piss on his ugly face” from “jewmurderer@zionist.com” sent to a Jewish organisation in Sydney (21 February 2017).

- An abusive email was sent to a synagogue in Melbourne in reference to an investigation from PETA on kosher slaughter in South America, the email reads “you are all bloody barbarians!!! Shame on you!!!” (1 April 2017).

- A Jewish student at a high school in Melbourne received a video of Hitler through his school email (3 May 2017).

- A message sent via Facebook messenger received by a Jewish organisation in Melbourne with the words “Get fucked you scum” and two images, one with text including “Tales of the Holohoax” and “Alice in Lampshade Land”, the other image claiming that “Boycotting Israel is not anti-Semitic” (10 August 2017).
Email sent to a Jewish woman in Sydney: “you filthy dirty JEW cunts only like the law when you control it in your favour go gas yourself you jew pig” (18 August 2017).

Email sent to a Jewish media outlet in Sydney with the text “Fuck the holohoax!” (27 September 2017).

**Postal Mail**

- A woman who is seeking to rezone a site to build apartments in Melbourne, received an antisemitic and threatening letter: "If you think you are going to put four story (sic) apartments on this Land you have got one HELL of a FRIGHT on your hands. With everyone in this area because we will fight to the end with you. We know who you are we know your ADDRESS in Brighton. We will fight you. GO BACK HOME YOU "JEW"” (29 November 2016).

- An antisemitic letter of a leaflet titled “Wanted!” and the word “Jesus”, with handwritten words of “1st terrorist in the world!!!”, “Jew Hamas” and “Shame on Israel. Jews are thieves Dogs” was delivered to a synagogue in Sydney (20 February 2017).

- Flyer for an event by the far right Australia First Party (AFP) on “White Women in the Australian Nazi Movement” was posted by mail to a leading Jewish community organisation in Sydney (17 March 2017). Apparently, the event flyer was a fake, targeting an AFP woman, Tania Rollinson, who was preparing to give a speech on a different topic. The flyers were also posted around the suburb of Newtown in Sydney.

- Letter sent to several colleagues of a Jewish employee at a commercial firm in Sydney stating “In time you will realize [name of Jewish employee] uses your office to do very discrete deals with his real friends at the synagogue. This is why he is no longer at [company] or [company]” (24 April 2017).

- A letter with “disgusting racist, conspiracy theories and specious nonsense about Jews and especially nasty stuff about Muslims” was sent to the home of an academic, in Melbourne (18 August 2017).

**Telephone**

- A synagogue received a telephone call where the male caller asked the woman if she was “a fucking Jew”, laughed at her and then repeated the question before hanging up, in Perth (4 November 2016).

- A Jewish organisation received a telephone call from someone who asked “does the JNF raise funds for weapons?” in Perth (2 December 2016). JNF is the Jewish National Fund.

- Bomb threat to a Jewish communal building in Sydney (28 February 2017).

- Bomb threat to a Jewish communal facility in Perth (28 February 2017).
Telephone call to Jewish person in Melbourne stating: “Avi? [Referring to activist, Avi Yemini] Is he the ex-IDF bloke? […] So he knows how to shoot Palestinians. […] He does, fucken cocksucker. […] Well, I want to learn how to shoot ‘cause I want to shoot him in the fucken head. He’s a fucking cocksucking Zionist. […] You tell Avi to get the fuck out of the country, fucken cocksucking fucken Jewboy.” (14 March 2017).

A Synagogue received a phone call where the caller stated, “We don’t like you people any more. We found guidance with Nazis”, in Sydney (22 March 2017).

A Rabbi received a threatening and aggressive voicemail on his home landline, in Sydney (8 July 2017).

Telephone call to a synagogue in Sydney, with the caller left a message on voicemail saying "What's the difference between a Jew and a pizza? A pizza doesn't scream in the oven." (17 July 2017).

A man called the office of a Jewish organisation and was aggressive, said that Jews stole land of Palestinians and then went on a rant about Zionists, in Melbourne (18 July 2017).

Abusive antisemitic phone call was received by a Jewish woman, the caller using insulting and crude words alongside the word “Jew”, in Melbourne (7 August 2017).

**Posters, Leaflets, Stickers**


Holocaust denying flyers titled “Who’s telling us our story?” with the website of chemtrailsgeelong have been distributed in Melbourne, Canberra, Sydney, Brisbane and Perth in April and May 2017. According to a media report, the person behind these leaflets is Stuart Vincent Salerno, of Geelong, Victoria; who was videoed placing these leaflets on noticeboards at the University of Sydney on 26 April 2017. (A similar Holocaust denying flyer, with reference to the same website, was distributed at five universities, in Melbourne, Canberra and Sydney, between February and August 2016.) “Who’s telling us our story?” has been distributed at:

- Monash University, in Melbourne (13 April 2017)
- Melbourne University, in Melbourne (13 April 2017)
- Australian National University, in Canberra (21 April 2017)
- University of NSW, in Sydney (24 April 2017)
- University of Sydney, in Sydney (26 April 2017)
- University of Technology Sydney (26 April 2017)
- Macquarie University, in Sydney (8 May 2017)
- University of Queensland, in Brisbane (4 May 2017)
- University of Western Australia, in Perth (17 May 2017)
Posters with the text “Jews make up 44% of the richest 1% while only making up 1% of the population. #Smash Jewish privilege” and falsely attributed to “Socialist Alternative Perth”, although SA Perth did not put them out, were distributed in Perth, and placed in letterboxes in Fremantle (11 June 2017).

Posters with the text of “8 of the 12 senior executives of the “Big Six” media corporations are Jews but Jews only make up 1% of the population. #Smash Jewish privilege” and falsely attributed to “Socialist Alternative Perth”, although SA Perth did not put them out, were distributed in Perth (11 June 2017).

Posters with the text “Ending White privilege… Starts with ending Jewish privilege” were distributed in Perth (11 June 2017).

Antisemitic sticker of a caricatured Jew put on a Socialism poster on a street pole, in Melbourne (23 August 2017).

Stickers by Antipodean Resistance - a thousand ‘love heart’ stickers with outline of Hitler in the centre of the heart, and framed with the words ‘Antipodean Resistance’ were placed in Melbourne CBD for Valentine’s Day (14 February 2017).

Stickers by Antipodean Resistance (AR), of two types – one with a swastika surrounded by the words “Antipodean Resistance” (the standard sticker), the other with the word “Revolution” and a swastika – have been put up in cities around Australia from 18 February 2017 onwards. AR claimed to have put up 2,500 stickers around Melbourne in February alone. One or both types of stickers have been put up at:
- White Night (a government sponsored festival), in Melbourne, hundreds of both types stickers (18 February 2017).
- St Kilda Primary School and on poles and lamp-posts along Balaclava Road, in Melbourne, several hundred stickers (24 February 2017).
- Victorian Trades Hall in Carlton, and the suburbs of Brunswick and Fitzroy, all in Melbourne, standard stickers (4 March 2017).
- Collingwood in Melbourne, including the Town Hall, a multicultural centre, St Philip’s Anglican Church in Collingwood, and an Aboriginal sign (19 March 2017).
- Sydney University (20 April 2017).
- Brisbane CBD (20 April 2017).
- Hobart CBD, including a Labor Senator’s office (20 April 2017).
- Devonport, Tasmania (20 April 2017).
- a synagogue in Brisbane and an Aboriginal art centre in Brisbane (8 July 2017).
- Griffith University on the Gold Coast, Qld (7 August 2017).
- outside state parliament in Brisbane (7 August 2017).
- Melbourne tram which travels in a Jewish area (17 August 2017).
- synagogue gate in Brisbane (16 September 2017).
- University of Queensland (30 September 2017).
Posters by Antipodean Resistance (AR), of several types – four antisemitic posters (‘Stop the Hordes’, ‘Reject Jewish Poison’, ‘Legalise the Execution of Jews’ and ‘420 Blaze It’), and six pro-Nazi posters – have been put up in cities around Australia from 3 December 2016 onwards. (AR has also put up five types of anti-gay posters, and one anti-Chinese poster; however, these are not counted as antisemitic incidents, and hence are excluded from the list below.) Often when AR target an area, posters and stickers are both put up – when this has occurred, these incidents are counted in the list of poster incidents, and not in the list of sticker incidents. Antisemitic and/or pro-Nazi posters have been put up at:

- Posters stating “Stop the Hordes: Dunecoons, Shitskins, Niggers, Chinks. Get out! Keep Australia White!” blames Jews as the ‘hand’ behind non-white immigration, put up at the Parkville campus of the University of Melbourne, c. 100 posters (3 December 2016).

- Posters of "Stop the Hordes", "Reject Jewish Poison", and "National Socialism or Nothing" — c. 200 posters were plastered around Melbourne Zoo, Carlton Football Club, and Melbourne University (13 February 2017).

- Posters calling to “Legalise the Execution of Jews”, “420 Blaze It” and “420 Raise It” plastered at La Trobe University in Melbourne, 50 posters (20 April 2017).

- Posters of “Legalise the Execution of Jews”, “420 Blaze It” and “420 Raise It” at Victoria University, in Melbourne, at two campuses (20 April 2017).

- Posters of “National Socialism or Nothing” and standard swastika stickers, at the University of Queensland, in Brisbane, for Sorry Day (25 May 2017).

- Posters of “National Socialism or Nothing” and “Anti-Capitalist, Anti-Communist, National Socialist”, and stickers at the University of NSW, Sydney (11 June 2017).

- Posters of “Stop the Hordes”, “National Socialism or Nothing”, “Nazi Youth”, (an anti-gay poster), and swastika stickers at the University of Newcastle (2 July 2017).

- Posters of “Stop the Hordes”, “National Socialism or Nothing”, “Nazi Youth” and “Australia Awake” and swastika stickers at the office of the ‘Newcastle Herald’ newspaper in Newcastle (2 July 2017).

- Posters of “Stop the Hordes” at Monash University, in Melbourne (24 July 2017).

- Posters of “National Socialism or Nothing” at a carpark at the University of NSW, in Sydney (25 July 2017).

- Posters of “National Socialism or Nothing” and swastika stickers at the Queensland University of Technology, in Brisbane (7 August 2017).

- Posters of “Stop the Hordes”, “Legalise the Execution of Jews” and “Reject Jewish Poison” at three schools in Melbourne - Melbourne Grammar School and Melbourne High School, and at another Melbourne school, c. 60 posters (13 August 2017).

- Posters of “Stop the Hordes”, “National Socialism or Nothing” and “No Tolerance”, plus swastika stickers plastered at Macquarie University, in Sydney (26 August 2017).

- Posters of “Reject Jewish Poison” at Macquarie University, in Sydney (30 August 2017).

- Posters “Reject Jewish poison” poster and “Anti-Capitalist, Anti-Communist” at Bond University, Gold Coast, Queensland (13 September 2017).

- Posters at Griffith University, Queensland (13 September 2017).

- Posters of “Nazi Youth organising” and “National Socialism or Nothing” plastered at a Catholic college, a TAFE, and a park, in Toowoomba, Queensland (21 September 2017).

- Posters of “National Socialism or Nothing” and swastika stickers (and new anti-gay poster) at the University of Tasmania (23 September 2017).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graffiti, in Sydney (9 February 2017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Graffiti: With a Y-shaped cross, “WLP” and “The Jews are our misfortune”

“WLP” stands for William Luther Pierce, the leader of the neo-Nazi group, National Alliance in the USA, and author of ‘The Turner Diaries’ (an iconic novel of an insurgent war waged by neo-Nazis, and their victorious take-over of the USA. The FBI said that the book inspired Timothy McVeigh to bomb the FBI building in Oklahoma in 1995).

The symbol above “WLP” is the ‘Algiz’, ie the “z-rune” (ᚹ) of the runic alphabet, adopted by neo-Nazi and white supremacist groups, including Pierce’s National Alliance.

The term "The Jews are our misfortune!" is the translation of the motto "Die Juden sind unser Unglück!" coined by Heinrich von Treitschke in the 1880s. This motto always appeared at the bottom of the title page of Der Stürmer, the Nazi newspaper published by Julius Streicher, from 1923 to 1945, which was a significant part of Nazi propaganda. The term was also used as name of videos by Pierce.
**Serious Attacks since 1990**

The following is a selection of incidents of violence, vandalism, serious intimidation, harassment and threats directed against Jewish community institutions or individuals, from 1990. This list is far from exhaustive. It is sourced from previous ECAJ Antisemitism Reports.

**1990**
- Molotov cocktail thrown at Jewish residential college in Sydney (17/1/1990)
- Four Molotov cocktails thrown through window of synagogue in Melbourne (22/3/1990)
- Molotov cocktail thrown at synagogue in Melbourne (11/4/1990)
- Fire set at synagogue in Melbourne (20/4/1990)

**1991**
- Fire set in synagogue in Melbourne (25/1/1991)
- Fire lit at school on synagogue premises in Sydney (26/1/1991)
- Fire set at synagogue in Sydney (26/2/1991)
- Synagogue in Sydney destroyed by deliberately lit fire (5/3/1991)
- Security guard prevents attempt to start fire at synagogue in Sydney (12/3/1991)
- Fire lit in synagogue in Sydney (28/3/1991)

**1992 - 1999**
- Bomb threat received at Jewish social club in Sydney which had been the site of an attack using a bomb in 1982 (28/7/1993)
- Extensive damage caused to synagogue in Sydney resulting from deliberately lit fire (10/11/1993)
- Arson attack at synagogue in Melbourne (1/1/1995)
- Arson attempt at synagogue in Melbourne (4/2/1995)
- An explosive device, which did not properly ignite and caused minimal damage, was placed in the letter box of a synagogue in Sydney (11/12/1998)
- Incendiary devices thrown into Melbourne synagogue yard from street (23/2/1999)

**2000**
- Petrol bombs thrown at outside wall of synagogue in Canberra (15/10/2000)
- Petrol bombs thrown at Sukkah at rabbi’s private home in Sydney’s eastern suburbs (14/10/2000)

- Molotov cocktail thrown into garden of private home of rabbi in Bondi (22/10/2000)

- Serious arson attack on synagogue in Sydney’s eastern suburbs (1/11/2000)

- Petrol bomb attack on home of rabbi in Sydney’s eastern suburbs (13/11/2000)

- Attempt to firebomb synagogue in Sydney’s eastern suburbs, which failed only because sophisticated device missed a window and landed on grass outside, starting fire (23/11/2000)

**2001 - 2002**

- Rock thrown through reinforced glass window of synagogue in Canberra together with petrol bomb which did not penetrate glass (31/3/2001)

- A brick and a bottle full of liquid were thrown through glass window of a synagogue in Sydney's south (22/4/2001)

- Synagogue in Canberra firebombed, by throwing molotov cocktails, with three windows smashed and five fires on the grass outside the building (18/8/2001)

- Two bullets fired at Jewish communal building in Perth (22/9/2001)

- Windows of a Sydney synagogue were smashed by perpetrators who attempted to start a fire inside the building (4/4/2002)

- Petrol bomb thrown at synagogue in Canberra (20/4/2002)

**2003 - 2006**

- Fires set on premises of synagogue in Perth (10/1/2003)

- Arson attack on synagogue premises in Melbourne’s eastern suburbs (20/12/2004)

- Small explosive device or firecracker left in mailbox of synagogue on Sydney’s north shore (10/6/2006)

- Attempted arson at synagogue in Sydney’s eastern suburbs (30/7/2006)

- Three Jewish communal figures in Melbourne received envelopes with comments “die Jews” and containing white powder (July 2006)

**2010 - 2012**

- A Jewish man outside an entertainment venue in Sydney was assaulted, with the attackers making antisemitic comments while physically assaulting him (11/11/2010)
• Attempted arson at Jewish educational institution in Sydney, which failed when cigarette thrown into accelerant did not ignite fire (10/3/2011)

• Window in synagogue in Sydney’s north shore smashed by an object thrown through it (19/10/2011)

• Arson attempt at synagogue in Brisbane. The word “Satan” was also spray painted onto the synagogue wall (24/12/2011)

• Two men approached congregants leaving synagogue in Sydney’s eastern suburbs, making comments such as “fuck off you fucking Jews” and initiating a physical confrontation (14/4/2012)

• People at Jewish Aged Institution in Sydney subjected to antisemitic abuse, including “Hitler should have finished the job” by driver of vehicle who also used his vehicle menacingly (14/6/2012)

• Eggs and other projectiles thrown at Jewish school students in Melbourne street by occupant of passing vehicle (18/10/2012)

2013 - 2016

• Five members of a Jewish family were subject to antisemitic taunts then physically assaulted, requiring hospitalisation (26 October 2013).

• A 28 year old Jewish man, wearing a t-shirt with Hebrew writing on it, was physically assaulted in Melbourne, suffering abrasions, bruising, and cuts. The two attackers called out in Arabic “kalb Yehud!” (Jewish dog), “Allahu akbar” (Allah is great) and made reference to Gaza. (10 July 2014).

• In Perth, a Hassidic rabbi, his assistant and their driver were verbally abused and threatened with physical violence while trying to leave the carpark of a shopping centre by a group of six teens, aged approximately 16-18. The Jews were told to “Fuck off”, accused of “killing babies in Gaza” and the youths threatened to “fix” them “up”. The Jewish men got in their car, which the youths then surrounded, and shouted antisemitic abuse while banging on the car and spitting on it (4 August 2014).

• Around 30 Jewish students, aged from 5-12 years old, on a school bus, which picks up students from a Jewish school, in the eastern suburbs of Sydney, were subjected to physical and verbal threats, when the bus was boarded by 5-8 teenagers who yelled antisemitic abuse, including “all Jews must die”, “kill the Jews”, “Heil Hitler”, and “we’re going to slit your throats” at the students (6 August 2014).

• A 22 year old Jewish man was punched in the neck and called a “Fucking Jew” while walking home from synagogue in Melbourne (31 October 2015).

• Two cars were firebombed, belonging to a Jewish man who had been receiving a spate of antisemitic messages on his phone, and antisemitic graffiti on the wall of his home, in coastal NSW (20 December 2015).
Ethno-nationalist violence

Israeli interests in Australia were also targeted in December 1982 when more than five kilograms of explosives were detonated at Sydney’s Israeli Consulate-General offices. On the same day, there were also two explosions at the predominantly Jewish Hakoah Club in Bondi (Crown 1986). Envelopes containing explosives addressed to the Israeli Consulate and the Israeli Embassy (which originated from Amsterdam) were also discovered. A Cabinet Submission by Attorney General Ivor Greenwood attributed responsibility for the bombs to groups originating from the Middle East (Koschade 2007).

Far-right violence

There is a long history of far-right activity in Australia (see Box 1) and a number of violent incidents have also occurred post-2000. [...] However, understanding the precise nature and scale of the far-right in Australia is made difficult by a lack of empirical information and research. Gaining reliable data on the far-right is firstly complicated by debate over exactly what constitutes violence motivated by far-right ideology. Henderson (2002: 8) notes that the left–right dichotomy of the conventional political spectrum is ‘at best imprecise and often subjective’.

Jihadist violence

The first of these occurred in 2000 when prominent Jemaah Islamiyah and al Qaeda figures plotted to attack Israeli and Jewish targets during the Sydney Olympics (R v Roche WASCA 4 (14 January 2005)).

3. **ANTISEMITISM in the MAINSTREAM MEDIA, POLITICS and SOCIETY**

“The Holocaust did not begin in the gas chambers - it began with words.”
- Professor Irwin Cotler, former Canadian Minister of Justice

**Introduction**

Even within western liberal democracies like Australia, antisemitism persists. Mostly, it is found on the fringes of society, in the political and religious extremes, and it is commonly condemned by political and community leaders, and in the media. Racism, including antisemitism, becomes a more serious problem for a society’s moral integrity and inner cohesion when it moves from the fringes into the mainstream of society and is not repudiated by society’s leaders (or, worse, is validated by them). This sends a signal that human beings can be demonised and vilified, threatened and attacked with impunity, due to their race, ethnicity, religion, or other attributes.

Antisemites, and other racists, will usually attempt to have their views publicly and widely proclaimed. This can be through the mainstream media, in articles, news reports, and especially through social media commentary. When people in a society whether leaders in politics, the media, academia, business, clergy, or just ordinary Australians, either publicly support or silently ignore antisemitic sentiment and acts, the message this conveys to racists is: ‘Go ahead with your racism, we won't stop you’.

The expression of antisemitic hatreds in the mainstream media or in other public contexts, if not publicly contradicted and condemned by political and community leaders, has the effect of lending legitimacy and acceptability to such hatreds. This can lead to an emboldening of those who are hostile to Jews to go further in acting against Jews, and thus creates an atmosphere of intolerance, bigotry, fear and violence.

The significance of antisemitic comments online is two-fold:

- The fact that such comments are allowed to remain online demonstrates the online host’s (eg media) tolerance for antisemitic comments, and/or a lack of knowledge, insight or capacity to identify antisemitism.

- The contents of the comments reveal the extent of antisemitic hatreds that exist even in a relatively tolerant society like Australia.

As observed by Professor Irwin Cotler, the planned and deliberate murder of six million Jewish men, women and children in the Holocaust did not begin in Auschwitz but began in the years prior to the first executions, through the propaganda, the laws, and other acts of the government of Nazi Germany. The genocide in Rwanda in 1994 which saw 800,000 Tutsis brutally murdered in just three months, did not begin with the first machete hacking, but began when public radio broadcasts called the Tutsis “cockroaches”, thus dehumanising them, and calling for them to be killed en masse. There are lessons to be learned from history.

**Categorisation of content**

In this chapter, antisemitic statements have been categorised according to which media outlet or political figure/entity published the statements. This categorisation is not meant to infer or imply that any particular media outlet, politician, or party is or is not antisemitic.
MAINSTREAM MEDIA

The mainstream media, print and online, visual and audio, can be influential in transforming or reinforcing people’s beliefs about a range of issues. In addition, the internet iterations of mainstream media publishers make possible an enormous volume of public commentary on media articles.

ABC

The Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) is the Australian national broadcaster, and is publicly funded. It is composed of television stations, radio stations, a website, and Facebook pages. The ABC is a major source of news and information for many Australians, enjoying a high level of public trust. When the ABC tolerates, knowingly or unwittingly, antisemitic content, it has the effect of giving perceived official legitimation to antisemitism.

ABC News: Netanyahu visit – Facebook comments
ABC News February 22
Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu lands in Sydney amid controversy

- TC Hakan Yiğit Turnbull has Jewish heritage, he would be creaming his pants right about now

- Kerri Lynn Yep! The holocaust card is nearly worn out!

- Michael Long War criminal I have never met a Jew that was wrong, what ever they do they say they are right.Steal someone's land, build a house on it then change the law that makes the land your's

ABC News: Netanyahu visit – Hypocrisy of UN – Facebook comments
ABC News February 22
Netanyahu praises Turnbull for calling out UN 'hypocrisy'

- Victor De Araujo Turnbull and his government are so influenced by the Jews. […]

- Rodney Wienand Israel is not their ancestral land and they are not the chosen race. Do you really think the almighty would make them so stupid it takes them 2000 years to realise its their ancestral land or with more genetic defects than any other race?

- Brett Page Correct me if I am wrong but don't the scriptures say the Israelites have been accursed with having no real homeland? By God.

- Karl Peter Spaderna I didn't know Turdshit was a Jew as he was wearing that little black cap on TV news. Just goes to show you that Turdshit will suck up to anyone where money is involved. Our PM is a DISGRACE to Australia.
ABC News: Netanyahu visit, debate – Facebook comments

ABC News 24 February 22

The historic visit by Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has sparked fiery debate between Peter Wertheim from the Executive Council of Australian Jewry and Dr Peter Manning from Australia Palestine Advocacy Network.

- **Alex Avareh** Australian jews have no loyalty to Australia, 100s serve in Israeli army not one in Australian army. .1% of populations are jews but control over 60% of the economy. WHY?

- **Ron James** The leader of the greatest planned genocide of this century ... and Turnbull wants to kiss him. Piss the jewish criminal off.

- **Ben Hill** Someone needs to throw something at these apartheid loving war criminals. Does anyone know if they are coming to Melbourne????

- **ABC News 24** Mr Netanyahu and his delegation will be in Sydney from today through to Sunday.

- **Deme Mobius** Lol ABC just directed people where to find that terrorist. Get this scum and escort straight to Hague.

- **Ray Morgan** Strange - Saddam complied with the UN and got invaded, Israel ignores every instruction but that's cool... This has nothing to do with the 'destruction of Jews', it's about stopping the Jews from repeating what happened to them in WW2. You'd think being rescued (again) would make them thankful for the land they were granted, but no - the greedy Jew always wants more

- **Iain Lugton** Grow a foreskin Borat.

ABC News: Israeli and Palestinians - Facebook comments

ABC News February 24

Stan Grant asks two lawyers — one Palestinian and one Israeli — for an answer to one simple question: why is a resolution so hard? […]

No middle road on a two-state solution for Israel and Palestinian territories

- **Greg McDonald** Israel is a cancer on the foreskin of humanity!

ABC News: Israel – Facebook comments

ABC News March 22

Some critics question whether Israel can truly call itself a democracy, and point to its occupation of the West Bank as a key issue. How democratic is Israel?
- **Robyn Rylands** Anyone who claims they are gods chosen people are just plain arrogant.

- **Anna Lorcan** Israel is filth

- **Victor De Araujo** Israel needs to be nuked

**ABC News: Spicer on Hitler - Facebook comments**


**ABC News** April 12

"You had someone as despicable as Hitler … who didn't even sink to using chemical weapons."

[http://ab.co/2ox9KFO](http://ab.co/2ox9KFO)

- **Albert Striecher** Holocaust = Zionist lies

- **Albert Striecher** Awake from your jew brainwashing, it was 270,000 not 6 million.

- **Albert Striecher** The jew population of Europe increased after the war, the jews that did die suffered from disease & allied bombing. The holocaust is the greatest lie ever perpetrated on mankind.

- **AJ Kierath** They'd have run out of time fitting 6 million people into those gas chambers which took approx one day to burn each body....

- **AJ Kierath** The “Six Million” Myth

- **Albert Striecher** Zyklon B was used to kill lice not jews you silly brainwashed plebs.

- **Albert Striecher** Who gives a toss what I am the holocaust is a lie.

- **Albert Striecher** Nobody's denying camps, it's the fanciful 6 million figure & the non existence of homicidal gas chambers.

- **Albert Striecher** There's no evidence of homicidal gas chambers

- **Albert Striecher** Hitler did nothing wrong arsewipe, you've been brainwashed pleb.

- **Albert Striecher** 270,000 not 6 million. Awake from your jew brainwashing.

- **Adnan Isik** Israelites too ? Yeah I reckon kill them all

- **Chris Textor** Hitler gassed the Jews with Rothschild gas imported from America

- **Lachlan Alan Knight** Another own goal for the Zionist holocaust lobby groups.

- **Jim Bennett** Hitler worked for the same boss that you do..His grandfather..Baron Rothschild.

- **Albert Striecher** There's no evidence of homicidal gas chambers.
**Albert Striecher** HITLER DID NOTHING WRONG!!!

---

**ABC News - April 12**

**Brennan Aloisysious Bonheur**

---

**Craig Spud Pudsey**

---

**ABC News - April 12**

---

**Nicola Acquarola**

---

**Damien Mills**

---

**ABC News: Netanyahu on Yom HaShoah**

[https://www.facebook.com/ABCNews/posts/10155676612453812](https://www.facebook.com/ABCNews/posts/10155676612453812)

Israeli Prime Minister **Benjamin Netanyahu** - **בנימין נתניהו** said lessons he's learned from the Holocaust guide him "every morning and every evening."

On Holocaust remembrance day, Netanyahu says its lessons guide him

- **George Thompson** Every morning and every evening he committes Holocaust. […]
- **Adonis Jones Hronis** What's wrong with anti semitism?

---

58
• **Shakir Ali** Jew are terrorist nation in the world and they are the genociders of Muslims world and Palestine people and they are liers of the world and mosad is the terrorist organization of the world and Jewish atom bomb dangerous for Muslims world and christians world and whole world of Europe […]

• **Fulgencio Batistuta** Is it true that the so-called holocaust didn't happen?

• **Roger White** Jewish scumbags want to rule the world through the financial sector.

**ABC Facebook comments – in The Australian**

The following two ABC Facebook posts on 2 May and 20 May were the subject of an article by journalist Richard Ferguson in The Australian on 3 June. As a consequence, ABC removed some of the antisemitic comments and images, but not all of them. The Australian stated that “Three of five anti-Israel posts reported to the broadcaster by The Weekend Australian have been removed and two Facebook users banned.” The Australian names some of the comments:

• “Peter Howland” - accusing Israel of backing Islamist terrorism.

• “Greg McDonald” - a photoshopped picture of an Islamic State supporter donning a mask of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.

• “Mark Grealish” - suggesting Israeli doctors were kidnapping and killing Syrian children for profit was also taken down. “Buy a liver in Israel for 10k and sell it for 100k plus in America. Disgusting … Over 14,000 Syrian children kidnapped, most never seen again, but some bodies discovered missing many internal organs”

• “Symon Phesalik” - A picture shows a wounded child captioned: “How many more innocent Palestinian people are we going to let die under the Satanic Rothschild Israeli regime?”

• “Dave Roberts” - posted a picture of Adolf Hitler with text saying: “I did Nazi that coming. Did Jew?”

**ABC News: HAMAS - Facebook comments**

ABC News May 2
"We don't want to dilute our principles but we want to be open," Hamas leader Khaled Meshaal said.

Comments still up as of 9 June:

• **AJ Fieseth** Jews are hypocrites. They want to destroy the rightful owners, please, I'm with Hamas.
• **Rodney Gibbs** The Jews invaded their land. What are the Palestinians supposed to do?

• **Izzy Bc** Palestinians UN, US, UK are not for you. Jews can do genocide and they are supported by countries who got same values. You have to find help in other side. Jews are real evil GOV I said fucken GOV not all Jews people

Comments removed by 9 June:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symon Phesalik</th>
<th>Dave Diggler Roberts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="PALESTINIAN_CHILD_HOLDING_A_DOCTORS_CLOTHES" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="I_DID_NAZI_THAT_COMING" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[removed by 9 June]  
[removed by 9 June]

**ABC News: Israeli hospital – Facebook comments**  
**ABC News**  
**May 20**  
At first, Ziv hospital in the northern Israeli town of Safed seems like a pretty ordinary facility. But a few floors up, in a special ward guarded by Israeli intelligence agents, are patients from Syria.

• **David Cooke** Lots of useful Goys on this post

• **Mark Grealish** Syrians had free medical care in Syria. How's the black market in human organ trafficking going? Buy a liver in Israel for 10k and sell it for 100k plus in America. Disgusting 😞:( [comment removed by 9 June]

• **Mark Grealish** Over 14,000 Syrian children kidnapped, most never seen again, but some bodies discovered missing many internal organs. [comment removed by 9 June]

**ABC The Drum – “Israel Lobby”**  
[http://iview.abc.net.au/programs/drum#playing](http://iview.abc.net.au/programs/drum#playing)  
ABC program “The Drum”, hosted by Ellen Fanning, on 24 July 2017, included on the panel John Lyons (associate editor of digital content at The Australian), Antony Loewenstein (author and journalist), Kim Doherty (former editor Australian Women’s Weekly), and Dr Lindy Edwards (University of NSW political scientist) – positions as described on The Drum.
One of the three issues for discussion was flagged as “Violent tensions in Israel over security at the Al Aqsa mosque – how are conflicts there reported by outsiders?” The following includes extracts of the discussion, in which claims were made about the so-called “Israel lobby” and its supposed perniciousness, dishonesty, targeting and pressure applied on journalists and politicians. In the end, all journalist John Lyons could cite as examples were letters of complaint after a program he produced. The program was “Stone Cold Justice”, which aired on ABC in February 2014. It baselessly accused Israeli Jewish soldiers of crucifying Palestinian boys, and made other false and insidious claims. There were indeed letters of complaint from Jewish organisations and individuals, but Lyons failed to explain what was unusual or untoward about this.

- Lyons: 26:50 “The pressure is, it’s made clear they’re not happy with your performance, and the endless complaints. And I did a 4 Corners Report two years or three years ago and then you’re tied up for months and months defending it. In the end we defended every claim, official complaints [...].

John Lyons stated at the launch of his book on 27 July 2017:

- In my 35 years in journalism I’ve never found so much pressure or heat when attempting to report about Israel. And that’s due largely to the power of the Israeli lobby in Australia. And that’s a subject that generally you’re not meant to talk about.

http://www.abc.net.au/mediawatch/transcripts/s4746638.htm

ABC The Drum: John Lyons – Facebook comments

John Lyons was interviewed on the ABC The Drum on 24 July 2017, about his new book “Balcony Over Jerusalem” in which he criticises Jewish communal leaders for “attacks” on him.

https://www.facebook.com/abcthedrum/videos/1616338551773478/

ABC The Drum July 24

"If you write the truth about what you see in Israel & the West Bank, you'll be savagely targeted." John Lyons says foreign correspondents in Israel are forced to censor themselves #TheDrum

- Zaky Salhab Mallah Zionist Israel is like Nazi Germany. Both need bombardment and abolishment.

- Victor Pashkevich Zionist scum Isreal is a murderous regime that needs to be condemned and punished .

- Zaky Salhab Mallah Victor Pashkevich I'd rather have it nuked off the planet.

- Raik Khutaba The Holocaust was a crime. The Israeli government is doing the same thing to the Palestinians Out of all people. It's disgusting to hear anyone defending the Zionist. It's as bad as defending the Nazis.

- Arild Huitfeldt AGREE BUT TIME 2 NUKE ISRAEL
• **Arild Huitfeldt** & Israel is 1,000 times worse than Hitler as they have waged over a 65yrs Holocaust of the Palestinian people & stolen 95% of their land

• **Christopher Thomas** oh come on. If only the world was actually able to see what the Jews were doing to the Palestinians and the real truth, people would be horrified. The Jews control most media and the power is scary. […]

• **Housni El Ghazi** As democratic as the Nazis were but the nazis were a scouts compared tu These Zionist savages !!

• **Housni El Ghazi** Kids killers and organ traffickers 😡

• **Amina Kader** […] (Reported by Imam Bukhari) Allah's Apostle (peace be upon him) also said: The Last Hour would not come unless the Muslims will fight against the Jews and the Muslims would kill them until the Jews would hide themselves behind a stone or a tree and a stone or a tree would say: Muslim, or the servant of Allah, there is a Jew behind me; come and kill him; but the tree Gharqad would not say so, for it is the tree of the Jews. […]

• **Brenda Glass** Israel a Nazi apartheid illegal occupier of PALESTINE commits genocide with the world watching and knowing but doing nothing

• **Amina Yusuf** […] You are talking tk the most vile ppl on the planet who think its ok to do wot they want then cry anti-semitism wen questioned on their corrupt actions. […] These scum will not quit destroying nations and societies until they get wot they want!

• **Edita Besic** Israeli Lobby control all media.. […]

• **Miguel Vasquez** Finally the khazarian /ashnazi mafia/synagogue of satan are getting exposed and people are waking up to the deception , and yes they are gods chosen people, but there god is Baphomet

• **Salman Al Halaby** […] The Zionists have hijacked all western and Australian government and media. […]

• **Alex Avareh** That's end of his Job as journalists. Tomorrow Jews press will call him anti Semites

• **Brad Smits** We need to talk about the "Protocols of Zion"
ABC News: “Hungry for a taste of Jewish culture” – Facebook comments

The posting of this video on the ABC Facebook page elicited quite a few antisemitic comments, shown below. However, to the credit of ABC, they removed most of the antisemitic comments, without being asked, although one poster, Elli Smith, did alert ABC to the antisemitic comments. In the past, ABC has been slow, lax and reticent about removing antisemitic comments, but perhaps this shows an encouraging change whereby the ABC is finally taking antisemitism seriously. Comments below were as at 8 August.

ABC News August 7
What recipes take you back to your childhood? The Monday Morning Cooking Club specialise in heirloom recipes. 38K Views

Comments posted and later deleted by ABC include:

- Ben Hill I'm more hungry for Palestinians getting their homes back to be honest.
- Ben Hill I expected a worthy adversary...... You goy are very typical.....
- John Smith cos it is not you the jews are killing.....nice perspective....
- Michael Dawson Stolen Palestinian culture more like it
- Elli Smith ABC admin. Why are you tolerating antisemitic comments that attack Jews on this thread?
- Jenalle Duffy No. I like my cakes brain dead before I cut their throats.
- Wade Lavender Jews dwell in the synagogue of satan . They all belong in the oven .

ABC News: neo-Nazis - Facebook comments
ABC News September 5
The group is attempting to influence the debate around the upcoming same-sex marriage postal vote, with posters linking gay marriage to paedophilia.

The home-grown Neo-Nazis trying to sway the same-sex marriage survey
A white supremacist group, whose members pledge allegiance to Hitler during radicalisation camps, is behind homophobic propaganda being used to sway the…

- **Brett Fletcher** Hmm, this group appears to be relatively new (since December 2016) and only 5 or 6 very ordinary members. Possibly suspiciously being backed and funded by a larger Jewish Community from Victoria no doubt. A typical case of “Create the problem, offer the solution” scenario that can be multi tiered to offer support for mild terrorism hoaxes similar to what we see in the US currently. Really there is no need to be concerned, if you buy into the illusion you are being as pathetic as they think you are.

- **Brad Rogers**

---

**The Age: comments on Facebook**

https://www.facebook.com/theageAustralia/posts/10154693039836422

The Age posted an article on Julie Bishop’s stance on Israel on their Facebook page. This elicited unmoderated antisemitic comments, including the following.

**The Age - theage.com.au** **December 29, 2016**

Australia’s Foreign Minister says the UN resolution was ‘one-sided’ and ‘target(ed) Israel.’ Australia has broken ranks with the United States and New Zealand over Israel,…

- **Mick Webster** ahah the Zionists have pulled the strings..... thought they might.....

- **Damien Freeman** No surprise she supports the Zionist thieves and murders.

- **Margaret Ludowyk** I think for too long the US has not stood up to Israel and its take over of Palestinian land. The Israeli lobby in the US is very powerful, and helped by Murdoch

- **Ali Farid Elali** That brings to memory what Bob Carr said in 2014, about how the pro-Israel lobby influenced the Australian government policy during the time. I wonder whether Julia Bishop has been receiving "donations" from these lobbies in exchange for statements like this one.

- **Brad Taylor** Wow so we now know who pulls Bishop's strings.

- **Brad Taylor** Didn't follow it so close no but I have always assumed that Israel had the finger in Australia's pot.

- **Paul Piemonte** Bishop the Zionist puppet. Mole.
The Australian

The Australian: comments under articles


Article “Hamas softens anti-Israel stance” (May 2, 2017).

- Richard - [...] If you look at the Old Testament you can see where genocide, lebensraum and Israeli foreign policy comes from.


Article “Tanya Plibersek snub for NSW ALP shift on Palestine” (4 July 2017).

- Paul - The Jews are behind the push, Soros advocate EU and mass refugees entering EU. Mark Zuckerberg welcomes third world immigrants to USA as well.


Article “Bob Carr alarms pro-Israelis” (6 July 2017).

- Stewart - Typical of Carr he took the Jewish dollar when he needed it to fund his political career and now he doesn't he sides with the terrorists.


- Kevin - Having visited Israel as a tourist and having experienced first hand the sheer rudeness and self righteous arrogance of the Jewish people who live there, and their almost total contempt for anyone who is not a Jew - all of which is based on their view that they are God's chosen people and consequently that everyone else is of little or no consequence and as such they are perfectly within their rights to treat them as they like - I now have very little time for Israel and its people.

The Australian: comments on Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/theaustralian/posts/10150851436394978

The Australian April 9

After being outed as anti-Semitic and racist, has holocaust denier David Irving changed his tune? 'I'm a Holocaust sleuth'

- Ben Hill The only holocaust in WW2 was by the allies. Japanese babies dying by fire. The Germans did not mass murder anyone with fire and that's what a holocaust is. Jewish propaganda will all have you fighting ww3 over some sand nation shithole and most of you will be all for it.

https://www.facebook.com/theaustralian/posts/10150958553769978
Pauline Hanson’s stunt was deliberate and provocative — but the government, through George Brandis, overreacted, writes Chris Kenny. The following comment was posted:

- **Ali Haytch** DEAR JEWISH FACEBOOK USERS PLEASE SHOWER BEFORE AND AFTER COMMENTING

**Canberra Times: comment under article**

The article “Canberra woman Judy Bamberger defies Israeli boycott arrest threat” by Michael Gorey (28 March 2017) elicited the following comments:

- Mark A - [...] That a Jewish nation can do what it is doing and still try and guilt trip the rest of the world about the holocaust is astounding hypocrisy and just plain evil. [...] 

**Channel 7 News: Holocaust - Facebook comments**
https://www.facebook.com/7newssydney/videos/1596635540360573/

A story about the Holocaust and the Sydney Jewish Museum posted on the Channel 7 Facebook page elicited antisemitic comments. Many of the antisemitic comments remained online for over two days, and were removed only after repeated complaints.

**7 News Sydney** March 19
Holocaust survivor stories now preserved at the Sydney Jewish Museum.

- **Huss Saleh** Don't you like these hypocrites the same people responsible for the genocide of the Palestinian people

- **Sam Hallak** Get over it. Other people have been persecuted but they get no mention. Funny that.

- **Sam Hallak** Unless u think the jews were the only people who went through ethnic cleansing.

- **Moamz Kurdi** No way.....but they are the only ones mentioned.because they are supposedly the chosen ones....the russians lost double of what the jews did.yet we know nothing about it

- **Sam Hallak** Steal another man's land and then tries to be civilised. Pathetic jews think the world is blind.

- **Sam Hallak** ANTISEMITIC and proud of it. What I have seen from jews has made me like that. When I was younger I wasn't like that. So being called antisemitic doesn't bother me.
Channel 9 News: Facebook comments
https://www.facebook.com/9News/posts/1291180200929814
9 News November 14
The Simpsons has given a nod to their prediction 16 years ago that Donald J. Trump would become the President of the United States.

- **Bill Loukataris** Yeah I suppose they got their prediction right since the Simpsons is created by Zionist Jews

- **Kjell Knable** Shame hitler left a few, if you ask me

Channel 9: 60 Minutes - Facebook comments
This post was on the 60 Minutes segment on “Israeli Palestinian conflict - The next generation” by Liam Bartlett. This elicited antisemitic comments.

https://www.facebook.com/60Minutes9/posts/1317530828316229
60 Minutes Australia June 26

- **Muriel Mak** "Innocent Jews "Loll No such thing ....

- **Ali Hamdan** No atlas in the world will show u a country called Israel before 1948. The Israeli swines are nothing but putrid land grabbing thieves

Channel 9: 60 Minutes – Facebook comments
https://www.facebook.com/60Minutes9/posts/1317530828316229
60 Minutes Australia June 26
"Tolerating the Israelis - is firing rockets tolerating the Israelis?"

- **AJ Fjeseth** Its Palestinian land. God has turned his back on the Jews, when will the US.
Crikey and Daily Telegraph: Jews in Parliament

Both Crikey and the Daily Telegraph published articles querying whether or not Australian Jews had a right to be in Parliament. In July 2017, several federal Members of Parliament realised themselves, or were found, to have dual citizenship. According to Section 44 of the Australian Constitution, dual citizenship makes people ineligible to be elected to parliament.

The Crikey article, “Rundle: could Israel's 'right of return' ensnare Danby, Dreyfus and Frydenberg in the section 44 thicket?” by Guy Rundle (4 September 2017), implied that Jews were ineligible to be in federal parliament under Section 44. In addition, Rundle implied that the only Jews worthy of being in parliament were those who had renounced their right to Israeli citizenship, and that Australian Jewish MPs if they wish to remain in Parliament should renounce that right. https://www.crikey.com.au/2017/09/04/are-michael-danby-mark-dreyfus-josh-frydenberg-entitled-to-israeli-citizenship/

The Daily Telegraph article, “With three Australian senators now lost to citizenship issues it’s time we talked about Section 44” (27 July 2017), suggested that Australian Jews, even those with only Australian citizenship, would be ineligible to be in Parliament due to their right to apply for Israeli citizenship. The author was Helen Dale, formerly known as Helen Demidenko, author of the antisemitic book “The Hand that Signed the Paper” blaming Jews generally for the crimes of Stalin (a non-Jew) in ordering the massacre of Ukrainians in the 1930s. http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/opinion/helen-dale-with-three-australian-senators-now-lost-to-citizenship-issues-its-time-we-talked-about-section-44/news-story/a6aee80b3ba67a81382f1ce2792b554b

Special Broadcasting Service (SBS)

Most of the antisemitic discourse on SBS were comments posted on the SBS Facebook pages which linked to documentaries, programs and articles on SBS TV and the SBS website.

SBS: ‘Keeping Kosher’ - Facebook comments
https://www.facebook.com/SBSAustralia/posts/10154990122588686
SBS posted a link to documentary on kosher food on the SBS Facebook page. This elicited anti-Israel and anti-Jewish comments.

SBS Australia February 21
Do you know the top 5 rules to keep Kosher? Food of the faithful: Keeping Kosher
What is Kosher and how does one actually keep it?
- **Stevie Campbell** Murdering Palestinian woman and children. Is that kosher?

- **Kevin Russell** Yes Kristina in the biggest concentration camp on earth.

- **Harry Hussein** Where is Pauline Hanson? Oh the Jews have a strong Lobby and heavy interest in mass media she won't dare speak out 😎

- **William Bryant Scrivener** Throw in some foreskins

- **Emma Grim** Cutting a baby's genitals is not a joke.

- **Rob Andrews** You can make wallets out of them. Rub them and they become suitcases

**SBS: Netanyahu – Facebook comments**

https://www.facebook.com/SBSWorldNewsAustralia/videos/1464253070261004/

SBS News February 22

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu shares something he 'always remembers' about Australia upon arrival in Sydney.

- **Christos Aristidou** Part of the Ruling elite who decide who lives and who dies on this planet, this group of global "rulers" including Australia, have poisoned the minds of man with lies, deceptions and overall control over your freewill to live. and yet, we as the people...

- **Syed Raza Uddin** Shame on Australia or welcoming the biggest criminal/terrorist of all time Thats how u spend the Tax prayers money 💰💰 get ready Australia for some illegal settlers

- **Sofie Naah** Someone shoot him 😡🔫

**SBS: Trump and antisemitism**

https://www.facebook.com/SBSWorldNewsAustralia/posts/1464384303581214

SBS News February 22

"A half century ago, the KKK burned crosses. Today, extremists are burning up Twitter.”

Trump's comments on anti-Semitism 'too little, too late' as threats spike globally

Physical assaults against Jewish Australians alone have risen by 50 per cent in the past year.

- **Alex Avareh** Maybe Jewish Australians should not serve in Israeli army and kill innocent women and children, Why the media does not expose Australians serving in foreign army? How Many jews serve in Australian army (NONE) but 100s in Israeli army.

- **Alex Avareh** Innocent is the one kicked out of his country because British sold their country to Rothschild and they fight to go back to their home but idiots who have no idea of historical background to this conflict make stupid comments, How many Muslims have been attacked in Australia? I havent seen you morons counting those
numbers. But at least there are over 200 muslims serving in Australian army to defend this country,

- **Josie Abreu** Agree with you Alex, their dual Citizenship should be taken away from them! Australia is aiding and abetting them, the same law should apply to them as those Australians who support ISIS!!

**SBS: Netanyahu visit**

*SBS News February 22*


- **Miguel Trinity** Singh Shantanu there was no jihadies until Israel start killing women and children and create all this injustice in the name of Israel

- **Una Casey** Miguel Trinity And actually started up ISIS with MOSSAD at the helm, hence they treat the ISIS and rebels in their own hospitals it would not do for the leader ali bagdadi to speak hebrew to his nurses!

- **Jose Morales** It has always left me with deep sense of laughter, how those zionist parasites, never look Middle Eastern as they claim Palestinian land and lives because their skyfairy chose, directed them to their promised land... Insipid, murderous thieves!!!

- **Mustafa Nejah** Unbelievable how they go about like nothing is wrong in Palestine, the amount of propaganda Israel gets from our mainstream media is disgusting we never get a balance report. It always mentions palestinians knife attacks but never mentions that the israel soldiers plant it on them after they shoot them!! Some of the stuff i have searched and found destroyed my reliance on the truth from the mainstream media!! Israel should be tried for war crimes for decades i mean decades of atrocities!!

- **Una Casey** TE Hayes They do nothing they are a parasitic cult of evil zionazis

- **Aaron David Miraflor** Its all about Jews again I get my violin out

- **Predrag Vojvodic** Malcolm Turnjew

- **Steven Reszegi** the plague!! they been kicked out of more than a hundred countries!! WHY?? parasites!

- **Tiago Pinto** i saw a lil jewie with gucci litle hat thing ahahahaha....bondi and double bay in a nutshell...

- **Carol Stuart** Is Turnbull Jewish? He is always with them in Bondi.

- **Josie Abreu** I was wondering the same, Turnbull had one of those beanie caps on!!! 😂😊😊😊
- **Richard Brereton** jews supporting jews, what's new eh.
- **Ian Brown** The Jewish lobby flexing its wealthy muscle
- **Tiago Pinto** Where's my jewiez at?

**SBS: France – Facebook comments**
https://www.facebook.com/SBSWorldNewsAustralia/posts/1515581688461475
SBS News April 10
Le Pen says France not responsible for WWII round up of Jews

- **Daniel Blewett** (((bias))) - [Note: The triple parentheses or ‘echo’ symbol is used online by antisemites to identify and stigmatise Jews]
- **James Valeros** Only the Jewish industry perpetuates theses sorts of things...
- **John Davidson** Thus the jewish sympathy industry continues.
- **Simon Black** They brought it on themselves..

**SBS: Le Pen – Facebook comments**
https://www.facebook.com/SBSWorldNewsAustralia/posts/1516876494998661
SBS News April 11
French Presidential candidate **Marine Le Pen** has been slammed at home and abroad for comments she made about the rounding up of Jews during WWII.

- **Joseph Argyle** Lmao "To find out who rules over, simply find those you arent allowed to criticize" - Voltaire. So learn your place goyim
- **Simon Black** Those people should get over it. It was almost 100 years ago and they're still whining.
- **Sylvie Locascio** NO wonder, Zionists lobby has a strong hold on a global scale..

**SBS: Hitler – Facebook comments**
https://www.facebook.com/SBSWorldNewsAustralia/videos/1517941194892191/
SBS News April 12
The White House Press Secretary has suggested Adolf Hitler didn't use chemical weapons.

- **Joseph Argyle** The Lolocaust is one of those historical moments thats been repurposed again and again to serve (((certain))) peoples interests.
- **Jack Lawton** hmm Jews dont count as people so he is right
Dez Bob  Remember Shindlers List? By Spielberg, a Jew. They were deloused, not gassed. Seriously people.

Pat Ayoub  he gassed 6 trillion jews though

Wade Lavender  Zyklon-B was a delousing agent to stop Typhus , please explain how zyklon-B was used as a chemical weapon? ...

Anthony Nohra  Holohooax

Sydney Morning Herald (SMH)

SMH: Bob Carr article and comments

In the article “The genius of the UN's resolution on Israeli settlements” by Bob Carr (26 December 2016), Carr accused the “Israel lobby” of lying about settlements, as though Jewish diaspora leaders have inside knowledge of Israeli government proposals. Carr wrote:

“Next time I looked settlement population numbers had soared another 150,000, something which left me with the distinct impression of having been conned – no, having been lied to – by the Israel lobby. Sure we subscribe to a two-state solution, they insist, but while you're looking the other way we're spreading settlements as fast as possible to render it impossible.”

The article elicited antisemitic comments, including the following.

Fergus  Dec 26 2016 at 8:24pm
In terms of influence Israel is not a small country, the Zionist influence is mostly generated by British and American elites, in some cases dominated by Israeli supporters. Like the European domination of Aboriginals in Australia the financially and educationally secure Jews decided that vengeance needed to be done so what not make the Palestinians the targeted victims?

Bright Spark  Dec 26 2016 at 2:24pm
[...] Sadly, successive US Administrations have been held to ransom by the powerful Jewish business lobby in the West who use their financial might as weapon to force Western governments to comply with Israel's wish. Obama has taken a lot of personal flak and insults from Netanyahu over the past few years who thinks that the tail can continue to wag the dog. [...] Israel and Netanyahu have been hiding behind the security of US veto but seemed to think that Jewish control of US financial markets and businesses can continue to be the insurance to batter US Administrations into submission. [...]

Alan  Dec 26 2016 at 2:50pm
[...] Tragically, Obama had to wait until now to act, when he is not standing for reelection and the Democrats have lost the election. Anytime in the last 8 years the Jewish lobby would have stopped him. A tiny window of opportunity to do the right thing. The US has been and will become effectively again a puppet of Israel and the Jewish lobby in mid east policy.
Bright Spark        Dec 26 2016 at 7:38pm
Israel uses its people well entrenched in positions of power around the globe to arm twist foreign governments to support its actions or at the very least look away. Until such time this status quo changes [unlikely to happen any time soon], don't expect the West to walk away from Israel.

A country gal        Dec 26 2016 at 6:23pm
Spot on Bob for clarifying the illegality of Israel and their bombastic attitude to the UN and the rest of the world, especially their neighbours (the State of) Palestine. “The Chosen Ones”. I'll stop right there...


SMH – omission in article in response

In response to several related issues, including the above article by Bob Carr, (“The genius of the UN’s resolution on Israeli settlements”), Peter Wertheim and Alex Ryvchin, both of ECAJ, wrote an article published in the SMH on 28 December 2016. Their full submitted article was later published on J-Wire. However, the SMH excluded the section of their article exposing the antisemitism in Carr’s article:

- “Former Foreign Minister Bob Carr (SMH 26.12.2016) has gone a step further and shamefully invoked traditional anti-Jewish tropes in order to make his case, alleging that he was “lied to” about settlements by the generic “Israel lobby”. Neither Carr nor anyone else in Australia knows what Israel’s final negotiating position is.”


SMH: article - gratuitous reference to Jews and money

In an article “Macquarie bank faces class action over advice on worthless Brazilian mine project” by Cameron Houston and Chris Vedelago (21 June 2017), in the business section of the SMH, gratuitous reference to Jews was made:

- “Another divisional director at Macquarie, who has since left the bank, also pushed the stock aggressively among his network of wealthy Jewish investors.”

SMH: article - gratuitous reference to a Jew

In an article “Michael Ibrahim shaved 'money laundering' associate's head as punishment: court” by Rachel Olding (9 August 2017) there was reference to a Jaron Chester, involved in alleged criminal money laundering, referencing his being Jewish. The ethnic or religious backgrounds of the other ten people named in the article as being involved in the money laundering, was not mentioned in the article. The only person whose religion/ethnicity was identified was the only Jew involved. Olding wrote:

- “Mr Chester, a Jewish leader who spruiks his success as an international finance entrepreneur. [...] Mr Chester, who runs a luxury travel company and claims to be president of the little-known Australian Jewish Communal Lobby, allegedly performed duties as a "money collector and handler" for [...] Jaron Chester, who claims to be a Jewish community leader, allegedly had his head shaved and eyebrows plucked as punishment for taking laundered funds for himself.”


Theme – Jewish Lobby

It was common within the mainstream and other media to make references to mainstream Jewish communal organisations as the “Jewish lobby”, and to irrationally make a distinction between the Jewish community and other ethnic communities. An example is provided below.

The article “Media Sauce: Malcolm Turnbull wedged by s18C, the Hard Right and NewsCorpse” by Martin Hirst (3 March 2017) refers to the Jewish community as the Jewish lobby:

- “But now, Turnbull is stuck and has to weigh up the electoral costs. If he chooses to mollify the conservatives he will alienate a huge number of ethnic communities, including the powerful Australian Jewish lobby.”

https://independentaustralia.net/politics/politics-display/-section-18c-move-along-nothing-to-see-here,10075

MASTERTREAM POLITICS

In general, this covers individuals and parties holding seats in any parliament in Australia, regardless of political leanings or size.

Political parties and identities

This section covers acts and discourse by representatives of political parties.

NSW Young Greens – boycott of Jewish students’ organisation

The Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS), which represents 9,000 Jewish university students across Australia, invited the NSW Young Greens (as well as Labor and Liberal representatives) to attend and give a speech at an AUJS political conference in Sydney on 6 April 2017, to be held at the NSW Parliament House. The NSW Young Greens refused to attend, ostensibly due to AUJS’ support for Israel, the Jewish state.
NSW Young Greens treasurer Eliza James response to the invitation:
- “The NSW Young Greens has a long history of declining to attend events by AUJS due to the continued support of the occupation of Palestine by your organisation. I will continue that tradition.”

NSW Young Greens co-convener Kleon Toffetti supported Eliza James’ position in an email:
- “It is true that NSWYG have a history of not engaging with AUJS, and I expect that this will continue for the foreseeable future. Our treasurer was acting with the consensus of the group with their reply.”

Senator Di Natale, Greens leader, neither supported nor condemned the policy or views of NSW Young Greens towards AUJS.

The AUJS media release of 5 April 2017, included the following: “The Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS) is angered and disappointed that the NSW Young Greens have informed AUJS it is their official policy to boycott Jewish students. […]”

**NSW Young Greens – Holocaust minimisation**
https://www.facebook.com/nswyg/photos/a.435293196520506.89127.146362928746869/1285468408169643/?type=3&theater
NSW Young Greens (NSW YG), in a Venn diagram, accused Labor and Liberal parties of being composed of people who “loves locking people in concentration camps”. This was posted on the NSW YG Facebook page (on 24 April 2017) on Yom Hashoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day).

An AUJS leader posted in response, explaining the problem:
Ariel Zohar […] Concentration camps are linked with Nazi Germany and some of humanities worst ever atrocities. […] Concentration camps in Hitler's Europe is in no ways even remotely comparable to Australia's offshore detention centres. […]

**George Christenson MP – interviewed on “The Convict Report”**

As explained by Mark Di Stefano of Buzzfeed:
“‘The Convict Report’ is hosted by the alt-right “The Right Stuff” network, which also hosts podcasts called “The Daily Shoah” and “This Week in Genocide”. […]
https://www.buzzfeed.com/markdistefano/jewish-leaders-condemn-christensen

Christenson later apologised and stated:
- “They are extremely anti-Semitic, regularly make racial based slurs, and they subscribe to white nationalism. If I had known that, there is no way I would have done that interview.”
http://www.huffingtonpost.com.au/2017/05/14/george-christensen-regrets-his-appearance-on-a-white-supremacist_a_22086506/
David Leyonhjelm, Senator – “Jews want to suppress Holocaust denialism”

David Leyonhjelm is a NSW Senator for the Liberal Democrats. In an article in the Australian Financial Review and in a speech to Parliament (both on 30 March 2017), Leyonhjelm asserted that:

- “many Jews want to suppress Holocaust denialism.”

According to this, Leyonhjelm is inferring that denying the murder of 6 million Jews by Nazi Germany is contestable history, rather than fact, backed by evidence, admission, and witnesses. It also ignores that Holocaust denial is a form of antisemitism.

In a speech to Parliament, Senator David Leyonhjelm, on 30 March 2017, stated:

- "18C is being defended by self-appointed representatives of Armenian, Hellenic, Indian, Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese, Jewish (pause, raised eye brow), Lebanese, Muslim and Arab groups. These largely self-appointed representatives do not subscribe to Australian values. They are encouraging the groups they represent, or they purport to represent, to reject the path of integration and assimilation that has served so many migrants well in the past. They are encouraging the groups they purport to represent to favour and promote the repressive policies of the places they came from [...] we have self-appointed representatives of Jewish Australians wanting to suppress Holocaust denialism."

Kurt Tucker, federal campaign director, Young Nationals

In a post on Facebook, Kurt Tucker, federal campaign director of Young Nationals, President of the UQ Liberal National Club, Young LNP Management Committee, and previously a staffer for NSW Federal Nationals MP Kevin Hogan, wrote in March 2017:

- “I openly accept I would be a Nazi Party member if this was 30s Germany, despite obviously opposing a lot of their core ideology. I’m political, and to succeed in politics, public service military or even industry, you had to be a NSDAP member. I also believe 90% of ALP and LNP members would be the same.”

Tucker later apologised and stated: “On reflection of my comments, I realise I was totally wrong. I find the Nazi party to be totally morally abhorrent and I would never willingly engage with them.”

Mark Ellis, One Nation candidate

Mark Ellis, former police officer, was a candidate for One Nation in the Queensland state seat of Macalister. He was forced to resign his candidacy when it became known he had threatened an employee of his security firm. A photo of Ellis posted on his Facebook page (25 October 2011) giving a Nazi salute in a swastika mowed into a backyard lawn became public in April 2017. Ellis has a history of racism. Ellis was also one of the ‘Pinkenba Six’, where three police
officers were charged with kidnapping three Indigenous boys from the centre of Brisbane and leaving them on the city’s edge at Pinkenba in 1994.


Politicians’ and parties’ social media pages:

The Facebook pages of political parties and of politicians are open to the public to comment on. This section shows only a tiny proportion of the antisemitic comments collected for this Report, and shows only a small selection of Facebook pages of parties and politicians – both restricted due to space constraints. It in no way suggests that those parties or politicians are antisemitic, rather it shows that antisemites seek to have politicians and parties hear their racist views.

Australian Conservatives: Facebook comments
The Australian Conservatives is a party formed by Senator Cory Bernardi, formerly of the Liberal Party, in February 2017. On a Facebook post with the text “Stop the Globalist Agenda” and the face of George Soros (who is Jewish), there were some antisemitic comments posted.

https://www.facebook.com/AUConservatives/posts/854930888019527
Australian Conservatives September 12 at 2:45pm
Vote No to stop the globalist agenda

- **Peter Lukic** I guess they should also give him an armband with the Star of David on it?
- **Jase S Goldy** […] Btw, no he isn't Jewish but the global conspiracy theory that supports him as being a 'Dr Evil' type character is; at its core, fixated on a Rothschild / Jewish banking like global cartel.
- **Eno Mascis** Oy vey, the Goyim know! SHUT IT DOOOWN!
- **Jeremy Havenaar Kan** He's the worst Jew going around!
- **Dylan Davis** Name the rest of the juden as well
**Australian Greens: Facebook comments**
https://www.facebook.com/Australian.Greens/posts/10154202826978663

The Australian Greens January 3 at 12:51pm
Tony Abbott says Australia should suspend aid to Palestinian Authority

- Pavlos Hatzakis still tryin to serve his Jewish masters.

https://www.facebook.com/Australian.Greens/photos/a.188144713662.125246.6442438662/10154964915353663/?type=3&theater

The Australian Greens September 29 at 7:26pm
Best wishes for an easy fast and a meaningful Yom Kippur! [the Jewish Day of Atonement]

- Jack Nash All Jewish celebrations are about defeating the Goyim and stopping assimilation with the Goy. Greens leaders should learn about this before they promote Jewish Supremacist holidays that go 180 degrees against Greens ideology.

- Luis González-Hernández Intolerant goy, shut it down

- Franco Italia How about Palestinian people

**NSW Greens event: Facebook comments**

David Shoebridge, NSW Greens MP, hosted an event “How can the Greens help Palestine?” on 16 June 2017.
https://www.facebook.com/events/513383518785718/

- Ahmed Moussa […] The fact that many people support Israel is testament to the power of brainwashing by a biased and controlled media, plus the financial and the political power of the zionist lobby.
  June 6 at 10:35pm

**Malcolm Turnbull, PM: Facebook comments**

The Prime Minister attended a Jewish religious event, and posted about it on Facebook. This elicited antisemitic comments, including one by Aidan Coleman, a senior executive of a major public company, ASX listed Charter Hall.

https://www.facebook.com/malcolmtturnbull/posts/10154957554611579

Malcolm Turnbull added 2 new photos December 30, 2016 at 7:16pm
Lucy and I joined the Jewish community tonight at Central Synagogue on the seventh night of Chanukah. […] Happy Chanukah!

- Aidan Coleman A bit over the top I have to say. Come on man, do you lay it on this thick with ALL faiths / communities? I follow you and never seem to see any posts where you are attending a catholic, Protestant, Islamic, Buddhist or any other religious festival, in fact I'm not sure why you even feel the need to post this - oh yes, I understand now 😊💰
• **Abbs Saleh** ...It's a sad day when the oppressors are calling foul..... the zionist Israelis are to to the the Palestinians what the nazis did to the Jews.... a Palestinian holocaust..... TO RESIST IS TO EXIST!!!!

• **Alec Sab** At the end of the day all our leaders must obey their masters or they will be killed in the zionist media. On line, t.v. radio etc. Whoever controls the media, controls the world.

• **Reece Martin** Israhell should be stopped and their Zionist leaders should have their heads on a pike

• **Christopher Blake** The Jewish people have committed as many atrocities as any other race or group of humans, maybe even more. [...] The Jewish have inflicted as much pain in the world as any other, maybe even more. And in today’s world, the Jewish are committing horrific acts of violence in the Middle East [...].

• **Nick Pittas** I didn't know u were a little Jewish kid lol

• **Sachrul Nopian** Is Australian government will obey with Jewish people in Australia ?

• **Chris Peters** Why aren't we standing up to the Jewish parasitic war machine for what they said to NZ ?

• **Shaun Sharp** Don't you mean Jewish lobby to force your hand on isreali policy!

• **Antonn Pain** THE ZIONIST PUPPET OF ISHELLLLLLLL !

• **Michael Ryan** Happy new year Shylock!

• **Ralph Belcastro** What Malcolm meant to say was Aus wouldn't be the same without the filthy old world lucre they brought with them while fleeing from all the nations that they are despised.

• **Ralph Belcastro** Cash, the true Jewish god

• **Brian Jackson** Oh” Malcom with his Zoinists masters

• **Nathan Bennell** Oy vey, its anudda shoah!

• **Maki Makiwara** Is standing for their money

• **Maksem Fedcesen** Bowing down to those that pull your strings?

• **Raymond Taylor** Jew got to be kiddin me right?

• **Harry Greeneberg** ((TURNBULL))

• **Bill Smith** We require more foreskins
- **Nixon Hand** Are you Jew? you make me sick.
- **Paul East** Did u get the gas going.

**Anthony Albanese, MP: Facebook comments**
Anthony Albanese is the Labor Member for the federal seat of Grayndler, in Sydney.

https://www.facebook.com/AlboMP/photos/a.537786969588753.119653.537762462924537/1532920110075429/

**Anthony Albanese MP** June 20 at 9:30am
Interested in the Middle East? Come along to our Palestine policy forum with **Tony Burke MP** and former NSW Premier Bob Carr [...].

- **Nigel Jones** [...] Israel are just plane ignorant and war mongers, stealing land to give to Jews was a mistake, they are just heartless mongrels. [...]
- **Theodore Marcou** You suport the jews what will you talk about palestine eliminated by israel and there backers including yours

**Maria Vamvakinou, MP: Facebook comments**
Maria Vamvaninou is the ALP Member for Calwell, in Melbourne.

https://www.facebook.com/mariavamvakinou/videos/1310332462350099/

**Maria Vamvakinou MP** November 21 at 2:28pm
Today I moved a motion in parliament to express my deep concern for the growing number of Palestinian children [...].

- **Maria Dowler** Brace woman, now watch the Zionists crawl out of the woodwork to attack her, hope she has life insurance !!
- **Allison Carmichael** [...] and murdering of innocents in the Genocide currently perpetrated by the Zionist cult in Apartheid Israel.
- **Nader Dakkak** [...] also the human organs trafficking is an Israeli greatest income from Palestinian kids bodies
- **Sherif Ahmed** [...] God is not a Realestate agent you monkeys. [...]
- **Mustafa Khalaila** [...] the Jews inserted themselves with deceptive movements during World War One and two to gain trust and training in order to accomplish their evil agenda while every other country are busy fighting. They came to Palestine like a cancer convincing everyone that it’s harmless meanwhile it started spreading by killing everything in its path. They came with Hitler’s syndrome and did evil things and they’re still doing it, and evil people like you are supporting evil.
- **Noha Fayad** Murray you zionist troll. Did my post scare you? So you reported me, typical of a coward evil zionist Jew and goes for mark Zuckerberg too
• Free Palestine. Go back to Europe fake Israel.

• John Burt I can't believe how the world has turned its back on Palestinians, how the world has ignored the power of these Zionist Jews, the genocide that is being carried out [...] 

• Lenny Manalu You are blind and brainwashed by zionist media

• Charlotte Littlefield Brown […] Jewish Theocracy in the 21st Century is the ultimate supremacy doctrine. The Israeli nut jobs run around claiming to be "god's chosen" people to the detriment of all who encounter them! [...] 

• Charlotte Littlefield Brown […] Zionism is racist, hateful and deserves to be wiped off the face of the earth. [...] 

• Charlotte Littlefield Brown Zionism proclaims to all "we are god's chosen" and this is our land ... oh such despicable supremacy thinking. [...] 

Lee Rhiannon, Senator; Facebook comments
Lee Rhiannon is a Greens Senator from NSW.

https://www.facebook.com/lee.rhiannon/videos/10155704865351133/
Lee Rhiannon August 21 at 1:23pm
The human made catastrophe unfolding in Gaza is the pinnacle of the atrocities waged against the Palestinians by Israel. [...].

• Margaret Cooper It is the holocaust the Jews are committing with the backing of Australia.

Christine Milne, former Senator; Twitter comments
Christine Milne is a former Greens Senator for Tasmania, and former leader of the Greens in the Australian parliament. She is currently the “Global Greens Ambassador”.

https://twitter.com/christinemilne/status/891062387909971968
Christine Milne @ChristineMilne
isn't it time the community was told how many politicians take all expenses paid trips to Israel and how often they go? 8:26 AM - 29 Jul 2017

• Toot Garook @TGarook Jul 29

Beware of the Jew Bearing Gifts!
James Paterson, Senator: Facebook comments
James Paterson is a Liberal Senator from Victoria. He has never published anything antisemitic
and is in fact well-regarded by many in the Jewish community. On his Facebook page, he
posted about the feature film Wonder-Woman (starring an Israeli actress) and his article
appeared in the Australian Jewish News. This post elicited over 600 comments, many of them
antisemitic. Some of these comments were screenshotted and featured on another post exposing
the antisemitic responses, which in turn elicited more antisemitic comments. Antisemitic
comments under the two posts took up 25 pages of a word document.
https://www.facebook.com/senatorpaterson/photos/a.1712421839025421.1073741828.17098
62952614643/2060308044236797/?type=3&theater
Senator James Paterson
July 6 at 9:40am
I'm Pro-Israel, Pro-Wonder Woman , and Pro-Gal Gadot. Share if you are too.


Andrew Nicholls Israel is an illegal state founded by the criminal Rothschild Jewish
banking cartel.



Bourass Elzein Israhell does not start conflicts openly they cowardly use others to do
their dirty work and cry 😭 😭 😭 😭victims !!! Well known for that...
assassinations, false flags, Mossad, spying on friends and the latest ISIS??? � �
� � all on our tax dollars 💰 💰 💰 💰 💰



Andrew Nicholls One must bow to the synagogue to make it in politics.



Jock McTavish da shekels manny, da shekels!



Bourass Elzein



Sukith Fernando II I wander who could be behind this (((post)))



Joanna Goanna Yeah... 👌to brutally killing thousands and thousands of innocent
children and women And recently killing 60 million+ Slavic peoples



Osman Haouchar Because the Zionist Jewish lobbies give him and other politicians in
Australia the big 💰 💰 💰 💰



Beowulf Beskermer A shekel for the good goy



Osman Haouchar



Mohammed Shakil Those who are pro Israel [slaves] are backing the siege of Gaza
modern day Warsaw ghetto The nazi said the same things about the Jewish people in
there as Israel is saying about the Palestinians



Osman Haouchar Senator James Paterson, I see you've been getting a lot of this 💵
💵 💵 💵 with the condition of supporting Zionism. Old mate David Adler at the
top has been giving you a lot of 💰 💰 💰 💰 😂 😂 😂 😂

💰

💰

💰

💰

💰

💰

💰

💰

💰

💰
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💰

💰

💰
💰

💰

💰


Amna Fawzy: All the media, movie industry is dominated by Jews mind you.

Amit Tanjib: no doubt why Hitler wanted to kill those pigs...

Ali Amir: Piss off you filthy monkey and pig decendants

Ali Amir: Zionist pigs i love it when these homeless pigs get angry

Ali Amir: your ancestors were once monkeys and pigs #vivaPALESTINE

James Paterson, Senator: Facebook comments
https://www.facebook.com/senatorpaterson/photos/a.1712421839025421.1073741828.1709862952614643/2060640447536890/?type=3&theater

Senator James Paterson
July 6 at 6:25pm
It's nice of people to make my argument for me! Here are a selection of comments left below my article from this morning, which made the point that the anti-Israel boycott, divestment and sanctions (BDS) movement is often anti-Semitic...

Aymen Asker: Jewish Settlers: "We killed Jesus; we're proud of it!"

Eli Clarke: good goy

Kate Elize: Israeli politicians and supporters need locking up and the key throwing away!

Kate Elize: [...] good ole satanic Zionists.

Sukith Fernando: If you want to be a real conservative, just remember that Jews are not meant to return to Israel as they are still punished. Also remember that Israel rightfully belongs to Christians because, unlike Jews, they did not forsake God by crucifying Him (which means Christians are now the Chosen People). Also, remember what the Israeli government does to Palestinians by bombing them and killing their children.

Lachlan Alan Knight: Another bought and paid husk for blood soaked shekels of the Zionist entity. [...] 

Bev Krell: And, a Zionist has no humanity.

Chris Marshall: Maybe they could all wear yellow stars.

Jock McTavish: [...] to jews the goy (the non-jews) are akin to, what, animals? and as such you can not compare the 'value' or 'worth' of a non-jew to a jew. HENCE, your IDF will kill non-jews with absolute impunity.... The other answer is from the non-jew, say the Christian perspective where a life is worth a life...regardless of the religion or race or creed.... and THAT is what separates jews from the rest of humanity.

Ned Francis Nasr: How ignorant! Chosen my ass
Andrew Nicholls If anyone is dehumanized its the Palestinians and other assorted goyim.

Haley Wanderlust that's because Israel kill millions of ppl per year and have been doing so for decades using the Israel Lobby within the US government to do its military business, goy. Can I have a shekel?

Pat Reginald Tillman G_d so loved the false ones, that he gave the world 1930s Germany 😃

Pat Reginald Tillman [...] Juice are really upset, maybe they should concentrate on something 😃

Tom Vernham Adolf Hitler had the right idea. Removing the yeast from his country to another place.

Tom Vernham 😂😂😂😂 yeay Chosen as an example as what not to be and do.

Tom Vernham I wonder if it is mainly a Liberal Party thing or do Jewish Lobby in Australia do the same as they have in America and own both major parties ? [...] 

Tom Vernham Some other links for those who wish to enlighten themselves of Jewish influence in Australia (or should I be saying Semitic influence in Australia ?)

Tom Vernham A comparison is drawn between the South American fire ant and Jews. The fire ant has a parasitic species of ant which incapacitates it, much as Jews act in Western society.

Tom Vernham [...] These (((Cohen's))) [...] These so called "Jews" originating from Europe and now occupying Palestine have a long dark and sordid history of Semitism towards others, Bolshevik Revolution, Ukrainian Holodomor's, Armenian Genocide just to name a few......

Tom Vernham [...] What did Jesus say to the money loving Jews ? [...] 

Tom Vernham Yeah the yeast in the dough that has been the cause of murder and mayhem throughout the world for centuries...... “I know your works, tribulation, and poverty (but you are rich); and I know the blasphemy of those who say they are Jews and are not, but are a synagogue of Satan.” Revelation 2:9 NKJV

Tom Vernham [...] Those who have invaded and now inhabit Palestine are Ashkenazi Khazar Mongol descendants who where never were part of "Gods Chosen People". The real Chosen People who followed Christ = Christians. The very same Christ that "Jews" had tortured then Crucified. The "Jews" who then accepted the blood libel for doing so.

Tom Vernham The Khazarian Bankster Cult That Hijacked the World
Malcolm Roberts, Senator: Facebook comments

Malcolm Roberts is a former Queensland Senator for One Nation. He was among several sitting federal politicians who were ruled ineligible to be in parliament due to dual citizenship, in October 2017. Since his election in July 2016, he has been controversial for his views about international bankers, yet strongly denies his views are antisemitic. His Facebook page has attracted an inordinate number of antisemitic comments, filling more than 60 pages of a Word document in just a three month period, between November 2016 and January 2017. Only a small selection of these comments is reproduced in this Report.

Another great cartoon from Bill Leak of The Australian

- Doctrina Perpetua […] The meaning of the movie ‘Snow White & the Huntsman’ […] This movie is referring to the global Genocide of Christians which must take place before the Jewish NWO Messiah Antichrist can come - according to Kabbalah, Talmud & the rest of Jesuit misrepresenting writings in the Bible.

- Doctrina Perpetua White Genocide orchestrated by Zionists

- Rachel Thew Western European allied forces, carpet bombed, raped, starved and then guilt tripped their German brothers and sisters and even ourselves, to defeat supremacy? Wake up goys! Jews are supremacists! […] From Jewish supremacy rose German supremacy... and maybe the supremacy that arose and the whole bloody situation, was just a plot to have Germans do things that could be used to emotionally black mail them! Justice and freedom for Germans and Europeans world wide!

Pauline and I are very proud to have been invited to speak at the newly formed Independent Jewish Council of Australia at a community event on December 4 at Glen Eira Town Hall.

- Chloe Tarot One nation is being subverted by Jews before it even takes off. So sad. Malcolm is a wonderful man but will he name the Jews who introduced Multiculturalism to Australia. Let's see.
• **Scott Rousell** This is the death of one nation. Jewish supremacists will dictate the parties narrative from here on in

• **Russell Rawlings** I had a feeling Mal might be on the juice.

• **Scott Rousell** Very true. Great video by Dr Duke. Susan D[...] may need to read the Talmud to see the immense hatred preached by Rabiis to the Jewish people. No other book contains absolute supremacist teachings

• **Scott Rousell** One nation out to be very careful now. We will see if they have the balls not to be sold out to a foreign parasitic enemy similar to the thousands of goys in our history who turned into traitors!

• **Chloe Tarot** Are you aware that it was Organised Jewry that opened Australia to the 3Rd world and introduced Multiculturalism with people such as Andrew Markus etc. Did you know that organised Jewry publish all the names and addresses of every one nation member and got pauline locked up?

• **Chloe Tarot** Here is the best article that spells it out in fine detail and includes Andrew Bolt and 18c The Jewish War on White Australia Continues

• **Scott Rousell** This guy needs to know that Jews are the most protected species non earth. People are put in jail just for saying that 6 trabazillion Jews weren’t killed in the Holocaust

• **Chloe Tarot** […] Funny how that only death toll that anyone knows just happens to be the magic mark of the beast number promoted on the media 24/7?

• **Scott Rousell** Yep. There’s one protected species in the world. The same people who advocate wars world wide and financial utopia for everyone else whist they rake in literally trillions

• **Doctrina Perpetua** They hate & want to abolish white race 😞:(

---

Malcolm Roberts - November 14 at 9:17am

![Image: Malcolm Roberts - November 14 at 9:17am](https://example.com/image1)

Rachel Thew

Malcolm Roberts - November 29 at 6:55pm

![Image: Malcolm Roberts - November 29 at 6:55pm](https://example.com/image2)

Doctrina Perpetua
PRESS RELEASE […] Senator Malcolm Roberts has today blasted the City of Glen Eira in Melbourne for the deep-seated and appalling anti-Semitic behaviour over its arbitrary and bigoted cancellation of a peaceful gathering of the local Jewish community.

- RJ Ellyn […] Stephen, the real cult that NEVER assimilates is the Judaic one. Yet, it holds the whole western world under its spell of antisemitism! [..]

- Chloe Forsyth NEWS FLASH: […] Avi Yemini is Middle Eastern parasite and an international terrorist who should be deported. Why should a non-White non-Australian be dictating Australian culture? Queenslanders didn't put One Nation into parliament so they could pander to Middle Eastern interest groups.

- Chloe Tarot Andrew Bolt tried to pander to the Jewish establishment but he found out the hard way that anything that goes contrary to the International Jewish agenda gets shot down. I hope one nation stops licking the hand that Wacks it.

- Doctrina Perpetua I thought that “the Chosen Ones” have enough representation already through their Liberals, Labour, Greens, banks, including a very long list of their organisations & lobbies. Their rejects have only you - or do we? You know, they do not just hate us - they hate us so much they want us gone. All the economic genocide that is not acknowledged or talked about actually hurts 😞:

  Jewish religion is of HATE not LOVE

One Nation calls for New Zealand Sanctions over UN Israeli vote

- Tom Vernham You are the ignorant twat. The British assisted into bringing into being of Israel by way of the Balfour Declaration for assistance in bringing America into WWII. Ashkenazi Khazar "Jews" are from Eastern Europe.

- Ashley Thorson As with much of world affairs, controlled & manipulated by Israel, to usher in their NWO.

- Ashley Thorson Israel contrive it all. They infiltrate the politics of other nations while making themselves appear the victim. […]

- Damien Ferri Thought malcolm was against zionist nwo bankers, what a sellout. A true nationalist patriot party would be against everything isreal represents. You even got blasted by bolt by saying 6 or 7 jew banking families control 93% of wealth. They killed jesus and have been behind every war for thousands of yrs.

- Damien Ferri […] Read the talmud if you want to know what Jews really think of us gentiles, worse than the Koran.
Nicola Kruger [...] Unfortunately a lot of the evil perpetuated in this world is from Zionist bankers using the Jewish faith as a cover while they attack and swallow Palestine.

Ron James NZ is right ... whiny jews committing genocide under the protection of US has to end ... [...] 

Ron James [...] More jewish bullshit to try to hide or justify their crimes?

Patrick Killalea I bet the Jews line your pockets senator. [...] Such a blatant support of Israel has to be some form of under the table dealings. [...] 

Tom Vernham Synagogue Of Satan 

Tom Vernham Or are you just another Zionist trying to shut the truth down?

Tom Vernham Israel as a people not a country. Try reading your Bible. Especially what Jesus had to say to the Jews, the very people who had hid tortured then murdered. And if that isn't sufficient then look up what the Talmud has to say about Christ and about all non Jews (goyim).....

Doctrina Perpetua [...] The racist, supremacist & terrorist state of Israel enjoys foreign aid to Israel which equates all international aid to all other countries combined, & also controls the entire world including Australia – so why the hell would you even think that the Australian government needs to back Israel? Israel is attempting to create its global NWO & enslave every human being & exterminate everyone who will not comply with that demand & you want to support them? [...] 

MAINSTREAM SOCIETY

Although most Australians are tolerant and easy-going, and observe the Australian ethos of giving people a “fair-go”, there are segments of society which exhibit and express antisemitism in various forms. Some of the issues during the period in review are outlined below. (See Ch. 8 for some relevant images.)

Bourke Street Mall Massacre – targeting Jewish victims

On 20 January 2017, Dimitrious Gargasoulas drove his car in an act to murder people in Bourke Street, in the Melbourne CBD. Six people were killed, including a 10 year Jewish girl, Thalia Hakin. A man, later identified as Peter Kusznir, repeatedly rang the hospital pretending to be a friend of the Hakin family. Kusznir also made three videos which included antisemitic content and comments, which he posted on his Youtube channel. Kusznir has 18,000 subscribers to his YouTube channel.

Kusznir claimed that “no car went down Bourke Street”, that Thalia Hakin was still alive and her funeral was fake, and that “Jews are in on it”, that the Hakin family were “Jew crisis actors”, he also claimed that “Jews are the tightest people in the world” and that “They ripped off
$106,000 for her in donations,” he claimed. Antisemitic comments were posted by viewers of the videos including: “Jews are parasites and wreak havoc in what ever countries they invade” and that the Chevra Kadisha is the “Synagogue of Satan”.

In other YouTube videos, Kusznir claimed that ISIS is the “Israeli Secret Intelligence Service”, that the Holocaust is “the greatest lie ever told”, that Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is behind all terrorist attacks across the world, and that several attacks, including the Orlando nightclub shooting, the Brussels bombings and the Sydney siege, are all fake. Kusznir stated in another video that: “People are going to call me anti-Semite now because I’ve made a few videos attacking the Jews.”

Casual Racism / Antisemitism

The Australian Human Rights Commission (AHRC) states: “Casual racism is one form of racism. It refers to conduct involving negative stereotypes or prejudices about people on the basis of race, colour or ethnicity. Examples include jokes, off-handed comments, and exclusion of people from social situations on the basis of race.” Some examples of casual antisemitism during the period in review follows.

Australian Careers Network – “Jew-proof”
During a defamation trial (March 2017) in the Supreme Court of Victoria by the ‘Australian Careers Network’ (ACN) co-founder Atkinson Prakash Charan, the following content of an email by the other co-founder of ACN, Ivan Brown, became public:

- Ivan Brown: "Just remember ... Jew-proof [the agreement] or they will rape our ass.”

Ben McCormack - harassing a Jewish colleague
This incident is not casual as the acts were deliberate, targeted and malicious. It is included here as it occurred prior to the current period of review. Ben McCormack, a reporter with ‘A Current Affair’, Channel 9, in order to provoke a Jewish colleague, Caroline Marcus, engaged in unacceptable behaviour:

- made a series of antisemitic comments to her
- plastered his office desk with images of dead Palestinian children, an image comparing Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu with Adolf Hitler, images of vile cartoons depicting Jews as Hitler, and other images
- a Facebook comment comparing Israeli treatment of Palestinians to Nazi Germany’s treatment of Jews: “I dislike bullies and child killers and injustice and unfair fights... And a race of people being treated like the Jews were in WW11. By the very people who should know better. Israel is a fucken international disgrace.” (23 August)

Pork dumped - in Kosher section of supermarket
There were several reported incidents of pork products being placed in the kosher meat section of supermarkets. One occurrence was at a Coles store in Sydney on 30 January 2017. As it is unknown whether most of these incidents were inadvertent or deliberate, they have not been included as antisemitic incidents.


Nazi and Holocaust Minimisation and Relativisation

Regardless of whether or not that is the intent, or whether or not it is targeting Jews, downplaying the seriousness of the Holocaust is a serious problem. Making comparisons of laws, policies and conditions in democratic countries like Australia with the systematic and planned murder of six million Jewish men, women and children is morally repugnant, trivialises the Holocaust, minimises the crime that was the Holocaust, and is offensive to the millions of Europeans who lived and suffered under the Nazis, and their descendants.

There were several incidents of Holocaust minimisation or inappropriate Holocaust rhetoric during the period in review. The incidents cited do not necessarily mean or imply that the person is antisemitic. It does, however, indicate very poor judgment, at least.

Hitler analogy – NSW by-election poster
An anti-government poster used in the NSW State by-election campaign in Orange, NSW, made an analogy between Hitler and the NSW Premier Mike Baird (18 October 2016). Photos of Hitler and Baird were placed side by side, and Baird was given a Hitler moustache and accused of being a dictator like Hitler.

Senator Rod Culleton – “Come take a shower and gassed them”
Senator Rodney Culleton, One Nation, at a press conference at Parliament House (22 November 2016), called for a banking royal commission. He said:

- "This (bundle of documents) will show that the ANZ bank came in and misled the farmers. In actual fact (they) said, 'Come take a shower', and gassed them."

The ECAJ responded:
"We deplore the remarks attributed to Senator Rodney Culleton to the effect that the ANZ Bank asked farmers to “take a shower” … and “gassed them”. The history of the Holocaust is not a punch-line or a rhetorical tool to press home a point. Senator Culleton’s remarks trivialise the unparalleled horror of the gas chambers and will be deeply hurtful to members of the Jewish community and to all victims of Nazism and their descendants."

Protest Trump’s racist ban on Muslims and refugees!
A placard at a protest in Melbourne (3 February 2017), “Protest Trump’s racist ban on Muslims and refugees! #NoBanNoWall”, compared the murder of six million Jews with US President Trump’s temporary ban on people from seven Muslim majority countries entering the US for a three month period, with the text:

- “We said “Never Again”. Well its happening again”

Archbishop on abortion
In response to the Queensland government considering legislation to decriminalise abortion, Archbishop Mark Coleridge compared abortion to Nazi Germany in a speech at an anti-abortion rally in Brisbane (13 February 2017).

Homeless Persons Union Victoria – “Lies Make Money”
The Homeless Persons Union Victoria (HPUV), protesting the removal by police of the Flinders Street homeless camp in Melbourne, made comparisons to Nazi Germany and the Holocaust on their Facebook page on 12 February 2017. The HPUV posted an altered image
of the Auschwitz concentration camp gate on its Facebook page replacing “Arbeit Mach Frei” (“Work Makes Free”) with “Lies Make Money”, and labelled council officers “little Hitlers”.

- “And to disrupt the lives of those who already face dire instability, the city council will also empower little Hitlers to confiscate and impound the unattended belongings of rough sleepers.”

**MONA – “creepy fucks that go to Auschwitz”**

David Walsh, founder of the Museum of Old and New Art (MONA), in Hobart, Tasmania, on 19 April 2017, referred to people who visit Auschwitz concentration camp as:

- “I didn’t build Mona to serve the sort of creepy fucks that go to Auschwitz”

Auschwitz, where more than one million Jews were murdered by the Nazi regime, has become a memorial to the victims of the Holocaust and is a World Heritage site visited by more than one million people a year. Walsh subsequently apologised for his comment.

**Robert Stary – image of MP as Nazi SS officer**

Robert Stary, lawyer and former Duty Solicitor at Legal Aid Commission of Victoria, on his Facebook page (19 July 2017) posted an image of Peter Dutton, federal Minister for Immigration and the Australian Border Force, and Minister for Home Affairs, dressed up as a Nazi SS officer.

**Julian Burnside – Australian government is same as Nazi Germany**

After police arrested several people in Sydney for a terrorist plot to take down an aeroplane, Julian Burnside QC compared the Australian government with Nazi Germany, when he tweeted (31 July 2017):

- “It's the tragedy of our age that gov'ts can still win praise & support by frightening us & then promising protection. Goering did the same”
  https://twitter.com/JulianBurnside/status/891837465060810752

In response, David Penberthy, News Corp columnist, tweeted:

- “No he didn’t. Goering was party to the genocide of 6 million Jews whereas we arrested some arseholes who wanted to kill civilians on a plane.”

**Adelaide Crows Pride – “if Port Adelaide FC were Jewish”**

A post minimising the Holocaust was posted on the Facebook page ‘Adelaide Crows Pride’, an unofficial page for supporters of the Adelaide Football Club (known as ‘Crows’), after Adelaide beat Port Adelaide in a football game. The post (6 August 2017) stated:

- “if Port Adelaide FC were Jewish, that was the Holocaust”
- and use of the hashtag “#gassing”

Port Adelaide Football Club condemned the post.

**Katrina Hodgkinson – Zig heil?**

The Cootamundra Herald announced that Matthew Stadtmiller would be the candidate for the NSW Shooters Fishers and Farmers Party, in a by-election. Katrina Hodgkinson, the outgoing
Nationals MP for the seat of Cootamundra, responded, possibly in relation to his German surname:

- “Zig heil?”

NSW Jewish Board of Deputies CEO Vic Alhadeff commented: “It’s always a concern when Nazi slurs are casually used to score cheap political points. It diminishes the gravity of what the Nazis stood for, and Ms Hodgkinson’s response was singularly inappropriate.”

Sue Bolton – Socialist Councillor
Sue Bolton, Socialist Alliance councillor, Moreland City Council in Melbourne, referring to indigenous opposition to celebrating Australia Day on 26 January, during the council debate whether to drop any reference to Australia Day on that date, stated (13 September 2017):

- "It would be like celebrating the Nazi Holocaust."

- “What happened to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people from that date was a holocaust. Celebrating that date would be like celebrating the Nazi holocaust as Germany Day. It is absolutely reprehensible.”

Sukith Fernando
Sukith Fernando, a student at the University of Sydney, and a candidate for the SRC election for ‘Vanguard’ in September 2017, and editor of the far right-wing website ‘The Unshackled’ was identified as a Holocaust denier, and dropped from the Vanguard ticket.

- Fernando was seen telling students that he “did not know” whether the Holocaust, a systematic genocide designed to exterminate European Jewry, Romani, Slavs, homosexuals, black people and Jehovah’s Witnesses under Nazi rule, had actually occurred. Students asked Fernando whether he was a “Holocaust denier”, Fernando responded that if “me saying I don’t what happened makes me a Holocaust denier, then I am a Holocaust denier”. Fernando also refused to denounce the idea that the Holocaust is an “international conspiracy”. […] Lara S[…] confronted Fernando, and told Pulp that she "spoke to him today for approximately 20 minutes, where he confirmed and reiterated that he is a holocaust denier."

SRC Presidential candidate Brendan Ma said in response that "there is absolutely no room for anti-semitism, holocaust denial or other forms of racism and discrimination on this campus. On behalf of the Vision for Interfaith ticket and members of the Vision team who are also part of the Jewish student community we condemn what Fernando has said and written." Vanguard for SRC campaign manager and USU Board Director, Hengjie Sun, told Pulp […] that there should be "zero tolerance of anti-Semitism, racism, Holocaust denial and any form of discrimination on campus."

Newcastle Supercars
A woman from an anti-Supercars group in Newcastle, NSW, ‘Newcastle East – Heritage Zone not Supercar Zone’, posted a comment on the Facebook page comparing the disruption to residents from the Supercar race to Jews in Nazi Germany. The woman also posted several photos of Jews under Nazi rule wearing Star of David badges and armbands (18 September 2017). The woman later apologised and the post was deleted.
• “What do the Jews under the Nazis and Newcastle Easts under Supercars rule have in common. You guessed it both groups are denied their civil liberties and property rights. And they both had to be accredited to do anything. In the case of Newcastle East residents they have to wear a wristband (similar to the Jews) […]”

**Nazi Memorabilia**

The display, promotion and sale of Nazi and Holocaust memorabilia, although not illegal, is often seen as offensive and distressing, especially by Holocaust survivors and others who lived under the savagery that was Nazi Europe. Such items can be used to promote or glorify racism, bigotry, hatred and even violence. Many auction houses will not sell Nazi or Holocaust memorabilia, but some do. There were several incidents involving the display or sale of Nazi/Holocaust memorabilia during the period in review.

**Gumtree selling Nazi memorabilia – October 2016**

Nazi items are often sold on the Australian classified advertisement site, Gumtree. Items include: **Adolf Hitler coins, Hitler Youth badges, flags, swastikas and swords, Nazi swastika and eagle pins, patches and pendants, Third Reich Faithful Service medals, belt buckles, police hats, and Mother’s Crosses with Hitler’s signature on the back. Gumtree’s parent company, e-Bay, bans such items as “offensive content”**

Robert Goot, president of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, stated: “It is a sad to see how some people are willing to profit from the collection or sale of Nazi and Holocaust memorabilia while remaining ignorant of, or indifferent to, the racism, bigotry, persecution and mass murder with which these items are associated or, worse, see these evils as part of the attraction. They are also desensitising others to the realities of Nazi brutality and the immense suffering it inflicted on millions of people.”

**Herald Sun exposing Nazi memorabilia – June 2017**

“Thousands of dollars worth of Nazi memorabilia is being sold across the state […] Nazi and holocaust artefacts being sold at art auctions and on trading websites. Gumtree permits the sale of such items, even though its parent company eBay bans the sale of “1936 Olympic medals” and any “historical Nazi-related items”.

Vic Alhadeff, NSW Jewish Board of Deputies chief executive, stated that “Nazi memorabilia should be donated to historical museums or war memorials. Putting such items onto the market inevitably promotes the horrendous regime which the Nazis represented.” (29 June 2017)

**Hitler bust collectible**

A bust of Hitler was for sale at a collectibles shop in Melbourne (January 2017).

**Nazi memorabilia for sale on Facebook**

Nazi memorabilia, in the form of “Gold Mothers certificates and medals. Signed by Hitler!” was advertised for sale on the Facebook page of “North Shore Sydney Sell, Buy, Swap, Giveaway” on 9 February 2017.
Nazi apparel
There were several reports of sightings of people wearing Nazi insignia and symbols on their clothing or body while out and about in the public space. Prominent among these symbols was the swastika.

- A male was seen wearing a t-shirt with a Nazi swastika on the back and the words “Sieg Heil” and “Faggots” on the front, in Daylesford during Victoria’s ChillOut festival (March 2017).

- Man spotted wearing a Nazi swastika armband in Melbourne suburbs: Clayton (c February), Clayton Woolworths store (4 April 2017), Clayton (18 April), Chadstone (13 April 2017), Corinda (10 May 2017), Huntingdale Station, (16 May 2017).

- Woman with Nazi eagle and swastika on her t-shirt, on a train near Melbourne (23 May 2017).

- Two men were spotted wearing t-shirts which were Nazi flags, the t-shirts were red and had the white circle with the swastika inside them, in a shopping centre in Adelaide (10 September 2017).

- A hair salon in Sydney used a model with a clearly visible tattoo of "Mein Führer" (‘My Leader’ in German) used to refer to Adolf Hitler, on the back of her neck, as advertising on their Facebook page (August 2017). The staff responsible for posting the image online, on the business’ Facebook page, claim they had no idea what the words meant or that it was offensive. The salon removed the image and apologised. However, antisemitic comments were posted underneath the hair salon’s apology post:
  - Shanley Kane Nice Khazar milkers you got there lady, perhaps you should stick to breastfeeding instead of encouraging Jews to get offended (of all people, Jews need the least encouragement in that department)
  - Troy Targaryen "why someone would get that tattooed on them" Because people love him. He is a political Christ who was sent to us, and crucified at the behest of your people, just like the Christ who came before him.
  - Dennis Portland nervousmerchant.jpg

School & University

School antisemitism – study reveals
The article “Bar-Ilan University study reveals manifestations of antisemitism in Australian public schools” (18 January 2017) about a study conducted by Professor Zehavit Gross, Director of the Sal Van Gelder Institute for Holocaust Research, and Professor Suzanne Rutland, of the University of Sydney. The study was to research Special Religious Education and its effectiveness on Jewish students in public schools in Sydney and Melbourne. However, the study uncovered widespread antisemitism experienced by Jewish students. (See Ch. 10 for the article).
School student – killing Jews was right
As reported on ABC radio (16 March 2017), teachers in Australian schools described some negative teacher-student interactions, including the following:

- “I taught a boy whose grandfather was a Nazi so he wanted to debate with the class that killing Jews was in fact the right thing to do.”

University of Sydney - AUJS stall
A man approached the Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS) stall during O-week (Feb-March 2017) and claimed that Jews are very insular, he was verging on conspiracy theories, and spoke of his direct “lack of trust in Jews” and that “Jews only look after themselves.”

University: Psychological Sciences – survey on Jews
The following survey purportedly from the University of Melbourne, but which is considered to be a fake survey, was making the rounds on social media (March 2017):

Monash University – Left Action
The group ‘Left Action’, the Socialist Alternative team, in their campaign poster for student elections included the text: “This year we took a stand against racism when Nazis put up anti-Chinese posters on campus” and “I stand against racism on campus” (16 September 2017). However, as pointed out by Ariel Zohar of AUJS, Left Action abstained on a vote condemning Holocaust denial and omitted mention of the antisemitic posters put up on campus by the same Nazis.

- Ariel Zohar How dare Left Action claim to stand against Nazis when your elected members on the Monash Student Council disgustingly abstained on a motion condemning Holocaust Denial earlier this year. Also where is your message to Jewish students in your message literally about Nazis? Apparently all the antisemitic stickers and incidents occurring at Monash earlier this year don’t count as a form of racism in your eyes, which isn’t a surprise given your organisations long documented history of antisemitic abuse against Jewish students. Shame on Left Action, Socialist Alternative and Go! for both giving and accepting preferences from this group who claim to be anti-racists but nothing could be further from the truth.
Smerff Electrical – neo-Nazi promoter and sponsor
https://smerffelectrical.com/
Smerff Electrical, an electrical company in Brisbane, owned by Simon Hickey, promotes neo-Nazi, white supremacist, and antisemitic images and words on its professional company website and on its Facebook page. Smerff’s logo includes the alt-Right image of “Pepe the frog” with a “SS” badge on his collar, standing in front of the gates of Auschwitz with the words “Arbeit” from “Arbeit Mach Frei” (“Work Makes Free”) and a Nazi crematorium smokestack. In addition, Smerff Electrical sponsors, and is in fact the sole sponsor, of the “The Daily Stormer”, a US-based neo-Nazi website. Smerff’s name and logo appear on the Daily Stormer website, on the homepage, under the title “Sponsor”. (See Ch. 8)

Synagogue DA refused
On 2 August 2017, the Land and Environment Court of NSW “dismissed” an appeal by the Jewish organisation, The Friends of Refugees of Eastern Europe (FREE), and “refused” the Development Application (DA) to build a synagogue, citing “security grounds” as the reason. This refusal resulted in quite a lot of media coverage, particularly in the NewsCorp media, in support of the Jewish community, and calling the decision antisemitic and caving in to terrorism. However, the Court decision was more complex than the media portrayed. The Court has to deal with all issues submitted to it in any DA, and as the DA acknowledged that it had no provisions to protect those people outside the synagogue ie “nearby residents, motorists and pedestrians” if an attack occurs, the Court had no option but to refuse it. Since then FREE has re-submitted an amended DA to Waverley Council. The court decision highlighted the fact that the Jewish community in Australia has suffered from violent attacks on its communal infrastructure, especially on synagogues, over the last few decades, but made the Jewish community suffer a disadvantage (refusal of the DA) because of the racially-motivated acts against its people and buildings.

Threats and terrorism – how to kill Jews
In December 2016, a 50 year old man (whose name was suppressed by the court) in South Australia was “charged with advocating terrorism by filming demonstrations on how to kill Jewish people.” The Commonwealth prosecutor, John Clover, said “(The four videos) provide explicit verbal instructions as well as physical demonstrations with weapons as to how to kill Jewish people.”

Threats and terrorism – neo-Nazi intended a mass shooting
Michael James Holt, 26 years old, of Sydney, a neo-Nazi, pleaded guilty to making and possessing prohibited firearms, in January 2017. Holt had been stockpiling homemade guns and weapons, and expressed an intention to commit a mass shooting at a Westfield shopping centre. Police also found Nazi memorabilia and white supremacy propaganda in Holt’s possession. Holt told his school counsellor that Adolf Hitler was "the greatest person to live". During the sentencing hearing in August, Holt “admitted being infatuated with neo-Nazi ideology and being a member of the Christian Separatist Church, an extreme, anti-Jewish church movement in the US.” In September, Holt was sentenced to a maximum seven years imprisonment with a non-parole period of four and a half years.
4. ANTISEMITIC ORGANISATIONS and ONLINE ANTISEMITISM

Introduction

For reasons of space, this Chapter provides only an intimation of the number of antisemitic organisations and the volume of online antisemitic content generated or elicited by them which is freely and directly accessible to any member of the public. If all of the data available to the ECAJ for this Chapter had been included, the Chapter would have been 25 times lengthier. Some of the images published on the online sites cited in this chapter are reproduced in the colour section of this report, namely Chapter 8 - Images.

Organisations

There are many types of groups and organisations operating within Australia which openly espouse and promote an antisemitic, and sometimes white nationalist or racist, ideology. Many of them are small outfits, with maybe just a website or a Facebook page, run by a handful of people, or one or two individuals, while others have a larger membership. However, their influence or popularity can be out of all proportion to their meagre numbers of members.

These organisations and groupings are primarily focused on articulating and promoting societal fears, hatreds and resentments, the targets of which vary according to social conditions but have typically included groups seen as ‘the other’ such as immigrants, Asians, Indigenous Australians, Muslims and, the perennial ‘other’, Jews. Some groups subscribe to conspiracy theories about a monolithic Jewish people who conspire together to exercise inordinate power over the world’s governments, banks and media. The level and type of activities engaged in by these hate groups varies, as does their public profile. Some ‘stick to themselves’ as a support group of like-minded people, while others have stood candidates in elections for government.

Left-wing antisemitism tends to be expressed in anti-Zionist or anti-Israel terms, rather than in terms of classical antisemitism, although the rhetoric typically mirrors classical antisemitism. Many left-wing antisemites are vocal and/or active in the anti-Israel movement. (See Chapter 7 – ‘Antisemitism in the anti-Israel Movement’.) However, there is an overlap between the far Right and sections of the far-Left when it comes to Jews and/or Israel. For example, the prominent neo-Nazi, Ross May, aka ‘The Skull’, attended anti-Israel Al-Naqba Day protests in Sydney for two successive years, and Nazi-style Jew-hating comments are frequently posted on pro-Palestinian social media pages of Left wing organisations, and elicit supportive posted comments.

The far-Right in Australia comprises many varied groups. Often these groups split and form new groups with other like-minded individuals. This is a recurring theme within the far Right. Over the last couple of years, some in the far-Right have publicly taken on a predominantly anti-Islam stance, and are politically active against Muslims. Nonetheless, they usually maintain an anti-Jewish ideology and agenda, often also with anti-non-white, anti-immigration and anti-multiculturalism beliefs. It is not uncommon for them to “blame the Jews” for “Muslim immigration”.
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Since the advent of the internet, avowedly antisemitic organisations and individuals have been able to express and propagate their views on websites, Facebook pages, video channels, Twitter and even via online mainstream media sites.

The internet has caused a revolution in producing, disseminating and accessing information. Before the internet, information, whether in articles, studies, opinions, advertisements, or propaganda, was published in books, newspapers and leaflets. There were financial costs involved in paying for paper and printing and often extensive hours of labour were involved in production. There were physical limits to distribution. As well, with the mainstream print media, clear editorial, professional and legal standards applied.

The internet, on the other hand, provides a relatively cheap and easy means of publication, giving anyone with a computer a potentially global reach. Items posted on the internet, whether on websites, videos, Facebook, Twitter, are accessible not just in the local area or country, but throughout the world.

With the internet, racism and vilification are easily and widely propagated, often with few restraints, and often anonymously. Internet publishers operate with far less stringent editorial guidelines and standards than those which constrain publishers in the print and electronic media.

The law has yet to catch up with technological developments, and the law’s reach over content on the internet is imperfect. This is especially true for matters of bigotry, hatred and vilification on the internet. Websites ostensibly espousing an anti-racist agenda often fail to uphold their own principles when it comes to vilification of Jews, whether directly or with regard to the State of Israel.

Another problem is ignorance by ISPs and social media platform providers about the meaning of the language and signals used by antisemites. For example, it took some time for them to recognise that the triple parentheses – or stylized (((echo))) symbol - is an online signal used by white supremacists and antisemites to identify and single out Jews (or people they suppose are Jewish) on Twitter and other social media.

However, there has been a concerted effort over the years by many organisations and individuals to counter hate on the internet. This has included efforts by Jewish organisations and others, as well as (albeit with some reluctance) by social media platform providers and internet service providers, such as Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Youtube and Twitter.

In 2017, the World Jewish Congress established a Working Group on Countering CyberHate. The Australian delegates to this group are Andre Oboler, (Online Hate Prevention Institute (OHPI) and an ECAJ councillor) and Julie Nathan, ECAJ Research Officer, the author of this report.
**Prominent Far-Right Individuals and Groups**

A collage of some prominent far-Right individuals has been posted online, by both ‘Jews against fascism’ and by ‘slackbastard’ (aka ‘Andy Fleming’ - an anarchist with a passion and skill for researching the far-Right). ‘Slackbastard’ identified each person, and the group/s they belong to.

slackbastard shared Jews against fascism’s photo.
April 26

slackbastard fyi & fwiw ...

*Most reside in MEL; most also have been involved in a number of different far-right grps and projects.

Top row (L to R) : Joey Edwards (Combat 18); Mark Hootsen (Nationalist Alternative); Daniel Jones (Reclaim Australia); Torin (TJ) O’Brien (middle -- Patriots Defence League of Australia); Glenn Anderson AKA Glenn Androvski (Reclaim Australia/United Patriots Front).

Middle row (L to R) : Phill(ip) Galea (Reclaim Australia/PDLA/UPF/True Blue Crew); Chris(topher) Shortis (UPF/Australia First Party); Ross 'The Skull' May (AFP/Squadron 88); Kane Miller (TBC); Ralph Cerminara (Australian Defence League, Reclaim Australia, UPF).

Bottom row (L to R) : Blair Cottrell (NAlt, Reclaim Australia, National Democratic Party of Australia, UPF); Dr Jim Saleam (National Socialist Party of Australia, National Action, AFP); Neil Erikson (NAlt, Reclaim Australia, UPF, et. al.); Oska Jason Shaw (Soldiers of Odin); Nathaniel Jacob Sassoon Sykes AKA 'Hamish Patton' (AFP, The Daily Stormer).

FEATURED organisation 2017: Antipodean Resistance

Antipodean Resistance (AR) was formed in October 2016 in Melbourne. It comprises a small number of active members, mostly in their teens or twenties. However, the small numbers belie their intense and concerted activities. Antipodean Resistance members take great pains to conceal their identities. They take photographs of themselves wearing identical white skull masks (the Nazi SS Totenkopf – death’s head) and hats covering their faces and hair. Groups of Antipodean Resistance members have formed in other cities during 2017, particularly in Sydney and Brisbane, also in small but active cells.

Antipodean Resistance is a neo-Nazi group, white supremacist, antisemitic, anti-gay, and against non-white immigration. The group expresses veneration for Adolf Hitler and espouses National Socialism (Nazism) as an ideology. Antipodean Resistance has gained publicity and notoriety through its campaign of plastering posters and stickers in targeted public spaces, such as universities, organisations’ offices, and neighbourhoods with large numbers of Jewish residents.

Antipodean Resistance has produced its own posters. Four of these have been antisemitic, six neo-Nazi, five anti-gay and one anti-Chinese. Some of the posters have extremely violent themes. Two anti-gay posters encourage gays to commit suicide, and one encourages the killing of gays. One antisemitic poster calls for ‘legalising’ the ‘execution’ of Jews and includes a well-known image captured during a mass shooting of Jews by Nazis during World War II. The poster shows the Jewish figure being shot in the back of the head with a pistol fired by a figure wearing a Totenkopf mask. All four posters depict people being shot in the head.

For details of Antipodean Resistance activities, see Chapter 2, (Incidents), under the sub-headings “Graffiti” and “Posters, Stickers”. For images of Antipodean Resistance posters and stickers, see Chapter 8 (Images).

Online activity by Antipodean Resistance began with it posting content on the internet forum ‘Iron March’ in October 2016. Antipodean Resistance obtained its own sub-forum on ‘Iron March’ on 5 December 2016. Antipodean Resistance established its own website on 1 December 2016, and set up a Twitter account on 6 February 2017. It also has a video channel. It posts online sparingly.

The response by a member of Antipodean Resistance explains the short-term goals of AR.

- **Stormer Interview: Antipodean Resistance**
  Zeiger / Daily Stormer / February 21, 2017

  *What are your immediate goals, what would you like to see happen with the group in the short term?*

  Our immediate goals are to gather all fanatical National Socialist young Australians into one youth movement, and not only be politically active, but also embody our worldview as National Socialists. We have high standards for personal behaviour, and won’t tolerate laziness or degeneracy, and are always seeking to improve ourselves. We’ll continue doing what we’re doing now, which is mainly posterising, stickering, and physical activities, but will move on to rallies and demonstrations in the future.

On its website, Antipodean Resistance express some of its aims and future plans:

- We National Socialists here, as well as our brothers abroad, are going to take our nations back. (28-12-2016)

- We’re inspired by three main groups, the greatest of all being National Action in the UK, but the Nordic Resistance Movement and of course the National Socialist German Worker’s Party are major inspirations. National Action is the best model for a new group of young men to use in this day and age [...] The Nordic Resistance Movement would have to be the premier current National Socialist organisation in the world, and their style is what we would hope to transition towards into the future. [...] We aren’t set up to participate in and have zero interest in parliamentary politics; our action will be provocative, in your face, and fun. Our path for now is to cultivate a healthy nationalist culture for the Australian youth (21-2-2017)

- We are not a mass movement. We do not want the masses. We want the fanatics, the people who care and who will fight, both during activism and during their day to day lives to bring about the beauty that is National Socialism. We want quality people who mean what they say and will not back down. We are striving for nothing less than the national rebirth of our people. And we will get there only with those fanatic enough to do something about it. (23-4-2017)

- posterising, stickering and other stunts are effectively advertisements for our worldview, and not the be all and end all. [...] This [media coverage] proves that well thought out, well timed, well targeted stunts can have a massive effect. (30-7-2017)

- We will bring the final victory of White Australia through rallies, demonstrations, and posterising. We will lay the groundwork for our own unity via social events and group activities. (Sept 2017 home page)

- the main part of what we do is currently posterising, stickering, hiking/camping, martial training, and creating murals. (About page - Sept 2017)

Of note, National Action UK was proscribed as a terrorist organisation in December 2016.

Graffiti by Antipodean Resistance on 25 September 2017 in NSW provides evidence of the aspirations of the group. The graffiti was of a Y-shaped cross, “WLP” and “The Jews are our misfortune”. WLP stands for William Luther Pierce, neo Nazi leader of the National Alliance (NA) in the USA, and author of The Turner Diaries. The Y-shaped cross is the ‘Algiz’, ie the "z-rune" (ᚼ) of the runic alphabet, adopted by neo-Nazi and white supremacist groups, including Pierce’s NA. The term "The Jews are our misfortune!" is the translation of the motto "Die Juden sind unser Unglück!" coined by Heinrich von Treitschke in the 1880s. This motto always appeared at the bottom of the title page of Der Stürmer, the Nazi newspaper published by Julius Streicher, from 1923 to 1945, which was a significant part of Nazi propaganda. The term has been adopted by many antisemites, including neo-Nazis.

The Turner Diaries was first published in 1978, and written by William Luther Pierce under the pen-name ‘Andrew Macdonald’. It is a novel composed of the diary of Earl Turner, set in 1991-1993. The diary covers the revolution by ‘The Organization’, a neo-Nazi and white supremacist group, who wage military war against ‘The System’, ie the US government. The
book discusses military actions, including weaponry and bombings, killing and murder, targets, organisation, communication systems, as well as some analysis of American society, and the anti-Jewish and anti-black basis of the ideology. When the victorious neo-Nazis, ‘The Organisation’, establishes its first state in part of California, the Jews are rounded up and killed, the blacks and other non-whites are expelled, and the so-called “race-traitors” are hung in the streets in an event known as the ‘Day of the Rope’ (a term still used today, including by Australian far right activists like Blair Cottrell). The FBI claimed that the book was an inspiration and the blueprint for the bombing of the FBI headquarters in Oklahoma City by Timothy McVeigh, a far-right activist, in 1995. It appears as though the book is also a source of inspiration for the leaders of Antipodean Resistance.

**Selection of data**

This chapter provides examples of antisemitism from four sources:

- Websites
- Facebook
- Online videos
- Twitter

All examples are from Australian-based groups and/or sites. As already stated, due to a lack of space (hard-copy and online), only a small fraction of the offending sites that are known to us are included in this report, namely those which feature a combination of the most egregious expressions of antisemitism and high levels of online traffic.

**Key source - Websites**

There are hundreds of Australian-based websites dedicated to promoting hatred of Jews. Other websites, although not purportedly antisemitic, contain antisemitic content especially in unmoderated comments posted on the website. A prime example of this is the left-wing website New Matilda, whose articles are not antisemitic, but which features a high number of unmoderated antisemitic comments posted under articles, especially articles dealing with Jews or Israel. In this section, only a small selection of websites is surveyed, with a few examples of antisemitic articles, or comments, posted on each of these websites.

**Antipodean Resistance**


Antipodean Resistance is a neo-Nazi group originating in Melbourne, in October 2016, but has spread to other cities, notably Sydney and Brisbane. The following are extracts of some articles, and images from, the Antipodean Resistance website.
- Strict requirements for joining the organisation are:
  - **Race:** You must be White to join our organisation. No Blacks, Asians, Jews or mixed abominations. […]

- **Swinburne Shoah** Nov 26, 2016
  […] How vile and destructive gays are to society used to be widely known through of all the history of our people, but because the Jews have been pushing for gay rights for the last 50 years, I guess that makes for an unstoppable historical trend? Well, they also pushed for gay rights, as well as paedophilia, transgenderism, and other disgusting degeneracies in the Weimar Republic, and we all know how that turned out. […]

- **Melbourne Uni Raid** Dec 28, 2016
  […] Perhaps the Jews that constantly push multiculturalism (or support those that do) wish for more immigrants. […] This has to do with everything from making areas more filthy, to mass criminality, from the mass rape of white children to terrorism, and of course the eventual goal: the destruction of the White Race. […] Antipodean Resistance pasted up ~100 posters around Melbourne University [‘Stop the Hordes’ poster]. […] We are unapologetically National Socialist […]

- **April 2017 Action Report** Apr 30, 2017
  […] Not only did we celebrate Adolf Hitler’s birthday on the 20th with posterings […] This did not go unnoticed. You could hear the “Oy vey!” coming from Peter Wertheim, the executive director for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry from the other side of Melbourne as he howled about and wrung his crooked hands. “This is hate speech pure and simple, and needs to be tackled head on,” he said. “The perpetrators of this disgraceful racist propaganda should be prosecuted under the Commonwealth Criminal Code for inciting violence on the basis of race, and not for some lesser offence.” […] This racial alien thinks he has the right to order around our government and legal system. However, so long as the government is filled with traitors and the goyim tolerate this type of behaviour it will continue. Only by standing up can we put a stop to this. As stated on twitter, this last design is merely calling to legalise executing jews, much like drug-using morons will call to legalise marijuana. We do not favour executing jews illegally; we are a non-violent organisation. […] Heil Hitler! Hail Victory!

- **August 2017 Action Report** Aug 31, 2017
  “It’s not about the Jews you gas, but the friends you make on the way” – Anon.
The Macquarie University […] even has a café called ‘Marxines’ after the Jew Karl Marx himself.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antipodean Resistance – website cover banner</th>
<th>Antipodean Resistance logo – sub-forum on the Iron March forum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antipodean Resistance – home page image</td>
<td>Antipodean Resistance – home page image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Totenkopf (Death's Head) was used by Hitler’s SS. It is used in Antipodean Resistance images and face masks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Antipodean Resistance – Iron March**


Antipodean Resistance has its own sub-forum on the neo-Nazi forum, ‘Iron March’. The home page banner on Iron March clearly states its antisemitic and neo-Nazi ideology:

- “GAS THE KIKES, RACE WAR NOW, 1488 BOOTS ON THE GROUND!”

**GAS THE KIKES, RACE WAR NOW, 1488 BOOTS ON THE GROUND!**

The term ‘Kikes’ is a pejorative and intensely derogatory term for Jews; ‘1488’ refers to the 14 words of White Supremacy and 88 corresponds to HH, ie Heil Hitler.

Some of the comments posted on the Antipodean Resistance sub-forum on Iron March follow.

(One poster, Xav, has in the profile: “Interests: Gassing kikes.”)

- **Xav**  
  **Posted October 10, 2016**

  This is the central topic for the Antipodean Resistance. We're a National Socialist youth organisation in Australia, primarily based in Melbourne. […] We want action. We do stickering, hiking, martial training and in the future we will do demonstrations. […] We plan to open chapters all over the country once we've got the members. […]

  **We're the Hitlers you've been waiting for**
• Николајевић  Posted April 20
  >legalize the execution of jews

• AusReich  Posted September 5
  Not quite as entertaining as Anne "Mujahedeen" Aly cracking the shits, but the kike who spearheaded the campaign to keep our hatespeech laws in place is now trying to get our kike prime minister to condemn us

• AusReich  Posted June 8

The violent mindset of Antipodean Resistance is also evident in three anti-gay posters, encouraging the shooting and death of gay people:
Brendon O'Connell
Brendon O'Connell came to public attention in 2009 when he videoed himself harassing and racially abusing a young Jewish university student in Perth. O'Connell subsequently was charged, convicted under WA race hate laws, and sentenced to prison. In November 2016, to avoid a court appearance, and the possibility of returning to prison, O'Connell fled Australia and went to Iran, then to Malaysia. In October 2017, he was arrested upon entering New Zealand, and detained.

Refugee From Zionist Occupied Australia
By Brendon O'Connell 13 November 2016
- “My name is Brendon O'Connell. I'm 46. I have the notoriety of being the first person in Australia jailed under the state of Western Australia's racial vilification legislation. My heinous crime? Calling ultra Zionist Jewish activist Stanley Elliot KEYSER a "racist jew" with a religion of "racism, hate, homicide and ethnic cleansing." Those are the words that started it all, way back on May 2nd, 2009. […] This part of the legislation alleged I had made statements, written and verbal, that were intended for the sole purpose of inciting hatred of "jews" as a racial group. […] Israel and the satanist, pedophile, Kabbalist run 'west' cannot stand this thought any more than they can stand Trump. […] President Vladimir Putin considers that a national security issue. He should know, his country is only just recovering after seventy years of satanist/communist rule. Iran never allowed the break down of the core family unit and has never allowed the poison of the degenerate "do as thou wilt" satanist ideology to sneak through the back door as "progressive values".” […]

HOW CORRUPT IS WESTERN AUSTRALIA?
By Brendon O'Connell 24 December 2016
- Western Australia is extremely corrupt. It is full of pretend Polish Jewish/Catholics. Judaized Masonry has infected the Church. It is full of South African Jews with strong ties to Israeli Intelligence. South Africa actually assisted Israel with their first nuke - testing offshore. South Africa and Israel have been closely working together for over 50 years. […] Western Australia is the "jewel in the crown" of the Globalist Zionist elite. […] Watch Western Australia closely. It is - besides Sydney and New Zealand - the number one go to spot for Jews and especially Israeli's getting out of the Middle East and the United States.

ISRAELI SPYING THREATENS US NATIONAL SECURITY - BRING ECONOMY TO COLLAPSE
By Brendon O’Connell January 28, 2017
- People who identify as "Jews" are found in ALL highly sensitive positions and pose a great national security risk. In fact, a GIANT national security risk. No wonder Israel controls America and by proxy, the world.
ABC Triple J's *Hack* radio program on 14 August 2017 aired a segment of the Hack’s Tom Tilley interviewing Eli Mosley, a neo-Nazi and antisemite, who was one of the organisers of the “Unite the Right” rallies in Charlottesville, USA, of 11-12 August 2017. The program then opened up to callers. A man called "Herschel", who described himself as a Jewish man living in Brisbane, was then interviewed. Herschel began by calling the actions of white nationalists "disgusting"; but ended up “talking about how, as a Jew, he welcomed the "end" of white people.” This “Herschel” was, in fact, a neo-Nazi posing as a Jew. On the 4chan board, many of the far right were posting comments about the interview, while it was occurring. Some of the antisemitic comments and images posted on 4chan follow.


NB: “Larp”, “Larper” or “Larping” is short for "Live Action Role-Playing".


**Anonymous (ID: 8DXdUQkJ) 08/14/17**

- the fat Jew responsible for the poor state of the Alt-Right is going to be on radio who cares? sage all Jewish cancer threads.

- HOLY SHIT ANOTHER JEWISH LARPER SAYING MULTICULTURALISM IS "NOT JUST ABOUT DESTROYING WHITE CULTURE BUT ALL CULTURES" HOLY FUCK DANIEL YOU LEGEND !!!

- once again: i would like to offer the wreath of victory to both our jewish-australian brothers for redpilling the entire fucking nation you went above and beyond your shitposting duty: not just to provide an apologesis for white-identity, but to actually infiltrate the show as the enemy and subvert the enemy narrative,, in the true spirit of larrakinism and shitposting you have defended your nation in this raging kulturkampf - through your banter you have secured the future of Australian children; and through your shitposting the future of Jewish control in this country has been weakened we here at aus/pol/ salute you as heroes to your country and people

- HAHAHAAHAHA! After all, don't forget the six million! HAHAHAAHAHA

- You had one fucking job (((Herschel))) you didn't mention the fucking 6 gorillion, you didn't say the riots were anudda shoa. You should have fucking had a public meltdown and said Mel Gibson called you an oven dodger

- Let me add someone better fucking say this story for next time "My jewish grandma valiantly leapt into the smoldering hot bonfire made from all the Jewish Bolshevist literature as the nazi children and ss were collectively throwing them into the blazing fire, she tried to save as many books as she could but suffered third degree burns in the process"

- lol he did drop the 6gorill bruz whata ya onabout
Some of the images posted as, or with, comments:

Chemtrails Geelong
Stuart Vincent Salerno, of ‘Chemtrails Geelong’, posted Holocaust denying leaflets around many universities throughout 2016 and 2017 (see Chapter 2. Incidents).

http://chemtrailsgeelong.com/denial-of-common-sense.html
- **The Denial of Common Sense: Hollywood Jewry in Damage Control**
  January/April 2017
  In what appears to be international Jewry's panic stations attempt to halt the increasing number of people waking up to the Holocaust fraud, Hollywood has come up with its latest insult to the collective intelligence: a film called "Denial", allegedly about the Irving/Lipstadt Holocaust libel trial of early 2000, but unlikely to have even a passing resemblance to the reality of that unfortunate event, in which exceptional WW2 historian David Irving, entirely on his own and with his own funds, took on a huge legal team costing millions of dollars and funded by Jewish tycoons and organizations, among them Steven Spielberg and the American Jewish Committee...... [...]

---
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Chosenites
https://thechosenites.wordpress.com/
‘The Chosenites’ website is run by Bernard Weckmann.

https://thechosenites.wordpress.com/2017/01/18/reclaiming-the-swastika/
- Thanks to relentless Jewish fear-and-hate-mongering the swastika still evokes fear and hatred and loathing after seven decades. People have, unfortunately, succumbed to the lies spread by the Jew. Fear and hatred and above all ignorance make it easy to manipulate a target population!

- Today’s post is the text of my email to the Research Officer of the Executive Council Of Australian Jewry, Julie Nathan, Sniffer-Outer and Hunter-Downer of Anti-Semites and Amalekites

“REPORT on ANTISEMITISM in AUSTRALIA 2016”
1 October 2015 – 30 September 2016
Researched, written and compiled by JULIE NATHAN
Research Officer, Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ)
report-on-anti-semitism

-Quote-
Dear Julie, Having been named and having my blog featured and linked to in the above Anti-Semitism Report I accept with great pleasure and pride the honour of being labelled an “anti-Semite” bestowed upon me by the Executive Council of Australian Jewry Inc. […]

https://thechosenites.wordpress.com/2017/01/29/the-torah-on-women/
- […] the Jew is working overtime to make his dream of world hegemony come true and once the Jew World Order has been established there will be no escape for anybody! These people plan on imposing their perverse laws on everybody […]

https://thechosenites.wordpress.com/2017/04/08/political-correctness-lunacy-squared/
- Fellow Australians! What does it take for you to stand up and put these politically correct Jew-manipulated fothermucking social engineers where they belong: i.e. an insane asylum?

- Is there really anybody who cannot see the ugly mug of the vile and vicious hate-monger behind this drive to destroy Germany, its people and its culture?
  Can you spell g-e-n-o-c-i-d-e?
  Well, here is the genocidal thug!
Chris Roubis
Chris Roubis lives in the Southern Highlands of NSW, and is from Sydney. He runs several websites. He is a conspiracy theorist and antisemite. On his websites, he publicly defames innocent people who have opposed his vile views and defamed police officers. Samples of content from four of his websites – Jew World Order, NSW Police Force shame, Southern Highlands NSW, and Free Psychic Readings Australia – follow.

Chris Roubis: 1. Jew World Order
http://www.jewworldorder.org/

The logo on the Jew World Order home page as of 29 April 2017 states:

- The Elite Jews create the illness, then sell the Cure. They create Chaos & Terrorism, then sell the solution.

- Zionism is NOT about a homeland for Jews - it's to establish the base of a One World Government, where the Jews tyrannically rule the goyim worldwide

When Khazarians (Turks) converted to Judaism in 740 BC and stole the true Negro Hebrew identity, and turned them into slaves... did that make the counterfeit Jews Hebrew? Well, the Jew World Order seems to think so. They crucified Jesus Christ for exposing them.

The invention of the Muslim Terrorist by our Jewish Governments... to keep us in fear, and to justify raping the World, and slaughtering billions of innocent families in every country for power and control...for their 2 horned God Moloch.
Some of the many images posted on Jew World Order include the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>![Image 1]</th>
<th>![Image 2]</th>
<th>![Image 3]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Chris Roubis: 2. NSW Police Force shame**

http://www.nswpoliceforce.info/

The website, “NSW Police Force shame”, is not connected to any police force, whether in NSW or elsewhere, but belongs to Chris Roubis. The background image to the forums on this website are two police officers, each with a blue Jewish Star of David superimposed onto their shirt sleeve, as though to suggest they are in the service of “the Jews”. The profile picture used by Roubis contains the words: “Jews wear many Masks”.

Of the four forums, one forum is titled “Zionist Governments”, and has four sub-forums:

- Government Organised Crime & Terrorism
- Corrupt Government Officials
- News Corp, News Limited & Fairfax Media corruption
- Corporate Greed & Corruption

Home page of website – screenshot taken 19 May 2017:
An example of one post and comment in the ‘Religion/Spirituality’ forum:

- **Are you a real christian?**

  **Post** by Chris Roubis » Thu May 11, 2017 10:39 am
  Are you a real christian? Are you controlled by your Church that’s run and paid by israel? Has your Pastor, Minister or Church ever discussed these phrases by Jesus yet? Jesus was crucified for exposing these satanic fake Hebrews, known today as the Jews. Want to learn more? Google, **Jew World Order**, and **Synagogue of Satan**, just for starters.

Chris Roubis: 4. Free Psychic Readings Australia
This is a forum type website. Some of the sub-forums, notably “Australia Wake Up” and “Religion”, contain antisemitic postings and links to antisemitic articles. Some of the topics listed in “Australia Wake Up” are also in the Southern Highlands NSW website, above.

**Australia Wake Up**

- **Jewish rabbi openly admits to satan worship, abortion in food, oppression and world domination**
  by Chris Roubis » Wed Jul 26, 2017 11:36 am

- **Our Communist Judeo Society**
  by Chris Roubis » Mon Jul 10, 2017 6:57 pm

- **Jews Control Islam and We'll Use It to Destroy the West.” (WW3)**
  by Chris Roubis » Wed Jun 28, 2017 7:40 pm

- **Crypto Jews and Their Bloody Role in Human History**
  by Chris Roubis » Fri Dec 30, 2016 6:29 pm

- **Blood Libel – Jewish Ritualistic Murder**
  by Chris Roubis » Thu Oct 13, 2016 3:26 pm

The Dingoes
The Dingoes’ home page includes the tags (under the Tag Cloud):

- **JEWISH COMMUNITY**
- **JEWISH PROBLEM**
- **JEWISH FINANCE**

In the ‘About’ section, the contact email address includes the numbers ‘88’ corresponding to the 8th letter of the alphabet ‘H’ and signifying (Heil Hitler), a well-known code used by neo-Nazis.
The Tide Is Turning!
https://expeltheparasite.com/2017/02/01/the-tide-is-turning/

- Oh yes, it is turning in our favour. Not instantly, but it’s definitely a shift that’s for sure. […] Trump, although compromised by the Jews that surround him, should be able to give white America, and the rest of the white world (we hope), a leg-up sort of thing where we are no longer afraid to talk about the issues that actually affect us. […] This man DOES have a lot of power, despite the Jews lurking in the midst, and the fact he’s moving quickly shows he’s not fucking around with his plans! […] – BDL1983

Sean Spicer Confirms That Hitler Did Not Put Jews In Gas Chambers!

- Sean Spicer did a good job upsetting the poor innocent Jews in this clip…. The Jews sure do have a monopoly on suffering… And everything else for that matter…. Anne Frank is upset about this and so is some other stupid Holocaust mob from what I hear. “Sean must resign”, they all wail…. Do they ever stop whingeing? And as we all know, the All-Star Holocaust victim Anne Frank didn’t die in gas chambers anyway. That’s admitted in the fraudulent “diary”. She actually died of typhus, which is a disease, not part of an extermination program. – BDL1983

The Toothless Tiger in the Face of Mystery Babylon

- It’s time for some hard truths about the Toothless Tiger known as “White Nationalism” or the “Alt-Right” in it’s more modern trendy incarnation. I’ve been awake to the race and Jew thing for about 8 years now, and as a result I’m very well acquainted with White Nationalism and how it works. Well, actually, how it doesn’t work and never will. […] When the time is right, God’s wrath will be upon the house of Esau (today’s Jews) via our hands: […] you can see why the Jews are going to do anything they can to keep their satanic grip on power. Once they self-destruct, their time is short. And they know it. As I said above, the Jews are a parasitic entity. They know we have provided them with the world’s material wealth, yet they still hate and seek to destroy us – bastards! Stupid bastards too, when looked at logically, but the Jews can’t help it because they are cursed from Genesis 3:15. God put enmity between our seed and the serpent’s seed, meaning they literally cannot NOT try to destroy our race, hence why the Jews have a special hatred for us and flood our nations with non-whites (Revelation 17:15), either in the hope of mixing us out of existence or them killing us. […] Once you understand the real nature of what is in the Bible, you will soon see that it offers us the only ironclad defense system capable of eliminating anything Jewish.
**Nationalist Alternative**  
**https://www.natalt.org**  
The following extract of an article shows a major ideological split within the far-Right nationalist movement between those who support Israel as a bastion against Islamism (civic patriotism), and those who oppose both Jews/Israel and Islamism (nationalist).

**The poisonous ideology of Civic Patriotism and why it is time for Nationalist unity in Australia**  
By Warren Stedwell  
April 23, 2017  

- Probably the vilest and most disgusting aspect of Civic Patriotism is the blatant Zionism and blind love of Israel and Jews. Seriously, why bother with this? Who cares about a country that is so far away and irrelevant to Australia? It beggars belief how Israel can have such an influence on Australian politics, but it does. It also shows how powerful Zionist lobby groups and International Jewry are that their insidious tentacles can stretch so far across the globe all the way down to Australia. However, a lot of it comes from the totally flawed view that if you are Anti-Islam than you must automatically be Pro-Israel. [...] There is plenty of evidence out there that many Jews have been huge supporters of multiculturalism and mass immigration (including Muslims) into Australia. [...] As Nationalists, our love for our country and desire to preserve White Australia should be paramount over any support for foreign countries [...] It also shows the foolishness and naivety of One Nation and Civic Patriots in thinking it can trust the majority of the Jewish community and those that push Zionism. It needs to be said that as an Australian Nationalist you have the freedom of a more even balanced approach. You can be both Anti-Zionist and Anti-Islam and still love your race and your nation, there is nothing wrong with that. [...] The only critical battle that counts, is Nationalism versus the dark forces of Globalism. We must safeguard the survival of our own people and defend White Australia forever.

**United Nationalists Australia**  
[https://unitednationalistsaustralia.wordpress.com/2017/05/17/united-nationalists-australia-banned-from-facebook/](https://unitednationalistsaustralia.wordpress.com/2017/05/17/united-nationalists-australia-banned-from-facebook/)

- UNITED NATIONALISTS AUSTRALIA BANNED FROM FACEBOOK  
May 17, 2017  
[...] It is a sad reflection for nationalists that we cannot summon the same amount of will and energy to return the favour, but the problem isn’t so much which group gets the most takedowns, but the fact that we have become dependent on (((Facebook))). [...] This is the thing, it has become like trying to host an anti-Zog meeting at a synagogue — we are in an untenable position. [...] En garde, Zucc, your filthy skype days are numbered!
Facebook Standards
Facebook’s community standards policy states that “Facebook removes hate speech, which includes content that directly attacks people based on their race, ethnicity, national origin, religious affiliation, sexual orientation, sex or gender.” However, there are many examples showing that Facebook does not always comply with (or even understand the meaning of) its own standards. One example follows.

Facebook permitting antisemitism to remain online
A 16 year old Jewish schoolgirl, Ariella, was subjected to antisemitic taunts and comments on the Facebook group “16+ hangouts” in April 2017. Within 24 hours, Ariella had compiled almost fifty A4 size pages of screenshots of abusive messages. Comments by other students included:

- “All aboard Jew express next stop Auschwitz gassing chambers, I hear there is a lovely shower aboard, Exterminate, Exterminate”
- “I’ll make u proud I’ll fuck her in the gas chambers.”

Ariella complained to Facebook but was told that the comments did not violate the Facebook’s community standards. Facebook initially responded to the complaint: “We looked over the profile you reported, and though it doesn’t go against one of our specific community standards, we understand that the profile may still be offensive to you.”

On enquiry, the ECAJ was subsequently advised by Facebook that the content violated its policies and had been removed.

Targeting Jews
Jewish individuals and organisations are often targeted with antisemitic comments on their Facebook pages, especially if they are prominent people or Jewish community organisations. The following items have not been included as incidents, but rather as antisemitic ‘discourse’. Targeting Jews online with antisemitic rhetoric is common on the internet. Some of these comments are reproduced below.

ACT Jewish Community
https://www.facebook.com/ACTJC/videos/943328729105744
ACT Jewish Centre October 6, 2016
The ACT Jewish Community […] is undergoing a major capital project to revitalise the National Jewish Centre. […] Help us build the National Jewish Centre Donate Now
Anthony Butler  I love the Jews They worship God I want them to be protected and loved by all They represent Gods promise to mankind I want them to also realise that Jesus is God and when he came to them they didn't know who he was and thought he was evil so they killed him

Brendan Walker  Ask Rothschild for the money! The rest of us have none !

Catherine Mardling  You want money from, Gentiles???

Mito Sánchez-Moreno Vela  This need to be a joke... give money to the jewish? They need more?

Michael Kenneth Heckley  Why are we allowing Jewish satanic in to our Christian country, you own the USA. What more do you want. To rule our government, just like the USA. Wake up Australia, before we start speaking Yank.

Australia-Israel Friendship Association (AIFA)  
https://www.facebook.com/AIFA444/posts/1634636493217409  
Australia-Israel Friendship Association Inc  April 2  
[...] Secret Nazi tapes reveal how ordinary German soldiers were responsible for war crimes and not just SS

Michael Slobodian  Fucking Jewish Dogs……Hitler did one thing wrong….he didnt finish the job….. Jews are the SCUM of the earth…one day hopefully you will all be eradicated…..SCUM

Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ)  
https://www.facebook.com/ECAJewry/posts/1575695972488705  
Executive Council of Australian Jewry - ECAJ added 4 new photos, September 25  
Hate graffiti, including swastikas, has appeared on a #Sydney train and #Brisbane homes.

Jaidyn Nisbet  I wish Nazism was on the rise.. sadly it's not..

Ratko MIadić  HAHAAHAHAHHA JEWRY HOLY FUCL

Some comments on other posts on the ECAJ page include:

Moses Apostaticus  I see the rise of anti-white neo-Bolshevism actually. A very Jewish ideological movement. [September 7]

Robert Harris Scott Hayes  As per your actions, it is evident that your loose tribe affiliation wish to eradicate the 'goyim. Did you not expect to encounter resistance? [September 9]

Nat Pink  Oy vey! It's anuddah Shoah! [September 29]
Jewish Sydney
https://www.facebook.com/JewishSydney/
Jakayden Carter posted an image of a person with the text “Hitler did nothing wrong” and a swastika on the Facebook page of Jewish Sydney on 28 January 2017:

- **Jakayden Carter** “Hitler did nothing wrong”

Qld Jewish Board of Deputies
https://www.facebook.com/JewishQLD/photos/a.516765745025739.1073741825.179068005462183/1119818584720449/?type=3&theater

Queensland Jewish Board of Deputies Incorporated (QJBD) October 20, 2016
Unique Holocaust exhibition coming in November to the Gold Coast […] You’ll be inspired by Shadows of Shoah's "River of Tears" […]

- **Josh Wilson** So how many sheckles are you charging Goys to see this shoah? Oy vey, remember the 6 garillion.

- **Aaron McRae** All on the day where Anne Frank is finally announced as the fraud she was, bahahaha

Sydney Jewish Museum
Image posted on 6 July 2017:

- **Juuzou Suzuya**
United Israel Appeal (UIA)
https://www.facebook.com/uiaaus/posts/1300860436602173
United Israel Appeal Australia November 21, 2016
A woman like no other. Ruth Gruber, who accompanied 1,000 Jews to the shores of the United States during the Holocaust, dies at 105

- Paul Barratt Holocaust is a fabricated lie.... 15 million Germans starved to death, 20 million Russians killed but nobody cares about that but the POOR little imposter Jews with the 6 million lies... you cant question them... ooh no. The Kazakhstan Jews are the real terrorists, not the Jewish faith.

Zionist Federation of Australia (ZFA)
https://www.facebook.com/ZionistFederationAustralia/videos/1434218863335914/
Zionist Federation of Australia August 8
[...] I am a Zionist is a great video! Awesome job The Israel Institute of New Zealand!!

- David Hilton You can't be an 'Australian Jew'. You're Jewish.

- Nick Bevo I couldn't even watch a full minute without cringing at this, Zionist are just disgusting shills who could use a oven..... or 6 million

- Aaron Aeson Maybe if you didn't try to enslave the inhabitants of every country that ever took you in, you wouldn't feel so persecuted. Just a suggestion.

- Kaz DeGiges Of course not! The goyim were created to serve the Jews, everyone knows that. Don't be a bad goy!

- Aaron Aeson Jews monopolizing political power in every western country. Using that power to dominate media and business through mafia style. practices.

- Mike Marks Oy vey give me shekels goyim. Muh 6 million Joos. Remember the 6 billion? How dare you deny the 6 trillion.

- Keith Defontaine Sr. White Caucasian European zionists are NOT jews. Get it straight BITCH

- Marcin Moczarny It's the synagogue of Satan

- Aaron James The holocaust never happened

- Darryl Farmer

- Sam Halligan I am jew giv me shekels
We have spent the day in Parliament House […] 🇦🇺

- **Nabil Louati** SATANIC VERSES OF THE TALMUD’S “JEWISH SUPREMACY” […] SATANIC VERSES OF THE TALMUD’S HATRED TOWARDS THE GENTILES […] SATANIC VERSES OF THE TALMUD’S BLASPHEMIES AGAINST JESUS CHRIST, THE VIRGIN MARY, & ALL CHRISTIANS

**Jewish university student**

An 18 year old Jewish university student in Sydney was sent two antisemitic images via Facebook on 12 August 2017. One image was of a kitchen oven with the words “Jewish bunk bed for sale”; the other image was of a video titled “Why Jews technically aren’t people”.

**David Adler**

Last night of Chanukah means we light all 8 candles.

- **Anthony Williams** Rooting Asians isn’t exactly Kosher, Truman, you hook nosed Jewish parasite.

- **Anthony Williams** Get in the oven you filthy Kike!

**Mohr Wenger**

Mohr Wenger is a young Israeli tourist to Australia who was refused service in a shop in Cairns because she was Israeli. The shop owner pointed to sign which said “No Israelis served here.” She posted of her experience, and included a photo of the sign. Mohr Wenger’s post attracted over 200 comments plus replies to many of those comments. Many comments expressed outrage at the discrimination; some comments expressed anti-Jewish and anti-Israel sentiment.
he can't pierce our nose because he doesn't serve Israelis out of principal. He said he
doesn't agree with what our government does and there for we are not welcomed in his
shop. […]

- **William Norrie** […] Poor girl doesn't deserve the reputation of the Zionist (Ashkenazi)
pigs who steal land, murder children, steal water and subjugate the Palestinians. You
reap what you sow.

- **Ginger Alf** Yeah…6 000 0000 noses were not pierced that day

**Mohr Wenger and Cold Steel Piercing**

[https://www.facebook.com/pages/Cold-Steel-Piercing/372431069492537](https://www.facebook.com/pages/Cold-Steel-Piercing/372431069492537)

On the Facebook page for Cold Steel Piercing, the business which had the sign “No Israelis
served here”, the following post and comments were posted.

[https://www.facebook.com/race.maher/posts/318461578571578](https://www.facebook.com/race.maher/posts/318461578571578)

**Race Maher** is at Cold Steel Piercing, April 25

I applaud your stance re Palestine more business should do same. Most don't know or don't
care. U got balls my friend.

- **Pat Reginald Tillman** Articulate as always😊 I hope you live long enough to see Israel
fall and their sayanim around the world dealt with😊 I am sure you know about
Sayanim all to well, my treasonous countrymen. 😊:

- **Pat Reginald Tillman** IsraHell=Jewish Terror State😊

- **Pat Reginald Tillman** The cockroaches have finally risen😊 I have a Bulgarian Bus
Tour for you and other Israeli youth to enjoy😊 In reality you know your Terror States
days are numbered. Enjoy what little time you have left😊

- **Tez Lecviet Muhammad** Fisher You are deflecting because even with Jewish control of
every major media outlet defending racist Israelis has become impossible. […]

- **Tez Lecviet Muhammad** Zal […] The exact same tactics used by the Nazis was used
on Palestinians by so called Jews even up to this day. […]
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Antisemitic Facebook pages and/or pages with antisemitic content

Australia First Party
https://www.facebook.com/Australia-First-Party-643159555758945/
The Australia First Party, founded in 1996, is nationalist, antisemitic, anti-Zionist, and opposes those on the far right who support Jews and Israel.


- **Australia First Party** November 15 at 9:27am

- **Anthony Williams** [...] it's the J_ws behind the flood of Islamic mudrats into Australia, and all Western nations. Hence, making the J_ws accountable for the destruction of western civilisation, culture, traditions and ultimately the genocide of our race.

- **Anthony Williams** What's Behind The Kosher Scam?

![Jews for Jesus - Final Sacrifice](image)

- **Mick Hunt** Israel uses the U.S military as their attack dog, diaspora Jews use minorities in the same way.

- **Buddy Igor Rojek** I am absolutely convinced that "leaders" of Australian patriot groups are captured by Mossad or are just plain lunatics [...] I am still to hear from UPF boys.

- **Ross Manley** The Judeo-Masonic Killing of the King Ritual and Its Impact on...


- **Australia First Party** November 15, 2016

TRUMP'S WIN MAY ALLOW BROADER EXPOSE OF THE ORIGINS OF PRESENT TERROR CRISIS

- **Ross Manley** Jews freemasons white race traitors ... corporate government lawyers politico agents here in Australia for the satanic jew world order..

https://www.facebook.com/643159555758945/photos/a.973689516039279.1073741830.643159555758945/1208647039210191/?type=3&theater

- **Australia First Party** November 20, 2016

HANSON’S ZIONIST CONFERENCE BLOCKED [...]

- **Australia First Party**  November 21, 2016
  "AUSTRALIA IS IN DANGER OF BEING SWAMPED ..... " PLANS FOR SYDNEY SHOW REAL IMMIGRATION ISSUE ISN'T 'ISLAM'

- **Ross Manley** the jew pornographer turnbull..


- **Australia First Party**  January 5
  SENATOR MALCOLM ROBERTS (ONE NATION) WOULD PUT SANCTIONS ON NEW ZEALAND TO SUPPORT ISRAEL:
  […] We regard Malcolm Roberts as an example of the politics of psycho-pathology which taken over the reason of some so-called patriots in Australia. We say that this Israel-cult has control of their fetid brains. Thence they panhandle, lie, falsify, all to back up this ‘ally’ in its propaganda wars and they would make its safety an important part of their politics. […] It is the Australian establishment that is wedded to Israel and would commit us all to die in its service! Already our men fight in the Middle East in conflicts that are part-products of Israel’s needs and Israel’s games. […]

- **Daniel Comollatti** so - thankful to your page - i was watching to see how zio they go - this just confirms it - all respect I had gone in a dash.

- **Oscar Peacocke** Ziotard faux nationalists

- **Ross Manley** Says it all about this lot of zionist Jew agents..

- **Herald Bahrans** God punished the JooSA, because they are the arselickers of Israel! Their final-count-down is coming!

**Brendon O’Connell**
Information on Brendon O’Connell was provided earlier in this chapter. He also posts content on Facebook. As small selection of his postings follows:

https://www.facebook.com/brendon.oconnell.142/posts/181051855883622

- **Brendon O’Connell**  October 26 at 9:34am
  Thanks for the welcome everyone. A big hello to Zuckerberg and the 43 government agencies he works for. Remember, the key word that had them shitting their pants was... "OPERATION TALPIOT". This is how Israel controls the ENTIRE internet. Not the "USA", ISRAEL.

https://www.facebook.com/brendon.oconnell.142/posts/1810518792550265

- **Brendon O’Connell**  October 26, 2016
  **ISRAELI COMPANY TAKING OVER SYDNEY’S WATER SUPPLY**
  ISRAEL IS SLOWLY BUT SURELY INFILTRATING AUSTRALIA’S ‘CLASS A’ INFRASTRUCTURE “Sydney Water has signed a one year contract with TaKa...
• **Chris Savage** Great. Image that Jews in charge of water with history of poisoning it stretching over 1700 years...hang on they already do that through Rockefeller dentistry brainwashing with fluoride.

• **Brendon O'Connell** [...] the most vile, racist, extremist, homicidal religion of all - Rabbinic Pharisaic Judaism

• **Brendon O'Connell** It is Jews who control the banking, media, US foreign policy, Hollywood etc...[…]

https://www.facebook.com/brendon.oconnell.142/posts/1811843175751160

• **Brendon O'Connell** **October 28, 2016**
ORDERED FOR PSYCHIATRIC REVIEW BY CHIEF JUDGE OF PERTH DISTRICT COURT

• **Muhammad Ali Ben Marcus** PSYCHIATRIC REVIEW = JUDAIC ILLUMINATI REVIEW! Psychiatry is a Juaic scam and should be banned!

https://www.facebook.com/brendon.oconnell.142/posts/1819494651652679

• **Brendon O'Connell** **November 28, 2016**
Arrest them now. Public square - beheading. ISIS style, who they created.

• **Yani Haigh** OMG he's got Rudy Giuliani as his closest aid. November 14, 2007 Giuliani aide: Rudy would be the first Jewish president Per the Jewish news service JTA, top Giuliani aide Ken Kurson told a Jewish audience last night in New York that if Bill Clinton was "the first black president," than the former New York mayor would be the first Jew to reach the White House. Kurson was referring to Giuliani’s support among Jews in New York and, presumably, his backing of Israel. The aide, who co-authored "Leadership" with the former mayor, also noted that he's a proud Jewish gun owner. The event was sponsored by the Republican Jewish Coalition and featured representatives from Romney and McCain, too.

https://www.facebook.com/brendon.oconnell.142/posts/1820507608218050

• **Brendon O'Connell** **November 13, 2016**
HOW TO REPORT JEWISH TERRORISTS I ring Australia's national security hotline to report Jewish Terrorists and terrorist state Israel.

https://www.facebook.com/brendon.oconnell.142/posts/1821073384828139

• **Brendon O'Connell** shared a memory. **November 14, 2016**
Memories... […] I was found guilty.

• **Brendon O'Connell** […] I commented, "Filthy racist scum jews and their lackies are not going to run ME out of MY home town! I am gonna run THEM out!" […]
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Fascist Free USyd - Holocaust denial leaflets at USyd

The Facebook page Fascist Free USyd posted a video of a man putting up Holocaust denying leaflets at the University of Sydney on 26 April 2017. The post elicited many antisemitic and other Holocaust denying comments and images, including the following.


- **Fascist Free USyd**  April 26
  A bunch of activists loudly and proudly confronted this alt-right bigot who had the gall to put up Holocaust denial posters. The alt-right and their Nazi propaganda is not welcome at USYD!

- **Julius Colettis**  The holololol didn't happen

- **Troy Targaryan**  There wasn't even 6 million of them in the entire area that Germany occupied lol. It's just war propaganda.

- **Toma Gunko**  Same with antifa, problem is you traitors will be hung instead of shamed by the kikish media

- **Michael Delaney**  These emotionally driven (((commies))) will try their best to cover history's lies of their rabbis but we must push on and get the info. Once someone finds out the holocaust was a huge fabricated HOAX/LIE they dont go back to believing it because some commie scum goes on a crybaby anti-nazi rant.

- **Shaun James**  But muh 6 gorillion!

- **PozzFeed**  (((Rosenthal)))

- **Niko Kazamias**  (((Educated)))

- **Arranged Barrage**  you dare to question the validity of the cult of eternal jewish victimology. you do know that's anti-semetic and jailable in a dozen countries, don't you goy?!

- **Adrián Husz**  Whaaaat? I'm talking about a bakery goy :D

- **Domagoj Bebek**  You mean HoloHOAX 😄:D It's absolutely faked. Check out how many Jews lived in Europa and USSR back then.

- **Sean C. Little**  Hitler did nothing wrong...

- **Aaron Long**  Yaakov good work bro, you guys own the media, but not the internet. you should be ashamed of open lying for so long. disgusting parasite.

- **Jason Fowler**  Wait a minute wait a minute guys...if Hitler DIDN'T kill 6 million Jews then why the fuck is he a hero???? 😃;-)
Some images posted on the Fascist Free USyd post:

Nationalist Alternative Australia
https://www.facebook.com/Nationalist-Alternative-Australia-611198792321370/
Nationalist Alternative is a white nationalist/supremacist group that sees European cultures and peoples pitted against Jews and Judaism. It was formed in Melbourne around 2008.

- Nationalist Alternative Australia November 4, 2015
  Nationalism in a nutshell - Nationalist Alternative
  Nationalism in a nutshell. How Nationalism differs from patriotism, and often pro-multiracial anti-Islamic movements. WWW.NATALT.ORG

[Comments are from October 2016 onwards:]
- Stephen Lewis Sure you do, you filthy Kike!
- Nationalist Alternative Australia [...] Yes, we support the ideal of a White Australia. [...] Our moral standard is that Australia's cultural and immigration policy should recognise that Australia is a white country, and policies which damage this are wrong and destructive to us.
- Sonja Christensen Zionist jews (globalist criminal elites) promote and push the whole 'diversity' cultural enrichment towards europe and europeans. they promote degeneracy, miscegenation only in white nations but not allowed in israel. there's many agendas behind it. jews are not white, they hate whites. it's written in their scriptures in talmud books long ago. jews subvert and rot european nations from the inside. it is all made by design from them. do not fall for their lies, know the enemy.
Sukith Fernando
https://www.facebook.com/sukirro
Sukith Fernando is a student at the University of Sydney, editor of the far right-wing website ‘The Unshackled’, and admitted to denying the Holocaust during the SRC elections in September 2017.

• Sukith Fernando updated his cover photo. April 13

• Sukith Fernando (((Charity)))

• Sukith Fernando updated his cover photo. April 20

Today is a special day. I can't be explicit about it thanks to the Buck, but I think we all know what today is. I had a picture here to mark this day but I took it down because our group's safety comes first. Just wanted to put it out there.

[20 April is Hitler’s birthday]

Australian Right-Wing Safe Space
Both Shermon Burgess and Sukith Fernando are members of the closed Facebook group Australian Right-Wing Safe Space. Fernando is an administrator of the group, while Burgess is an ordinary member. The group has 2,187 members, as at 30 August 2017. Two posts and comments follow. https://www.facebook.com/groups/471092216434673/

• 29 August 2017, on Australian Right-Wing Safe Space

Someone messaged me pointing out the apparent inconsistencies with our “revisionist arguments” regarding the Holohoc (this person is in the group). I must admit the evidence he provides is quite compelling, but then again it could all just be (((lies))) to keep us oblivious. I want all of you to comment all the evidence you have showing that the Shoah was indeed a hoax.

c. 29 August 2017, on Australian Right-Wing Safe Space

• Shermon Burgess That awkward moment when a Shilled Civic Nationalist supports Israel thinking they are on the side to save us from Islam. Then you show them the Talmud.

• Sukith Fernando Judaism is a violent religion. Just like Islam. They’re both bad.

• Shermon Burgess Indeed, the Hook Nosed sheklers Control the UN and EU flood us with 3rd world sewerage and then the 3 Rd world sewerage do the
United Nationalists Australia
https://www.facebook.com/UnitedNationalistsAustralia/

The ‘United Nationalists Australia’ Facebook page began on 10 January 2016, and states it is ABOUT “Unifying groups and parties in Australia for the common purpose of promoting true nationalism”. This refers to opposing far Right groups whose primary target is Islam rather than Jews.

https://www.facebook.com/UnitedNationalistsAustralia/posts/540018412863646:0

- United Nationalists Australia October 25, 2016
UPF RUMOURED TO BE AVOIDING ELTHAM DUE TO SUSPICIONS ABOUT ORGANISERS

[…] The True Blue Crew essentially popped out of nowhere with seemingly endless resources and touting the same conservative-civic line as PfF and SOO and other kosher types but positioning themselves as a street movement. Like PfF, they have openly condemned Nationalists as “Nazis” for wanting a return to the White Australia policy. […] Nick Folkes has been tirelessly working to dilute Nationalist waters to favour the Zionists. Public understanding of the enunciated differences between what we call Civic Patriotism and Nationalism is not good. […] Folkes is now inferring a kind of possession over Anti-Antifa, which is not a movement but an idea of opposition to that
militant group which was created by European nationalists who spit on his Zionist-front Party for Freedom. The original Anti-Antifa Facebook group was started by Australian nationalists and eventually merged with the now defunct Whitelaw Towers. Another A-A page is now operating but it is unknown whether it is linked to these pro-Israel serpents. […]


https://www.facebook.com/UnitedNationalistsAustralia/posts/551342288397925:0

- **Jeff Pliskin** When will UNA also mention the zionist tentacles of Freemasonry in Australia. It is clear One Nation and other reactionary groups being lead by the nose by them.

https://www.facebook.com/UnitedNationalistsAustralia/posts/574992372699583:0

- **United Nationalists Australia** January 5
  ATTENTION CHRISTIAN NATIONALISTS THIS VIDEO REVEALS THE HYPOCRISY OF ISRAEL
  This is something that both civic patriot, evangelical Christians and Christians in general have to come to terms with, Judaism is Anti-Christian and Anti-Gentile. […]

**Wade Lavender**

“Intro Anti-Zionist, Pro National Socialist, Anti-communist,”
This individual posts antisemitic comments on many other Facebook pages.

https://www.facebook.com/wade.lavender/posts/10154562549569467

- **Wade Lavender** October 2, 2016
  ..Back from a 30 day ban from ewbook. The semetic virus will not silence us. Phase 2 of the propaganda war against the Juden, the globalists, the usurers, the federal reserve, the Zionist war profiteers, the genocidal diversity advocates, the egalitarians, the communists, the marxists, the anti-whites, the anti-christians and the anti-fascists starts from NOW!


- **Wade Lavender** updated his profile picture. November 16, 2016

https://www.facebook.com/wade.lavender/posts/10154855160814467

- **Wade Lavender** December 28, 2016 at 10:45am
  .. I'm back from another 30 day ban. The (((scum))) don't like my truth bombs, well stiff shit here comes another serve! Apologies for those trying to message me on here
Key source – Online Videos

**Targeting Jews**

Dvir Abramovich, the CEO of the Anti-Defamation Commission, was interviewed on ABC Radio about the proposed visit to Australia of Mike Enoch, an American neo-Nazi. The video of the interview elicited many antisemitic comments.

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anT9ey-0iSY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anT9ey-0iSY)

**Dvir Abramovich on Mike Enoch, neo-Nazi**

Published on 14 May 2017

**COMMENTS:**

- **Josh Smith** Jews really are a disgusting, hypocritical group of people.

- **DisingenuousAssertions** Get the fuck away from my country you slimy kike. Theres a reason that you filthy monsters were kicked out of over 100 countries.

- **William** Oy vey! Shut it down!!

- **Hershel Bucksbaumrhinostein** Oy vey! How dare these evil whites have self interest like Jews. They're not chosen!

- **Doctor White** "We've seen an explosion in hatred" You haven't seen anything yet. We haven't even gotten started.

The following two comments were apparently deleted:

- "Go to Israel, you shitty jew. White men will take their own side. Mike Enoch did nothing wrong. The Dingoes did nothing wrong. The Holocaust never happened but it should have and it will. 1488. GTKRWN."

- "Games up! No one believes these Jew liars any longer. Scum. Lying scum. It would be one thing if they apologized and said yeah we've been lying about a lot of things, now that those cats are out of the bag, we ask forgiveness and will listen to criticism. But... They're kikes! Haha! Of course not! Criticism is just for the Gentiles."

**ABC 4 Corners: ‘Stone Cold Justice’**

In February 2014, the ABC TV Four Corners program aired a documentary “Stone Cold Justice” about Israel and its treatment of Palestinian youth. The video of this program was posted on various Youtube channels by different individuals and groups. Various anti-Israel and antisemitic websites and Facebook groups have posted links to the Youtube, and continue to do so, thus keeping the video in the public domain. The video is extremely popular with over
a million views on just one Youtube channel alone - AnalystReview had 1,319,294 views and 10,787 comments, as at 25 October 2016.

“Stone Cold Justice” has elicited thousands of extremely antisemitic comments from viewers, which are posted under the video. The comments below show a small sample of some of the responses after viewing this ABC documentary. Some of the antisemitic comments posted during the period in review, i.e., since 1 October 2016, follow.

ABC 4 Corners: ‘Stone Cold Justice’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWBSPjs0Tzo
- The Zionist Terror campaign against Palestinian youth & Children, Exposed! – Documentary
  Tiretheos peneTRUTH Published on Apr 8, 2014

- se gg Jews are scum! It's time to fight them and save Palestine and all humanity from them!

- James Expedition zionist Jewish scum no wonder these parasites weren't welcome anywhere.

- Sailor Jerry Swallow Promised by god,, fuckin jews,, grow balls world and stop this terror state

ABC 4 Corners: ‘Stone Cold Justice’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmkQ8w8MF4g
- "Stone Cold Justice" - Israeli kidnapping, detention, torture and abuse of Palestinian children
  Seeking the Pleasure of Allah Published on Jun 22, 2014

- Tony Hood Jews are dogs. Nothing higher than scum. Sub Human cowards. Jewish women should be raped with broken beer bottles.
  Tony Hood 1 week ago
  Jews are dogs. Nothing higher than scum. Sub Human cowards. Jewish women should be raped with broken beer bottles.

- alejoeisabel Jewish nationalist ideology (Zionism) is as vile as Nazism. Zionists are baby killers and the true practitioners of using children as human shields.

ABC 4 Corners: ‘Stone Cold Justice’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTYo33yt_AA
- Australian film 'Stone Cold Justice' on Israel's torture of Palestinian children
  SwordOfTruth3168 Published on Aug 3, 2016

- jo phoenix Christian Zionist are traders to Christianity and their RACE. Zionist are a sect of false Jews using lies to control the weak minded also false Christians...!!!! They read a so called bible published by Rothschild but it is free...they are 33 million in the
US WE are at least 250 Hundred MILLION and we are standing -up better late then never

- **Peter Kopteros** go ahead you filthy Israeli Jew bastards have your fun now because it’ll come back to haunt you for along long time. you filthy bastards are the terrorists by doing what you're doing to those poor Palestinians for nothing at all so go ahead and have your fun now bullying the Palestinians and when they grow up they'll go back and kill you pigs in your sleep and the world will laugh as I will to. [...]

- **Peter Kopteros** I'll tell you people”anyone who is sympathetic to any Jew” are being hoodwinked because the Jews are the most deceitful people on the planet and if given a chance they’ll take whatever they want away from you and your family so be careful who your sympathetic to cuz it most likely is the devil the devil devil devil

- **Peter Kopteros** [...] you filthy Jews [...] you filthy bastards [...] you pigs

---

**Brendon O'Connell**
See comments earlier in this chapter. O'Connell is a prolific video maker. His videos elicit many antisemitic comments, some of which follow.

**Gaza Rally - Sydney - 'Saying The J Word''**

*Brendon O'Connell* Published on Jul 29, 2014
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bY_n8Dax4Ak

Although this video was uploaded in 2014, comments were made during the period in review.

- [...] I don't use the term "Zionist" anymore. Its a dirty word to me. I use the term Jews use..."Jew". [...] Judaism is the ESSSENCE of Zionism. They are one in the same. The slaughter of the Israeli State is being done in complete accord with their holy books whether its the Tanakh (Old Testament) or Babylonian Talmud and Shulkan Aruk where their Mishna or "Oral Law" is written down. All are equally psychotic when applied in todays world by what can only be described as "The Synagogue Of Satan" as a follower of Jesus put it.

- **Jiffyyoyo** [...] Jews are notorious for acts of cruelty and injustice. They have done this type of acts throughout the centuries and it seems as though, they are winning the war against non-Jews. [...] 

- **rossman9** you mean the fake JEW monarchy ... satanic false JEWS are not German..

**1-Video Statement - Tehran**

*Brendon O'Connell* Published on Nov 14, 2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDA44gXOrNY

Transcript from O'Connell’s video:

- “At the moment, rehabilitating Josef Stalin and Adolph Hitler is not high on my agenda - exposing Jewish racial and religious supremacism is. [...]”
• Maxwell Smart Awesome brother. But forget Alex Jones and the Young Turds - they're Israeli ops. You can do a lot better. People are coming around to naming the Jew, so I'm sure support in that regard will be massive. I also don't believe in the myth of the good Jew, but each to their own. You wouldn't trust a King Cobra, so why trust a Jew?

• Bob McDonald Brendon O'Connell Escapes Corrupt Jewish Kangaroo Courts and MASONIC ASSHOLE OF AUSTRALIA WA. Jailed for exposing Israel spying on Australia, the only person to ever have been jailed as a result of Israeli interference in our Jewdishal system of paedophile traitors and gutless cowards. Justice is coming like a freight train, and its going to smash straight through the Jew synagogues smashing their relics to oblivion. For world peace Israel must be exposed for the coward gay apartheid illegal baby killing state it is. Great work BOC, revenge will be sweet and well worth the wait. Jew Traitors Going Down real soon.

FAKE TRUTHERS SHOW THEIR TRUE COLOURS - O'Connell Beats The Drum...
Brendon O'Connell Published on May 19, 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDDdtIuh1yc

• John Podesta what the fuck man the holocaust is Jewish propaganda

• ian pennack No Jews died in gas chambers. Not one. Filthy lying KIKES.

• ian pennack The Jews are at war with the world, as usual. They are diabolical mass killers of men women and children of any nation they choose to hate and now they have weapons and propaganda like never before. They must be stopped.

MANCHESTER BOMBING AND "KILL SWITCH DIPLOMACY"
Brendon O'Connell Published on May 22, 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrurLLPwiow

• Was the Manchester bombing a photon torpedo? [...] OR...we can just KNOW that Bi Bi Netanyahu did it and most likely an Israeli company had the security contract. [...] Meaning: "they've conducted another false flag terror attack [crisis actors optional] to distract from something Israel is up to. [...] Meaning: "Bi Bi has threatened another world leader with no power, trains, hospitals or a nuclear reactor melt down to get something he wants."

• Shawn Jones Aria Grande or whatever her name is is a kabbalist Jewess

• Mounir Hachachna Jews are behind every war. When will you people realize that?

• Uber Morlock "a world without jews". It's good to have dreams

• jaleel al-Askari you'd be a slave to a Jew,......with 2799 other stupid naive goy
Extract - "Zionists Want To Rule The World!" - Not Just Palestine
Brendon O'Connell Published on Jun 13, 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVrZC7DwX28

- An extract from the previous video of five minutes. Cutting straight to the chase where myself and two activists (one Palestinian flown over) agree, Zionist want to control the world, not just Palestine.

- Stand4 Liberty "Zionism is not only about a Jewish state; it is about a Jewish world-order." -Peter Myers

- Torben Bo Hansen "Jews Want To Rule The World!" - Not Just Palestine

- All Amazing We must secure the existence of Jewish Supremacy and the future for the Jew World Order! #TheGoyimWillNeverKnow

- POWROTTATY Turn on ovens & cook 'em all.

One "Good Jew" Alerts World To Ukrainian Famine - Looking For Her Unpublished Memoir Now...
Brendon O'Connell Published on Jun 17, 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJ75EQRCFpE

- You can bet Spielberg will direct. This article from the times of israel is full of such drivel garbage I feel sick.

- reboottees The repugnant jews will never apologize for all the misery and slaughter that they have perpetrated on the goyim. The only way to deal with them is to exterminate them. That is the only hope for mankind.

- Justin Payne kill the Khazarian Ashkinazi scum KILL THEM ALL....there are no good Jewish.... […] kill all the Jewish criminal scum.... […]

- Jay Yoyo #KillALLjewsNOT1or2

- Dolores The Ukraine starvation was cause by the Jewish land lords selling the wheat harvest for whisky spirits leaving none of the wheat to eat.

- Pete Smith Thanks for struggling through the morass of jewness! Yup Stalin was one too! The nose knows! LOL!
Mimi Al-Laham

Mimi Al-Laham aka Syrian Girl and Partisan Girl, whose real name appears to be Maram Susli, has a Youtube channel with over 72,000 subscribers. She is an Australian, of Syrian background, living in Sydney, and active in political campaigns in support of the Assad government of Syria, and Iranian- and Hezbollah-backed protests against Israel in Australia. Al-Laham’s videos often elicit extremely anti-Jewish comments. An example of some of the antisemitic comments from one Youtube video (with over 13,000 views and over 1,000 shares) is provided below.

**Prediction: Impending strike on Syria by Trump or Israel?**

*SyrianGirlpartisan* Published on 27 August 2017
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZBTxmJ4P8c*

Viewer COMMENTS under the video include the following:

- **Tommy Minyard** This exactly what Trump said he would not do. Jews run our country. And sent our sons to die for them. We will never see peace in the world until we deal with these Marxist Jews.

- **phormynx** "hating and blaming Israel" Votts to luff? Israel is a pustule on the face of Mankind.

- **Deathrape2001** More like cancer. A zit is easy 2 pop, whereas the kikes R rooted deep into the system & harder 2 eliminate.

- **MZX64** It's ((their)) game Syrian girl. It doesn't matter who's president. They all kiss zionist Jew ass.

- **SupportTheTruth** [...] Jews agenda is danger for you what ever color you have. Adolf Hitler was right! You can NOT disagree with that! Sieg Hail

- **Samir GeaGea** I piss on every singel Khazar Jew..ugly boring bastard slav faced mongolide fake jews i shit on your holocaust Children animals you..netanjahu i fuck you hHolocaust surviber

- **Lotfi amv** Xbox- Is-Trash nuke jewnited snakes of americunts and shalomoland

- **Jefe Hoptosh** stands for B.OYCOTT D.IVEST S.ANCTION ISRAEL a criminal, terrorist, nuclear rogue, apartheid, Rothschild-owned and operated mafia safe-haven and an international pariah

- **International Jews & Bankers Control You** It's always Israel the US is just a puppet

- **Troll Ov Metal** It's time to gas the Jews.
**Key source – Twitter**

**Targeting Jews**
Kim Rubenstein, a Jewish academic appearing on the ABC program Q&A on 14 August 2017, was targeted in a tweet by “Anglo-Autiste” by use of the “echoes” symbol around her name which denotes her being Jewish. The echoes is a means of outing Jews without using unacceptable words that alert moderators. The triple parentheses – or stylized (((echo))) symbol - is a well-recognised online signal used by white supremacists and antisemites to identify and single out Jews on Twitter and other social media.

The tweet on the ABC Q&A page has been deleted [https://twitter.com/QandA/status/895955201005367297](https://twitter.com/QandA/status/895955201005367297) but remains on his own Twitter page [https://twitter.com/le_shill/status/895990531561472001](https://twitter.com/le_shill/status/895990531561472001)

- **Anglo-Autiste (@le_shill) 11/8/17, 10:49 pm**
  @QandA @Rubenstein_Kim1 (((rubenstein))) rly makes u think

  ![Anglo-Autiste](https://twitter.com/le_shill)

  Replying to @QandA @Rubenstein_Kim1

  (((rubenstein))) rly makes u think 😳🤔

  10:49 PM - 11 Aug 2017

**Antipodean Resistance**
Antipodean Resistance is a neo-Nazi group, and uses its twitter account to promote and advertise the beliefs, activities, and material of the group. Tweets are usually accompanied by images of posters, stickers, photos, and/or links to the website or videos. Some neo-Nazi and antisemitic tweets follow.

- **AntipodeanResistance @NS_Australia Feb 14**
  This Valentines Day, let Hitler into your hearts

- **AntipodeanResistance @NS_Australia Mar 20**
  The most shocking thing about National Socialism is not the swastika. It's that we're right. Our world is sick, and we have the solution.

- **AntipodeanResistance @NS_Australia Apr 20**
  To clarify, we are merely calling for the execution of jews to be legalised, in the same way people call to legalise weed, legally
AntipodeanResistance @NS_Australia Apr 20
A final Happy Birthday to Uncle Adolf from here in Australia. Your memory, and what you stood for, lives on in us. Hail Victory!

**Blair Cottrell** (and associates on Twitter)
Blair Cottrell is the leader of the far right group, the United Patriots Front (UPF).

[Link](https://twitter.com/blaircottrell89/status/871638303027585024)

- **Blair Cottrell @blaircottrell89**
  - (((Their))) agenda is to create circumstances so adverse that you will accept & even ask for global totalitarian Gov "Better red than dead"
  - 6:02 PM - 5 Jun 2017

- **Dingotaryan @dingotaryan Jun 5**
  - Replying to @blaircottrell89
  - Would u say (((they))) r using islamic violence as a weapon on 1 side then on the other setting up systems to punish civic action re: islam?

- **DolfsGas&Grill @DolfsGasnGrill Jun 5**
  - Replying to @blaircottrell89
  - Didn't know you were woke on the JQ. ['JQ’ refers to the “Jewish Question”]

[Link](https://twitter.com/blaircottrell89/status/904894647159316480)

- **OzProtectionistParty @OzProtectionist Sep 5**
  - Replying to @blaircottrell89
  - How could the court see any link between you and Neo-Nazis? Maybe because our judiciary is controlled by the globalist Jewry cabal?

**David Hilton aka Moses Apostaticus aka Trad Nash**
David Hilton, aka Moses Apostaticus, writes articles. He is the author of an extreme right-wing book “Civilisationism: Why the West is collapsing and how we can save it”, about “The cultural Marxist agenda of anti-white, anti-male and anti-Christian hatred”. Hilton also uses the name “Trad Nash” on twitter, in reference traditional nationalism. Some twitter posts by Moses Apostaticus/Trad Nash follow.

[Link](https://www.facebook.com/TradNash/posts/501279180263480)

- **Moses Apostaticus May 28**
  - Exposing the (((neocon))) agenda. Feels good man.
• Trad Nash @TradNash  May 28
  Chosenite propaganda intensifies...  http://fb.me/142qR0E49
  https://twitter.com/TradNash/status/868791377617866756

• Trad Nash @TradNash  Jun 2
  Diversity Macht Frei  http://mosesapostaticus.com/diversity-macht-frei/
  https://twitter.com/TradNash/status/870374858231693312

• Trad Nash @TradNash  Jun 13
  Looks like The Daily Sh0ah has some (((competition))). You chosenites dost protest
  too much, methinks...  http://fb.me/1PufJxms
  https://twitter.com/TradNash/status/874408380668026884

The Dingoes
https://twitter.com/TheDingoes
The Dingoes, a far right group, has been tagged into the following tweet. The tweet is an image
of a Jew as a rat and being either ridden or attacked by a camel, presumably signifying either
an Arab or Muslim, with the Australian animals, the kangaroo and eagle, not caring. (See Ch.
8 Images).

https://twitter.com/eraser101yt/status/865881789004300288
• ERASER @eraser101yt
  Greatest Ally Pool Party.  @TheDingoes @GMikailovich @knockoffshow
  8:48 PM - 20 May 2017

‘Mr Fourex’
After the car ramming attack in Melbourne on 20 January 2017 which killed several people,
including a ten year old Jewish girl, and injured 36 others, Brisbane man, a ‘Mr Fourex’, who
describes himself as a ‘Free Palestine activist’ made several antisemitic tweets on 21 and 22
January, celebrating the death of a Jew. On the evening on 22 January, ‘FourexLongneck’
changed his name from ‘Mr Fourex’ to Shari'aShitPosting™ By 26 January, the account had
been suspended. Note, the word ‘kike’ is a derogatory term for ‘Jew’, used predominantly in the USA.  
https://twitter.com/FourexLongneck/status/822729055850012672

Posted on 21 January:

![MrFourex](https://twitter.com/FourexLongneck) @FourexLongneck · 2h

Kill 2 others and injure 20 to take out a kike? Worth it
#IStandWithDimitrious #BourkeStreet #MelbourneAttack

Posted on 21 January:

![MrFourex](https://twitter.com/FourexLongneck) @FourexLongneck · 17h

@AdamSlurp it's not designed to cause offence. It's an expression of sincere joy at the death of a Jew.

Posted on 22 January:

![MrFourex](https://twitter.com/FourexLongneck) @FourexLongneck · 5m

@AlexRyvchin I'm an anti-Semite, and I make no attempt to deny it. I despise you parasites more than you could ever possibly kvetch about.

The same post under the new name, and with date.

![Shermon Burgess](https://twitter.com/shermon_burgess)

Shermon Burgess has been prominent in several far Right groups, including anti-Islam and anti-Jewish groups, such as the ‘Reclaim Australia’ (RA) group. In May 2015, Burgess formed and led an offshoot of RA, the ‘United Patriots Front’. Burgess has since come out as an outright antisemite and neo-Nazi, as is evident from his tweets reproduced below. The following are some tweets by Burgess over a two week period.

- **Shermon Burgess @shermon_burgess Jun 26**
  Jews doing what Jews do best, taking and taking while sending the masses toward poverty. #NewWorldOrder
  https://twitter.com/shermon_burgess/status/87924535509923840

- **Shermon Burgess @shermon_burgess Jul 2**
  3 WORDS - Hitler Was Right!
  https://twitter.com/shermon_burgess/status/881497808854949888

- **Shermon Burgess @shermon_burgess Jul 4**
  AWAKEN and STOP the Jew World Order.
  https://twitter.com/shermon_burgess/status/88219413202573569

- **Shermon Burgess @shermon_burgess Jul 13**
  If someone throws a piece of Islamic shit over your fence into your yard, do you blame the shit? Or the Jew who threw it over there?
  https://twitter.com/shermon_burgess/status/885418972476096513
5. CHRISTIAN

Christians and Christian institutions have a history over many centuries of promoting antagonism and hatred towards Jews and Judaism. On the positive side, in recent decades most churches have moderated and even negated these positions; some have sought reconciliation with Jews and respect for Judaism, and some are very supportive of the Jewish people and Israel. On the negative side, some churches, or some of their religious leaders, maintain hostility towards Jews and Judaism, whilst others have transformed their supersessionist beliefs about Jews and Judaism into hostility and active opposition to the existence of the Jewish state.

The Archbishop of Canterbury, the Most Reverend Justin Welby, the international head of the Anglican Church, publicly condemned antisemitism, and acknowledged the Christian role in fomenting antisemitism within European society, in an article published on his own website on 3 May 2017, after a visit to the Holocaust Museum at Yad Vashem in Israel.

"Within European culture, the root of all racism, I think, is found in anti-Semitism. It goes back more than a thousand years. Within our Christian tradition there have been century upon century of these terrible, terrible hatreds. One people, who contributed more to our culture as a people than almost any other that one can identify, was also hated more specifically, more violently, more determinedly and more systematically, than any other group."

"In the last year, we see uncovered even in England afresh that sense of anti-Semitism. Until that is expelled from our culture there will be a root, a tap root, for all racism, all discrimination, all cruelty, because of the nature of the human being in our culture. And so we must dedicate ourselves afresh, as the Chief Rabbi has put so beautifully, to build and maintain bridges of friendship, understanding tolerance and peace.

"There was a commitment by the last British government, which has been renewed by this one, that there will be a learning centre, a memorial, just near the Houses of Parliament, and that commitment has been renewed. Coming here today I am reminded how important that is, and particularly when having spoken to members of Parliament over the last few months who are Jewish, they have spoken of the upsurge in attacks on them and the wickedness that they have suffered.

"To build these bridges is an essential, and the bridges must carry us to a place where to attack someone because they are Jewish, in our words, even in our deepest thoughts, is something that is only found mysteriously in old history books, because it is so far behind us. Nothing less is enough."


In general, mainstream Christians in Australia have not published overt and vile antisemitic expressions of the kind that have been expressed by some Christian clerical figures in Europe and the Americas. There were no known incidents of overt antisemitic rhetoric or activity from within mainstream Christian communities in Australia during the period in review. However, the following items provide a snapshot of rhetoric or incidents emanating from or elicited by mainstream Christian clerical figures which meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition.
Bishop George Browning

Bishop George Browning is the former Anglican bishop of Canberra and Goulburn and is President of the Australia Palestine Advocacy Network (APAN). Bishop Browning has written several articles concerning the Israel-Palestinian conflict, which have been published in the mainstream media, on his own website, and are linked on the APAN website and Facebook page, and elsewhere.

During the year in review, one publication by Bishop Browning met the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition. Another publication, which did not itself meet those criteria, attracted overtly antisemitic posted comments from others, which remain online at the time of preparing this report.

George Browning: “Security Council Resolution 2334 and Australian Response”

Bishop George Browning wrote an article “Security Council Resolution 2334 and Australian Response” (29 December 2017) which was published on his website. In this article, he asked rhetorically whether Australia continues to support Israel diplomatically:

- “because Jewish money is a major factor in Australian politics, with coalition MPs being particularly dependent upon it”; and
- “because the Zionist Lobby is so strong that it imposes a fear factor upon Australian MP’s”.

These comments meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.”

George Browning: “MUNDINE ARTICLE FIN REVIEW 6 MARCH”
http://www.georgebrowning.com.au/blog/mundine-article-fin-review-6-march

In response to an article by indigenous leader Warren Mundine in the Financial Review affirming the indigeneity to Israel of the Jewish people, Hebrew language and Jewish culture and religion, Bishop Browning wrote an article “MUNDINE ARTICLE FIN REVIEW 6 MARCH” (10 March 2017).

Bishop Browning assumed, without a shred of evidence, that Mundine had not written the article himself, and that “it was written by a person from within the powerful Israeli lobby who sought the ‘imprimatur’ of a respected indigenous Australian”. He added, “Whoever wrote this article for Mr Mundine should I suppose be congratulated for their cunning”.

Bishop Browning’s article attracted the following posted comments from “Marilyn Shepherd” and “Danny” which meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by
claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor; Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions”:

- Marilyn Shepherd  11/3/2017 01:15:48 am
  During the holocaust many Australian aborigines were caught up in the lie that Jews were indigenous to somewhere and just like the aborigines, it seems some like Warren have never learnt the facts. Palestinians would be kin to Mundine, not some Polish Jew who migrated to Palestine in 1945 and then stole the country.

- Danny  12/3/2017 11:18:44 pm
  A brilliant and well reasoned article to an absurd piece. One need wonder what favours Mundine expects from the Israel lobby for such a disturbing piece. Little wonder "his" people wallow in such misery when their "leaders" are so easily manipulated to espouse such fallacies... Shame on you Uncle Tom!

**Father Dave Smith** - Holy Trinity Anglican Church

Father Dave Smith is the minister at the Holy Trinity Anglican Church in Dulwich Hill, Sydney. He is politically vocal and active in the anti-Israel movement, and is involved with Islamic groups, especially Shia Muslims, and also Left-wing groups. Father Dave Smith has several websites, some of which have links to other websites which feature overtly antisemitic content. He also has several Facebook pages. Although his own statements are not antisemitic, several of his online posts have attracted overtly antisemitic posted comments, which after many months have not been removed, and remain online at the time of preparing this report. Some examples follow.

The following posted comments by “Juan Vidal” and “Kevin Herbert” meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions; Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by non-Jews.”

[https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10153734053727493](https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10153734053727493)

Rev. David B. Smith  October 13

- **Juan Vidal** The west only follow Isreal plans. Hitler never wanted end christianity to start with.
  October 14 at 3:58am

- **Kevin Herbert** Slagging Hitler is delusional...if he'd died in say 1938, he'd be known to this day as the greatest ever German...but he was forced into war by the Wall St bankers...do a little reading folks...and stop repeating the Wall St version of the events leading up to WW2.
  October 14 at 1:41pm
The following posted comment by “John Hannah” in response to a post by Father Dave Smith meets the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions; Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.”

https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10153754941512493
Rev. David B. Smith shared a link. October 20
'Graceless' Greens leader under fire for Peres speech - The Australian Jewish News
Greens leader Richard Di Natale has delivered a speech about the late Shimon Peres, which has been condemned as “disgusting”, “rotten” and “hateful”.

- **John Hannah** So they find that the truth "disgusting", "rotten" and "hateful". They will rot and burn in Hell. GENOCIDAL THIEVES!
  October 21 at 12:00am

The following posted comment by “Kevin Herbert” meets the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions”; charging “Jews with conspiring to harm humanity” and blaming ‘Jews for “why things go wrong”’; “Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews”.

https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10153804061572493
Rev. David B. Smith November 9 at 9:02pm
- **Kevin Herbert** We have to remember that Wall St-led neocons still totally control the US Congress…and that the shadow security state government embedded in the Pentagon still controls the US military…..the only measurable difference in the US political system today, is that the 'deplorables' are not listening to the neon controlled US MSM, but are listening to alternative views via the net……as a former ABC News & Seven Network journo, I am just loving the spectacle of the global MSM's reaction to the Trump win….that US State Department stenographer Peter Hartcher said in today's SMH that the US & Australia had shared values of democracy & freedom.......HUH????……the US clearly has not been a functioning democracy since the establishment of the Wall St owned & controlled US Federal Reserve Bank in 1914…..a move which handed direct control of the US economy to unelected, unknown Wall St bankers……an evil, anti-democratic situation which exists to this day….I could go on…and on…..to who started WW1, the Treaty Of Versailles, the destruction of the US's only global threat to global unipolarity (Germany), the murder of 100 million of our fellow humans in two world wars, and the permanent wars globally since 1914……
  November 10 at 11:29am
The following posted comment by “Kevin Herbert” meets the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.”

https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10153808779692493
Rev. David B. Smith November 11 at 10:10pm

- Kevin Herbert Trump has to watch his back until he establishes a policy team & personal protection…..the Zionists/Wall St criminals will murder him if he steps too far out of line….just like JFK….after all, these criminals were responsible for 100 million deaths in the 2 World Wars……killing a US President is nothing for these criminals….one thing to remember though….foreign policy is the only policy area over which the US President has control….so Trump has ENORMOUS potential power in this regard…
  November 12 at 12:03pm

The following posted comments by “Lara Varsalona” and “Jim Savage” meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.”

https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10153852559347493
Rev. David B. Smith November 30 at 2:39pm

- Lara Varsalona Worried about the oil they've been stealing from Syria. #GenieOilCo scum of the earth isreahell protecting what they stole
  November 30 at 3:02pm

- Jim Savage jewish world domination
  November 30 at 4:28pm

Rev Smith’s post then links to the following posted comment by “John Hannah” which meets the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely: “Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavour”.

https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10153896887707493
Rev. David B. Smith shared a link. December 14, 2016 at 10:51am

- John Hannah Orwellian Newspeak being used in Britain! The purest Semitic people in the world are the Palestinians, the true descendants of Shem. The Israelis are not descended from Abraham: The Israelis are Eastern European Khazars with no rights
whatsoever to the land of Palestine. Jewish Professor Shlomo Sand of Tel Aviv university proved with DNA analysis that Israelis are NOT from Palestine. The Israelis are the most ANTI-SEMITIC in the History of the World.

December 16, 2016 at 4:52am

Rev Smith’s posted comment then links to the following posted article which meets the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.”

https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10153910216387493

- Rev. David B. Smith shared a link. December 19, 2016 at 7:53am
Assange:Forget Russia,The Real Threat to America comes from Israel and the Israel Lobby - AWD News
From his refuge in the Ecuador Embassy in London, WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange addressed a press conference of his supporters in Berlin on Tuesday,…
AWDNEWS.COM

Assange: Forget Russia, The Real Threat to America comes from Israel and the Israel Lobby
Political / 18 December 2016
[…] The Anti-Semitism bill makes Jews and Jewish interests a legally protected class, immune from any criticism. […] As the Act is clearly intended to restrict First Amendment rights if they are perceived as impacting on broadly defined Jewish sensitivities, it should be opposed on that basis alone, but it is very popular in Congress, which is de facto owned by the Israel Lobby. That the legislation is not being condemned or even discussed in the generally liberal media tells you everything you need to know about the amazing power of one particular unelected and unaccountable lobby in the U.S.

The following posted comments by “John Hannah” and “Aladin Belarbi” meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.”

https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10154048584382493
Rev. David B. Smith February 11 at 1:10am

- John Hannah ISRAEL IS THE NO 1 THREAT TO WORLD PEACE. February 12 at 4:02am

- John Hannah The Israelis bombed the British Embassy in the King David Hotel in Jerusalem, and then some 60 years later blew up the World Trade Centre on 9/11. February 12 at 4:10am
The World's First Suicide Bomber
Female Jewish Bomber Murders 12 in Jerusalem "Girl in Red" in Bomb Horror
Jerusalem, Thursday 31 October… thisiszionism.blogspot.com
February 12 at 1:41pm

The following posted comments by “John Walker” and “Danny N Mary Bey” meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.”

https://www.facebook.com/386340998087538/videos/1251238404931122/
Father Dave was live.        April 7 at 6:30pm

- **John Walker** Father I will answer your questions: our governments are controlled by the Zionist Lobby group. Bob Carr even stated that in an article in The Australian. Do you now understand why our PM supports evil Israel and USA government?
  April 8 at 8:42am

- **Danny N Mary Bey** [5.82] Certainly you will find the most violent of people in enmity for those who believe (to be) the Jews and those who are polytheists, and you will certainly find the nearest in friendship to those who believe (to be) those who say: We are Christians; this is because there are priests and monks among them and because they do not behave proudly. Thats koran - Now ask yourself who are the freinds and have built an alliance with isreale ? Saudie turkey and america the sura from the koran is open for belivers of the christian faith humble believers is this not russia in this instance who has built an allience with syria in the aid of fighting isis. Allah yehmi anyone who is willing to stand and fight the terrorists who are killing innocents
  April 7 at 10:08pm

The following posted comments by “Kevin Herbert” and “Jim Savage” meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.”

https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10154184357587493
Rev. David B. Smith        April 8 at 9:55am

- **Kevin Herbert** I always think of the Wall St Zionist financed Israel and the US, as the one entity…they both serve the same masters, a fact which before the net arrived, I never really understood.
  April 8 at 10:19pm
• Jim Savage  Nwo
  April 9 at 8:00am

• Kevin Herbert  But the 100% Wall St controlled US Fed has been around since 1914..and it's they who run the global economy via their control of the US dollar..so it's really the Old World Order…..
  April 9 at 10:14am

The following posted comments by “Will Coles” and “Mohammed Jaafar Fathullah” meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.”

https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10154200968647493
Rev. David B. Smith  April 14 at 10:02pm

• Will Coles  Australia has it's own version of AIPAC that the government obeys.
  April 14 at 10:39pm

• Mohammed Jaafar Fathullah  Australia doesn't have the own feet to stand by itself. One foot given by America and another by Israel. And trying to dominate in Southeast Asia.
  April 15 at 12:59pm

The following posted comment by “Yacim Abbas” meets the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.”

https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10154227291157493
Rev. David B. Smith  April 24 at 8:13pm

• Yacim Abbass  American media has brain washed their citizens many many years ago and it's far too late to convince otherwise Fear has created silence in the American pple just like the Zionist have been doing century after century  🤚
  April 24 at 8:58pm

The following posted comments, except for the first two, meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion; Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions; Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.”
Rev. David B. Smith shared Mahmmood Arafaat’s video. June 1 at 11:51pm

- **Hank Kaehler** It is so sad, but could it be because cowards hide behind school children???? June 2 at 12:11am

- **Rev. David B. Smith** The cowards are the ones shooting at the children June 2 at 10:31am

- **Sandra Zalghout** They are all cowards, the poor innocent children ya Allah wipe these Zionists of this planet ASAP 🕋️🕊️🕊️ June 2 at 1:45pm

- **Ignasi Orobitg Gene** The Israeli government treats the Palestinian people as Nazi Germany dealt with their ancestors. June 3 at 8:05am

- **Jim Savage** world in crisis..fkg jews run the world June 3 at 12:19pm

The following posted comments are reproduced for context, but only the final two posted comments by “John Hannah” and “Jimmy Fenn” meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely: “Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis. Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor”.

Rev. David B. Smith June 12 at 3:01pm
God, help us! New IDF Chief Rabbi Says Soldiers Can Rape Arab Women To Boost Morale

- **Kimmy Fenn** In the 1946 invasion of Palestine the IDF not only raped women and children They also murdered and bulldozed over entire Palestinian villages erasing ALL RECORDS OF their Existence This country is the real problem of the Middle East June 12 at 4:45pm

- **Rev. David B. Smith** I don't want to believe it either, but Mintpress is a reliable source. It's not the Daily Mail. June 12 at 5:07pm

- **John Hannah** Raping non-Jews is permitted in the Talmud, so it sounds very believable to me. June 12 at 7:19pm
• **Craig Shipman** He made a remark 14 years ago to the effect that it was permissible to rape attractive gentile women in wartime to satisfy the evil inclination. He has since stated that rape is never acceptable and claims that his remark was taken out of context. June 13 at 7:59am

• **Janice L. Baker** Raping women is NOT permitted by YHVH.. so I don’t care what anyone says the Talmud says .... the Torah teaches differently June 13 at 8:30am

• **John Hannah** The Torah also teaches that the State of Israel is illegitimate. Most Israelis are Talmudists. Torah is Scripture: Talmud is mere commentary. Israel = Genocidal Theft June 13 at 8:50am

• **Kimmy Fenn** Strait out of the Nazi play book 👍👍👍 Good job Israel June 12 at 4:40pm

The following posted comment by “Kevin Herbert” meets at least one of the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.”

https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10154390608087493
Rev. David B. Smith June 28 at 10:52am

• **Kevin Herbert** Jim: the NWO was established in 1914 via the establishment of the US Fed which is 100% owned by Wall St & it's Threadneedle St fellow criminals......and the Fed's still in control of the global economy via the $US.....so it's not really new at 103 years old..... June 29 at 1:37am

The following posted comment by “John Hannah” meets at least one of the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.”

https://www.facebook.com/fatherdavesmith/posts/10154507672872493
Rev. David B. Smith August 9 at 8.30am

• **John Hannah** […] Since 911, The Zionist controlled U.S. has closely involved Australia and it's other allies in a number of it's false flags through the control of their governments by the placing and creation of fifth columnists at high levels of our Parliaments, and the control of our media... There is also evidence of their involvement, after their successful assassination of their own President John F Kennedy in 1963, in the false flag assassination of Prime Minister Harold Holt in 1967, who was apparently against our involvement in Vietnam and the continuance of the construction of the super
secret U.S. base at Pine Gap. Following this turmoil we had the sacking of Prime Minister Gough Whitlam in 1975, and eventually the miraculous political return of the "comeback kid", little Johny Howard who took things to a higher level by the false flags of Port Arthur leading to gun control in Australia, [...] Since then Australia has become totally indebted and almost destitute through the economic skullduggery carried out by U.S. banking, military industrial complex and our continuous involvement in their wars through the support of their actions by our treasonous leadership who have now come to realise that the day of reckoning is fast approaching.’ FRANK SYARANAMUAL
August 10 at 3:31pm

Anglican Parish of Gosford
https://www.facebook.com/anggos/

Father Rod Bower, of the Anglican Parish of Gosford, in central NSW, frequently speaks publicly on political and social issues, predominantly in support of both refugees and Muslim Australians. He has not published anti-Jewish rhetoric or engaged in anti-Jewish activity. However, the Facebook page of the Anglican Parish of Gosford contains some anti-Jewish posted comments, which after more than 8 months have not been removed.

The following commentary meets one of the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely (by necessary implication) “denying the scope of the Holocaust”.

https://www.facebook.com/anggos/photos/a.120959381268037.12242.115067218523920/1372589949438301/?type=3&theater

- Anglican Parish of Gosford with Jason Atterton and Sam Crozier.
  January 29 at 3:14pm
  #Auspol #Muslimban #Neveragain

- Peter Smith Trump is looking like the Jewish version of Hitler.
  January 29 at 5:24pm
The following posted comments are reproduced for context, but only the final posted comment by “Alex Avareh” meets one of the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely: “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective”.

https://www.facebook.com/anggos/photos/a.120959381268037.12242.115067218523920/1403284923035470/?type=3&theater
Anglican Parish of Gosford March 1 at 10:04am

- **Mereleen Hoo Ke** And the US loves Israel because any aspiring president needs the Jewish vote.
  March 1 at 10:16am

- **Joshua Davies-Thain** Glad you were able to bring the Jews into this. Very inspiring.
  March 1 at 6:14pm

- **Anglican Parish of Gosford** I'd rather use the term Israel than the "Jews". very different concepts
  March 1 at 6:22pm

- **Jacqueline Schneider Anglican Parish of Gosford** Mereleen Hoo Ke didn't really say the "Jews", she said US presidents traditionally state their support of Israel (against Palestine), because US Presidents need the vote of the Jewish people living in the US to gain the popular vote, in other words, they need "the Jewish vote" = the popular vote among Jewish communities in the USA (which you would never win if you supported Palestine). And actually, that is tactically what happens. People also refer to "the black vote" or "the women's vote" or whatever, it's just a way of describing a group who tend to vote in support of a certain issue.
  March 1 at 10:09pm

- **Alex Avareh** doesn't need Jewish vote but need Jewish money .they are only 4% of population but control 75% of economy.
  March 2 at 12:11pm
6. MUSLIM

The Muslim communities within Australia are religiously, ethnically, and politically diverse. There are many excellent and successful interfaith programs and forms of dialogue between Muslims and Jews which seek to break down barriers and create better mutual understanding.

However, there are individuals and groups who identify as Muslims and who in the name of Islam express and promote anti-Jewish views, either from a religious or political perspective, or a confused amalgam of both. Some examples of this follow.

Sheikh Youssef Hassan – the Jews are cursed and have hard hearts

On 28 October 2016 sheikh Youssef Hassan, at the Quakers Hill Mosque in Sydney, during a regular Friday lecture with adults and some children present, quoted from the Quran 2:74, and commented on this in a way that meets the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such” (translated words spoken in Arabic are italicised):

- "Allah mentioned this heart for the Jews. The Quran says: 'Then your hearts became hardened after that, being like stones or even harder.' Bani Israel [The Israelites] – the Jewish - their hearts become very hard, and Allah said that they become like a stone, but actually harder than a stone. Because Allah said in Surat Al-Baqarah: ‘...for indeed, there are stones from which rivers burst forth.’ Some of the rocks – the water comes out of these rocks. The water can get a way through the rocks. The rocks can be soft, so they can make a way for the water.

But the Jewish heart is very hard. They don't have mercy. They don't have anything in their hearts. They’ve got only envy, they’ve got hatred." [...]"

The Jews are mentioned in the Quran: ‘So for their breaking of the covenant, we cursed them.’ The Jews – Allah orders them to do things, but they never do it. So Allah cursed them: ‘We cursed them and made their hearts hard.’"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsEn_-MGskA

Al Quds - Melbourne

‘Al Quds - Melbourne’ is opposed to the existence of the State of Israel, and organises anti-Israel events, notably the annual Al-Quds Day protest in Melbourne. Its Facebook page contains material that meets the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely, “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions”; and “Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.”
https://www.facebook.com/events/528529813984282/permalink/5347047300333457/

- **Al Quds – Melbourne**  
  June 18 at 4:55pm
  The Zionist and their allies have Yemen under siege and bombing. Stand for Justice, Stand against Oppression.

In the following post, ‘Al Quds - Melbourne’ blames “Zionist puppets” for bombings in Pakistan and Nigeria.

https://www.facebook.com/AlQudsMelbourne/posts/1608343622511983

- **Al Quds - Melbourne**  
  June 24 at 7:31am
  Once again, as many times before like in Quetta and Nigeria before. On AlQuds day today the Zionist puppets attacked the innocent people. This time the people of Parachinar (Pakistan).

An ‘Al Quds - Melbourne’ placard at the Al Quds Day rally in Melbourne on 24 June 2017 has the words “End of Zionism = End of Takfirism = End of Terrorism”, thus equating Zionism with terrorism.

https://www.facebook.com/pg/AlQudsMelbourne/photos/?tab=album&album_id=1608962135783465

Since 24 June 2017, the standard post on ‘Al Quds - Melbourne’ contains the addition of several hashtags including #DeleteIsrael, ie that the Jewish state of Israel should be eliminated. Examples include:

- **Al Quds - Melbourne** updated their cover photo.  
  June 27 at 9:38pm
  #DeleteIsrael #Resist #Resistance #Zionism#SavePalestine #StopFundingIsrael #BDS #ICC#BoycottIsraelToday #PrayForGaza #boycott#StopZionism

- **Al Quds - Melbourne** shared IOI Videos’s video.  
  July 8 at 3:44pm
  #DeleteIsrael #Resist #Resistance #Zionism #SavePalestine#StopFundingIsrael #BDS #ICC #BoycottIsraelToday #PrayForGaza#boycott #StopZionism

**Australasian Muslim Times**

The *Australasian Muslim Times* (AMUST) publishes, in hard copy and online, many articles and news items of interest to Australian Muslims. As a rule, AMUST does not publish or encourage antisemitic content.

“Murdoch Media’s misleading Islamophobic stance...”

However, the article “Murdoch Media’s misleading Islamophobic stance continues” by Dr Daud Batchelor, published on 26 May 2017, contained antisemitic content. The article is ostensibly about Islamophobia, yet towards the end, the author places the blame for Islamophobia on Jewish control of the media and politicians. The following paragraph, reflects accusations found in antisemitic conspiracy theories of wealthy Jews manipulating the media and government decisions.

- “News Corporation is a leading supporter of Israel. This is unsurprising since Murdoch’s maternal ancestors are reportedly Jewish. Michael Collins Piper believes Murdoch is well-known as “front-man” for the powerful Rothschild, Bronfman and Oppenheimer banking families. Through control of influential US newspapers and Fox News, Murdoch backed neocon forces and promoted the call of George Bush and Tony Blair for the illegal Iraqi invasion. Consequently, 1 million Iraqis were killed.”

Islamic Bookstore

The antisemitic book, “The International Jew” by Henry Ford, is available for sale at the Islamic Bookstore in Lakemba, Sydney. The book is sold in both abridged and complete versions. Included in the abridged version is the antisemitic fabrication “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion” which has been called “The Warrant for Genocide” by author Norman Cohn. Both the “The International Jew” and “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion” had a crucial and influential impact on the formulation of antisemitism within the Nazi ideology. Neither books are illegal to sell in Australia, but they are recognised as hate literature. Online, the books are in the “POLITICAL SCIENCE OF ISLAM” section at Islamic Bookstore, at https://www.islamicbookstore.com.au/index.php?route=product/category&path=1_17_111&page=2
Hizb ut-Tahrir
http://www.hizb-australia.org/

Hizb ut-Tahrir (HT) (Party of Liberation) is an organisation which campaigns for the establishment of a caliphate in Australia and throughout the world. A caliphate is a theocracy governed by Muslim clerics applying their interpretation of shari’a (Muslim religious law) to all facets of public and private life. HT is banned in many countries, both Muslim and non-Muslim. On the HT Australian website it states that: “Hizb ut-Tahrir is an Islamic political party that works globally to resume the Islamic way of life through the establishment of the Khilafah in the Muslim World. In the West, Hizb ut-Tahrir carries Islam intellectually as the solution to the malaise of secular liberalism.”

At a Hizb ut-Tahrir conference, titled “Hatred Rising: Living Islam in a Hostile West”, held in Sydney on 21 May 2017, Hizb ut-Tahrir media representative, Hamzah Qureshi, likened discourse in Europe during the 19th and 20th centuries about the ‘Jewish question’ (referring to Jews generally) to contemporary discourse about what he called the “Muslim question”. Whilst this historical comparison is spurious factually, merely making such a comparison does not meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition. Qureshi even acknowledged that the hateful discourse about the “Jewish question” led ultimately to the “Final Solution” to the Jewish question, which Qureshi acknowledges was “an attempt to effectively exterminate Jews under Hitler and the Nazis during World War 2” in the course of which “Millions of Jews were killed in the most horrific of ways”.

However, Qureshi went on to liken Nazi propaganda about Jews during the 1930s with the way Islamist extremists have been portrayed in the contemporary western media. He further suggested that “Today though brothers and sisters there is a "Muslim question". The same answers that were given for the Jewish question are now being suggested for the Muslim version – integration, assimilation, deportation and so on”. Muslims in Australia, as a group, are not habitually vilified in government-owned media and publications and the education system; denied access to public services; excluded from public office and the professions; barred from certain public spaces; or treated as Jews were treated under the Nazi Nuremberg Laws.

It was at this point that Qureshi, despite his earlier qualifying statements acknowledging the fact of the Holocaust and the scale of the killings, crossed the line. By likening the government measures and events in Nazi Germany that led to the genocide with contemporary events in Australia he in effect trivialised the former, whether or not that was his intention. This meets the criteria of antisemitism under the IHRA Working Definition, namely, “Denying the...scope, mechanisms...of the genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War II (the Holocaust).”
http://www.hizb-australia.org/2017/05/conference2017/

Qureshi’s speech is also at: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4701858/Islamic-leader-compares-Holocaust-Muslims-treatment.html

Images used in Qureshi’s conference speech, to create false analogies between Nazi antisemitic propaganda that essentialised Jews and was thus aimed at all Jews everywhere, as Jews, and cartoons in the Australian media about Islamist extremists and terrorists, rather than all Muslims per se:
The “Enemy” Within

- Treatment of communities within western states.
- The Jewish question and suggested answers
- The final solution to the Jewish question
- Today there is the Muslim question...
Islamophobia Register Australia (IRA)
https://www.facebook.com/islamophobiaregisteraustralia

Islamophobia Register Australia (IRA) is a Facebook page, connected to a website, with the aim of exposing and countering anti-Muslim sentiment and actions. IRA does not post antisemitic content. However, some of the people who post comments on IRA harbour and express anti-Jewish sentiment. The administrator/s of IRA delete many antisemitic comments, but many still remain. Examples of these are reproduced below. These meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely, “Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions;” and “Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.”

https://www.facebook.com/islamophobiaregisteraustralia/posts/999812916808317
- **Mustafa Nejah** Yeah right media attention form the zionist entity they arent going to be bias, they will really tell you the truth, hamas and Hezbollah were formed to twart Israel expansion, you know how you dont see any news about israel killing palestinians.. you just see Hamas and Hezbollah causing havoc on them.. No Bias reporting there. The zionist media entities is really going to show you the truth!! Like weapons of Mass destruction you know the ones they found in Iraq.. the media lied about that why would the lie about other facts!!
  November 18 at 4:12pm

https://www.facebook.com/islamophobiaregisteraustralia/posts/1000806096708999
- **AbuFirasa IbnSigmar** Zionist by any chance?!?
  November 19 at 11:38pm

https://www.facebook.com/islamophobiaregisteraustralia/posts/1051822551607353
- **Ali Coskun** There is no Islamic issue in this country. Most people don't even interact with or see any Muslims in their day to day lives. Groups like Q society with Zionist controlled media propagate a distorted view of Australian society where there is supposedly issues with the 2.2% of the population. Majority won't support them.
  January 7 at 11:12am

https://www.facebook.com/islamophobiaregisteraustralia/posts/1128935257229415
- **Ali Coskun** I'm so curious on how the dietary needs of less than 3% of the population really affects the other 97%?!? All this is just a great big show to control people's thoughts. Wake up people! Stop letting the Zionist scum control you!
  April 5 at 1:33am

https://www.facebook.com/islamophobiaregisteraustralia/posts/1173031332819807
- **Bate Meucica** Frightened mammals, created by Murdoch Zionist media.
May 16 at 12:18am

https://www.facebook.com/islamophobiaregisteraustralia/posts/1187290518060555
• **Kitiya Whitestone** muslims are too good and dont understand the horrific reality of this country and the majority of its lost people and goyim slaves!
  
  June 2 at 5:04pm

https://www.facebook.com/islamophobiaregisteraustralia/posts/1193394350783505
• **Kitiya Whitestone** This country is full of lost hillbilly racist redneck retards..I was born here..the fact they are all Rothschild's goyim slaves is no longer an excuse
  
  June 9 at 4:45pm

https://www.facebook.com/islamophobiaregisteraustralia/posts/1193584167431190
• **Amoun Haych** Yas not going to bother reading what you wrote, as soon as I saw that Palestinians are teaching the children that Jew's are pigs I know your a troll and this account is fake, cause they don't, Jew's are the people of the scriptures, you mean Zionist are pigs, and in Lebanon who gets thrown out please […]
  
  June 10 at 7:37am

https://www.facebook.com/islamophobiaregisteraustralia/posts/1222236504565956
• **Wal Saboune** Yes exactly because the media only focus on muslims, more jews in america have caused terror attacks than muslims, media silence on jewish terrorism, even in europe, non muslim terroism is 10 fold over muslim terrorism.
  
  2 hrs 11 July [comment later removed]

https://www.facebook.com/islamophobiaregisteraustralia/photos/a.56572887688392.1073741829.563697713753175/1240887092700897/?type=3&theater
• **Ashraf Ebrahim** I agree with Keith , we've had enough of racists and bigots driving the national agenda . We've had enough of being vicariously liable for the actions of others , we 've had enough of the white privilege and hypocrisy , we've had enough of western powers killing Muslims and destabilising the Muslim world and not taking responsibility for their actions , we've had enough of a Zionist controlled media and the lies told against innocent Muslims , we've had enough of being insulted and having our religion treated so sacrilegiously by ignorant , uneducated simpletons mostly in the media […]
  
  August 1 at 8:55pm
On Anzac Day, the following was posted by Yasmin Abdel-Magied. It is not suggested that this was in any way antisemitic, although it was heavily criticised on other grounds.

In response to the criticism, Mohamed Elmouelhy posted on his own Facebook page comments which meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.” and “Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor”.

- Mohamed Elmouelhy
  April 26 at 11:05pm
  Yassmin Abdel Magied did nothing wrong [...] Take Palestine, again the people there, both Muslim and Christian have lived in peace sine the Crusaders were defeated til the European Jews decided to plant themselves there in the late 40's of the last century with the pretence that the Grand Realtor in the sky gave it to their ancestors thousands of years ago and that it is theirs forever and a day, they dispossessed the native inhabitants, torture them, imprison them and there children, treat them like animals who have no soul. It is where apartheid is practised with impunity. […]

- Jay Mawson
  You have deliberately falsified history to vilify jews for their jewishness. That makes you an antisemite. Take your racist hate elsewhere you vicious creep.
  April 28 at 4:13pm

- Mohamed Elmouelhy
  I forgot, the Grand Realtor in the sky gave the Jews the land 5,000 years ago. Yet the Bible says the went to the land of the philistines (Palestinians).
  April 28 at 5:22pm

- Tania Yegdich
  Doesn't matter. The Zionists are cruelly genociding the Arab Palestinians.
  April 28 at 5:44pm
Mohamed Elmouelhy  Lest we forget
April 28 at 5:50pm

Tania Yegdich  Indeed! LWF. Forgive but do not forget.
April 28 at 5:52pm

Mohamed Elmouelhy  I condemn all violence from all sides, especially if the more powerful is victimising the weak. While I do not support the methods used in the holy land, it is the right for the Palestinians to resist their oppressors, the same as the French resisted the Germans who called them terrorists. The same as the Australians resisted the Japanese in Singapore and Malaysia.
April 28 at 7:20pm

Media report of Elmoulhy’s post:

Mohamed Elmouelhy, president of Halal Certification Authority:

- But Elmouelhy is not finished. Anzac Day is also the day we should remember the alleged sins of the Jews:
  [...] Take Palestine, again the people there, both Muslim and Christian have lived in peace sine the Crusaders were defeated til the European Jews decided to plant themselves there in the late 40's of the last century with the pretence that the Grand Realtor in the sky gave it to their ancestors thousands of years ago and that it is theirs forever and a day, they dispossessed the native inhabitants, torture them, imprison them and their children, treat them like animals who have no soul. It is where apartheid is practised with impunity.


- Mohamed Elmouelhy
August 29

  Why all the media was saying Senator Hanson wore a Burqa. In fact she wore a Jewish Frumqa. I guess the media as well as the Senator did not say it was Jewish because they are afraid of being called anti-Semitic. However they don't mind being called anti Muslims because Muslims are not protected by similar legislation.

Muslim Village
https://muslimvillage.com/

Muslim Village (MV) was established in 2001, originally under the name IslamicSydney. It is based in Sydney, but has an international audience and participation. Muslim Village is a website with news and articles, and a Facebook page. Muslim Village generally acts responsibly in avoiding publishing content that is overtly racist, including against Jews, but there have been some notable lapses, especially in comments on its Facebook page. However, there appear to be far lower levels of antisemitism expressed on the MV Facebook page compared to previous years.
Below are some examples of comments on the MV Facebook which meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition, namely “Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion. Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective. Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews. Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust. Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor.”

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/1485941601450644
- **Safi Abbey** "Chosen people", makes me laugh unbelievable.
  April 3 at 11:41am

- **Sam Atti** What else is new...for people to claiming to be Chosen people of God...taking land forcefully from their rightful owner.
  April 3 at 7:02am

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/1511821425529328
- **Is** if Isis is the direct creation of mossad israel and its brig bro. uncle sam the international bully, the world communities should also condemn these two psychotic nations as the perpetrators of world violence , terrorism that destabilise global harmony!
  April 22 at 10:01am

- **Farouk Chopdat** They shud say it the way it is netanyahu and his Zionist pigs are trying to influence the election
  April 22 at 4:35am

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/1519103141467823
- **Ghulam Ahmed** Bomb the Zionist to dust let the war begin to end for all.
  April 28 at 4:30am

https://www.facebook.com/muslimvillage/posts/1521112981266839
- **Jaber Ovi** And these are the people who always try to defame islam....They are the actual terrorists....
  April 29 at 10:30pm

- **Tajudeen Buraimoh** Jewsmerica terrorist😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
  April 30 at 7:22pm

- **Michael Manuel** release him ,israell are immune from world terrorism ..they are your master..
  May 1 at 12:59pm

- **Wahid Ezaty** He must've been ringing in the bomb threats in between filming ISIS videos!
  April 29 at 11:15pm
7. ANTISEMITISM in the ANTI-ISRAEL MOVEMENT

All governments are legitimately the subject of criticism for their policies and actions, including the governments of Israel as much as those of Australia or any other country. However, some criticism of Israel crosses the line from political criticism into antisemitic hate speech. Often this is through demonisation, delegitimisation, and double standards used against Israel (as explained in Natan Sharansky’s article below). Other discourse, which is dressed up as ordinary political criticism, is framed within older anti-Jewish motifs, especially the Blood Libel, deicide claims, and conspiracy theories of Jews supposedly controlling or aiming to control the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.

Thus, antisemitism today, especially in the anti-Israel movement, is often expressed using classical anti-Jewish motifs and themes which have been given a modern cloak. For example, where once it was said that the Jews seek to control the world, now it is said that Israel seeks to control the world; where once it was said that Jews lusted after Christian/gentile blood, now it is said that Israel lusts after Arab/gentile blood; where once it was said that Jews/Judaism were Satanic, now it is said that Israelis/Zionists are Satanic.

It is this nexus which makes ostensibly ordinary political discourse about Israel or Zionism antisemitic, as the negative qualities traditionally attributed by antisemites to the Jewish people collectively are transferred to Israel as the contemporary symbol of Jews as a group.

Some quotes and articles are provided below which explain how antisemitism is sometimes expressed as anti-Zionism, and how some forms of criticism of Israel have merged into antisemitism.

Quotes on Antisemitism and Anti-Zionism

- Dr Martin Luther King (1968):
  “When people criticise Zionists they mean Jews. You’re talking antisemitism.”

- Antonio Guterres, UN Secretary-General, (30 May 2017):
  “Denial of Israel’s right to exist is anti-Semitism.”

- Dennis Prager and Rabbi Joseph Telushkin (1975):
  “The consequences of anti-Zionism and antisemitism for the Jewish people are the same.”

- Alan Johnson, Senior Research Fellow at BICOM, (16 October 2016):
  In the new antisemitism, that which the demonised Jew once was, demonised Israel now is: uniquely malevolent, full of blood lust, all-controlling, the hidden hand, tricksy, always acting in bad faith, the obstacle to a better, purer, more spiritual world, uniquely deserving of punishment, and so on.

- Emmanuel Macron, French President, (16 July 2017):
  “We will never surrender to the expressions of hatred; we will not surrender to anti-Zionism because it is a reinvention of anti-Semitism.”

- Jewish Representative Council of Ireland, spokesperson, (22 December 2016):
  “Experience has shown that where a narrative aimed at the destruction of the Jewish state is allowed to flourish, antisemitism follows.”
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Volker Beck, German MP for the Green Party, (21 January 2017):
“To connect the arson at a synagogue with criticism of the State of Israel is a classic case of antisemitic anti-Zionism.”

Judge Gauri Sastry, German court, (21 January 2017):
“‘Zionist’ in the language of antisemites is a code for ‘Jew’. When in the past year you called for the death of, and hate to Zionists, you meant the State of Israel and Jews.”

Uwe Becker, Deputy Mayor of Frankfurt, Germany, (25 August 2017):
“The BDS-movement does not only strongly resemble the ‘Don’t buy from Jews’ argumentation of former times of the National Socialists, but the movement is built on the same toxic ground and it is poisoning the social climate in the same dangerous way. BDS strongly attacks the fundamental basis of the legitimation of the Jewish State and takes the detour via antizionism to spread antisemitism.”
"the major aim of the BDS movement is the delegitimizition of the State of Israel, for which reason they proclaim boycott and spread defamation. BDS activities are not a contribution to a democratic discussion, but they try to intimidate companies, artists, politicians etc. [...] not everybody who supports BDS is an anti-Semite him- or herself, but those who support BDS help to spread antisemitism, because BDS is an antisemitic movement."
Antisemitism in 3-D
by Natan Sharansky
21 January 2005 [extract]

I offer a simple “3-D” test for differentiating legitimate criticism of Israel from antisemitism. This “3-D” test applies the same criteria to the new antisemitism that for centuries identified different manifestations of classical antisemitism.

The first “D” is the test of demonization — as noted in the State Department report. Jews have been demonized for centuries as the embodiment of evil, whether in the theological form of a collective accusation of deicide or in the generalized depiction of Jews as money-grubbing Shylocks. Today we must take note when the Jewish state or its leaders are being demonized, with their actions being blown out of all rational proportion.

For example, the comparisons of Israelis to Nazis and of the Palestinian refugee camps to Auschwitz — comparisons heard frequently throughout Europe and on North American university campuses — are clearly antisemitic. Those who draw such analogies either are deliberately ignorant regarding Nazi Germany or, more commonly, are deliberately depicting modern-day Israel as the embodiment of evil.

The second “D” is the test of double standards. From discriminatory laws many nations enacted against Jews to the tendency to judge their behavior by a different yardstick, this differential treatment of Jews was always a clear sign of antisemitism. Similarly, today we must ask whether criticism of Israel is being applied selectively. In other words, do similar policies pursued by other governments produce similar criticism?

It is antisemitic discrimination, for instance, when Israel is singled out for condemnation by the United Nations for perceived human rights abuses while proven obliterators of human rights on a massive scale — like China, Iran, Cuba, Saudi Arabia, Sudan and Syria, to name just a few — are not even mentioned. Likewise, it is antisemitism when Israel’s Magen David Adom, alone among the world’s ambulance services, is denied admission to the International Red Cross.

The third “D” is the test of delegitimization. Traditionally, antisemites denied the legitimacy of the Jewish religion, the Jewish people, or both. Today, they attempt to deny the legitimacy of the Jewish state, presenting it as, among other things, the prime remnant of imperialist colonialism.

While criticism of an Israeli policy may not be antisemitic, the denial of Israel’s right to exist is always antisemitic. If other peoples, including 21 Arab Muslim States — and particularly the many states created in the postcolonial period following World War II — have the right to live securely in their homelands, then the Jewish people has that right as well, particularly given the sanction of the United Nations in setting up and recognizing the country at its founding. Questioning that legitimacy is pure antisemitism.

Source: http://forward.com/articles/4184/antisemitism-in--d/
When Legit Criticism Crosses the Anti-Semitism Line
by Alan Dershowitz
1 July 2005

As Thomas Friedman of The New York Times accurately put it, "Criticizing Israel is not anti-Semitic, and saying so is vile. But singling out Israel for opprobrium and international sanction -- out of all proportion to any other party in the Middle East -- is antisemitic, and not saying so is dishonest"

I have set out a list of criteria that distinguish antisemitism from legitimate criticism. Here are my criteria:

A CHECKLIST of factors that tend to indicate antisemitism:

1. Employing stereotypes against Israel that have traditionally been directed against "the Jews." For example, portraying Israel as devouring the blood of children or characterizing Israeli leaders with long hook noses or rapacious looks.

2. Comparing Israel to the Nazis or its leaders to Hitler, the German army, or the Gestapo.

3. Characterizing Israel as “the worst,” when it is clear that this is not an accurate comparative assessment.

4. Invoking anti-Jewish religious symbols or caricaturing Jewish religious symbols.

5. Singling out only Israel for sanctions for policies that are widespread among other nations, or demanding that Jews be better or more moral than others because of their history as victims.

6. Discriminating against individuals only because they are Jewish Israelis, without regard to their individual views or actions.

7. Emphasizing and stereotyping certain characteristics among supporters of Israel that have traditionally been used in antisemitic attacks, for example, “pushy” American Jews, Jews “who control the media,” and Jews “who control financial markets.”

8. Blaming all Jews or “the Jews” for Israel’s policies or imperfections.

9. Physically or verbally attacking Jewish institutions, such as synagogues or cemeteries, as a means of protesting against Israel.

10. Stereotyping all Jews as fitting into a particular political configuration (such as “neo-conservatives,” Zionists, or supporters of Sharon).

11. Accusing Jews and only Jews of having dual loyalty.

12. Blaming Israel for the problems of the world and exaggerating the influence of the Jewish state on world affairs.
13. Denying, minimizing, or trivializing the Holocaust as part of a campaign against Israel.

14. Discriminating against only Israel in its qualification for certain positions or statuses, such as on the Security Council, the International Court of Justice, and the International Red Cross.

15. Blaming the Jews or Israel, rather than the antisemites, for antisemitism or for increases in anti-Jewish attitudes.

16. Taking extreme pleasure from Israeli failures, imperfections, or troubles.

17. Falsely claiming that all legitimate criticism of Israeli policies is immediately and widely condemned by Jewish leaders as antisemitic, despite any evidence to support this accusation.

18. Denying that even core antisemitism—racial stereotypes, Nazi comparisons, desecration of synagogues, Holocaust denial—qualifies as anti-Semitic.

19. Seeking to delegitimate Israel precisely as it moves toward peace.

20. Circulating wild charges against Israel and Jews, such as that they were responsible for the September 11 attacks, the anthrax attacks, and the 2005 tsunami.

A CHECKLIST of factors that tend to indicate legitimate criticism of Israel:

1. The criticism is directed at specific policies of Israel, rather than at the very legitimacy of the state.

2. The degree and level of criticism vary with changes in Israel’s policies.

3. The criticism is comparative and contextual.

4. The criticism is political, military, economic, and so forth, rather than ethnic or religious.

5. The criticism is similar to criticism being raised by mainstream Israeli dissidents.

6. The criticism is leveled by people who have a history of leveling comparable criticisms at other nations with comparable or worse records.

7. The criticism is designed to bring about positive changes in Israeli policies.

8. The criticism is part of a more general and comparative criticism of all other nations.

9. The criticism is based on objective facts rather than name calling or polemics.

10. The critic subjects his favorite nation to comparable criticism for comparable faults.

Source: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/alan-odershowitz/when-legit-criticism-cros_b_3524.html
Criticisms of Israel become antisemitic when...

Chapter One: The War of a Million Cuts - The Struggle Against the Delegitimization of Israel and the Jews, and the Growth of New Anti-Semitism

by Manfred Gerstenfeld  / 29 May 2017

One is that it denies the Jewish people the right to self-determination, delegitimizing Israel as a state and attributing the entire world’s misfortune to it. It ascribes a mix of evil qualities to the country; Cotler called this cultural anti-Semitism. It also involves calls for restrictions on countries trading with Israel, or economic anti-Semitism.

As it is sometimes difficult to pinpoint the boundary between criticism of Israel and anti-Semitism, [Professor Irwin] Cotler proposed some guidelines. He said that critics of Israel become anti-Semites when:

- They publicly call for the destruction of Israel and the Jewish [...] This is the case with the covenants of Palestinian terrorist groups (the PLO and Hamas) and some militant Islamic legal rulings (fatwas), as well as the Iranian threat to annihilate Israel (“genocidal anti-Semitism”).

- They deny the Jewish people’s right to self-determination, delegitimize Israel as a state, and attribute to Israel all of the world’s evil (“political anti-Semitism”).

- They Nazify Israel (“ideological anti-Semitism”).

- Israel is characterized as the perfidious enemy of Islam (“theological anti-Semitism”).

- Israel is attributed a mix of evil qualities by salon intellectuals and Western elites (“cultural anti-Semitism”).

- They call for restrictions on those trading with Israel (“economic anti-Semitism”).

- They deny the Holocaust

- They support racist terrorism against Israel.

- They single out Israel for discriminatory treatment in the international arena through denial of equality before the law.

A new study on antisemitism, published in September 2017, by two British Jewish organisations, the Community Security Trust (CST) and the Institute for Jewish Policy Research (JPR), addresses not just antisemitism, but also the relationship between antisemitism and anti-Israelism. An extract of the CST summary of its finding follows.

CST and JPR produce major new study of antisemitism in Great Britain
12 Sep 2017 by CST

CST and the Institute for Jewish Policy Research (JPR) have produced a major new study of antisemitism that gives new insight and analysis about the extent of antisemitism in Great Britain. Two years in the planning, this is the largest and most detailed survey of attitudes towards Jews and Israel ever conducted in this country.

Titled Antisemitism in contemporary Great Britain: A study of attitudes towards Jews and Israel, the study provides a meticulously-researched and detailed assessment of the UK population’s opinions about Jews and Israel, and addresses the question of the relationship between antisemitism and anti-Israelism using statistical techniques for the first time. […]

Measures of anti-Israel individuals and ‘anti-Israelism’
[…]
This survey measured antisemitic attitudes and anti-Israel attitudes separately, then looked at how they could be correlated to demonstrate whether or not there is a relationship between them. It discovered that anti-Israel and antisemitic attitudes sometimes come together and sometimes don’t: but while there is no definitive answer, there is a pattern.

The stronger a person’s anti-Israel views, the more likely they are to hold antisemitic attitudes as well: 74% of people who have strongly anti-Israel views also hold at least one antisemitic attitude (more than double the 30% of the population as a whole who hold at least one antisemitic attitude). Therefore, while it is not possible to say that a person who is strongly anti-Israel will also definitely be antisemitic – because many are not – it is possible to say that the probability of such a person being antisemitic is considerably higher than for a person who does not hold any anti-Israel views.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first robust empirical documentation of the association between these two attitudes in Britain. It shows that the assertion that antisemitic and anti-Israel attitudes are unrelated (effectively, that people endorsing harsh critiques of Israel have absolutely nothing against Jews) is wrong; and maintaining that they are always related (that people endorsing harsh critiques of Israel are necessarily antisemitic) is also wrong.


A powerful judgment in the battle for truth about anti-Semitism

Jeff Samuels - a former Queens Counsel now retired.

JULY 4, 2017

[…] On 29th June Mr. Justice Moshidi, a high court judge, sitting in the South African Equality Court delivered his judgment in what has been referred to as the Bongani Masuku case. […]

Bongani Masuku is the International Relations Secretary of COSATU (the SA equivalent of the TUC). In early 2009 at a number of meetings organised by the Palestine Solidarity Campaign he made a number of statements to which the South African Board of Deputies took exception on behalf of the Jewish community. […]

Masuku contended his remarks were not hate speech. He was referring to Zionists not Jews, he said; a distinction which in this context the judge was later to describe as having “no merit at all”. His comments were intended only as criticism of Zionism and Israel and were either true or fair comment and thus protected free speech. […]

THE JUDGMENT […] 1. The judge ruled that the ‘impugned statements’ were “offensive and targeted at the Jewish community”. Note that this judgment was arrived at despite Masuku not even mentioning Jews specifically. 2. References by Masuku to “Wits” (a campus with a significant Jewish population) and “Orange Grove” (a predominantly Jewish area) also constituted hate speech again despite the word Jews not being mentioned. […] 5. And finally for good measure… “the bottom line… objectively assessed… must readily be understood to be concerning Jews” and that the argument advanced on behalf of Masuku “that the statements have nothing to do with Jewish people… is without credence”. […]

WHY IS THE DECISION SO IMPORTANT? […] b. Anti-Semitic in effect regardless of intention: this judgment clearly establishes that in the judgment of a court it is not necessary to refer specifically to Jews to be guilty of anti-Semitic hate speech. References to ‘Zionists’ or Jewish areas may suffice. It is the context together with an objective assessment of the words used that matters. It follows axiomatically that the stated intention of the maker of the statement is wholly irrelevant. Whether it is anti-Semitic is an objective assessment based on the words used, the context in which they are used and their cumulative effect. […]

OVERVIEW This is a significant and powerful judgment from an impeccable source. It nails the lie that as long as you say Zionist and not Jew it is and cannot be anti-Semitic. […]

Roger Waters and Daily Stormer
A prime example of where anti-Israel activism has crossed the line into antisemitism was the pig balloon, with Star of David, dollar sign and hammer and sickle sign, used as a prop in the Roger Waters’ concert in Belgium on 18 July 2013. Another example is imagery used during Waters’ 2010-2011 "The Wall Live" Tour which featured an animated scene projecting images of planes dropping bombs in the shape of Jewish Stars of David followed by dollar signs, thus using images stereotyping Jews and money. Waters, who was lead singer for the Pink Floyd band, has for many years been outspoken in support of BDS, browbeating other artists to boycott Israel and not perform in Israel. Waters has been so outspoken and so harsh in condemning and demonising Israel, that he was publicly praised by one of the most prominent neo-Nazi outfits in the world – Daily Stormer.

Roger Waters Attacks Traitors Who Side with the Jews by Playing Concerts in Israel
Andrew Anglin / Daily Stormer / August 10, 2017

Roger Waters is one of the great celebrity anti-Semites of the age, one of the only famous men willing to stand up and call this ratfaced group of parasites what they are: pure evil.

The Daily Stormer 100% endorses his Crusade against these evil blood-sucking monsters, and equally condemns the traitors who are willing to sell-out their fellow goyim by entertaining these creatures with performances.

[…] “Not quite sure”?

It’s because the US media is controlled by Jews, Waters. And all Jews support Israel, even if they are “progressive” Jews.

So the only people who are going to hear you out are the Russians.

That is the fact, and you should think long and hard about what that implies.

Perhaps, Roger, it is time you started thinking about endorsing a FINAL SOLUTION to the WORLD’S FOREMOST PROBLEM.


Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions (BDS) campaign
Many Australian anti-Israel groups and their supporters, including many referred to in this chapter, support and promote the BDS campaign. Some supporters openly call for the elimination of Israel as a Jewish state; while others are less open about the final outcome they envisage. Many BDS supporters deny that BDS is antisemitic, claiming to be only anti-Zionist and/or anti-Israel. Even prominent anti-Israel organisations such as the Australia Palestine Advocacy Network (APAN), which lobbies MPs, adopted the BDS campaign in 2015. Links to two articles explaining why BDS is antisemitic are below.

ANTISEMITISM in ANTI-ISRAEL GROUPS

In Australia, each mainland state and capital city has organisations which support the Palestinian cause. Their members are an uneasy alliance of people of mainly western background from far-Left groups such as Socialist Alternative and Socialist Alliance, and those of Arab and/or Muslim background with traditional religious and conservative views. Some have websites, most have Facebook pages. Many universities have a Students for Palestine group, of varying levels of activity. There are also many other individuals with websites and/or Facebook pages which are dedicated to opposition to Israel.

Over the period in review, over 500 pages of documented antisemitic comments and images emanating from websites and Facebook pages of anti-Israel groups were recorded. What appears below is therefore only a very small fraction of the antisemitic content that was either tolerated by, or engendered within, the anti-Israel camp, on some of the Facebook pages.

Many of the following posts, comments and images on the anti-Israel sites expressed the idea of Jews/Zionists/Israelis as having bloodlust, targeting children, controlling governments and the media, having inordinate power and influence, of being intrinsically evil and satanic, of behaving the same as or worse than the Nazis, of being ‘Christ-killers’, poisoning water, harvesting body organs, presenting a mortal threat to the whole of humanity, causing antisemitism, and many other canards which have been classically applied to Jews collectively but are now applied to Israeli Jews and to diaspora Jews merely for supporting the right of Israel to exist.

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/

APAN was formed in 2011 as a pro-Palestinian lobby group. APAN describes itself as: “a national coalition of organisations and individuals seeking to influence Australia’s public policy in regard to Palestine and Israel.” In 2015, after four years of having no definitive position on BDS, APAN finally declared its support as an organisation for the anti-Israel BDS campaign. Since then, there has been an increasing tolerance of anti-Jewish posted comments on the APAN Facebook page. A selection of these follow.

- **Kevin Herbert** The Aussie Zionists give massive financial support secretly to both parties……what joke Australia is.  
  December 30, 2016 at 12:30pm

- **Diana Thaib** […] Two state solution is the most generous deal offered to those Zionist terrorists-liars-manipulators-faked children of Israel! They all including their supporters should check in mental institution due to suffering from chosen people privilege disorder! […]  
  December 31, 2016 at 11:00am

- **Hilal Asmar** It is a competition for who could have more brown nose to please the Zionists vote. […]  
  January 2 at 2:41pm
• Susan Wahhab The Jesuit catholic speaks from his heart or pocket? Sad person
  January 2 at 3:25pm [referring to Tony Abbott]

• Najila G Jay Tiny Abbott can suck a fat one for all I care, fuck him and fuck his Jewish
  pigs 20 hrs [2 January 2017. This comment was removed after a complaint by ECAJ, it was
  online for circa 20 hours]

• Kevin Herbert She's a Zionist stooge....just like Trump...
  January 27 at 7:00pm [referring to Julie Bishop]

• Geoffrey Lawler Israel will regret it's unlawful immoral actions history will judge
  Israel's occupation the same as the world judged the Nazi's immoral actions shame on
  Israel February 9 at 4:38pm

• Adele Maree The biggest terrorism threat to mankind and we are laying out the red
  carpet for him.NO to Zionism!!!!
  12 hrs [11 February, referring to Netanyahu, comment later deleted]

• Diana Thaiib One of Zionist terrorists is coming to town! 😈 😈 😈
  3 hrs [11 February, referring to Netanyahu, comment later deleted]

• Mohamed Javed Asghar Bad as it is this trump is what we needed. The racist imperialist
  zionists have always thought they had to keep quiet - with the help of Jewish journalists
  and those willing gentlemen to sell out to them. Now they think it will be okay to spit
  their poison in the open because no one will care. Israel has always played the Bi
  partisan tack of buying off both sides but netenyahu ditched that under obama and has
  been in bed with a lot of European and USA right wing groups Battle lines will be
drawn and it will be interesting to see how their racist supporters respond to open
  support of Israel
  February 16 at 10:47am

• Earl Jay Blake It's quite ironic that this Israeliite acts (towards Palestinians) like the
  Dictator who was responsible for the holocaust.
  February 16 at 8:47pm

• Jodie Xiao Niu [...] But what we see from International Jewry is one set of rules for
  them and another for gentiles - why is that?
  February 18 at 11:37am

• Abs Kuzucu Israel was decided well before its creation. In the British parliament by
  Ben Gurion & his supporters. The creation of Zionism. The British had it in their plans
  well before the fall of the Ottoman Empire. They are admitting what some of us already
  know. The assault on Beersheba. The zionists were planning the atrocities in the last
  century before they happened. The creation of Israel, what of the Palestinians? Well we
  know what that plan was! Millions of refugees, mass murder, ethnic cleansing. What
  nice people.
  February 23 at 4:05pm
• **Diana Thaib** Turnbull without a doubt is zionising himself. Zionism is identical to terrorism, as such should be banned from our lovely planet! […]  
  *February 23 at 7:51am*

• **Alexander Paul Newbury** Leo [Di Caprio] has property in Israel, and the only reason he won his oscar is because he was part of a $4 million investment to Israel.  
  *February 26 at 10:29pm*

• **Anne Lynette Warren** […] I deploy the apartheid system Israel imposes on Palestine and the treatment of people on the West Bank and Gaza. I am appalled that many people punished by the Germans now treat another race of people in such an inhumane way.  
  *March 6 at 4:42pm*

• **Diana Thaib** Inhumane treatments towards Palestinian people by Israhell have been going on for ages... no human could endure that long sufferings...the world should unite and help free Palestine from Nazionist Israhell now!  
  *April 9 at 10:51pm*

• **Joseph Nesnas** It will never happen, because Israel will dupe this president also and drag their feet until their ultimate goal of stealing the lot is achieved.  
  *May 23 at 1:06pm*

• **Arnie Hindhaugh** I think twump is on the israeli leesh like all the rest were.  
  *May 24 at 5:03pm*

• **Bernard Troy** Collaboration with a paranoid, brutal, apartheid regime ...and Australia calls itself a democracy .... how ma y if its PMs and MPs also on Israel's payroll?  
  *May 27 at 3:35am*

• **Arnie Hindhaugh** Personally I try to ban all Israeli products, not just settler goods. All israel is occupied land.  
  *June 7 at 9:56pm*

• **Hassan Mohammed** When you have the Zionist Power around the world. You can be seen in whatever light you want. Like: " Israel has the right to exist" " Israel has the right to self-Defense" What about others in and around Israel? Whats rights are they given?  
  *June 30 at 11:19pm*

• **John Dudley** Lebensraum  
  *July 4 at 12:35pm*

• **Diana Thaib** May Allah the Almighty destroy all of illegal Zionist settlements! Allah is the best Planner!  
  *July 4 at 2:18pm*

• **Sylvain Duprey** Fucking ethno-psycho thieves. Sorry for the language  
  *July 5 at 5:30pm*
• **Jay Ali** Biggest crooks on Earth!  
  **July 5 at 5:35pm**

• **Susan Warby** [...] How is that part of Gaza strip not the same as the Warsaw ghetto experience, Jew's went through? 
  **July 6 at 7:53am**

• **Vicki Boxshall** There is no other name that you can call what Israel is doing to the Palestinians, than genocide. How is it not that 
  **July 6 at 8:18am**

• **Hilal Asmar** The Zionists in Australia should know and be aware that we are in Australia and not Israel. Freedom of speech does not shame anybody on the contrary it honours. However, Israel is the one who is acting in antisemitic way and shaming its Jews by colonisation, humiliation and murdering of Palestinians who resist the occupation. What apply to the Jews around the world also should apply to the Palestinians and humanity every where. 
  **July 19 at 2:04pm**

• **Micheal Woods** Of course the Jewish lobby will complain and pressure Shorten. They never wanted peace. [...] 
  **August 31 at 1:25pm**

• **Micheal Woods** The PA is today's version of the Judenrats that operated under Germany - a tool of the oppressors. 
  **September 7 at 6:31pm**

Kevin McCarthy regularly posts a video titled “The Palecaust Video” on the APAN Facebook page. The video title uses a made-up word (Palecaust) which would elicit the idea that the Palestinians are suffering in the same way that the Jews suffered under the Nazis during the Holocaust, in which six million Jewish men, women and children were rounded up and murdered simply because they were Jews. The video title infers that either the Palestinians are being subjected to genocide, or that the Holocaust of European Jewry is a hoax and did not occur. Either way, the video title and its regular posting on APAN falls under the category of Holocaust minimisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kevin McCarthy</th>
<th>Dates posted include:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://youtu.be/0QAevQ7gNC">video link</a></td>
<td>**February 22 at 10:28am, February 22 at 10:34am, March 2 at 10:10am, June 10 at 1:50pm, June 14 at 8:38am, June 30 at 9:55am, July 4 at 11:26pm, July 5 at 10:56pm, July 10 at 11:05pm, September 13 at 3:15pm]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Australians for Palestine Advocacy Group (AFPAG)
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Australians-for-Palestine-Advocacy-Group/203569976338283

- **Tony Vass** What Israel is doing in Palestine is far more cruel than anything Hitler did. He didn't steal and sell body parts or incarcerate an entire nation for decades ect ect. 
  November 22 at 10:58am

- **Anna Nadeem** We support BDS and BOY COTT - -for the justice and freedom for Palestine -world end Palestine kids daily holocaust
  November 24 at 10:41pm

- **Noel McCullough**

  November 25 at 1:04pm

- **Glenn Aubrey** Looks like at least two MPs are now bought and paid for with dirty zionist money gained through the violent occupation that exists in apartheid Israel
  November 26 at 3:34pm

- **Joseph Nesnas** […] The jews who they claim has the right in Palestine are Khazars and has no link whatsoever to the hebrews of Palestine. […] Israel and their Khazar murderers.
  November 26 at 4:06pm

- **Brian Cleary** Wakeup And Know Your Enemy! Whom You Are Fighting Are Not Jews But Satanic Khazarians !!!!! The Same False Jews Mentioned In The Bible, Not One Has Jewish Dna. They Are Number 1 Satanic's On This Earth. Now You Know Why Jesus Mentioned Them Before He Left This Earth. […]
  December 2 at 10:41pm

- **Brian Cleary** […] THEY ARE NOT JEWS !!! They have no Jewish DNA wakeup. they are khazarian's, number 1 satanic's of the world.
  December 4 at 8:09pm

- **Glenn Aubrey** […] Obama and the entire administration are bought and paid for by the Israel lobby and they're not going to do anything to cut off their source of funding
  December 6 at 5:18pm

- **Alberto Sarasate** […] Barack Obama is sadly a puppet installed in office and supported by the dark cabal's money. […]
  December 7, 2016 at 8:56am
- **Brian Cleary** Trump is a false Jew khazarian and connected to israel
  December 27, 2016 at 8:54am

- **Geraldine Fitzgerald** [...] Unless of course, the Libs are being held to ransom by Israeli lobbyists! Surely not!!!!
  December 30, 2016 at 10:12am

- **David O'Neile** Every party in the country has been silenced by Ziofascists
  December 30, 2016 at 9:53pm

- **David O'Neile** Zionism = crime against humanity
  December 30, 2016 at 11:31pm

- **Rodney Wienand** I am surprised with the UK vote because the country is run by the Zionist lobby. Maybe the whole thing is just a red herring dressed up with theatrics.
  December 31, 2016 at 5:13pm

- **Raymond Hicks** Theresa following the money, the conservative party bankrolled by Zionist.
  December 31, 2016 at 7:46pm

- **Brian Cleary** Know your enemy! You are dealing with number 1 satanic's on this earth. If you didn't know that, what hope have you got? They are actually not Jews but khazarians, worshippers of lucifer and his demons. That only adopted the religion Judaism, no Jewish DNA. Revealing they are not from the Bible and have no Jewish DNA. And just by coincidence, the Son of God predicted this satanic murdering filth before He left this earth. It's in the New Testament. […]
  January 2 at 11:30pm

- **Janine Kilgour** Australia embarresses itself with its support for an illegal state of people that have treated the palestinians worse than the nazis. […]
  January 2 at 8:30pm

- **Garvin Brown** Hitler is still with us.......LOBBY is a tarnished word
  January 8 at 9:42am

- **Gerard Cotter** Its not Zionism its the fucking jews these pricks were kicked out of 109 countries without any help from Zionist .... stop hiding jew war crimes by calling them Zionists ...whos fucking side are you people on any way ? Its like you all want to hide jew crimes by calling them zionists.
  January 13 at 2:41pm

  Guatemalan Village Expels the Jews – Where Will the Child Abusers Go…
  dailystormer.com
  January 13 at 8:45pm
• Gerard Cotter  When the jews live by the talmud its easy to see what peices of shit they are  
  January 13 at 8:51pm

• Gerard Cotter  The jews think they are the chosen ones, and all non jews are shit. No different to a white supremacy group . This attitude is what ultimately gets the booted out of countries ....by their own admission the say God put the Jews into Exile because they made cunts out of themselves.  
  January 13 at 8:55pm

• Janine Kilgour  Gross negligence on australias behalf .. everyone knows israel is committing a genocide on the palestinian people .. what influence are jewish groups having on our government that they wouldnt consider speaki g out lime new zealand has? Grow some balls ffs.  
  January 17 at 11:45am

• Taj Fayyad  The Presidents office is just a patsy anyhow - we all know the Zionist have an iron grip on the US!  
  January 23 at 5:39pm

• Angel Winter  The Jews are slowly flocking to Australia. We need to look at curbing their influence here before they turn us into another America. Already they have set up shop with an AIPAC like movement, slowly interfering in our politics and are throwing their money into these leftards organisations. They are doing what they do in the US and throwing their support behind both parties. These f**kers destroy traditional values and cause division. To hell with these disgusting beasts  
  January 25 at 4:25pm

• Glenn Aubrey  The LNP is only a 'true friend' of Israel because it wants to get its hands on all that lovely dirty zionist money that US and UK politicians have been tapping into for years. Make a zionist your friend and you're set for life  
  January 26 at 1:25pm

• Asoka Ishaya  Oh boy here we go. United States of Zion!  
  February 2 at 12:19pm

• Gerard Cotter  Turnbull the Australian PM is a jew so good luck with that ...Jewish terrorist Frank Lowe sets Australian foreign policy . Australia is owned by jews .  
  February 20 at 7:30am

• Glenn Aubrey  Just another politician in the pay of the zionists  
  February 21 at 12:14am

• Rodney Wienand  Malcolm is a puppet of the Zionist lobby. No one makes tens of millions without being in their pocket.  
  February 22 at 10:33am
• Glenn Aubrey The only reason Turnbull and others are playing up to the Israeli PM is because they're hoping some of that lovely zionist money that buys so many politicians in the US will come their way
  February 22 at 10:27pm

• Noel McCullough Australia slipped up. They should have arrested him for war crimes. The Zionist must have knew . That would never happen. As they obviously control Australia too.
  February 25 at 12:01pm

• Nizam Siddiqui Israel […] is a parasitic leech upon American and other western countries whose taxpayers and tax dollars that it has fed upon for sixty plus years like a ravenous cadaverous vampire sucking blood from a comatose and unwilling host. […]
  March 10 at 5:48pm

• Steve Anderson He is calling on deaf ears... The Labor Party is controlled by Zionists.
  March 12 at 10:21pm

• Nes Lowe 🙁 How The Jews Created The Zionist Kingdom Of ‘Saudi’ Arabia
  March 28 at 2:57pm

• Sarah Scott because OZ sold it's soul to the Zionazis
  April 11 at 1:51am

• Sandra Margaret Finlay You just sold the entire World out to the Zionists Blood is on your hands and nobody to stop them now
  May 6 at 8:49am

• Tania Yegdich It's the Zionist holocaust industry at work again!
  May 6 at 9:12am

• Inthanom Vongkeneta Australian government is owned by Israel.
  May 24 at 10:09pm

Australians Against Zionist Israel (AAZI)
https://www.facebook.com/AUAgainstIsrael/

• Jeff Bower […] He was a Talmudic Khazarian. Read the Talmud & what it says about GOYIM (Non Jews). There's NOTHING peaceful about that!!!!
  September 30 at 3:40pm

• Australians Against Zionist Israel shared a link.
  December 1 at 9:03am
  Israelis "own every politician in the Congress" and "control the entire media apparatus in the Western world,” said a journalist.
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• **Trevor Wall** Or how the Zionist that foundered Israel still control the western world  
  December 1 at 10:05am

• **Australians Against Zionist Israel** shared a link.  
  December 1 at 9:15am  
  EXPOSED This is how Israel controls your media

• **Australians Against Zionist Israel**  
  February 28 at 1:55pm  
  Israel is a state which was built on the skulls and bodies of the indigenous residents of Palestine. Israeli Jewish officials have committed tens of the worst massacres that ever happened in history against the Palestinians.

• **Roberto D'Medici** Just Jews doing what Jews do, murders, wrecker, destroyers.  
  July 10 at 2:21pm

• **Roberto D'Medici** Just Jews being the arseholes they are.  
  September 27 at 8:43am

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AAZI - Jeff Bower</th>
<th>AAZI - Jeff Bower</th>
<th>AAZI - Jeff Bower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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---

**Boycott Israel 48**  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/boycott.israel48/

• **Lux Adams** Certainly, I personally wouldn't hold out much hope on this particular project though. I'm pretty sure it's bought and paid for by Zionists.  
  March 10 at 7:36pm

• **Shide Saade** shared a link.  
  March 12 at 8:41pm  
  Ratbag Warren Mundine pandering to Zionist myths and propaganda

• **Sean Clinton** shared a link.  
  July 29 at 7:44pm  
  Harassment and bulling of journalists is part and parcel of how the Zionist lobby coerces main stream media in Australia and elsewhere to conceal the criminal nature of the Zionist project in Palestine.
David Forde - executive member of APAN
https://www.facebook.com/Forde4Stretton

- David Forde with Sonja Karkar and 19 others, February 22 at 8:32am
  [...] many of our politicians from Turnbull to Shorten are utterly beholden to the Israel lobby [...]

- Arzi Biron Israeli lobbyists are pulling this string in all over western capitals... They want the people to only hear the version of history of the Murdoch news...
  April 9 at 6:05am

- Waffa Hamdan That's the truth! They kidnap them and than steal their organs ! You can google it and read about it
  April 21 at 7:03pm

- David Forde with Peter Slezak and 17 others, April 30 at 7:24am
  [...] While many of our politicians remain in the pocket of the Israel lobby - that's also changing.

Palestine Action Group Sydney
https://www.facebook.com/syd.bmbc

- Lewis Hiley All Zionist's only work for their own self interest and that of the globalist elites.
  October 17 at 11:01pm

- Sarah Jay No such thing called "israel" only Palestine , they are zionist rejected by Europe so the British threw them to Palestine
  February 20 at 9:59am

- Kishwar Khan Israel is the reason of the world 🌍 trouble
  May 12 at 9:04pm

PAG Sydney event page
https://www.facebook.com/events/241678992896383/
Protest Netanyahu when he comes to Sydney!
Public · Hosted by Palestine Action Group Sydney

- Linda Lee Bizarre. Who is pulling her strings.....?
  December 30, 2016 at 3:04pm

- Diane Patrick Zionists.
  December 30, 2016 at 4:30pm
- **Linda Lee** Seems Turnbull himself is Jewish. Taking into account the circles he moves in, publicly and privately, the comments by the Foreign Minister all make sense.  
  December 31, 2016 at 8:05am

- **Martin Doris** How much have you been paid Bishop by the Pro Israeli lobby to push the Zionist hasbara? [...]  
  January 18 at 8:06pm

**Recognise Palestine Walk 2016**  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1637511036505973/

- **Arnie Hindhaugh** Well frankly speaking Jesus was born in what was then called Palestine so that would make him a Palestinian. As for him being a follower of Judaism (as you say), I think millions of Christians would laugh at you for suggesting anything so stupid.  
  October 18 at 11:50pm

- **Louis Vincent Agius** [...] If ever Palestine is retaken, Which it would eventually. I suggest they should take the WALL down number ever stone they pull down & ship a stone to every Synagogue round the WORLD. So the people with the Jewish religion , would have a wailing wall in their own country. This is not unti Jewish, on the contrary it is a solution , Jewdisim is just a religion [...]  
  October 19 at 6:24pm

- **Louis Vincent Agius** [...] Where do Zionists in The World consider their country , If you tell me Israel than they are traitors to the country that gave them a home , for centuries.  
  October 19 at 7:53pm

**Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights**  

- **Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights:**  
  October 13  
  "I recognize Israel.. [...] as a criminal entity and as the biggest threat of the world's peace and security.. Yes, I recognize Israel.." by Yousef Alreemawi

- **Seán Ó Connachtaigh** In WW2 the US fought the nazi's, now they support and arm them  
  October 15 at 6:41am

- **Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights:**  
  October 15  
  "[...] Interfaith friendships are mere smoke screens behind which Jews hide to silence criticism of their complicity in this ongoing process, [...]".

- **Tommy Callaghan** Their you go land stealing on a massive scale by plastic Jews  
  October 19 at 1:11am
- **Tommy Callaghan** Dirty stinking murdering plastic Jews  
  October 21 at 3:58pm

- **Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights:**  
  October 28  
  The Jewish "religious claim" to Palestine is as absurd as the "historic claim." […]

- **JF Montoya** I'm already at war with these Terrorists cancer of humanity. God's Chosen Terrorists days are counted . They will hide like Nazis after WWII.... Lest finish with the hookednoses animals to free Palestine.  
  December 28, 2016 at 4:44pm

- **Hamdi Abu-Zalaf** Me' money's on the Maoris in war. One display of the Haka and the ZiOz'll squeal: "Kholocosst!!" and run.  
  December 28, 2016 at 3:42pm

- **Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights:**  
  January 14 at 11:30pm  
  Al Jazeera Investigations exposes how the Israel lobby influences British politics. A six-month undercover investigation reveals how Israel penetrates different levels of British democracy. […]

- **Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights:**  
  January 18 at 2:01pm  
  […] Zionism has nothing to do with Judaism, being anti Israel doesn't make you anti Semitic and terrorism has no religion. #WakeUpWorld #FreePalestine

- **Mohamed Fazly Ilyas** […] Now, that the Americans have installed a ' Satan ' as their head , the Jews only need to have him smell Blood.  
  January 27 at 9:57pm

- **Nizam Siddiqui** […] This is being done to keep the attention of Americans off the fact that dual citizen devotees of the cult of AIPAC with loyalties to a foreign alien racist apartheid nation called Israel have endemically corrupted America's body politic […]  
  February 5 at 1:21am

- **Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights:** shared David Forde's post.  
  February 22 at 2:00pm  
  David Forde with Sonja Karkar and 19 others.  
  February 22 at 8:32am  
  […] Fast forward to today, while many of our politicians from Turnbull to Shorten are utterly beholden to the Israel lobby […]

- **Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights:**  
  March 1 at 12:19pm  
  […] Israel is today a cesspool of genocidal tendencies. And it's time to wake up and face the reality and the term: Genocide.
• **Tanya Hashwa Shami** Lying or watering down the reality is one of their genius tactics to incur inhuman practices because they believe they are a superior race  
  March 1 at 1:06pm

• **Maqs Hussain** These Zionist fucking NONCES should be hung up by there balls fucking scum  
  March 7 at 12:44pm

• **Maqs Hussain** sorry robert for the language BUT i fucking hate these Zionist PIGS  
  March 7 at 12:45pm

• **Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights:** shared Ramzy Baroud's post.  
  March 18 at 6:15pm

  Ramzy Baroud - March 18 at 6:00pm  
  [...] Israeli lobby in the US managed to infiltrate all aspects of government, thus formulating US policy directly.

• **Elena Alva** NO , this is not an ethnic cleansing, THIS IS A GENOCIDE! 😘  
  April 2 at 5:01am

• **Stanley Burgess** Just like the Nazis thought about Jews  
  April 5 at 8:25am

• **Jo Mura** Israel is the cancer of the world.  
  April 5 at 2:55pm

• **Jacob Sabat** The USA and AIPAC (the Israeli lobby). Israel Controls the U.S. [...] The Israeli Lobby - A Danger To The World - Banned Documentary [...] TheIsrael Lobby’s Growing Assault on Free Speech. [...] USA aid to Israel is $4.9 billion...all of which is is used to bribe Congress and without it there would not have been an Iraq War or or a conflict in Syria or sanctions on Iran. [...] AIPAC - THIS IS WHAT TREASON LOOKS LIKE. [...] Israel's influence of US policy & the Israeli lobby. [...] How Israel Influences the United States. [...] WHO CONTROLS AMERICA? [...] Confessions of the Zionists. [...] exposes the Zionist Jew Conspiracy [...]  
  May 6 at 2:04pm

• **Jimmy Zo** Every Palestinian in the world must unite and demolish isreal force those parasites back to Europe where they belong  
  June 4 at 11:15am

• **Fatma AlKhuleidy** Hotovely it is very clear who the thieves of History are. Your History is quite new and leads you back to Poland and Germany, thats your Homeland period.Hitler is no more..... nothing to be afraid of you are more than welcome to go back there stop occupying and stealing Palestinian Land.  
  July 18 at 4:02pm

• **Frank Gainz** Jesus started Christianity. When people say jesus was a jew it just plays right into the re written Jewish bible bullshit the world is being fed. [...] Jesus is palestinian. Jesus is also christian [...]  
  July 24 at 11:53pm
- **Jimmy Zo** Fuck em lets kill em all every Israeli only good Zionist is a dead one  
  *July 25 at 12:58pm*

- **Aida Rodriguez** Sounds like Hitler Himself  
  *July 25 at 9:47pm*

---

**Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights:**
Naseer Ahmad Sultan - May 8 at 4:30pm

**Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights:**
March 17 at 6:12pm

---

**Robert Martin**
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=741127532

This is Robert Martin’s personal page (his anti-Israel activist page is above). He is closely associated with APAN, promoting their tours, sharing their posts, and attending their events and meetings.

- **Waqas Siddique** […] These Zionists are merciless killers, they are just doing what Hitler did to them against a country which has no army.  
  *November 25*

- **Halla Awadallah** […] can you confirm isreal is not a terrorist organization that's has dirty hands all over the world! The Zionist regime is the cancer of the world!  
  *July 8 at 7:17am*

- **Al Freedman** When IsraHELL is wiped from the map, the world will FINALLY have a shot of true peace, until then, it'll only get much much worse. There is NOTHING in "zionism" to be saved.  
  *July 6 at 7:38pm*
• **Harachi Usmh** They are the cancer...zionists  
  *July 8 at 8:49pm*

• **Mohammed Shakil** Hitler's children carrying on his work he must be jumping for joy that his policies he used on the Jews they have inherited into there policies and proven his thoughts about them correct  
  *July 8 at 5:18pm*

• **Imad Al-Bitar** Jewish Terror  
  *July 8 at 4:25pm*

• **Noor Kesbeh** You can't claim anything you prophet killers. Get the fuck out of Palestine.  
  *July 8 at 10:52pm*

• **Noor Kesbeh** Read your scriptures. Your own prophets cursed you.  
  *July 8 at 10:54pm*

• **Noor Kesbeh** Other people faced massacres and genocide. Not just the Jews. But they didn't behave like you did. You're doing the same thing that was done to you to the Palestinians. A light unto nations? More like a darkness unto nations.  
  *July 8 at 11:19pm*

• **Noor Kesbeh** No really though, you slander prophets but when it serves your sleazy purposes all the sudden their Jewish holy sites. I'm confused here. Honestly. If most of these prophets are liars and sinners then why the interest in these places?  
  *July 8 at 11:39pm*

• **Sohail Ansari** […] The Zionist Jews and Jews who support them have become worse than the Nazis […] These Zionazi Jews and Jews who support them are a cancer to the world, they are God's cursed people, sucking money out of our tax dollars, spreading mayhem and evil everywhere in the planet for thousands of years and continuing. I hope God's wrath falls upon them hard and they rot in hell forever paying for their evil on earth.  
  *July 9 at 6:13pm*

• **Sohail Ansari** […] you guys are worse than Hitler and the Nazis. So stop your lying and stop trying to justify the genocide and ethnic cleansing of Palestinians by Zionazi Jews and Settler Jews. […] you guys were kicked out from pretty much every country on the planet that you lived in, from Europe to the Middle East to Africa. […] Now why is that? Maybe it's because you guys are opportunists and evil doing what you are now doing to the Palestinians in all those countries. […]  
  *July 10 at 12:16pm*

• **Saidul Hoque** David […] Hitler massacred you guys.. and now your doing the same to the Palestinians. Your just a deluded dickhead!  
  *July 9 at 6:08pm*
• **Nour El Houda** Took revenge of Arabs, who opened their arms for them jews, after they got slaughtered by Spanish conquistadores, by Hitler. Backstabbers, they stabbed Mozes in the Back And Jezus, of their own people. Why wudnr they stab Arabs in the back. Nothing new. 
  July 9 at 3:17pm

• **Ejaz Moghal** Dirties sickest bunch of low life scums that have or will ever exist in this planet. Even hell will be too good for these vermins 😒 😒 😒 😒 😒 😒 😒 😒 😒 😒.
  July 10 at 9:36pm

• **Imran Khan** These EVIK basturdZ are the BEST at scheming anything at any time & every time. It's in THIER blood to do so thanks to JUDASS. 😒 😒 😒 😒 😒 😒 😒 😒 😒 😒.
  July 10 at 4:59pm

• **Layal El-Masri Alameddine** Hitler should've wiped them all off the map, if only 😒 😒 9 hrs

  Layal El-Masri Alameddine Hitler should've wiped them all off the map, if only 😒 😒

• **Layal El-Masri Alameddine** i don’t blame them for kicking you out, hitler knew exactly what you people were all about, it’s a shame and an atrocity that he just didn’t finish you off and make you into soap, (best soap comes from Jews) you’ve served your purpose, now fuck off. [July 12]

  Layal El-Masri Alameddine i don't blame them for kicking you out, hitler knew exactly what you people were all about, it's a shame and an atrocity that he just didn't finish you off and make you into soap, (best soap comes from Jews) you've served your purpose, now fuck off.
  Like · Reply · 7 hrs

• **Doug George** Stupid, ignorant, intolerant, child-murdering, war-mongering, genocidal, apartheid ass-holes! God's chosen my ass. Have a nice day.
  September 3 at 7:35am

• **Abdulaziz Swaleh Al Kithiry** Jewish pigs.
  September 2 at 6:13pm

• **Limo Ray** #holohoax
  September 3 at 2:46am

---

**Stop Israeli Apartheid – Australia** (SIA)
https://www.facebook.com/stopisraeliapartheidaustralia
SIA is run by Matthew Drake-Brockman.

• **Phillip Leon Jurd** […] two quotes from the Talmud, to demostrate. I too wonder about the merits of formulating tomorrows, foreign policy on history, from nearly 1,500 years ago. … Jews May Rob and Kill Non-Jews. When a Jew murders a Gentile (“Cuthean”),
there will be no death penalty. What a Jew steals from a Gentile he may keep - Sanhedrin 57a … Jews May Lie to Non-Jews. Jews may use lies ("subterfuges") to circumvent a Gentile - Bava Kamma 113a

October 1 at 1:24am

- **Peter Clements** The chosen people not by me.
  October 10 at 7:57pm

- **Peter Stopp** Exactly! all orchestrated by the zionist elite to cull the redundant & surplus population! to replace with robots and artificial intelligence .. freemason fuckwits that believe they are " the chosen ones " just like the great depression was an instrument to induce WW2 .. so rich pricks could fund both sides of the conflict and make a killing on arms sales ..just like they did in WW1 and most previous wars
  October 18 at 12:57am

- **Greg Meggs** About time public leaders stood up to the continual zionist bullshit. Israel is a terrorist state by any measure and the quicker it is destroyed the better for all concerned.
  October 21 at 8:29am

- **Joe Jackson** Yes controlled by AIPAC thats where the money comes from. Controlled media just like controlled demolitions.
  October 31 at 9:05am

- **David Elkins** why does the world support this NAZI regime, it is the ultimate source of all of the discord in the middle east
  November 8 at 9:10pm

- **Fred Nerk** Australia should stay the fuck away from anything to do with Zionist jewish and illegal terrorists.
  November 10 at 6:37pm

- **Darren Andrew Aitchison** Keep up great work brethren, end zionism once for all.
  November 8 at 3:31am

- **Rodney Carpenter** what a jew burner
  January 8 at 8:42am

- **Stop Israeli Apartheid - Australia** When there is a spike in antisemitic violence we can blame Zionists for their propaganda which equates Israel's interests in maintaining a violent occupation, as Jewish interests. That is a lie. You can't see it because you have been indoctrinated. Jews unite against Zionist Israel.
  March 5 at 12:02pm

- **Jack Larch** khazarian / ashkenazi fake jews have no right of return to Jerusalem as their ancestors have never been there......"semetic" means from the area....making Palestinians the semetic people....therefore I am not anti-semetic
  July 31 at 12:10pm
• **Joe Jackson** What do you think the zionist (jews) are doing to the Palestinians. Or are you blinded by your beliefs and nothing is happening to the palestinians. And of course you know who holds the guns.  
  *November 17 at 2:59pm*

• **Alya Delic** It’s where the money is! Zionism has ruined the world!  
  *November 27 at 6:18pm*

• **Haylee Priss** Fuck Israel, putrid humans  
  *December 13, 2016 at 10:00pm*

• **Khalid Aslam Khan** [...] Only few major countries are left for Israel to control fully. Controlling Australia means, controlling mines and uranium. A must for winning Third World War.  
  *December 22, 2016 at 11:21pm*

• **Fernando Pinto** [...] the truth about theses COWARDS WAR CRIMINALS ZIONISTS TERRORISTS, I can't wait for the punishment from the ALMIGHTY (CREATOR) to theses SCUMS FILTY RABASH BLOODSUCKERS OF THE WORLD!!!...  
  *December 24, 2016 at 11:21am*

• **Rosalind Day** The truth of the matter is that the Aus Jewish/Zionist Lobby is very powerful and can make or break leaders. They even tried to veto anti-Israel programs on the ABC, their influence cannot be underestimated.  
  *December 27, 2016 at 6:34am*

• **Fernando Pinto** I’m Please with GOD ALMIGHTY to show us the real Monkey and a Swine face war criminal ZIONISTS TERRORISTS Illuminates Freemason!!! I hope and pray that GOD ALMIGHTY to give victory to the Palestinians Arabs and the rest of the World !!!  
  *December 27, 2016 at 8:04am*

• **Mervyn Charles** The Twelve Disciples voted against Jesus Netanyahudi. Israel is the Curse of the Earth according to the Bible. They caused the crucifixion of two thieves named Jesus in the Trck of the Crucifixion.  
  *December 27, 2016 at 7:07pm*

• **Allan Noble** Israel is the pig of the world  
  *December 29, 2016 at 9:17pm*

• **Schwarze Tulipen** These Zionists aren't even Semite Jews. They are Khazar Jews from Eastern Europe.  
  *December 29, 2016 at 11:11pm*

• **Aboudy Abdallah** So she backs a NAZI type government That is breaking international law and stealing land WOW And she is our foreign minister  
  *December 30, 2016 at 10:13am*
• **Linda Wal** Too many Zionists in Australian politics and too many of them living in Australia period! Send them back! Murdoch the Zionist runs our media get him out!  
  *December 30, 2016 at 12:16pm*

• **Peter Stopp** just the same as Kerr's cur , just another mongrel dog for the zionist controlled corporatocracy & NWO who has no loyalty or allegiance to the people they pretend to represent .. in fact the exact opposite .. we are treated as surplus convict stock the way our government & media is run .. and we will be no better off than the Palestinians if the " Chosen Ones " get their way  
  *December 30, 2016 at 8:50pm*

• **Simon Lovelace** The chosen. What a load of imaginary bollox.  
  *December 30, 2016 at 11:26pm*

• **Joeline Cole** [...] our Goldman Sachs wannabe jewish prime minister  
  *December 31, 2016 at 7:50am*

• **James Paterson** I wouldn't trust abbott to tie his own shoe laces. He's trying to get the zionist media onside for another tilt at the top job.  
  *January 2 at 11:08pm*

• **Sibel Egilmez** Australia is drenched with very powerful, strong,rich zionists...who control every important institution, such as our Government etc. [...]  
  *January 7 at 8:31pm*

• **Shahd Waber** Pro palestinian politicians get "taken down" so only zionist pro israeli defenders of war criminals remain. That's the strategy. Check leaked undercover video of israeli official in the UK today.  
  *January 8 at 6:27pm*

• **Brian Cleary** [...] The False Jews of Israel ( no Jewish DNA) actually owns the majority of Twitter.  
  *January 8 at 6:51pm*

• **Mervyn Charles** Israel is the Accursed of the Earth according to the Bible where Jesus cursed them - "You are of your father the Devil, and the desires of your father you will always do. He was a murderer in the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaks a lie, he speaks of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it. And because I tell you the truth, you believe me not." Gospel of John 8:44,45  
  *January 20 at 9:23pm*

• **Rodney Wienand** Our politicians and country are run by the Zionists.  
  *January 22 at 1:02pm*

• **Jase Musić** Whatever makes shekels, right?  
  *February 6 at 9:56am*
• **Mervyn Charles** The Bible actually exposes Israel's loss of the Promise with their crucifixion of their two thieves on their Sabbath (Book of Deuteronomy 21:22,23). With Pilate having them accept the blood on themselves and on their children and the Curse manifests itself in their murder of the innocents today. The Cross is on those who encourage Israel. Allahuakbarr!

  February 14 at 11:01pm

• **Mervyn Charles** Zionist Israelis are the Curse on Planet Earth. “I am innocent of this man’s blood,” he said. “You shall bear the responsibility. All the people answered, “His blood be on us and on our children!” That's the blood of Jesus whoever Jesus was. (Matthew 27:24,25) Cursed for life.

  February 19 at 7:40pm

• **Ayse Savin** Don't hold your breath the un is run by the Zionists that's why nothing gets done and will not get done

  February 20 at 3:42am

• **Nagi Taleb** Our government has always been Zionist controlled and so are many others.

  February 22 at 2:12pm

• **Rodney Wienand** […] The only positive support for Israel comes from those who sold their souls to secret Zionist societies for wealth and fame.

  February 25 at 10:35pm

• **Emad Khashan** IT WAS THE BRITISH EMPIRE BUT NOW I KNOW ITS THE JEWISH EMPIRE THAT OWNES THE WORLD

  February 23 at 7:19pm

• **Shafkat Khalisdar** I pity the politicians in the US, UK, EU, and rest of the world who for few bucks sell their souls. Using alternative facts, and justifying the atrocities committed by the Zionists is truly inhumane.

  March 12 at 7:51pm

• **Victor Pashkevich** Total idiot has he been paid by tge jewish lobby

  March 12 at 10:13pm

• **David Marley** Shades of the Hitler Youth

  March 20 at 12:27am

• **Mervyn Charles** STAND STRONG SALLY! They are of their father the devil (John 8:44), a liar and a murderer. They are accursed and they will not admit because they are racist and terrorist. They can suck blood from a stone.

  March 25 at 1:51pm

• **Patrice Archer** What a load of propaganda. They have every right to say no to an organisation which obviously supports terrorism (Zionism and talmudism)

  April 18 at 4:31am
• **Arzu Minu** bloody bought off by zionists..fuck israel and all its fake jews  
  *April 21 at 9:37am*

• **Cathy Zovadelli** To Understand Globalist Zionist Power And How It Rules From Israel, You Must Understand These Words - "OPERATION TALPIOT" and "THE TECHNION" [https://isolatebutpreserve.blogspot.com.au/.../israel...](https://isolatebutpreserve.blogspot.com.au/.../israel...)  
  *April 25 at 12:15pm*

• **Cathy Zovadelli** My name is Brendon O'Connell. I'm 46. I have the notoriety of being the first person in Australia jailed under the state of Western Australia's racial vilification legislation. My heinous crime? Calling ultra Zionist Jewish activist Stanley Elliot KEYSER a "racist jew" with a religion of "racism, hate, homicide and ethnic cleansing." Those are the words that started it all, way back on May 2nd, 2009. [...] [https://isolatebutpreserve.blogspot.com.au/.../refugee...](https://isolatebutpreserve.blogspot.com.au/.../refugee...)  
  *April 25 at 12:19pm*

• **David Petrie** The wo rld dosnt care about the palestinians it never did..the american and british joos screwed them really good  
  *May 23 at 7:46pm*

• **Georges Bouriachek Jereley** no foreskin, no balls, no integrity  
  *May 26 at 12:07am*

• **Jack HIgh** [...] There is no doubt who are the real rulers of the western world through their banks and big business conglomerates, Israel is the real power in the western world, buying our politicians and electing our governments for us. The term IPA stands for the Israeli Polical Arm the policy directorate for the western alliance.  
  *May 28 at 4:48pm*

• **Sam El Dik** Sadly our government offices in Australia are just like any other ............... we are ruled by the zionistnazis lobby and by the chinese lobby ..... both are communist marxist in nature .................  
  *June 6 at 5:32am*

• **Rosalind Day** Rubbish, Zionists are Captialists! They own the world banking industry and contol world's finance, the Libs are their mates here and any Labor gov who doesn't recognise them will be out on their ear PDQ.  
  *June 6 at 9:52am*

• **John Turner** The two major parties are tarred with the same zionist brush, neither daring to bite the hand that feeds, and too frightened to upset the apple cart lest they get labelled anti Semitic. They know there are invisible forces that can create the well oiled Zionist machine to work against them. Political donations, investment, business activity,jewish voter support. [...] I am certain that Zionists would prefer a world where they have control of fossil fuel revenue creation. [...] Zionism is the New World Order, and politicians are afraid. all praise to Nations that denounce Israel's sovereignty, and support a Palestinian State.  
  *June 6 at 8:00pm*
Anwar Lutta And that is why Labour cannot be trusted. In the pockets of the criminal Zionists  
July 5 at 10:46am

Arzu Minu Illegal occupiers Israel needs to be blown off the planet..murdering bastards...Zionists not real Jews.  
July 6 at 7:44pm

Susan Warby Zionists are really evil people.  
July 30 at 11:26pm

Michael Wright Indeed .... Kick out the khazars.  
July 31 at 11:31am

Mark Aslette Why don't the Israelis just finish off the Palestinian in one hit instead of trying genocide slowly?... It would be more humane than what they are doing now... That nothing is being done about this holocaust is just disgusting and that anyone speaking out about it is called an antisemitic is a joke... No matter how you look at it it is pure evil...  
August 18 at 1:08pm

Jack HIgh The reach and power of the Establishment,why doesnt Rothschild or Netanyahu move into Buckingham Palace and boot the Queen out,they are the real movers and shakers across the Planet.  
September 30 at 8:23am

STUDENTS FOR PALESTINE (Australia)  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/  

Hamza El Alami shared a link.  
January 15 at 4:58pm
Zionists/IsraHell controls of the media are dangerous; it has led to control of the minds, shape people views and the perception of Israel/Palestine conflict. […]

Paola Lince Catano shared Mushu FA’s post.  
January 18 at 4:41am
OMG!!...See How Israelis Zionist Hate Christians And Hate Jesus... […]

Glenn Aubrey as if we needed further evidence that they're doing the bidding of their zionist masters  
March 5 at 10:12am

Alex Seyf shared a link.  
March 9 at 11:22am
The whole Labor Party Apparatus present at the Jewish Shabbat service. Luke Foley makes a speech addressing hate speech against the Jews. Hahahaha. Seriously Luke? Hate speech against the jews?. How about mentioning the hate speech against the muslims you twit. Haven’t heard any media outlet or politician have a go at the Jews.
Get it right Luke Foley- Hate speech has been directed against the muslims not the Jews. Are the muslims not worth a mention? Get your head out of the sand you twit.

- **Glenn Aubrey** Possibly because wealthy zionists control the discourse on the subject?...the Nazis weren't so well placed  
  March 11 at 8:15pm

- **Marcos Cruz Garcia** shared Days of Palestine's video.  
  March 27 at 4:27pm  
  The NAZI Zionists in action.

- **Dima Al Layl** shared a link.  
  March 31 at 11:52am

  ‘Wish you well against Jewish invaders’: Himmler’s letter to Palestinian Arab leader discovered An old telegram uncovered by the National Library of Israel shows a letter from Nazi SS chief Heinrich Himmler to Palestinian Grand Mufti Amin al-Husseini, voicing his support for “freedom-seeking Arabs” against “world Jewry.”

- **Cristobal Zelaya** Of course the minister of immigration revoked the visa to the Mr. Tamimi, this country is dominated by Israelies Sionist even the primerminister is one of them  
  April 17 at 5:03pm

- **Alec Tredwell**  
  May 1 at 9:43pm  
  The vile ZIONIST dominated press spouts forth...... [...]  

- **Firas Kaddoura**  
  June 8 at 5:52am  
  Zionism=Racism

- **Alec Tredwell** shared a link.  
  June 26 at 3:53pm  
  Israel today is ruled by a fully-fledged fascist and jingoistic government controlled by Jewish supremacists [...] Even the Israeli justice system, the erstwhile last remaining “glimmer of hope” has been infiltrated rather heavily by Nazi-minded ideologues who are indoctrinated in Talmudic Jewish supremacy and who believe that the lives of non-Jews in general and Palestinians in particular have no sanctity. We are talking about racist Talmudic thugs who think that non-Jews living “in the land of Israel” must either be expelled, massacred in the Biblical style! Or enslaved as woodcutters and water carriers, also in Biblical style.

- **Cristobal Zelaya** Jewish son of a bitch  
  July 8 at 5:49pm
### INCIDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photograph 1</th>
<th>Photograph 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.jpg" alt="" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.jpg" alt="" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graffiti, Canberra, 26 April 2017</td>
<td>Graffiti, Sydney, 29 May 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.jpg" alt="" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.jpg" alt="" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graffiti, Melbourne, 14 May 2017</td>
<td>Graffiti, Melbourne, 14 May 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.jpg" alt="" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.jpg" alt="" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graffiti, Sydney, 13 May 2017</td>
<td>Graffiti, Melbourne, 20 March 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Graffiti, synagogue, Sydney, 20 February 2017" /></td>
<td>Graffiti, synagogue, Sydney, 20 February 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Graffiti, Melbourne, 7 May 2017" /></td>
<td>Graffiti, Melbourne, 7 May 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Graffiti, near a Jewish centre, Canberra, May 2017" /></td>
<td>Graffiti, near a Jewish centre, Canberra, May 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Graffiti, near a Jewish centre, Melbourne, 4 July 2017" /></td>
<td>Graffiti, near a Jewish centre, Melbourne, 4 July 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Graffiti, Melbourne, 6 January 2017" /></td>
<td>Graffiti, Melbourne, 6 January 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Graffiti, Bundaberg, Qld, 4 Feb 2017" /></td>
<td>Graffiti, Bundaberg, Qld, 4 Feb 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
Antipodean Resistance: anti-Jewish posters

Poster: from 3 December 2016 onwards

Poster: from 13 February 2017 onwards

Poster: from 20 April 2017 onwards

Poster: from 20 April 2017 onwards
Antipodean Resistance: pro-Nazi posters

Poster: from 13 February 2017 onwards

Poster: from 20 April 2017 onwards
Antipodean Resistance murals:

Antipodean Resistance, WA, 20 April 2017

Antipodean Resistance, WA, 20 April 2017

Antipodean Resistance, Sydney, 1 July 2017

Antipodean Resistance, NSW, 25 September 2017

Antipodean Resistance, Sydney, 21 August 2017
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image 1</th>
<th>Image 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC News 24 - February 22 – Steve Anderson profile image</td>
<td>ABC News - May 2 - Symon Phesalik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC News - February 22 - Aboudy Abdallah</td>
<td>ABC News - May 2 - Dave Diggler Roberts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC News - February 22 - Vincent Cole</td>
<td>ABC News - May 20 - Greg McDonald</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Holocaust minimisation and relativisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poster, by-election, NSW, 18 October 2016</th>
<th>Minister for Immigration, dressed up as a Nazi SS officer, 19 July 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protest placard against Trump, Melbourne, 3 February 2017</td>
<td>Homeless Persons Union Victoria, Facebook post, 12 February 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nazi memorabilia for sale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WWII Nazi arm band</th>
<th>Hitler Youth pin</th>
<th>Nazi flag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nazi war medal</td>
<td>Knight’s Iron Cross</td>
<td>German SS military ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazi Party belt buckle</td>
<td>Nazi pendant</td>
<td>Adolf Hitler five-mark coins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nazi apparel and tattoos

Melbourne, 23 May 2017

Photo: Ali Hogg
Melbourne, March 2017

Melbourne, April and May 2017

Melbourne, March 2017

Photo: Ali Hogg
Melbourne, March 2017

Sydney, August 2017
Smerff Electrical business, Brisbane – images on business website, Facebook

Smerff Electrical ad on Daily Stormer

Smerff Electrical – Facebook

Smerff Electrical – Facebook
ONLINE AND ORGANISATIONS

Websites:

"It's not about the Jews you gas, but the friends you make on the way"
- Anon.

Antipodean Resistance, 31 August 2017

United Nationalists Australia, 17 May 2017

Bulletin Board – 4 chan, 14 August 2017

The Chosenites, 3 April 2017
"Adolf Hitler vs the Jew World Order"

Expel The Parasite, home page
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facebook:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Fake IJCA page, 22 November 2016" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Australians Resistance Network - May 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="United Nationalists Australia, October 20, 2016" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="United Nationalists Australia, October 25, 2016" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="United Nationalists Australia, October 20, 2016" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="United Nationalists Australia, November 25, 2016" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7" alt="United Nationalists Australia, November 6, 2016" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image8" alt="United Nationalists Australia, November 10, 2016" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Facebook:

**How history repeats itself**

Rachel Thew, 30 December 2016; Shermon Burgess - Jul 16 - Twitter

**Step One: Turn on the gas**

Rachel Thew, January 26, 2017

**The Solution: Kill All the Grabblers**

Robert Harris Scott Hayes, May 5, 2017

**White Power**

Wade Lavender, November 16, 2016

Facebook: Image sent to a Jewish student, 12 August 2017

Facebook: Image sent to a Jewish student, 12 August 2017
They're on stage 5 denial.
Videos:

Mimi Al-Laham, 27 August 2017

Brendon O'Connell, 13 June & 17 Jun 2017

Twitter:

Antipodean Resistance, 20 April 2017

Shermon Burgess, 2 July 2017

Shermon Burgess, 6 July 2017

The Dingoes, 20 May 2017

David Hilton, 28 May 2017
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anti-Israel Movement</th>
<th>Anti-Israel Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robert Martin:</strong> Fighting for Human Rights</td>
<td><strong>AFPAG:</strong> Noel McCullough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>&quot;To learn who rules over you, simply find out who you are not allowed to criticize.&quot; - Voltaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2</td>
<td>February 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AFPAG:</strong> Noel McCullough</td>
<td><strong>AFPAG:</strong> Noel McCullough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 12</td>
<td>February 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOPWA:</strong> Haley Wanderlust</td>
<td><strong>FOPWA:</strong> Daniel Marius Tripp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 14</td>
<td>Don't Israel My Juice!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Video" /></td>
<td>February 24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AFPAG: Brian Cleary

Satanic Khazarians 1876

Imposter Jews as stated in the Bible

December 2
December 4

AFPAG: Brian Cleary

John Kerry: Satan's chosen one

December 2
January 2

AFPAG: Brian Cleary

Christ promises honor before enemies (3:9).

“Look, I will turn those who belong to Satan’s synagogue—those who say they are Jews but are not—to come and bow down at your feet. They will acknowledge that you are the ones I love.”

December 2

AFPAG: Anna Nadeem

long live Palestine

Australians for Justice and Peace in Palestine:

Anna Nadeem

February 25
March 15

AFPAG: Nes Lowe

Kissing cousins...

March 28
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Image Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February 22</td>
<td>PAG Sydney: Nes Lowe</td>
<td>Image of two children with the text: They learned a lot from the World War 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 16</td>
<td>Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights</td>
<td>Image of a barbed wire fence with the text: PAL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 23</td>
<td>Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights</td>
<td>Image of a poster with swastikas and the text: THE WORLD STOPPED NAZISM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 2</td>
<td>Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights</td>
<td>Image of a poster with the text: “No people anywhere in the world would accept being expelled on mass from their own country...”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 22</td>
<td>SIA: Grant Braybrook</td>
<td>Image of two men with swastikas and the text: Same Shit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 23</td>
<td>Protest placard - Sydney 23 Feb 2017</td>
<td>Image of a placard with the text: “You survived a HOLOCAUST to create your own for the Palestinian People!!”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. RESPONSES to ANTISEMITISM

“Fighting anti-Semitism is a responsibility for the society at large and must not be left to the Jewish community. Anti-Semitism needs to be fought on all levels and by all possible actors.”

- Katharina von Schnurbein, EU Coordinator on Combating Anti-Semitism (10 Feb. 2016)

Introduction

Major counters to antisemitism are public condemnations of it by those in various positions of leadership within the country, including politicians, academics, clergy, editors and journalists, businesspeople and trade unionists, and other community leaders.

In addition, government policies and legislation to discourage or restrict antisemitism, and other forms of racism, and to protect Jews and other targeted groups, play a major role in countering antisemitism. In addition to providing individuals and groups who are the targets of racism with the legal means to defend themselves, legislation plays an educative role by setting a community standard that conveys a strong message that public manifestations of racism are unacceptable.

This section includes a summary of public counters to antisemitism that continue to operate and achieve prominence in Australia during the year in review, including legal and quasi-legal measures, political leadership, and moral leadership. There appeared to be very little in the way of public education or media responses during the period in review.

LEGAL AND QUASI-LEGAL MEASURES

- Australian Human Rights Commission (AHRC)

Excerpt from AHRC website:

The Commission was established in 1986 by an act of the federal Parliament. It is an independent statutory organisation and reports to the federal Parliament through the Attorney-General.

**Our statutory responsibilities include:**
- education and public awareness
- discrimination and human rights complaints
- human rights compliance
- policy and legislative development.

We do this through:
- resolving complaints of discrimination or breaches of human rights under federal laws
- holding public inquiries into human rights issues of national importance
- developing human rights education programs and resources for schools, workplaces and the community
- providing independent legal advice to assist courts in cases that involve human rights principles
- providing advice and submissions to parliaments and governments to develop laws, policies and programs
- undertaking and coordinating research into human rights and discrimination issues.

AHRC Definitions of Racial Discrimination and Racial Vilification

What is racial discrimination?
Racial discrimination is when a person is treated less favourably than another person in a similar situation because of their race, colour, descent, national or ethnic origin or immigrant status. For example, it would be ‘direct discrimination’ if a real estate agent refuses to rent a house to a person because they are of a particular racial background or skin colour.

It is also racial discrimination when there is a rule or policy that is the same for everyone but has an unfair effect on people of a particular race, colour, descent, national or ethnic origin or immigrant status. This is called ‘indirect discrimination’. For example, it may be indirect racial discrimination if a company says that employees must not wear hats or other headwear at work, as this is likely to have an unfair effect on people from some racial/ethnic backgrounds.

What is racial hatred or racial vilification?
Racial hatred (sometimes referred to as vilification) is doing something in public based on the race, colour, national or ethnic origin of a person or group of people which is likely to offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate. Examples of racial hatred may include:

- racially offensive material on the internet, including eforums, blogs, social networking sites and video sharing sites
- racially offensive comments or images in a newspaper, magazine or other publication such as a leaflet or flyer
- racially offensive speeches at a public rally
- racially abusive comments in a public place, such as a shop, workplace, park, on public transport or at school
- racially abusive comments at sporting events by players, spectators, coaches or officials.


Federal Legislation

The federal Parliament has passed a number of laws which aim to protect people from certain kinds of discrimination in public life and from breaches of their human rights by Commonwealth departments and agencies.

Racial Discrimination Act 1975
The Racial Discrimination Act 1975 gives effect to Australia's obligations under the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. Its major objectives are to

- promote equality before the law for all persons, regardless of their race, colour or national or ethnic origin, and
- make discrimination against people on the basis of their race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin unlawful.

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975 - SECT 18C

Offensive behaviour because of race, colour or national or ethnic origin

(1) It is unlawful for a person to do an act, otherwise than in private, if:

(a) the act is reasonably likely, in all the circumstances, to offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate another person or a group of people; and

(b) the act is done because of the race, colour or national or ethnic origin of the other person or of some or all of the people in the group.

Note: Subsection (1) makes certain acts unlawful. Section 46P of the Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986 allows people to make complaints to the Australian Human Rights Commission about unlawful acts. However, an unlawful act is not necessarily a criminal offence. Section 26 says that this Act does not make it an offence to do an act that is unlawful because of this Part, unless Part IV expressly says that the act is an offence.

(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), an act is taken not to be done in private if it:

(a) causes words, sounds, images or writing to be communicated to the public; or

(b) is done in a public place; or

(c) is done in the sight or hearing of people who are in a public place.

(3) In this section: "public place" includes any place to which the public have access as of right or by invitation, whether express or implied and whether or not a charge is made for admission to the place.


RACIAL DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975 - SECT 18D

Exemptions
Section 18C does not render unlawful anything said or done reasonably and in good faith:

(a) in the performance, exhibition or distribution of an artistic work; or

(b) in the course of any statement, publication, discussion or debate made or held for any genuine academic, artistic or scientific purpose or any other genuine purpose in the public interest; or

(c) in making or publishing:

(i) a fair and accurate report of any event or matter of public interest; or

(ii) a fair comment on any event or matter of public interest if the comment is an expression of a genuine belief held by the person making the comment.

NB: Sections 18C and 18D were added to the federal Racial Discrimination Act in 1995.

In 2016 and 2017, the federal government considered weakening Section 18C, by replacing the three words “offend “insult” and “humiliate” with “harass”. By the end of March 2017, the proposal was dropped after a campaign by an ethnic coalition, including the Jewish community, to maintain Section 18C as is.

- **State anti-racism bodies:**
  There are State bodies that deal with anti-racism and human rights in each State. In NSW and Victoria, the two most populous States, these include:
  - NSW Anti-Discrimination Board
  - Multicultural NSW (formerly NSW Community Relations Commission)
  - Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission
  - Victoria - Office of Multicultural Affairs and Citizenship (OMAC)
  - Victorian Multicultural Commission (VMC)

- **State anti-racism laws:**
  The laws vary from state to state, as to whether they include civil and/or criminal sanctions, and whether the grounds, in addition to race, include religion. The laws of each state include the following.

  - NSW & SA: civil and criminal sanctions – race
  - Vic, ACT & Qld: civil and criminal sanctions – race and religion
  - WA: criminal sanctions only - race
  - Tasmania: civil sanctions only – race and religion

- **NSW: Anti-Discrimination Act 1977 - SECTIONS 20C and 20D**

  **20C Racial vilification unlawful**

  (1) It is unlawful for a person, by a public act, to incite hatred towards, serious contempt for, or severe ridicule of, a person or group of persons on the ground of the race of the person or members of the group.

  (2) Nothing in this section renders unlawful:
  - (a) a fair report of a public act referred to in subsection (1), or
  - (b) a communication or the distribution or dissemination of any matter on an occasion that would be subject to a defence of absolute privilege (whether under the Defamation Act 2005 or otherwise) in proceedings for defamation, or
  - (c) a public act, done reasonably and in good faith, for academic, artistic, scientific or research purposes or for other purposes in the public interest, including discussion or debate about and expositions of any act or matter.

**20D Offence of serious racial vilification**

(1) A person shall not, by a public act, incite hatred towards, serious contempt for, or severe ridicule of, a person or group of persons on the ground of the race of the person or members of the group by means which include:

(a) threatening physical harm towards, or towards any property of, the person or group of persons, or
(b) inciting others to threaten physical harm towards, or towards any property of, the person or group of persons.

(2) A person shall not be prosecuted for an offence under this section unless the Attorney General has consented to the prosecution.


Since the enactment of Section 20D in 1989, only twelve matters have been referred to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) for possible prosecution under that section, but no prosecutions have eventuated. The law has been totally ineffective and unworkable.

A 31-member coalition mainly of ethnic groups formed the “Keep NSW Safe” coalition. It argues that Section 20D is “weak and ineffective”, and “does not effectively reach those who set out to promote racist violence”. Keep NSW Safe is calling for a section to be inserted into the NSW Crimes Act which says it will be regarded as a crime if you intentionally or recklessly promote violence against a person or group of people based on race, colour or ethnic origin; religious belief; homosexuality; HIV/AIDS; transgender identity or if the people are members of the Australian Defence Force, law enforcement or intelligence agency or various other categories. It is also calling for the penalty to be increased from six months to seven years.” [https://www.jewishnews.net.au/legislation-20d/65098](https://www.jewishnews.net.au/legislation-20d/65098)

- **Victoria: Racial And Religious Tolerance Act 2001 – SECT 7, 8, 24, 25**

This Act has four relevant sections – Sections 7 and 8 are ‘Racial vilification unlawful’ and ‘Religious vilification unlawful’, respectively; and Sections 24 and 25 are ‘Offence of serious racial vilification’ and ‘Offence of serious religious vilification’, respectively. The wording between the racial and religious Sections are identical apart from reference to race or religion.

**VICTORIA - RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE ACT 2001 - SECT 7**

**Racial vilification unlawful**

(1) A person must not, on the ground of the race of another person or class of persons, engage in conduct that incites hatred against, serious contempt for, or revulsion or severe ridicule of, that other person or class of persons.

(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), conduct—

(a) may be constituted by a single occasion or by a number of occasions over a period of time; and

(b) may occur in or outside Victoria.
**Note** "Engage in conduct" includes use of the internet or e-mail to publish or transmit statements or other material.


**RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE ACT 2001 - SECT 8**

Religious vilification unlawful


**RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE ACT 2001 - SECT 24**

Offence of serious racial vilification

(1) A person (the offender) must not, on the ground of the race of another person or class of persons, intentionally engage in conduct that the offender knows is likely—

(a) to incite hatred against that other person or class of persons; and

(b) to threaten, or incite others to threaten, physical harm towards that other person or class of persons or the property of that other person or class of persons.


**RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE ACT 2001 - SECT 25**

Offence of serious religious vilification


In 2017, a criminal charge under Victoria's Racial and Religious Tolerance Act was used to convict three far-right activists, Blair Cottrell, Christopher Shortis and Neil Erikson, for religious vilification of Muslims when they publicly beheaded a mannequin with a toy sword outside the Bendigo Council office building in 2015.


**GOVERNMENT EDUCATIONAL RESPONSES**

The Australian Human Rights Commission has produced and promoted several anti-racism programs including:

- **Racism. It Stops with Me**

- **Commission brings anti-racism to a screen near you**
The NSW Department of Education has produced the **Racism. No Way!** Program.

---

**Racism No Way**

Anti-racism education for Australian schools

**About us**
Welcome to Racism.No way! where our school communities find information and resources to combat racism in the learning environment.
The site is managed by the NSW Department of Education.

**Racism. No way! A Guide for Australian Schools** is a document which aims to develop understanding of the nature of racism as well as skills to counter racism in the school context.
A hard copy of the document has been distributed to every Australian school.


---

**POLITICAL LEADERSHIP**

**Malcolm Turnbull – Prime Minister**
Speech at the Sydney Jewish Museum (19 March 2017):
- "Here in Australia we have no tolerance for antisemitism, no tolerance for racism, no tolerance for anybody who seeks to demean or de-legitimise or dehumanise somebody because of their race or their religion or their culture."

**Bill Shorten - Leader of Federal Opposition**
Speech to the Australian Migration and Settlement Awards, in Canberra (22 March 2017):
- “Racism isn’t a theory for the Asian student, being heckled and abused on her train home. It’s not a hypothetical for the man in a turban driving a cab, or working the night shift at a service station, being mocked by drunks. It’s not a debating question for the Jewish family who see antisemitism on the rise and swastikas being splashed around as graffiti. It’s not an academic consideration for the child who comes home from school in tears because of what some bully said about the colour of her skin, or her ‘funny’ name, or the favourite lunch her parents packed.”
Anthony Albanese - Labor MP for Grayndler, in a speech to Parliament (14 August 2017):

- “I do want to make a brief comment about the rejection by Waverley Council and the Land and Environment Court recently of a planning proposal to establish a Jewish synagogue at Bondi. This is a very poor sign for our country. We cannot allow the threat of terrorism and violence to stop people being able to practise their faith, whatever faith that is. Whether it be a Jewish synagogue, or an Islamic mosque, or a Catholic Church, or a Buddhist temple, people have a right to practise their faith in this country. We shouldn’t ever, ever concede that because some would threaten a particular faith or group of people in our society we should allow those threats to be successful. I think that was quite an appalling decision, and I want to put on the record my opposition to it.”


Malcom Roberts - One Nation Senator for Qld, press conference said (7 Nov 2016):

- “I respect and admire the Jews. And for anyone like you, to try and insinuate that a scientist and engineer would want to further take the Jewish people into disregard after hundreds of years of being belted, murdered and prejudiced, is despicable.”


Luke Davies - Director, Iran, Levant and North Africa Section, Dept of Foreign Affairs and Trade. In a letter to ECAJ dated 30 March 2017, Davies wrote on behalf of the Minister for Foreign Affairs:

- “The Australian Government is deeply concerned by anti-Semitism wherever it occurs, whether in Australia or elsewhere in the world. […] Australia considers that anti-Semitism, and other forms of hatred and violence against people on the basis of their religious, cultural or ethnic identity is deplorable and should be unequivocally condemned.”

Luke Foley - NSW Leader of the Opposition (Labor)

Luke Foley pledged to support the Jewish community’s campaign against hate speech and support NSW racial vilification laws (3 March 2017):

- “Labor will continue to do everything in its power to protect the rights of the Jewish community and to fight against anyone who strives to deprive them of those rights and Labor is pushing for a new offence to replace section 20D of the Anti-Discrimination Act, which has proven to be totally ineffective in preventing people from spreading hate speech or racial violence, much of it directed towards the Jewish community. […] Despite the fact that there have been about 30 cases referred to the Director of Public Prosecutions for face hate there has not been a single prosecution for racial vilification or advocating violence.”

**Ed Husic** - NSW State Labor MP (1 Feb 2017)
Husic, of Muslim background, cautions those of his co-religionists who denounce what they see as slights against their faith but who, at the same time, are intolerant of others.
- “You can’t have Muslims asking for more tolerance yet being anti-Semitic. You need to accept that in a liberal democracy everything is open for criticism. The way in which we conduct ourselves is important … you can’t have the type of [situation] where people have a violent reaction to what they believe is an offence to the faith.

**James Merlino** - Victorian Education Minister, responding to neo-Nazi antisemitic posters in schools, stated (17 August 2017):
- “These sort of vile and disgusting comments and posters are not acceptable in the community and those individuals that placed them should be ashamed of themselves.”
  [https://www.jewishnews.net.au/hatred-on-our-doorsteps/67585](https://www.jewishnews.net.au/hatred-on-our-doorsteps/67585)

**Leanne Donaldson** - Qld State Labor MP for Bundaberg, stated (20 April 2017):
- "We have also recently seen vandalism using a disgusting symbol that is deeply offensive to the Jewish community, which was rightly condemned. The resurgence of the swastika as a symbol of religious and racial hatred is an extremely disturbing trend, which just goes to show that we need to be aware of our history and be vigilant against intolerance of all kinds."

**Andrew McLachlan** - SA State Liberal MP, during a debate on recognising a Palestinian State said: (9 August 2017):
- “I wish to raise one cautionary note. I would like to think that the debate of this issue, both in this chamber and outside of it, will not lead those with weaker natures to justify anti-Semitism. Debate is necessary and healthy for the community, but discussion of issues such as these should not be allowed to poison the valuable multicultural community compact we have achieved in this state. We have seen some dark shoots of bigotry in Australia in recent times. There have been movements to boycott businesses and individuals. All of us, as community leaders, must be clear that we will not condone behaviours that unfairly single out the Jewish community or constitute anti-Semitism.”

**Michael Pettersson** - Labor MLA in the ACT, in response to antisemitic graffiti in Canberra, stated in the ACT Parliament (23 August 2017):
- “It is with a heavy heart that I rise today to bring attention to the disgusting display of anti-Semitism and bigotry that was left at a playground in Giralang. Spray paint markings of a swastika were noticed by the local community in May. Most concerning is that the park is located just a few hundred metres from a synagogue. In addition to that, many members of the Jewish community live in the nearby area and use the park.
This sort of graffiti is put there only for one purpose—to intimidate members of our Jewish community. Local rabbi Shmueli Feldman’s comments on the impact of this graffiti is worth repeating. Rabbi Feldman said in his comments to the ABC that.

“Swastikas represent hate; that was the symbol of the Nazis, and having Holocaust survivors in our community as well—this is something that can send shock waves of fear throughout the community.”

I want to assure Rabbi Feldman and the Jewish community that this sort of bigotry reflects only a tiny portion of Canberra—small yet still unacceptable. Overwhelmingly Canberrans warmly embrace our Jewish community and appreciate the contribution they make to our city. […]

I would like to finish by reiterating that these bigoted and anti-Semitic actions are completely out of step with the beliefs of the Canberra community. I want to once again assure the Jewish community that myself and every person in this chamber—I hope—supports the Jewish community and welcomes their ongoing contribution to our great city.”

https://www.facebook.com/ChabadACT/posts/964780506994585

James Milligan - Liberal MLA in the ACT, in response to antisemitic graffiti in Canberra (23 August 2017):

- “There is absolutely no place in our community for racial or religious acts of hatred!”
  https://www.facebook.com/jameskmilligan/posts/504156549929862

Kristen Hilton - Victoria’s Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commissioner, responding to neo-Nazi antisemitic posters in schools stated (17 August 2017):

- “These awful posters do not belong at a school or anywhere in our society. It is particularly cowardice of this white supremacist group to target children at our schools. This is not who we are. There is no place for racism in Victoria.”
  https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/aug/16/white-supremacist-posters-targeting-students-placed-at-melbourne-high-schools

Victoria Police spokesperson, responding to neo-Nazi antisemitic posters in schools (17 August 2017):

- “Every Victorian has the right to feel safe and secure in the community and Victoria Police will not tolerate any attempts to incite hatred or violence … We ask anyone who witnesses, or is subject to discrimination or victimisation on the basis of ethnicity or religious beliefs to inform police immediately.”
  https://www.jewishnews.net.au/hatred-on-our-doorsteps/67585
ANC-AU CONDEMS HOLOCAUST DENIAL FLYERS DISTRIBUTED AT MAJOR AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITIES / Saturday, 6 May 2017

SYDNEY: The Armenian National Committee of Australia (ANC-AU) strongly condemns the recent distribution of flyers at a number of major university campuses in Melbourne, Canberra, Sydney and Queensland denying the Jewish Holocaust.

“Denial is the final act of the crime of genocide, which must be unequivocally condemned by the wider community to make clear it is completely unacceptable,” said ANC-AU Managing Director, Vache Kahramanian.

“Such offensive denialist materials have nothing to do with 'academic freedom' or 'freedom of expression'. The publishers and distributors of such denialist material are making themselves accomplices to the crime of genocide and must be exposed for what they are.”

"Whilst Jewish Holocaust denialists, such as those responsible for this offensive material, fortunately do not have the support of an unrepentant denialist state, as in the case of the Turkish state’s continued and institutionalised policy of Armenian Genocide denial, all forms of genocide denial must be confronted head on."

"There is no “sitting on the fence” when it comes to genocide and genocide denial,” Kahramanian added.

"We therefore add our voice in unequivocal condemnation of this Jewish Holocaust denial and convey our sympathies to members of the Australian Jewish community, in particular the survivors and their families, for the grave offence such denial causes."


There were two main issues of antisemitism on campus: one, a boycott of AUJS by NSW Young Greens, and two, antisemitic and neo-Nazi activity (mainly posters, leaflets, stickers) on university campuses across Australia. Student unions were particularly active in condemnations. Entries are in chronological order.

University of Sydney SRC – condemn NSW Young Greens boycott of Jews

NSW Young Greens boycott Jewish student union. The SRC has condemned the decision. By Nell Cohen / April 17, 2017

The University of Sydney Students’ Representative Council (SRC) passed a motion on Wednesday, April 5 condemning the NSW Young Greens’ (NSWYG) decision to boycott events organised by the Australasian Union for Jewish Students (AUJS).
AUJS represents over 9000 Jewish students across Australia and New Zealand, and its platforms are democratically shaped by over 20 campus affiliates. NSWYG’s Facebook page describes it as “The youth wing of the NSW Greens”.

The successful SRC motion reads,

“this is not about Israel or Palestine, this is boycotting events run for over 9000 Jewish students in Australia, many of whom have little or nothing to do with the situation in Israel/Palestine … There is a clear difference between concerns about Israel, and the boycotting of members of a faith community.”

NSWYG declined an invitation from AUJS to speak at a political networking evening being held on Thursday April 6. The event organisers invited representatives from the Young Liberals, Labor, Greens, and office bearers from the National Union of Students, with a focus of encouraging students to engage in political processes. [...] 


**University of Sydney Union (USU)**
The USU condemned the Nazi swastika stickers and antisemitism of Antipodean Resistance actions celebrating Hitler’s birthday (on 20 April) on that date 2017:

- Members of the USU Interfaith Council also commented on the propaganda, condemning the use of the swastika symbol and those who support the ideology that it represents.

  “The members of the USU Interfaith Council condemn the intolerance of this symbol and those who support the ideology that it represents. We stand with Jewish students, many of whom are descendants or connected to victims and survivors of the Holocaust and the atrocities committed by the Nazi regime. We also stand with other groups at the University who are targeted by this symbol of hate and persecution,” they said.


**Monash University - Monash Students Council**
Monash Students Association, and its governing body, Monash Student Council (MSC), passed a motion on 27 April 2017 condemning Holocaust Denial and antisemitism. It is to be noted, however, that elected office bearers from the Socialist Alternative refused to support the motion.

- “Holocaust denial leaflets were found for a second consecutive year linking to a Holocaust denial conspiracy website ‘GeelongChemTrails’. These leaflets are a direct
form of ethnic discrimination and vilification on campus and undermine Monash's inclusive, accepting and diverse student community. This incident is part of a recent rise of antisemitism across Australian campuses, including recent Swastika graffiti found at Monash University.

This MSC:

1. Condemns the publication of Holocaust denial leaflets distributed at Monash University for a second consecutive year.

2. Acknowledges that these leaflets have no academic basis whatsoever.

3. Recognises the deep emotional distress this incident has caused for Jewish students on campus.

4. Condemns all forms of antisemitism as defined by the London Declaration on Combatting Antisemitism and the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance.

5. Commits itself and calls on Monash University to work collaboratively with AUJS on tackling antisemitism, Holocaust awareness and education.”

University of Sydney - Student Representatives' Council
This body passed a motion on 3 May 2017 condemning Holocaust Denial and Antisemitism. Of note, Socialist Alternative (again) and members of far-left activist groups refused to support the motion. Some members went as far as to vote against the motion in its entirety. The following is an extract from the Minutes of the meeting at which the motion was passed:

- **Condemnation Against Holocaust Denial and Anti-Semitism**

  Preamble:

  Weeks ago, this Council condemned the Anti-Semitic behaviour of the NSW Young Greens. We were shocked by the behaviour of a group that supposedly espouses acceptance of all. A group which is as openly Anti-Semitic as the Young Greens has no right to claim any solidarity in the fight against Anti-Semitism.

  It is clear that the position of the Young Greens is one in which they can pick and choose which religious and ethno-cultural groups they like, and which groups should be marginalised in society. They decided to upload a meme to Facebook referencing concentration camps on Yom HaShoah, a significant day of remembrance for the tragedy of the Holocaust.

  Sadly, the rise of Anti-Semitism, and sustained attacks on religious freedom are continuing, especially from the far-right, with members of Jewish faith communities feeling unsafe in their own nation. From Monash to the Australian National University to the University of Sydney, vile Anti-Semitic behaviour is on the rise.
Holocaust denial leaflets were found for a second consecutive year on campus’ linking to a Holocaust denial conspiracy website ‘GeelongChemTrails’. These leaflets are a direct form of ethnic discrimination and vilification on campus and undermine the University of Sydney’s inclusive, accepting, ethno-culturally and religiously diverse student community.

The incident is part of a recent rise in Anti-Semitism seen throughout the nation and exemplified in a video that went viral from this University in the last week, showing a Holocaust denial activist being forced off campus after attempting to put up holocaust denial posters and Swastika graffiti being found. This stain on our open, inclusive democracy must be dealt with.

The Australasian Union of Jewish Students, an organisation that Socialist Alternative and the Young Greens have gone to war with in recent times, stated the following in a press release dated 26th of April.

“AUJS is appalled that Holocaust denial leaflets continue to be distributed on university - 11 - campuses. Now is a time to raise awareness and ensure the memories of 6 million Jewish and other victims at the hands of the Nazi regime will never be forgotten so humanity can never let this happen again... for their memories to be denied is a deep insult on the dignity of Jewish students on campus.”

On Thursday the 27th of April, the same day prominent members gained media coverage for removing a Holocaust denier from campus, Socialist Alternative refused to back a motion against Anti-Semitism at Monash University because they disagree with the international definition of Anti-Semitism as defined by the London Declaration on Combating AntiSemitism and the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance.

It should be noted, that when the religious freedom of one is attacked, the religious freedom of all people of faith is attacked, and societal cohesion as a whole is weakened. Members of religious faith communities should not feel discriminated against, nor should they have to accept ethnic vilification that denies one of the largest tragedy’s in history.

**Platform:**

1. The SRC condemns the publication of Holocaust denial leaflets distributed at campus’ across the nation for a second consecutive year.

2. The SRC acknowledges that the leaflets have no academic basis whatsoever.

3. The SRC recognises the deep emotional distress this string of incidents has caused for Jewish students on campus.

4. The SRC condemns all forms of Anti-Semitism as defined by the London Declaration on combatting Anti-Semitism and the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance.

5. The SRC condemns Socialist Alternative for its failure to accept this internationally agreed upon definition at Monash University.
6. The SRC condemns the NSW Young Greens for their continued Anti-Semitic treatment of Jewish Students.

7. The SRC commits itself to, and calls on the University of Sydney to work collaboratively with the Australasian Union of Jewish Students on tackling Anti-Semitism, Holocaust awareness and education. 


Council of Australian Postgraduate Associations (CAPA)

- Media Release: Anti-Semitism has no place in Australia or Australian Universities
  5 May 17

The Council of Australian Postgraduate Associations (CAPA) condemns the increasing prevalence of Holocaust denial, anti-Semitic posters that are appearing on campuses nationwide. It is inconceivable that Antisemitism still exists especially at institutions of higher learning.

For CAPA, this is a matter of hate speech which has no place in educational institutions that should hold diversity and inclusivity. All students, and in-fact all people have a fundamental right to feel safe and should not have to worry that the atrocities of the past will be revisited in this manner.

This appears to be a nationwide effort and CAPA encourages student groups and universities to take a stand against anti-Semitism and hate speech.

We are encouraging students on all campuses to undertake the following actions on campus

- Reporting these posters and flyers to university security noting the time and place
- Removing posters when they are found
- Keeping aware of physical surroundings and people postering or flyering

[...] It is imperative that campus safety is ensured for all students and staff and it is essential that universities and student organisations stand together to stem the tide of this behaviour.


University of Western Australia – Student Guild

- UWA Student Guild Condemns Anti-Semitic Flyers
  On Wednesday 17th May 2017, paper slips were left on cars parked on the University Campus that contained content that denies the occurrence of the Holocaust and diminishing the horrific experiences of those who were persecuted throughout the Holocaust. The identity of the person or people who have been distributing these paper slips are unknown at the current time.
The UWA Student Guild condemns the content and distribution of these paper slips and stands in solidarity with students and staff who have been impacted by this cruel act. The message of these flyers is deeply hurtful and disrespectful to several groups on campus and the wider student population. The UWA Student Guild strongly believes that all students should feel safe and respected on campus at all times. [...

Posted on May 18, 2017

Tasmania University Union (TUU)
TUU represents all students attending the University of Tasmania.

- Tasmania University Union - TUU
  July 24 at 10:56pm
  PRESS RELEASE: TUU condemns anti-semitic and racist vandalism
  The Tasmania University Union (TUU) condemns the anti-semitic and racist attack perpetrated in Tasmania and at universities around Australia by a white supremacist and neo-Nazi group. We stand against white supremacists and neo-Nazi activities in our community, any such discrimination will not be tolerated. The TUU affirms that everyone has a right to be educated in a safe and supportive space. We will always support university students, staff and our community and embrace the diversity of race, heritage, faith and sexual orientation that exists in our community.
  - Clark Cooley, President, Tasmania University Union
  https://www.facebook.com/TasmaniaUniversityUnion/posts/1235712406540983

National Union of Students (NUS)
The National Union of Students condemned the anti-Chinese posters by neo-Nazi group, Antipodean Resistance (AR), distributed at Melbourne and Monash universities on 24 July. NUS are not referring to antisemitic posters previously put up by AR.

- National Union of Students - July 26 at 1:48pm
  NUS, along with Uni Melbourne Chinese Students and Scholars Association, Monash Chinese Student Association - MCSA and AUJS have publicly condemned the bigoted posters by far-right racist group, the Antipodean Resistance. The posters were removed quickly and student union President's across the country have been briefed on the situation and to watch out for any posters on other campuses. There is now an ongoing investigation. The comments behind posters have no place on our university campuses.
  https://www.facebook.com/NationalUnionofStudentsAU/posts/1447796638592470
EU Parliament Votes In Favor Of Adopting Antisemitism Definition
By Tamara Zieve / June 1, 2017

The European Parliament on Thursday voted in favor of a resolution endorsing the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) working definition of antisemitism, drawing praise from Jewish groups.

The resolution calls on EU Member States and the EU institutions and agencies to adopt and apply the working definition of antisemitism.

The text urges members to:

- protect their Jewish citizens and Jewish institutions from hate crime and hate speech;
- support law enforcement efforts to identify and prosecute antisemitic attacks;
- appoint national coordinators on combating antisemitism;
- systematically and publicly condemn antisemitic statements;
- to promote education about the Holocaust in schools;
- and to review school textbooks to ensure that content about Jewish history and contemporary Jewish life stay clear of antisemitism.

10. ARTICLES on ANTISEMITISM

The ECAJ has been active in exposing antisemitism by writing articles which have been published in the Australian media during the period in review. Some of those articles by the ECAJ and others are reproduced here in chronological order of publication.

The Protocolisation of anti-Zionism
Julie Nathan 14 December 2016
http://www.abc.net.au/religion/articles/2016/12/14/4592314.htm

The czarist secret police created one of the greatest forgeries in history when they compiled *The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion* first published in 1903. A century later the conspiracy theory at the heart of *The Protocols* has been transformed and reinvigorated into a bizarre fabrication about Zionism.

*The Protocols* have been called the "Warrant for Genocide" of European Jews, by historian Norman Cohn. They played a pivotal role in modernising classical theological hatred of Jews. They galvanised disparate anti-Jewish ideas into a coherent worldview.

*The Protocols* purported to set out a secret plot by leaders of "international Jewry" to take control and rule the world. In short, it claimed that Jews aimed to influence, infiltrate and take control of governments, the media, and the banks; Jews were supposedly plotting to undermine and corrupt religion, morality, culture and society.

After the Holocaust, antisemitism and *The Protocols* went underground, at least in the West. Both persisted openly throughout areas of the Islamic world, especially among Arabs. At the heart of *The Protocols* is the conspiracy theory. This same mind set and worldview is also at the heart of much of the anti-Zionism we see today.

Despite repeated investigations and findings that *The Protocols* was a forgery (for example: *The Times* of London in 1921 provided conclusive proof that *The Protocols* was a "clumsy plagiarism" copied substantially from *Dialogue in Hell Between Machiavelli and Montesquieu*, a political satire by Maurice Joly published in 1864, and which made no mention of Jews; a South African court in 1934 declared *The Protocols* to be a forgery; a Swiss court in 1935 declared *The Protocols* "libellous," "obvious forgeries" and "ridiculous nonsense"; and a U.S. Senate report in 1964 declared that *The Protocols* was "fabricated"), belief in *The Protocols* persisted.

The 1,700-year old idea that as "Christ-killers" the Jews were both intrinsically evil and absolutely powerful, to be not only willing, but able, to kill the Christian deity, was mirrored in *The Protocols* by also promoting the idea of the Jews as intrinsically evil and absolutely powerful, as to plot to take control of the world and ruthlessly exploit and enslave billions of people for their own benefit.

The Protocolisation of anti-Zionism occurs by the same mirroring. Now, it is "the Zionists" - namely, Israeli and diaspora Jews - who are portrayed as intrinsically evil and absolutely powerful in that they are seen as already controlling governments, the media and economies. In short, antisemites had found an acceptable way to refer to Jews so as to continue using and promoting old antisemitic ideas. Their use of the word "Zionist" as a code-word for "Jew" is
most clearly seen in reference to events before the modern Zionist movement, for example, online comments to the effect that "Zionism murdered our Lord Jesus Christ."

Just as The Protocols claimed that Jews sought to control the media, finance and governments, in order to control the world, so too today modern day antisemites, from both the right and the left, claim that "the Zionists" control the media, finance and governments, in order to control the world. Some examples, from Australian social media in 2016, include: "the Zionist controlled media," "the Zionist banker criminals," "Zionist puppet Government," "they are Zionist & have infiltrated western governments including Australia," "they get they slimy zionist hands in everything" and "These zionists are literally getting away with mass murder & totally controlling the world to reach their vile end game."

Just as Jews were portrayed through the "Blood Libel" as blood-thirsty and evil in previous eras, so too today are Zionists portrayed the same, for example, "typical zionazi bloodsucking cockroach behaviour," "true war mongers, the Zionists," "Zionists don't hesitate to kill and torture anyone" and "Zionists and their putrid supporters are a cancer on the world."

The noble idea of Zionism, for a small, vulnerable and persecuted people to reconstitute a state in their national homeland, has been twisted and turned back against Jews. Even the very word "Zionism" has been transformed by antisemites from referring to the national self-determination movement of the Jewish people to meaning an evil international plot by Jews to control the world. The fact that Jews only want to control their own lives in their own tiny state is irrelevant to the antisemites.

Israel is not viewed as it is in reality - as the fulfilment of 2,000 year old Jewish dreams, a solution to millennia-old Jew-hatred, and a safe haven for Jews - nor as an open multicultural liberal democracy. Instead, the state of Israel is seen as the territorial base from which Jewry are plotting and operating to take control of the world - the engine room, the headquarters of the most evil and greatest plot in all of history.

In an unceremonial twist, but not as bizarre as it first appears, is that the idea about Zionism being the name of the Jewish plot to control the world is held concurrently by left-wing anti-Israel activists, right-wing nationalists, white supremacists, neo-Nazis, Muslim extremists, and Islamofascists.

Although many anti-Zionists do not adhere to the conspiracy theory, much of their anti-Zionism sees Israel and Israeli Jews always in the worst light, ever ready to believe distortions and lies about Israeli behaviour and actions, never give Israel the benefit of the doubt, nor attempt to see the full context. They ignore, or excuse, the targeting and killing of Jews, and the continual threats to destroy Israel by its neighbours.

This form of anti-Zionism, perhaps the majority perspective within the anti-Israel camp, is one which sees Israel and Israeli Jews as not only bad but evil, and the Palestinian Arabs (and generally other Arabs as well) as innocent, almost child-like, and therefore good. To go from the perspective that Israel and Israeli Jews are devious and evil, it is only a few more steps to get to the position that Zionists are plotting to control the world. The latter position is increasingly expressed in articles, on social media, in placards and speeches at street rallies, and elsewhere, by anti-Israel activists. The insidious ideas and lies in The Protocols have made a monumental comeback.
Another aspect of the Protocolisation of anti-Zionism is seen in the attitude by anti-Zionists, of whatever political stripe, to the Jewish communal leadership bodies in the diaspora, often variously referred to as the Jewish or Zionist or Israeli lobby. Just about all anti-Zionists ascribe inordinate influence and power to Jewish communal leadership, accuse it of being disloyal to the country in which Jews live, and of being agents for Israel. When something goes against the interests or ideas of the anti-Israel campaign, then it must be because "the Zionists" are plotting, manipulating and giving orders.

A recent example was when the University of Sydney cancelled the venue booking arranged by students who wanted to host a talk by anti-Israel activist Ali Abunimah on campus. The ensuing online petition garnered copious examples that people believe that this was the work of "the Zionists." In fact, no Jewish organisation made any approach to the university. Examples of comments on the petition include: "well ho would have thought that sydney uni was shit scared of the jewish lobby," "How much money from the Israeli lobby is sydney university getting?"; "in the thrall of the Zionists" and "buckled under zionist pressure." The sentiment in these comments accuse Jewish communal bodies of intimidation, bribery, inducement and threats. Conversely, they deny agency even to a prestigious university; and ignore that there are other reasons, nothing to do with Jews or Israel, that determined the decision of the university.

The Protocolisation of anti-Zionism is so widespread among anti-Zionists that even those who do not vocalise such a view, or even subscribe to it, nevertheless do not discount or refute it either, but accept it as part of normal anti-Israel discourse, and part of the greater cause of delegitimising Israel's right to exist and hence denying to the Jewish people alone the rights they support for others.

Just as Norman Cohn called The Protocols the "Warrant for Genocide" for its role in setting the groundwork for the Holocaust, so too the Protocolisation of anti-Zionism hold within it the seeds and the fertiliser to go to the same deep, dark, deadly pit. Only by exposing and countering the racist and genocidal worldview expounded in the Protocolisation of anti-Zionism can we avoid the road to that murderous pit.

Julie Nathan is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry

Left’s hatred of Israel is racism in disguise
Michael Gove 16 December 2016

How do you know if someone’s an antisemite? They don’t all perform stiff-arm salutes for the camera and offer interesting 140-character thoughts about race theory on Twitter. Although those are helpful clues, as the American alt-right, Hezbollah and Iran’s leadership prove.

But antisemitism isn’t a prejudice restricted to the likes of Richard Spencer, Hassan Nasrallah and Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. As befits the world’s oldest and most durable hatred, it has many more adherents and has taken many different forms.
In medieval times, when individuals made sense of their world through the prism of faith, antisemitism was a religious prejudice. In the 19th and early 20th centuries — the age of Darwinism — antisemitism clothed itself in the white coat of the scientist. Biological metaphors were deployed to modernise hate. The Jews were carriers of “racial contamination” who had to be eliminated as a pathological threat to humanity’s future.

That belief led to history’s greatest crime. The extermination of six million powered by hatred of one thing — Jewish identity. It should have been the case that antisemitism died in the furnaces of the Holocaust. But the hatred survived. And, like a virus, mutated.

Antisemitism has moved from hatred of Jews on religious or racial grounds to hostility towards the proudest expression of Jewish identity we now have — the Jewish state.

No other democracy is on the receiving end of a campaign calling for its people to be shunned and their labour to be blacklisted. The Boycott, Disinvestment and Sanctions movement is a growing force on our streets and campuses. Its campaigners argue that we should ignore ideas from Jewish thinkers if those thinkers come from Israel and treat Jewish commerce as a criminal enterprise if that business is carried on in Israel.

This is antisemitism, impure and simple. It is the latest recrudescence of the age-old demand that the Jew can only live on terms set by others. Once Jews had to live in the ghetto, now they cannot live in their historic home.

It is to Britain’s eternal credit that we rejected centuries of prejudice one hundred years ago and pledged to extend to the Jewish people the rights enjoyed by Germans and Italians, Japanese and Mexicans — the right to a land they could call their own. The Balfour Declaration in 1917 was followed in 1948 with the creation of the state of Israel. Since then, that state’s success has been near-miraculous.

Surrounded by enemies who sought to strangle it at birth, continually threatened by war and constantly under terrorist attack, a nation scarcely the size of Wales with no natural resources, half of whose territory is desert, has become a flourishing democracy, a centre of scientific innovation, one of the world’s major providers of international humanitarian relief and the only state from Casablanca to Kabul with a free press, free judiciary, a flourishing free enterprise economy and freedom for people of every sexual orientation to live and love as they wish.

And that is the reason it attracts such hostility. Not because of what Israel does. But because of what it is.

For those on the left addicted to guilt-tripping and grievance-mongering, who believe that poverty is a consequence of western exploitation and that bourgeois ethics lead to oppression, the existence of a political entity that is a runaway success precisely because it is a bourgeois-minded, capitalist-fuelled, western-oriented nation state is just too much to bear. Their ideological prejudices have collided with a stubborn, undeniable, fact.

So what do they do? Keep the prejudices, of course, and try to get rid of the fact. Try to undermine, delegitimise and reduce support for Israel. Make it the only country in the world whose right to exist is called continually into question. Make the belief in that state’s survival, Zionism, a dirty word. Denounce, as the NUS president has, a British university for being a
“Zionist outpost”. And instead call organisations pledged to eliminate Israel such as Hezbollah and Hamas “friends”, as Jeremy Corbyn has.

Antizionism is not a brave anti-colonial and anti-racist stance, it is simply antisemitism minding its manners so it can sit in a seminar room. And as such it deserves to be called out, confronted and opposed.

Because the fate of the Jewish people, and the survival of the Jewish state, are critical tests for all of us. The darkest forces of our time — Islamic State, the Iranian leaders masterminding mass murder in Aleppo — are united by one thing above all: their hatred of the Jewish people and their home. Faced with such implacable hatred, and knowing where it has always led, we should not allow antisemitism any space to advance, or incubate.

Instead we should show we’re not going to be intimidated by those who want to treat Israel as a second-class state, we’re not going to indulge the antisemitic impulse to apply the double standard. Israel is the only state where we don’t locate our embassy in the nation’s capital and the only ally the Foreign Office has refused to let the Queen visit. So let’s celebrate the centenary of the Balfour Declaration by moving our embassy to Jerusalem next year and inviting Her Majesty to open it. What are we afraid of? Earning the enmity of those who hate Israel? To my mind, there could be no greater compliment.

Michael Gove is a British Conservative MP, and a former Secretary of State for Justice.

Study reveals manifestations of anti-Semitism in Australian public schools

Agencies 18 January 2017


Jewish students in Australian public schools are exposed to anti-Semitic, racist bullying, according to the findings of a new study presented Monday at an international conference on anti-Semitism at Bar-Ilan University.

The two-day conference, focusing on the rising threat of anti-Semitism and the struggle to combat it, marked the 20th anniversary of the passing of Israel’s 6th President, Chaim Herzog. The gathering was organized by Bar-Ilan’s Aharon and Rachel Dahan Center for Culture, Society and Education in the Sephardic Heritage, the World Zionist Organization, and the University’s Sal Van Gelder Institute for Holocaust Research.

The manifestations of anti-Semitism in Australian public schools were discovered by Prof. Zehavit Gross, Director of the Sal Van Gelder Institute for Holocaust Research, while she was conducting an unrelated study on public schools in Sydney and Melbourne with her colleague, Prof. Suzanne Rutland, of the University of Sydney.

Professors Gross and Rutland set out to research Special Religious Education (SRE) and its effectiveness on Jewish students. “As a researcher, I was convinced that a half hour of study per week is ineffective and meaningless,” said Prof. Gross in addressing the conference with Prof. Rutland. Instead, Gross and Rutland found that students and parents consider SRE very successful, and they were eager to find out the secret to this success. “To our amazement, both
primary and high school Jewish students in state schools spontaneously told us that they loved to attend SRE classes because they found them to be a ‘safe place’ in the face of the anti-Semitism they were experiencing on the playground.”

Illustrating the common expressions of classical antisemitism encountered on the playground in elementary schools, they quoted one student, who said, “If you are Jewish you are teased. They call you stingy. They throw five cents at you. Or they throw money on the ground and call out ‘who is the Jew?’ Or they will say: ‘That’s a Jew nose.’ They say things about payot [sidelocks]. Or they take a pair of scissors, pretend they are cutting something and say ‘do you want another circumcision?’ At the high school level this can develop into an additional layer of anti-Zionism, which is at times reinforced by teachers in the classroom. Jewish students are perceived as Zionists and supporters of Israel, and the anti-Semitism takes on a political connotation. “They are persecuted because of Israel, because of the occupation and because of Israel’s treatment of Palestinians,” said Prof. Gross.

Professors Gross and Rutland believe that additional research needs to be conducted into the role the schoolyard has played in fostering anti-Semitism.

According to the researchers, many Jewish students in government primary and high schools prefer to hide the fact that they are Jewish in order to avoid bullying. Their parents minimize the significance of the verbal attacks and prefer to downplay them so as not to arouse attention. Teachers and principals deny that there is a problem. So Jewish students wind up accepting verbal bullying, which they believe they have to adjust to as normal behavior because the undercurrent of anti-Semitism on the playground is endemic and longstanding.

Increasing levels of anti-Semitism in the general community have imposed a huge security burden on the Australian Jewish community. In 2015 the government allocated funds to 54 schools at risk of attack or violence stemming from racial or religious intolerance. Seventeen were Jewish schools, which require armed guards in both Sydney and Melbourne, even though Jews constitute only 0.4% of the population.

Gross and Rutland recommended a number of steps to overcome this problem, including educating teachers to better understand cultural diversity, taking action when a problem is discovered, and educating principals and teachers on how to respond in a positive fashion to problems of racial discrimination.

Additional conference speakers discussed the phenomenon of denial or downplaying the level of anti-Semitism. In addressing the opening session of the conference, Dahan Center Director and former MK Dr. Shimon Ohayon said, “The fight against anti-Semitism must be fought across the board – from parliamentary legislation in Israel and around the world to vigorous public diplomacy programs that train our people to stand up to the virulent hatred being espoused across college campuses around the world. Our greatest weakness lies in our inability to fight back against the massive hate machine.” Together with WZO Vice Chairman Yaakov Hagoel, Dahan led the Knesset lobby against anti-Semitism.

WZO Vice Chairman Hagoel said, “The World Zionist Organization will continue to stand firmly against acts of anti-Semitism which are increasing every year in both frequency and violence. Anti-Semitism has become routine in Diaspora Jewish communities such that Jewish identity is threatened, Jewish symbols are concealed, and fear of violent anti-Semitism is heightened. In an era of global terror blended with deep anti-Semitism, at a time when the
Internet is a free platform for spreading hatred, our commitment to combating this phenomenon alongside our brethren in the Diaspora is reinforced.”


Antisemitism on parade
Julie Nathan 24 February 2017

An eclectic crowd of people gathered outside Sydney Town Hall on Thursday evening to protest the visit to Australia of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.

As is usual at such events the crowd consisted of an assortment of people – bearded, angry-visaged men, women in hijabs, fair-haired twenty-somethings hawking ‘Socialist Alternative’ merchandise, and a small number of middle-aged matrons of European background.

The speakers included Greens state MP, David Shoebridge, state Labor MP Julia Finn, Randa Abdel-Fattah, among others. In the crowd were Greens Senator Lee Rhiannon and state Labor MP Shaoquett Moselmane. Shoebridge railed against “the State of Israel and the right-wing cabal of that state,” language that would have gladdened the hearts of antisemitic Jewish conspiracy theorists of all political hues.

The speeches were boring, repetitive and wholly predictable. “Israel must cease to exist. Israel is a racist occupier. The occupation must end. The Palestinian refugees must return to Israel. Israel must be eliminated. Support BDS.” Palestinian leaders and their uncritical supporters in the West have been stuck in this same old conceptual rut for 100 years, and their people have suffered the consequences.

There were about 30 Palestinian flags on display flanked by a dozen yellow flags of Hezbollah, a listed terrorist organisation. Quite a few people, men and women, were draped in Hezbollah flags, and some wore Hezbollah headbands. A large red flag of the PFLP (Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine), another designated terrorist organisation, was also brandished.

One banner was large and had an image of Netanyahu with a Hitler moustache and the word “Fascist” written in both English and Hebrew. Another placard had Netanyahu in Nazi uniform giving the Nazi salute with a Nazi swastika flag as background. There were placards with “Stop the Gaza Holocaust”, “Stop the genocide”, and “This is not war. This is genocide”. There were several images of Netanyahu, one with “Child Killer” on his forehead, another with red devil horns protruding from his forehead, one with a devil’s tail and large red horns, and yet another “Netanyahu: modern-day Hitler”. A placard of an Israeli flag had the Jewish Star of David replaced with a Nazi swastika.

In their mindless hatred, the protesters compare the leader of a democracy which has had to defend its very existence from would-be genocidists for 70 years, with the perpetrator of history’s most infamous genocide, the murder of six million Jews. Oblivious to the repulsive way they appear to ordinary reasonable Australians, the protesters use images copied straight
out of the pages of Der Sturmer to portray the State of the Jewish people and its democratically elected leader.

The antisemitism came right out into the open with one large placard bearing the words “Malcolm Turnbull is Jewish and a poodle for Bibi the war criminal. End the oppression!” Another placard said “End Zionism for Peace”. In the minds of these people every people in the world is entitled to the right of national self-determination – except the Jewish people.

The protesters marched around the city streets, under heavy police presence much to the annoyance of city workers trying to get home at peak hour.

Back at the Town Hall, the evening ended with a young anti-Israel activist holding aloft a Hezbollah flag telling a TV journalist that one day the flag of Hezbollah will fly over the Knesset. Hezbollah is a Lebanese Shiite organisation. It seems he forgot that the Palestinian Arabs are predominantly Sunni, not Shia. It might also come as a bit of a surprise to some that the Iranian-backed Shia army of Lebanon has its eye on taking over Jerusalem and Palestine and no doubt turning it into another armed base in the cause of Iranian hegemony in the Middle East – and beyond.

**Julie Nathan is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry**

---

**Principal Themes in Contemporary Antisemitic Discourse**

Julie Nathan 22 March 2017

http://www.abc.net.au/religion/articles/2017/04/04/4648117.htm

The perception and portrayal of Jews has varied over the millennia. Christian and Islamic sources have provided an abundance of negative stereotypes that have become so deeply ingrained into the culture of some societies that they are not even recognised as expressions of prejudice. In addition, views from the more secular modern period including the Enlightenment, pseudo-scientific theories on race and Nazi ideology, and responses to the modern Jewish state of Israel, have produced their own variants of age-old prejudices. Despite such disparate sources, many of the negative views about Jews have remained essentially unchanged over the centuries and millennia.

By studying the annual ECAJ Antisemitism Report for each of the four years from 2013 to 2016 (all of which I authored), a clear image appears of the contemporary major ideas and themes hostile to Jews which are expressed in Australian society and on online Australian-based sites. The popularity of these antisemitic themes are, however, not restricted to Australia.

The principal themes are:
- Jews as Christ-killers;
- Jews as bloodthirsty – the Blood Libel;
- the Jewish lobby as inordinately powerful and illegitimate;
- Jews/Zionists as controlling banks, media, and politicians; and,
- Jews/Zionists as Nazis.
Some of these themes originate from theological anti-Judaism, and have been revitalised through new wording. This is despite the increasing secularism of the 20th and 21st centuries, at least in the West; and despite the Holocaust, in which six million Jewish men, women and children were hunted down and murdered simply because they were Jews, as part of a plan to eliminate Jews from the world. Other discourse, which is dressed up as ordinary political criticism, is also often accompanied by or includes older anti-Jewish motifs. Each of these themes is discussed below.

1. Jews as Christ-killers

The theme of Jews as “Christ-killers” includes not only the charge of deicide, but also the concomitant claims that Jews are a rejected and a cursed people, no longer chosen by God, and that Judaism has been superseded and is no longer relevant.

The charge of deicide originated 1700 years ago and is viewed as a way to shift the blame for Jesus’ death from the Romans to the Jews in order to avoid Roman imperial wrath, and to attract Roman converts to the new religion, Christianity. The idea that as “Christ-killers” the Jews were both intrinsically evil and absolutely powerful, and not only willing, but also able, to kill the Christian deity, took hold and developed deep roots in the psyche of European Christians. Although the idea of collective Jewish responsibility for deicide was repudiated by the Roman Catholic Church in 1965 (as was the idea that the Jews are “rejected or accursed by God”), the idea of Jews as “Christ-killers” continues to be expressed.

This theme is expressed more commonly in social media rather than openly in mainstream Australian society. However, there have been incidents in which church sermons or school lessons have asserted Jewish culpability for the death of Jesus. Even a prominent sportsperson stated the charge as a matter of fact on Twitter in 2015: “Jesus wanted to help people but was killed by his own people” and “The Jews were the people who took him to the Romans and forced them to give the order because they couldn’t.” The sportsperson subsequently apologised for his tweets.

Some examples of this theme were expressed online in 2016 and include: “Jesus. […] He was the one they Crucified because he threw the money lenders out of the Temple.”; “You lot learned nothing from WW2. Not surprising really… God sent you Jesus & you killed him, then he sent Mohammad but still you shunned the true message of God.”; “What an insult to think God Almighty would ‘choose’ child murdering zionists as His chosen ones over the billions of pious law abiding human beings He has created throughout time.”; “Satans chosen people”; “Disgusting! And they call themselves “THE CHOSEN PEOPLE” ..Hahahahahahah…!!! The vomit of the world”; and “Zionism murdered our Lord Jesus Christ”.

It seems that if one wants to show how evil Jews supposedly are, one invokes the charge of deicide - that the Jews killed Jesus. It is the easiest way thoroughly to condemn Jews, because the accusation is widely ingrained in Western religious tradition and culture and apparently requires no explanation. In Islamic tradition, which teaches that Jesus was a prophet but not a divine figure, and that he did not die on the cross, Jews are ascribed with collective guilt as killers of the prophets, an only marginally less heinous charge. In both traditions the message is that Jews are innately evil and undeserving of being given a fair go, even today.

The theme of Jews as Christ-killers, as rejected, cursed, and their faith superseded, is also applied to Israel, as the nation-state of the Jewish people in their ancestral homeland. It is used
in support of arguments that Israel has no right to exist, and seeks to justify the destruction of Israel as being ordained from above. This line of thinking says the Jewish people remain eternally rejected and cursed, and it emanates from some Christian and Muslim sources.

2. Jews as bloodthirsty – the Blood Libel

The Blood Libel originated in Europe during the Middle Ages, and referred to the false accusation that, for religious rituals and purposes, Jews kidnapped and murdered a Christian, often a child, in order to drink his blood. This libel was especially popular during Easter when Christians were commemorating the death of Jesus, whose crucifixion was blamed on the Jews. For many centuries, the Blood Libel was the primary means for inciting hatred against Jews, and it often resulted in massacres, sometimes of entire Jewish communities. In 1840 the Blood Libel idea was brought to the Arab and Islamic worlds and was adopted by them when “the Jews” were falsely accused of killing a Catholic friar in Damascus, and “confessions” from local Jews were extracted under extreme torture. The friar’s tomb still bears an inscription that he was “murdered by the Jews”. The Blood Libel myth remained a popular idea well into the 20th century in Europe and it remains a potent idea to this day, especially in the Islamic world.

The Blood Libel conveys the false messages that: Jews are bloodthirsty; Jews are vile creatures; Jews are against humankind; Jews are innately murderous; Jews are evil; Jews are to be fought against. The theme also encompasses the ideas that the Jews foment wars and revolutions, massacres and terrorism, diseases and plagues, and even manipulate earthquakes and tsunamis, and other events, in order to result in the deaths of non-Jews on a massive scale.

Even in mainstream, contemporary Australia, a particularly egregious example of the Blood Libel was seen in the Le Lievre cartoon published in the Sydney Morning Herald in July 2014. It portrayed a classical negative stereotype of a Jew, complete with hook nose, religious head covering and Star of David. The character was shown operating a TV-type remote control as a detonator to blow up civilians in Gaza, with as little regard for human life as one would have in dispatching virtual enemies in a computer game. After some delay and detailed representations to the editor explaining the antisemitic elements of the cartoon, the newspaper published an apology.

The ABC TV Four Corners program “Stone Cold Justice” which aired in February 2014 had a segment which included un-investigated and unsubstantiated allegations that Jewish soldiers “crucify” Palestinian boys, a melding of the Blood Libel and Christ-killer themes. This interpretation is amply borne out by the grossly antisemitic comments that were posted on the Four Corners Facebook page in response to the program. It was only when these comments were exposed in other media that the ABC took action to remove them, some after a few days, and many only after five weeks.

The idea of Jews as murderers and morally corrupt was invoked by Sheikh Ismail Al-Wahwah, spokesperson for the Islamist group Hizb ut-Tahrir, at a public rally in Sydney in July 2014 where he stated: “The Jews… are the slayers of the prophets” and claimed that the Jews are a “hidden evil” from which the world must be freed. Al-Wahwah further stated that “The Jews are the most evil creatures of Allah. Moral corruption is linked to the Jews” and blamed the Jews for prostitution, usury, gambling, killing, and for corrupting the world through media “art, cinema, and corrupt films, and with sex trade, drug trade, and moral depravity.”
The Blood Libel theme is commonly used in reference to Israeli Jews, who are portrayed as collectively guilty of a range of bloody and vile crimes. They are generically accused of deliberately killing Palestinians, especially targeting children, taking delight in blood lust, and committing genocide against the Palestinian Arabs. As Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks succinctly noted, Israel “is regularly accused of the five crimes against human rights: racism, apartheid, crimes against humanity, ethnic cleansing and attempted genocide. This is the blood libel of our time.”

At anti-Israel rallies, placards commonly bear Blood Libel type messages. They accuse Jews and Israel of deliberately targeting and killing children in a ritual of blood lust, and of committing genocide. Images on placards and props of babies are often spattered with red paint to portray the alleged bloodthirstiness of Israelis as a nation. A cartoon image of a Jew, with stereotypical hooked nose and claws, about to eat a gentile child was inserted into a video of an anti-Israel Al-Quds Day rally in Melbourne in 2012.

On social media, some examples of the Blood Libel include the following comments: “BLOOD THIRSTY ZIONIST MOTHER FUCKERS JEWS”; “typical zionazi bloodsucking cockroach behaviour”; “Zionism is the root cause of all the bloodshed”; “The Israeli army thirst for blood is insatiable”; “killers, blood suckers”; “The jews started/supported/fueled almost every revolution in Europe. Without the Jews, WWI and WWII wouldn’t have happened. Now because of them WWII is imminent. […] monstrosely evil, coldhearted and bloodsucking maniacs they are. They are the monsters behind all corruption of mankind. […] Fuck the jews, Hitler war damn right about them.” A comment posted in 2016 on the Facebook page of a prominent anti-Israel activist stated that: “Zionist Jews are nothing but evil, cruel, blood-sucking, money-stealing, land-grabbing, apartheid-enforcing, baby-killing, porn-producing, murdering, thieving, lying, cheating, corrupting, evil occupiers.”

3. “Jewish lobby” as inordinately powerful and illegitimate

The idea of a powerful and sinister “Jewish lobby” buying or unduly influencing or underhandedly manipulating decisions and events has featured in both the mainstream of society and on the fringes. This has been the objective meaning of many statements by mainstream academics, clergy, journalists, politicians, and others, regardless of their subjective intentions.

During the controversy at the University of Sydney in March 2015, when protesters attempted to shut down a lecture by a pro-Israel speaker, the announcement of an inquiry into the events by the university administration led to a barrage of references by academics, students and others, in articles and comments about the supposed power of the “Israel lobby”. Without advancing a shred of evidence in support of their assertions, and without naming who they meant by “the Israel lobby”, one anti-Israel group claimed there was “intense pressure from the Israel lobby […] to sack” two academics involved in the protest. Another anti-Israel group urged the Vice-Chancellor not to become “the agent of the Israel lobby’s persecution”. One academic claimed that with a “snap [of] its fingers” by “the Israel lobby” the University had “jumped” to take action. The theme was repeated by several other academics and politicians.

In other contexts it has been suggested at various times by mainstream journalists, clerics and academics that Australia’s consistent support over the last 70 years for Israel’s right to exist in peace and security as the homeland of the Jewish people is due to the influence of “Jewish
money”, sponsored trips to Israel, and fear of the alleged power of the “Zionist lobby” and the “Jewish lobby”.

Use of the term “Jewish lobby” is seen by many Jews as a smear and a form of vilification of the Jewish community. It is irrelevant whether the term used is ‘Jewish lobby’ or ‘Zionist lobby’ or ‘Israel lobby’. Objectively, the reference is a generic one to the Jewish community and its major organisations, which overwhelmingly support Israel’s right to exist as the national home of the Jewish people. In effect, these terms seek to place the Jewish community and its major organisations outside the normal fabric of society. The effect is to delegitimise Jewish concerns, and to portray the Jewish community’s involvement in public discourse and mainstream society as illegitimate, suspicious, subversive and sinister. This suggests that Jews are different to other citizens, ‘the other’. In effect, these terms play to dog-whistle racist politics with subconscious messaging reflecting antisemitic conspiracy theories.

The “Jewish lobby” idea does not reference any particular organisation or organisations or individuals per se, but conveys the belief that non-Jewish politicians, journalists, academics and others, only support the Jewish community and/or Israel solely or primarily because of pressure or money from shadowy, undefined “Jewish” sources. The corollary is the belief that without “Jewish” influence or “Jewish” money, people would not be supporting either the Jewish community or Israel.

4. Jews/Zionists as controlling banks, media, politicians

The next step from believing in a powerful “Jewish lobby” which manipulates or threatens or buys influence is that of believing that “the Jews” control, or are in the process of controlling, the banks, media and politicians – three major areas of power within most countries. In Australia, at least, such a view is not spoken openly within the mainstream, but remains on the fringes, of both the far right and far left.

This theme originated in a coherent form with the publication in 1903 of The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, a document that was entirely fabricated by the Russian secret police to try to deflect anti-Czarist sentiment. The Protocols purported to set out a secret plot by leaders of “international Jewry” to take control of and rule the world. In short, it claimed that Jews aimed to influence, infiltrate and take control of governments, the media, and the banks; Jews were supposedly plotting to undermine and corrupt religion, morality, culture and society. The Protocols have been cited repeatedly by those advocating violence or even genocide against the Jewish people. At the heart of The Protocols is the conspiracy theory.

Today, derogatory references to “the Jews” has generally been replaced by derogatory references to “the Zionists”. Yet the underlying object of the derogation is unchanged. Often a common identifier of this theme is a reference to “Rothschild”, the Jewish banking family, and more recently, to “Goldman Sachs”, an investment company established by two Jewish Americans in the nineteenth century. These brands are frequently referenced by antisemites as a code for “the Jews” or Jewish control.

Some examples of this theme include the following comments on social media in 2016: “History is a lie written by Jewish bankers and sold by their puppet politician who help sell the lies.”, “if you control the media like jews do anything goes”, “the Zionist controlled media”, “these filthy Goldman Sachs Zionist criminals”, “they have too much money in this world. If
need be they can buy off anyone”, and “Our nation is now completely under the control of the International Invisible government of World Jewry.”

5. Jews/Zionists as Nazis

This theme accuses Jews/Zionists/Israelis of being the same as, or worse than, the Nazis who murdered six million Jews. It most often occurs in reference to the Israel-Arab conflict. The theme is one of Holocaust inversion, Holocaust minimisation, and often Holocaust denial. This theme is not commonly expressed within the mainstream of society. However, it is commonly expressed by leftists and some extremist Muslims at anti-Israel rallies on their placards, and on social media. Its aim is to demonise the Jewish state of Israel and to legitimise hateful or violent acts against Israel and sometimes Jews by referring to Israelis as Nazis.

Comparing Israel to Nazi Germany, or Zionism to Nazism, or the Jewish Star of David to the Nazi swastika, as is common in anti-Israel discourse and protests, is recognised as antisemitic by virtue of it being a false analogy aimed at demonising Jews, and by minimising the evil of the deliberate and planned mass extermination of six million Jews by the Nazis, and sometimes, in turn retrospectively justifying the Holocaust against the Jewish people.

In effect, the comparison means: as Nazi Germany was destroyed, so too it is morally just to destroy Israel; if the Israelis and Zionists are so evil, then maybe Hitler had good grounds for committing genocide against the Jews; if Hitler had succeeded in wiping out the Jews, then there would be no Israel; and in retrospect, Hitler was doing the world a favour. These words impliedly justify acts of violence and murder against Jews in Israel and Jewish supporters of Israel.

The Nazi comparison places Jews as a group in the invidious role of being racist, evil and powerful. It denies that Jews are victims of racism. It has been used to justify the Nazi genocide against the Jews. It serves to place those who are hostile and opposed to Jews as being the victims of Jews, thereby framing their attacks on Jews as ‘only defending’ themselves against the ‘evil’ of the Jews.

Conclusion

The ideas in these five themes are irrational but powerful. There will always be people ready, for their own reasons, to spruik hatred against Jews. The extent of the influence of this hatred and prejudice can be gauged by a gradation of tests: firstly, whether any of these views have crossed over from the margins of society into the mainstream; secondly, whether people in the mainstream freely and openly give voice to such prejudice; thirdly, whether it has become part of ordinary acceptable discourse; and fourthly, whether such prejudice is acted upon through discrimination or violence against Jews. Each gradation marks a stepping stone where the antisemitism needs to be checked, countered and rebutted, to avoid a catastrophe.

Racism, whether overt or covert, subtle or obtuse, casual or violent, is never acceptable. History has shown that societies that tolerate and accept racism against Jews often become a society where all will be caught up in a conflagration that “begins with Jews but never ends with Jews”. All forms of racism, including antisemitism, are a threat not only to the people they target but ultimately to all of us.

Julie Nathan is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry
When people think of great ancient civilisations, they often think of Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia, India, China, Greece and Rome. Many of these civilisations developed along a great river – the Nile, Tigris/Euphrates, Yangtze, and Indus – or in lush mountains. Great monuments were built and left behind – the Pyramids, Hanging Gardens, Great Wall of China, Pantheon, and Coliseum. Also famous are the great monuments in other civilisations at Angkor Wat, in Zimbabwe in Africa, as well as those of the Aztecs, Incas, and Mayans in the Americas.

In bookshops and libraries, schools and universities, there are many books about the great civilisations of the world - ancient civilisations and their monuments, their armies and conquests, their gods and governments, and their great material achievements.

However, one civilisation of lasting influence and impact on the world did not develop along a major river or amidst lush vegetation, but was born in an arid desert, in a no-man’s land, and was founded not by kings and conquerors but by pastoral nomads and runaway slaves. This was a civilisation that left its imprint not so much in material achievements – monuments, buildings, military conquests and empire - but rather in the human heart and mind.

This is the civilisation of the Jewish people. Its principal achievements and lasting legacy have been in the realm of ideas, values, ethics, laws, and a vision for humanity. This Judaic vision is based on the foundational concepts and values in the Torah (the first five books of the Hebrew Bible), given to the Jewish people at Sinai 3,500 years ago. The Jewish festival of Shavuot (literally, “weeks”) celebrates the giving, and receiving, of the Torah.

Much is written about Greek and Roman culture as the foundation of Western civilisation. However, most ‘Western’, and increasingly most global, civilisational values and ideals, derive from Judaism, from Jewish values and Jewish laws. These were adopted and adapted by Christianity and Islam, the two daughter religions of Judaism, and spread by them. Some of these Judaic values are becoming increasingly widespread, such as human rights; while others have only more recently started to gain ground, such as environmental protection and animal rights.

The Jews, through the Torah, brought these, and many other, unique and revolutionary concepts and values to the world:

- ethical monotheism
- brotherhood of humanity
- the inviolable sanctity of human life
- the dignity of each person
- individual conscience
- social responsibility
- individual rights
- equality before the law
- a vision of a society founded on justice
- universal peace as an ideal
The Jewish people brought the world the idea of the oneness of G-d and the corresponding oneness of humanity, together with the ethical principles of the Torah. These ethical principles are the foundation of what we today recognise as human rights, social justice, and the rule of law, conscience and morality. They include care for the poor, disadvantaged and vulnerable, the idea that all humanity are brothers and sisters under the parenthood of one universal G-d, and the vision of peace between peoples – all principles that were revolutionary in a pagan world, and are still considered revolutionary in most parts of the world.

The pagan world of 3,500 years ago was predominantly one where human life had no value, where it was normal for human beings, including children, to be sacrificed to pagan gods or deified kings, where some human beings (slaves) were considered to be mere property and “animated tools” (as Aristotle referred to them), and where some humans, such as the disabled or sickly children, and frequently female babies, were cast out from their homes and their families and left to die of exposure.

Although the earliest known civil law code in the world, the Code of Hammurabi (dated some 400 years before the Torah), enacted laws for commerce, property, criminal law and the like, the Code was aimed primarily at the protection of property, not of human beings. Mutilation and brutal forms of execution were the norms for property offences such as theft. The Code of Hammurabi set out laws, and as advanced as many of them were for their day, people still lacked many basic human rights, and the Code lacked ethics and a universal moral vision.

The Torah is a blueprint of how to live and how to organise a just society. The verses “Justice, justice shall you pursue” (Deuteronomy 16:20) and “Love your neighbour [and] the stranger as yourself” (Leviticus 19:18, 19:34) are pivotal. Some of the other key ethical and practical commands within the Torah include: do not steal, lie or murder; do not sacrifice your children; do not put a stumbling block before the blind; do not stand by while your brother bleeds; give to the poor and needy; be honest in business; pay your workers on time; judge fairly between people in their disputes; leave the produce in the corner of your field for the poor (Leviticus 19:9-15). Further, “if your brother becomes poor, and his means fail him, then you should strengthen him, whether he is a stranger or a fellow Israelite” (Leviticus 25:35).

The Jewish ethical and legal code includes rights and protections for children, women, workers, strangers (foreigners), and animals. Even the ecology is to be protected, “for the tree of the field is the life of man” (Deuteronomy 20:19). In addition, the Hebrew prophets reinforced and reiterated the ideals and values in the Torah. Both Isaiah and Micah express the ideal of universal peace: “and they shall beat their swords into ploughshares and their spears into pruning hooks. Nation shall not take up sword against nation. They shall never again know war” (Isaiah 2:4).

In short, the Torah is composed of laws upholding the sanctity of human life, laws protecting the integrity of the family, laws of economic justice, laws for social justice, laws of dealing fairly and justly with our fellow humans, laws to protect animals, and laws of environmental protection. It encourages and exhorts people to act with integrity and justice and compassion, in their personal and family lives, and in their professional and communal lives, as a means towards bringing about a society and world built on fairness and cooperation.

It is for affirming these principles of right and justice in a damaged world beset by the worst of human passions that the Jews have been the target of the most persistent, intense and vicious hatred known to humanity. Yet, Jews are simply the messengers of the message to humanity.
contained within the Torah: that there is a better way to live, both as individuals and as a society. This message is so profound and so powerful, that those who prefer to live by brute force will oppose it and try to destroy it at all costs. They cannot destroy Torah, they cannot destroy an idea, this message, so they target the messengers, the Jews, as the bearers of Torah.

Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks, in his book Radical Then, Radical Now: On Being Jewish, writes: "The Jewish people in its very being constitutes a living protest against a world of hatred, violence and war ... [I]t is a protest against the world that is, in the name of the world that ought to be. From this refusal-to-accept eventually emerged the most sustained of all man's attempts to create a social order based on individual freedom and collective grace, a society of equal access to dignity and hope. Judaism is an ongoing moral revolution that began by challenging the great empires of the ancient world."

It is this “moral revolution” that antisemites cannot stand. They want to maintain the freedom to conquer and kill, to dominate, exploit and oppress, to recreate a world where might is right and where power and brute force are the idols to be worshipped. They oppose a world where individual human life has meaning and value, where coexistence and cooperation are norms, and where the ideals of social justice and a common humanity are pursued. Across the span of history, these objectors rise and fall, leaving in their wake a world bloodied by hatred and violence. Whether they are the conquerors of old, or supersessionist religions, or in more recent times, the adherents of totalitarian and supremacist ideologies of fascism, communism, Nazism, or Islamism, they are manifestations of the same evil.

Antisemitism targets Jews. Despite the propaganda, Jews are not targeted for being rich or poor, secular or religious, integrated or segregated, too numerous or too few, being convenient scapegoats, being different, or for any of the other reasons that are often put forward. False accusations about Jews drinking gentile blood or conspiracy theories about Jews controlling the finance, governments and the media of the world are simply the propaganda bait and tools used by antisemites to entice and inflame people to their cause. Individual Jews often fail to live up to the Torah’s ethical values, but even this failure is not the true cause of antisemitism.

As Rabbi Joseph Telushkin and Dennis Prager noted in their book Why the Jews? The Reason for Antisemitism, Jews are targeted because they are the bearers of these values, the living affirmation of a universal message of a humanitarian and ethical world. Antisemitism therefore does not only affect Jews; antisemitism has ramifications for the whole of a society. Behind the antisemite is a mindset that, in essence, targets all human beings, and all hopes and dreams and aspirations for a better and decent world. It is that mindset that targets the Jews first, before moving on to others. Once it is acceptable to target Jews, the door opens to target others, along a sliding scale of those whose lives are deemed in the name of whatever cause, religion or ideology to be increasingly forfeit – the political or religious opponent, gays, the disabled, women, other races, and on and on, until only the ‘acceptable human being’ subject to dictator or ideology is left alive, but cowering. The result is a humanity trapped in wretchedness and pain.

Antisemitism is rooted in opposition to the values and ideals of the Torah, in a totalitarian mindset that asserts that a religion or a race or an ideology or a nation or even a royal dynasty must dominate and rule, and that individuals are therefore expendable for the so-called ‘greater good’ or in the interests of a state, a religion, a race or an ideology.
Jews are the “canary in the coalmine”. Whenever antisemitism takes hold, whether by a few individuals, a government or a society, when Jews are being targeted and attacked, that is the first sign that a sickness is seeping into a society. It is the flashing light, the warning siren that those who seek to destroy the humanitarian and egalitarian values of the *Torah* are rising up to dominate, control and exploit others. It is incumbent upon all who cherish human rights and a society based on individual dignity and social justice to recognise the signs and act to counter them.

*Julie Nathan is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry*
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**The Banality of Antisemitism**  
Jeremy Jones  28 June 2017  

At an international conference at which I had met a number of people who had never previously knowingly met a Jewish person, a conversation with an Australian diplomat turned to the subject of anti-Jewish stereotypes and bigotry.

The diplomat had witnessed the civil, seemingly genuine, discussions I was having with many delegates, on Judaism and contemporary concerns of world Jewry.

He told me of the interesting contrast he observed between my interactions and what he had heard, often and in different countries and social environments, said about Jews and the place of Jews in world affairs.

Even the "educated elites", the "suave, sophisticated and liberal minded" set in a variety of countries, not only spoke of Jews as non-human but almost super-human, apart from the rest of humanity but somehow in control of an array of levers of power.

If a person gained notoriety and political prominence, the assumption of "Jewish until proven innocent" passed as the standard explanation for unanticipated success.

So I asked him, "What response do you receive when you challenge antisemitic assumptions" and, "How do you effectively break down stereotypes?"

His answer? A wry smile and a knowing laugh, indicating that he appreciated my joke - obviously a diplomat would not be so undiplomatic as to challenge culturally acceptable racist slurs.

When I raised this with a (Jewish) United States government official who had specific responsibilities to document and combat racist bigotry, I was regaled with anecdote after anecdote concerning open, overt antisemitism treated as acceptable, even admirable discourse.

When those making antisemitic comments were challenged, I was told, they were, more often than not, surprised to learn that not everyone automatically agreed with them.
They had never before been confronted with facts, alternative information or deconstructions of their presumptions - and when they were, some would dig in their heels but others would begin the long journey to rationality.

In segments of our society, also, antisemitism had and has been a given, an unchallenged assumption, a normal pattern of behaviour.

For so much of history, Jews have had no opportunity to question, let alone challenge, and ultimately correct, harmful, false assumptions about Judaism and the concerns and behaviour of Jewish individuals and communities.

In many cases, members of the "in group" first needed to recognise there was a problem and commence the process of finding a remedy.

Prior to, and during, the recent UK election campaign, there was a renewed focus on antisemitism promoted by sections of, and tolerated by many more inside, the political Left.

It seemed that the more one encountered the support base of Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn, the more likely one was to find a person whose open support for anti-Jewish groups and tolerance of anti-Jewish bigotry had been a hallmark of their public life.

Self-declared progressives were enthusiastically embracing clerical fascists, with whom all they had in common appeared to be a hatred for Israel which included elements of, if not overt, antisemitism.

Some of them were fully aware that their behaviour was intellectually dishonest, politically cynical and morally indefensible, but they also saw that they escaped any consequences and feel themselves to be ascendent in the once venerable Labour Party.

Others were more willing to consider, and even reconsider, their positions, once they were exposed to counter views.

But often the reality was that even good, decent, anti-racist people fear the consequences of confronting anti-Jewish racism - socially within broad sections of "progressive" culture, politically within party branches and unions.

Of course, this is not restricted to the UK, nor to the political Left. I know of individuals in Australia who have challenged anti-Jewish slurs and slanders within a number of religious, ethnic and cultural groupings, and have suffered harassment, ostracism and even assault.

If nothing else is learned from the UK election, it is that far too many people are accepting of antisemitism as normal. This is a problem not just for Jews but for the well-being of society.

Jeremy Jones is the Director of International & Community Affairs at the Australia/Israel & Jewish Affairs Council, and a former president of ECAJ
In February, a member of federal parliament sat down with a small group of anonymous white supremacists and recorded an interview for a podcast called The Convict Report. It was produced by an alt-right outfit called the Dingoes, who released it on an international white nationalist media network called The Right Stuff. What happened immediately afterwards was just as surprising: nothing. George Christensen didn’t apologise or back-pedal. He wasn’t reprimanded or fired or even criticised much.

BuzzFeed Australia approached Christensen, pointing out the vast quantity of anti-Semitic, homophobic and anti-Aboriginal material that the Dingoes were responsible for. The Nationals MP replied that, while the group was “a bit wild” and he didn’t “agree with all their views”, any attempt to sanction him was guilt by association. Not long after Christensen appeared, The Convict Report had a new theme song. It was by a house band called Dachau Blues, and was accompanied by imagery of an oven on fire, in case there was any ambiguity.

How had this happened? In May I contacted Christensen’s office, suggesting he must have realised the true nature of the group. After all, The Convict Report was distributed alongside The Daily Shoah, the largest neo-Nazi podcast in the world. Christensen said he had been encouraged by former Labor leader Mark Latham appearing on The Convict Report (perhaps that should have been a warning sign), and had not known about the racist content. He said he did not know the hosts had distributed articles referring to Jewish “rats” and the “Jewish Problem”. “I reject and abhor anti-Semitism,” Christensen told me. “I reject and abhor racial nationalism.” There was still no sign of regret, though.

But some have regret foisted upon them. Days after Christensen’s response, the Dingoes invited leading neo-Nazi and host of The Daily Shoah, Mike Enoch, to Australia. Christensen finally realised the scale of what he had done, and broke into a sweat. First, he tried to personally prevent Enoch from entering the country; as the Sydney Morning Herald put it, “the staunch free-speech advocate now argues that a visa application … should be knocked back”. Asked yet again about the anti-Semitism, Christensen told the ABC, “If I had known that, there is no way I would have done that interview.” He described the Dingoes’ invocation of Hitler as “insanity”.

Are the Dingoes and their ilk even worth writing about? There’s no doubt they’re trivial and publicity seeking, and have only a handful of listeners. They have attracted current and former politicians to their podcast, but these politicians are also attention seekers with small audiences. Nevertheless, the Dingoes are part of a new era of anti-Semitism fostered by the rise of social media. That fire will not go out, whether it’s “given oxygen” or not.

In the first weeks of the Trump presidency I met the American political commentator Matt Bai. He lamented, over a second drink, how much had changed. Even the nature of his hate mail. “I really thought the anti-Semitism that my parents talked about had died,” he said. “Then, perhaps six months ago, this torrent started. I mean, it’s unbelievable. It changed from a couple of hate messages a year to dozens a week. Jew this, Jew that. Where has it come from?”

Bai was not alone in noticing a difference. Over the course of the US election campaign, Jewish journalists received such a vast number of anti-Semitic tweets that the Anti-Defamation League
(a Jewish non-government organisation) produced a special report on the phenomenon. It found that more than 2.6 million tweets containing anti-Semitic language were posted between August 2015 and July 2016. According to the ADL’s estimate, these tweets were read more than 10 billion times.

One journalist, a “Never Trump” conservative called Ben Shapiro, received more than 7400 pieces of anti-Semitic abuse. Dozens of smears were directed at his newborn child. It was all apparently co-ordinated by a small number of accounts, only a few thousand, but they were prolific in their output. The ADL study found that most were Trump supporters, and focused their attention on critics of Trump.

While many of their techniques were all too familiar – pictures of concentration camps, yellow stars, ovens and anti-Semitic cartoons – they also utilised new kinds of hatred. The word “Skype”, for example, is a quasi-homophone of “kike” that cannot be intercepted by content filters. So too the “echoes”, triple parentheses placed around Jewish names or words associated with anti-Semitic conspiracy theories. (These fresh epithets are all Dingoes staples.)

By June last year, (((echoes))) were common enough to warrant an official entry in the ADL Hate Symbols Database. Google had to remove a browser extension that applied the stigma to Jewish names automatically. Israeli newspaper Haaretz reported that the symbol was being used as a show of defiance as well: “to combat the online vitriol, Jews and non-Jews alike are adopting a controversial new method which, some critics say, is equivalent to pinning a yellow ‘Jude’ star to one’s shirt”. This article did not mention the originator of the echoes: The Daily Shoah podcast, hosted by Mike Enoch.

That’s the trouble with writing off handful-sized audiences as irrelevancies. Cranks have driven the history of anti-Semitic hatred just as often as emperors. The prolific and influential Holocaust denier Ernst Zündel, for example, began his publishing career with a pamphlet claiming UFOs were Nazi spacecraft from Antarctica. Some think Zündel didn’t really believe the UFO stuff, and only wanted attention for his racist theories; others think that the racist theories were a bid for attention as well.

The democratisation of media offers an unprecedented reach to these kinds of people. In the 1980s, Zündel was able to contact and influence Arab heads of state with only a typewriter (albeit under unusually fertile conditions). Now his heirs can broadcast to millions with even less effort. Many modern anti-Semites seem to begin their careers as trolls or attention seekers, and then harden into more doctrinaire hatred as they find an audience, approving or not.

It’s difficult to tell if these beliefs are sincere, or what a sincerely held belief even means anymore. The controversy surrounding a YouTube celebrity called PewDiePie shows the difficulty in identifying “serious” anti-Semitism. PewDiePie, real name Felix Kjellberg, has more than 53 million subscribers and, according to a Variety survey, is now more popular among teens than Hollywood stars such as Jennifer Lawrence. In PewDiePie’s videos he plays games and makes jokes. In the offending episode, the joke was employing two Indian men on the outsourcing site Fiverr to hold up a sign. It read “DEATH TO ALL JEWS”.

The supposed point was that you can buy anything these days, but the punchline was an extreme taboo violation. The Wall Street Journal launched an investigation, which found other hateful imagery, but PewDiePie denied fostering bigotry. “Some have been pointing to my videos and saying that I am giving credibility to the anti-Semitic movement,” he wrote in a blog post. “I
am in no way supporting any kind of hateful attitudes.” Still, both YouTube and Disney ended advertising relationships worth more than $14 million.

The PewDiePie incident was interpreted as a spat between old and new media. For some, it was joke taken far too seriously by a generation of journalists that doesn’t understand internet humour and its multiple layers of irony. Others argued the video was a racist action, regardless of intent. This was a line taken not only by the activist left but also the far right. Prominent white nationalist blog the Daily Stormer argued it didn’t matter whether PewDiePie’s anti-Jewish jokes were genuine or not: “the effect is the same; it normalizes Nazism, and marginalizes our enemies”.

Guardian commentator Jason Wilson and others have written about this strange quality of modern online racism. It can exist in a kind of quantum state, where it is ironic and non-ironic at the same time, according to the position of the observer. Take online racism seriously and you’ve been fooled. Dismiss it and you miss the hidden message. There is an unusual precedent for this. While in Croatia a few years ago, I was told that when the region was still part of communist Yugoslavia some students had used the songs and symbols of the Nazi-aligned Ustaše movement as a variation on punk protest. What could be more offensive to the communist authorities than ironic fascism? When those authorities crumbled and the country descended into war, the ironic fascists became real ones.

That’s a trajectory followed by more than one alt-right personage. How seriously can we take people called “weev” or “Baked Alaska”? What if they broadcast hate to audiences of hundreds of thousands of susceptible young people? Real-life neo-Nazi rallies are now an extension of this dark carnival, a kind of live trolling. They are bedecked not just with swastikas but also with banners of a green cartoon frog called Pepe, who has become another ADL-recognised hate symbol.

Pepe also features in the logo of a Brisbane-based electrician called Smerff Electrical. In it, he is wearing an SS uniform and standing outside the gates of Auschwitz. Smerff is the only open corporate sponsor of the Daily Stormer. On 6 June, A Current Affair ran a segment on Smerff called ‘Neo-Nazi Sparky’, in which a reporter bailed up the proprietor, Simon Hickey, and asked him about his record of Holocaust denial. After the segment aired, Smerff claimed they’d been flooded with calls of support, and were booked out for a month. Whether they were telling the truth or merely trolling, it was impossible to say.

The Brisbane Times quoted an expert who said the best way to deal with far-right extremists was not to be angry or shocked, but to laugh at them. In the past that approach might have worked. Not now: the far right are laughing too.

Richard Cooke is a writer, broadcaster and contributing editor to the Monthly.
“Pepe the Frog’ began as an artist’s meme. He rose to become a symbol of the “alternative-right” during the 2016 Trump election campaign, and he has featured in Marine Le Pen’s National Front campaign in France. Professor Andrew Jakubowicz, a sociologist at the University of Technology, Sydney who is currently leading a research project on cyber racism and community resilience, believes ‘alt-right’ groups are using memes, such as Pepe the Frog, to normalise racism, promote hatred, and influences political sentiment abroad and locally.

“The effect (of memes) has been to routinise alternative right power and racism... The rapid multiplication of memes spread are destructive… This is serious business with real consequences, and the normalisation of hate speech is the biggest threat,” said Jakubowicz.

Who is Pepe?
Pepe the Frog was born in 2005. His creator, artist Matt Furie, drew him along with a host of other characters Brett, Andy and Landwolf as part of the comic Boy’s Club. Partly due to his bloated features and disgruntled face, he began circulating on bulletin board 4Chan and bodybuilding sites, followed by a feed that was created on Instagram with pop celebrities like Katy Perry, Niki Minaj re-tweeting his image.

“There is debate about how Pepe became a figure of alternative right; he gravitated towards 4Chan contemporary bulletin board with alt-right /POL/ (politically incorrect board) and when it moved there it became Pepe’s home… It long escaped Furie’s control of the image. It sat comfortably with an emotion that was popular at time. 4Chan is made up of people with dark and angry sense of humour, a desire to see people hurt, and interested in winding people up – troll personalities. Pepe became useful, he became appropriated by alt-right,” said Jakubowicz.

Pepe and the alt-right movement
The association between Pepe and the alt-right grew so strong that the official Hillary Clinton website had a page on him, and he appeared on CNN in a discussion about alt-right and white nationalist imagery. Trump re-tweeted images of himself with Pepe’s facial features. It is unclear whether politicians are endorsing ideological messages, but it is having broad implications.

Jakubowicz said most far-right politicians now see this as added value. “For right-wing politicians, they now have a spectrum where racism is being normalised in the environment.”

Closer to home
Just last month in Australia, Queensland tradesperson Mr Hickey emerged as the sole corporate sponsor of one of the world’s most popular neo-Nazi websites, drawing condemnation from a Jewish civil rights organisation. His logo was Pepe the Frog wearing an SS uniform and standing in front of Auschwitz. Andrew Anglin of the neo-Nazi website, Daily Stormer, claimed to have engaged Mr Hickey’s company, as a corporate sponsor. In his defence, Mr Hickey referenced Donald Trump’s claim the media was the “enemy of the American people.”

“The skin that sits between alt-right in Australia and the US is so thin…It’s all weaving together now. The task (of neo-Nazi sites) is to normalise anti-Semitic racism in Australia. Some groups
have been criticized by supporters for not being anti-Semitic enough and deviating into anti-Islam,” said Jakubowicz.

“Fantasy and reality came together in follow up to Trump elections when Richard Spencer (Neo Nazi and white supremacist and the coiner of the phrase ‘alt right’) was attacked in street by an Antifa (anti-fascist movement) member and was beaten. At the time, he was wearing a Pepe the Frog lapel badge.”

Jakubowicz said visual imagery has a political impact. “The images in memes create spaces which are full of potential meanings; the words then pitch the meaning towards the intention of the creator.”

“What we see coming together is those who want to spread anti-Semitism and hate against Aborigines and Muslims, with trolls who want to ‘game’ people and demonstrate their power to intimidate and harass. Whenever they come against restraint from government or from social media platforms part of the game is to move around and find new ways.”

It is an ongoing challenge to counter the impact of these sorts of messaging and there are currently few effective anti-racist memes.

“There are all sorts of theories why that is – the development of anti-racist memes is hard. One company (Facebook) is trying to run workshops to create alternative memes for internet as pushback. This space is filled with Neo-Nazi stuff. There is little psychological space to think about alternatives. You are battered or withdraw –and become wounded. Many people report being psychologically damaged by their sense of pain and isolation. The opportunity is there but the capacity is eroded. People are not feeling capable of standing up for their own identity in such an unprotected environment.”

Where to from here?
In Australia, there are limited laws and protections to deal with hate speech and cyber harassment. Jakubowicz is thankful Section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act survived the onslaught against it by forces, including the alt-right. Even so the responsibility often lies with the social media platforms, like Twitter, where you can report offensive content and it will be blocked from the user. But the content can remain live on the internet.

Jakubowicz said there a few tactics we can employ as individuals, including supporting existing organisations, such as the Online Hate Prevention Institute. “Only by monitoring and understanding the dynamic of this stuff can we get our head around strategies of resilience.”

“We need to look at the creation of affirmative safe spaces. These need to be fun, interesting, intellectually exciting and artistic and create the same sort of bounce – but an affirmative one – that racists already know how to do with the hate they peddle.”

“Another thing we can do is to find stories, podcasts, interviews, interesting lives and systematic evidence-based models about what we want to achieve. Move people into a space that they feel competent and confident to stand up and create as their own.”

“Racism has to be identified, called out, and pushed back against. It permeates cyber space, and has become taken for granted. It requires systematic pushback – it undermines internet democracy.”
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